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To my parents 

O my Lord! Bestow Your mercy on them, even as they 
affectionately reared me in childhood 

 (Qur'an, 17: 24). 
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FOREWORD

 The collapse of socialism and its centrally-planned 
economies in the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe has 
raised a host of critical questions for all concerned with the 
ideological future of mankind. Does this represent the final 
demise of the socialist system and the unequivocal victory of the 
Western doctrine of economic and political liberalism, as is 
being claimed by some of the enthusiasts of Western capitalism, 
heralding the 'end of history', or does it constitute yet another 
phase in the never-ending ebb and flow of history? Does the fall 
of socialism of itself vindicate capitalism? If socialism has col-
lapsed under the weight of its contradictions and inequalities 
does that necessarily mean that capitalism has overcome its own 
historical contradictions, injustices and failures? If the rise of 
socialism was owed, at least in part, to certain perceived failures 
of capitalism, how can its collapse mean that those failures 
(which prompted the search for alternatives) were illusory? 
Euphoria at the fall of a false god aside, the critical questions 
that still perplex the mind and conscience of man crave cogent 
answers. . 

 Is/am and the Economic Challenge represents a timely 
effort to reflect on these questions, and to suggest that the search 
for appropriate answers need not be confined to the Western 
experience, that it can profitably be widened to other religio-
cultural horizons. It may open up radical new opportunities for 
mankind if questing minds will sincerely and objectively 
examine the merit of the submission of Muslim intellectuals that 
more satisfying and befitting answers to the economic questions 
of our time can be found in the Islamic approach to them. 

 Mankind has experimented, under the leadership of the 
West, with four major economic ideologies during the last three 
hundred years: capitalism, socialism, nationalist-fascism and the 
welfare state. All of them were based on the fundamentally 
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and characteristically Western premise that religion and 
morality are not relevant to the solution of man's economic 
problems, that economic affairs are better settled by reference to 
the laws of economic behaviour and not in respect of any social 
code of moral conduct. Capitalism built its house on the 
principle of unfettered private enterprise, the profit motive and 
the mechanism of the market. Socialism sought millennium 
through public enterprise, social motivation, and a centrally- 
planned command economy. Fascism represented a distinct 
blend of the two resulting in a state capitalism geared to political 
aggrandizement and military adventurism. The welfare state is 
founded on a system of mixed economy, a form of capitalism 
blended with a measured socialist compassion. Despite note-
worthy achievements in contain specific fields, these major 
ideologies on the economic stage have failed to resolve the 
major economic problems of mankind. Fascism was the first to 
fall into the dustbin of history. The latest fallen god is socialism. 
It would be the height of folly to assume that, by elimination, 
capitalism and the welfare state have been vindicated. 

 The economic crisis of our times remains as deep and 
distressing as ever and can be ignored only at the gravest peril. 
There is an urgent need for objective analysis of the entire 
economic landscape with a view to finding a fresh approach 
which seeks the objectives of efficiency and equity simutan-
eously and for all human beings. 

 Dr. Muhammad Umer Chapra's pioneering work Islam 
the Economic Challenge represents one such effort. Dr. Chapra 
is a professional economist, educated at the universities of 
Karachi and Minnesota. He brings to the task wide experience 
of teaching and research in economics. He has been associated 
with a number of prestigious academic and research institutions 
tike the Institute of Development Economics and the Central 
Institute of Islamic Research, Pakistan. He has taught at the 
Universities of Wisconsin, Platteville and Kentucky, Lexington, 
U.S.A. For the past twenty-six years he has served as Senior 
Economic Adviser at the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency. This 
has given him a unique opportunity to drink deep at the wells of 
both theoretical knowledge and practical application of 
economics. He has also had abundant exposure to the Western 
as well as the Islamic perspectives on economics and society. 
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For the last fifteen years, he has been deeply involved in the 
development of an Islamic approach to economics. His earlier 
work. Towards a Just Monetary System (The Islamic Founda-
tion, Leicester, 1985), won wide acclaim in the academic 
community of the Muslim world, and brought its author two 
prestigious awards - the Islamic Development Bank Award for 
distinguished service to Islamic Economics (1990), and the King 
Faisal International Prize for Islamic Studies (1990). Dr. Chapra 
is thus eminently qualified to address the more fundamental 
issue of the economic system for our times. 

 Is/am and the Economic Challenge is the result of a 
decade of research and reflection. In this masterly treatise he 
examines with sophistication and academic rigour the three 
major economic systems of the Western world, and comes up 
with a realistic balance sheet of their achievements and failures. 
He also spells out the Islamic approach to the economy and its 
problems, and puts forward concrete suggestions for restructur-
ing the Muslim economies and pursuing new paths towards 
strategic developmental planning. In broad terms, his recipe for 
the Muslim world comprises development planning together 
with the application of a socially-accepted moral filter for the 
market mechanism, more broadly-based motivation for eco-
nomic effort and fundamental structural reforms to establish a 
supporting framework. 

 Dr. Chapra has dealt with the subject as a trained social 
scientist and objective Islamic scholar. His grasp of the 
contemporary economic systems and their problems is thorough 
and incisive; his presentation of the Islamic economic order is 
precise and convincing. His balanced critique of the Western 
systems as well as that of the contemporary Muslim society is 
presented in a style that is scholarly yet simple, clear and 
prescriptive. Is/am and the Economic Challenge is not merely a 
treatise in theory, it is of immense relevance to the policy 
makers. not merely in the Muslim world, but in the world as a 
whole.

 I foresee Is/am and the Economic Challenge becoming a 
standard work on contemporary economic systems, and a 
catalyst for promoting the Islamic approach to the solution of 
the economic problems of the contemporary Muslim world. 

 Or. Chapra's unique contribution lies in the realism of his   
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thought and approach. He identifies the problem with clarity; he 
discusses the prevalent approaches with professional distance. 
acknowledging the achievements of different experiments 
without reservation, and analyzing their failures without 
exaggeration; at the same time he expounds the Islamic 
alternative with a quiet precision, without apology or affecta-
tion.

 Dr. Chapra has clearly demonstrated that well-being 
cannot be attained through the pursuit of material possessions 
alone. and that efficiency and equity can become operational 
concepts only if they are redefined in the context of their linkage 
to moral values and socio-economic structures. His is a plea for 
the rediscovery of man as the centre-piece of economic thinking 
and effort. He uses the tools of economic analysis as effectively 
as can be done by a good Western economist, but his real 
contribution lies in a highly thoughtful effort to build a new 
house for economics where it is not tom from its moral 
foundation, and where economic effort can take place within a 
socio-economic framework that ensures efficient allocation and 
equitable distribution simultaneously, and not merely for a 
particular segment of society, of humanity, but for all. He strives 
to lift economics to the next stage of its evolution when, 
drawing upon its moral springs as well as vast empirical 
experiences spread over several centuries. it may be capable of 
playing an effective role towards general human fulfillment and 
not merely material excess for the privileged. If economics is to 
become. a real blessing for man, a tool for his well-being, the 
missing dimension needs to be restored. Is/am and the 
Economic Challenge is a step towards such an economics of 
tomorrow. 

Leicester 
3 January 1992     Khurshid Ahmad 
27 Jumada al-Thani 1412 
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PREFACE 

 The ongoing revival of Islam in almost all Muslim 
countries has created the need for a clear, integrated picture of 
the programme that Islam has to offer to realise the kind of well-
being that it envisages, and to counter the different problems 
now facing mankind, particularly in the economic field. Of 
special interest is a strategy that would help reduce to 
manageable limits the macroeconomic and external imbalances 
that most countries are now experiencing around the world, and 
would yet enable them to attain full employment, remove 
poverty, fulfill needs, and minimize inequalities of income and 
wealth. Can the Muslim countries formulate such a strategy 
within the framework of the secularist worldview of capitalism, 
socialism and the welfare state? Can Islam help them realise 
their goals? If so, what kind of a policy package do Islamic 
teachings imply? This book is an effort to answer these and 
other related questions. 

 The first draft of the manuscript was circulated to a 
dozen scholars in the field of Islamic and conventional 
economics. These include Dr. M. Anas Zarqa, Dr. M. Nejatullah 
Siddiqi, Dr. Munawar Iqbal and Dr. M. Fahim Khan in Saudi 
Arabia, Prof. Kenneth Boulding, Prof. Everett Hagen, Prof. 
Frank Vogel, and Dr. Zubair Iqbal in the United States, Prof. 
Rodney Wilson and Prof. John Presley in the United Kingdom, 
Prof. Volker Nienhaus in Germany, and Prof. Khurshid Ahmad 
in Pakistan. I am grateful to all of them for the precious time 
they have spared to read the manuscript carefully and to give me 
the benefit of their valuable comments and suggestions. I have 
revised the manuscript substantially in the light of these. 
Consequently, even though the main thesis of the original 
remains intact, the final product reflects in many places their 
rich insights. 

I have benefited most especially from the penetrating critique 
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of Dr. Zarqa, Dr. Siddiqi, Dr. Munawar Iqbal, and Prof. 
Boulding, indeed far more than it is possible for me to 
acknowledge. The first three, being resident in Saudi Arabia, 
also spared a substantial pan of their valuable time for 
discussions with me on a number of crucial issues. These 
discussions not only improved my personal understanding of the 
subject, but also helped to strengthen the logic of the Islamic 
strategy. 

Thus, if readers find this book worthwhile, a substantial 
part of the credit goes to the scholars listed above. None of them 
has, however, seen the final draft. Any errors that still remain 
should hence be attributed to me alone, particularly as I was 
unable to carry out all their suggestions for fear of making the 
book too technical and bulky. The views expressed in this book 
are mine and do :1ot necessarily reflect the views of the 
institution where I work. 
 My debt to the classical and current literature on Islamic 
economics is so great that even the great number of footnote 
references to specific sources cannot discharge it. Moreover, 
there has been such an exponential growth in the current 
literature, that comprehensive referencing is not even possible, 
particularly in a book that covers the three prevalent systems as 
well as Islam. I have hence been highly selective and, in the 
process. may have left out some references which others 
consider to be important. Transliteration marks have been put 
only where necessary to avoid overburdening the book with 
such marks. I have used certain Arabic words and expressions 
essential for understanding the Islamic message, in preference to 
English translations which would not allow the reader to get out 
of the culturally conditioned connotations of these terms, 
something that is necessary to do. 
 I am indebted also to many others who have indirectly 
participated in the writing and publication of this book. 
Prominent among them are my wife and children who have been 
a source of great inspiration and moral support. My brothers 
Abdul Rahman and Muhammad have also provided continuous 
encouragement. I have also benefited significantly. from the 
translations of the Qur'an by Abdullah Yusuf Ali, T. B. Irving 
and Muhammad Asad, even though I have not reproduced their 
translations. Translations from the fiqh, hadith and   
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other Arabic literature are my own. However, my daughter 
Sumayyah has helped generously in solving some of the 
difficult problems of translation. Credit is also due to Dr. M. M. 
Ahsan and other brothers at the Islamic Foundation for their 
help and cooperation in preparing and checking the manuscript, 
and for seeing it through the press. I am also indebted to Mr. 
Mobin Ahmad for the research and secretarial assistance he has 
so efficiently rendered to me during the writing of this book. 
May God reward them all generously for their contribution. 

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
11 Jumad  al-Akhirah 1411 
28 December 1990 

Postscript 
The Soviet economic system has collapsed since the 

manuscript of this book was finalized and the Swedish Social 
Democratic Party has also lost its majority in the parliament 
after being in power for more than 50 years. These develop-
ments further reinforce the central thesis of this book and, in 
particular. the analysis of Chapters 2 and 3 on socialism and the 
welfare state. 

9 Rabi' al-Awwal 1412  
18 September 1991 
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INTRODUCTION 

The very objective of the Shari'ah is to promote the wel-
fare of the people. which lies in safeguarding their faith. 
their life. their intellect. their posterity and their wealth. 
Whatever ensures the safeguarding of these five serves 
public interest and is desirable. 

al-Ghazal
The basis of the Shari'ah is wisdom and welfare of the 
people in this world as well as the Hereafter. This welfare 
lies in complete justice. mercy. well-being and wisdom. 
Anything that departs from justice to oppression. from 
mercy to harshness. from welfare to misery and from wis-
dom to folly. has nothing to do with the Shari'ah. 

Ibn al-QayyiJn2

THE CHALLENGE 
Human well-being has been the professed objective of all 

societies. There is. however, a difference of opinion on what 
constitutes well-being and how it may be realised. Even though 
material conditions are not the only constituents of well-being, 
the modem, secularist perspective, with its emphasis primarily 
on those conditions, seems to believe that well-being could be 
ensured if certain material goals were realised. These goals 
include: elimination of poverty, fulfillment of the basic material 
needs of all individuals,3 availability to everyone of an oppor-
tunity to earn an honest living, and equitable distribution of 
income and wealth. However, no country around the world, 
irrespective of whether it is rich or poor, has been able to realise 
even these material goals. 

The centrally-planned economies, which had claimed to be 
able to secure these material goals, have not only failed to do so 
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but are also facing a serious economic crisis which has, beyond 
doubt, assured the system's failure. A corresponding euphoria 
among the market economy countries has urged the superiority 
of the market system more vehemently than ever. However, 
even though the performance of the market economy countries 
has certainly been better, they too have failed to realise the 
desired material goals. Their failure is made all the more con-
spicuous by their economic instability and macroeconomic 
imbalances, reflected in frequent economic fluctuations, high 
rates of inflation and unemployment, excessive budgetary and 
balance of payments deficits, and volatility in the foreign 
exchange, commodity and stock markets. The developing coun-
tries are further plagued by difficult debt-servicing problems, 
threatening not only their future development but also the health 
and survival of the international financial system. 

 In addition to these problems, practically all countries 
around the world are experiencing a scale of depletion of non-
renewable natural resources and environmental pollution which 
is endangering life on earth. There is a rising level of stress, ten-
sion and strife in human affairs, accompanied by an increase in 
all the symptoms of anomie, such as frustration, crime, alcohol-
ism, drug addiction, divorce, child battering, mental illness and 
suicide. all indicating lack of inner contentment in the life of 
individuals.

 Muslim countries, the main focus of this book, are not an 
exception, They too are in a state of turmoil, like the rest of the 
world. Poverty and inequalities have become more marked: 
while even the basic needs of a considerable proportion of the 
population remain unsatisfied, the rich and upper middle classes 
live in great affluence. The existence of poverty alongside aff-
luence tends to corrode the fabric of brotherhood and social 
solidarity and serves as one of the prime causes of crime and 
violence, social unrest and political instability. Most of these 
countries are also beset with extremely difficult macroeconomic 
imbalances. This failing on the part of Muslim countries is all 
the more serious because Islam places an uncompromising 
empha3is on human dignity, brotherhood and socio-economic 
justice, which will remain empty slogans until all the essential 
elements of well-being are secured. 
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EFFICIENCY AND EQUITY? 
 Why is it that no country around the world has been able 

to realise even the material elements of human well-being? Can 
scarcity of resources be held responsible for the failure? Most 
economists would tend to answer negatively, because they do 
not consider resources to be scarce in an absolute sense. 
Resources are only scarce relatively to the claims on them. 
Most economists would tend to agree that, in spite of the 
relative scarcity of resources, it is possible to realize material 
goals and to minimize instability and imbalances if the available 
resources are used 'efficiently' and 'equitably'.4 It is this 
possibility that poses a challenge to humanity - to use the 
available resources in such an 'efficient' and 'equitable' way that 
the universally-accepted goals for material well-being are 
actualized and the instability and imbalances are minimized. 
This brings into focus a host of difficult questions related to the 
meaning of 'efficiency' and 'equity' and how they can be 
realized. 

 'Efficiency' and 'equity' have been defined in different 
ways. Within the framework of this study, the most appropriate 
definitions seem to be those that are in harmony with the 
universally-accepted material goals. An economy may be said 
to have attained optimum efficiency if it has been able to 
employ the total potential of available human and material 
resources in such a way that the maximum feasible quantity of 
need satisfying goods and services is produced with a 
reasonable degree of economic stability and a sustainable rate 
of future growth. The test of such efficiency lies in the inability 
to attain a socially more acceptable result without creating 
prolonged macroeconomic imbalances, and without unduly 
depleting non-renewable resources or damaging the 
environment to an extent that life on earth becomes endangered. 
An economy may be said to have attained optimum equity if the 
goods and services produced are distributed in such a way that 
the needs of all individuals are adequately satisfied and there is 
an equitable distribution of income and wealth, without 
adversely affecting the motivation for work, saving, investment 
and enterprise. Since it is basically economic systems which 
address the question of realizing efficiency and equity, the most 
rational approach would be to adopt an economic system that 
would help realise both. 
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The Three Questions 
 To allocate resources efficiently and to distribute them 

equitably. every economic system must answer the three well-
known fundamental economic questions of what. how. and for 
whom to produce: how much of which alternative goods and 
services shall be produced. who will produce them with what 
combination of resources and in what technological manner. and 
who will enjoy to what extent the goods and services produced.5
The answers to these questions determine not only the allocation 
of resources in an economy but also their distribution between 
individuals and between the present (consumption) and the 
future (saving and investment). Allocation and distribution cov-
er a major part of economics. and ultimately determine whether 
the needs of all individuals are fulfilled, whether all other 
desired socio-economic goals are realised, and whether there is 
sufficient motivation for a people to put in the best performance 
for their realization. The crucial test for an economic system lies 
not in its professed goals but rather in their realization. 
The Role of World view and Strategy 
 All three questions, though apparently straightforward, 
are value-laden and cannot be answered in a vacuum. It is 
necessary to have a worldview or underlying philosophy 
(weltanschauung) and strategy. Every society or system is 
dominated by its own worldview which is based on a set of 
implicit or explicit assumptions about the origin of the universe 
and the nature of human life. This worldview controls, in the 
words of Arthur Lovejoy, "the nature of man's reflections on 
almost any subject". Differences in views about human nature 
lead to differences in conclusions about the meaning and 
purpose of human life, the ultimate ownership and objective of 
the limited resources at the disposal of human beings, the 
relationship of human beings towards each other (their rights 
and responsibilities) and their environment, and the criteria for 
efficiency and equity. Such a worldview performs the same 
function for an economic system as the foundation does for a 
building: even though the supporting foundation is invariably 
invisible and unmentioned, it continues to play a determining 
role. 
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 The system's strategy is a logical outcome of this 
worldview. To be complete and effective in enabling the system 
to realise its goals, the strategy must consist of a number of 
indispensable elements. It must have a filter mechanism through 
which all claims may be passed by either the 'invisible' or the 
'visible' hand to maintain a balance between resources and the 
claims on them and to realise optimum efficiency and equity. It 
must provide a mechanism to motivate individuals to put in their 
best performance in their own interest and in the interest of 
society. It must also have an effective way of bringing about 
socio-economic restructuring to enable a prompt transfer of 
resources from one use to another until the most efficient and 
equitable allocation and distribution have been attained. 

 Unless the worldview and the strategy of a system are in 
harmony with its professed goals, the goals cannot be 
actualised.7 To grow a mango tree, you need a mango seed; a 
lemon seed, no matter how good, will not do8 Systems which 
reflect an inherent inconsistency between their goals and their 
worldview and strategy are unable to bring about the funda-
mental adjustments in the life-styles and the structure and 
organization of their economies. They are therefore crisis-prone. 
People living in such systems cannot but be the victims of false 
promises - promises that cannot be fulfilled. no matter how 
many minor adjustments are made. Such minor adjustments do 
not penetrate to the root of the problem. They address merely 
the symptoms of the inconsistency but fail to achieve 
consistency between the worldview and strategy and the goals. 
The problems therefore reappear in a different form, more 
serious. and more aggravated each time. 
THE PREVAILING SYSTEMS 

 There have been several explanations of the universe and 
of the nature and meaning of human life. These explanations 
have led to different ways of life and different economic 
systems, each based explicitly or implicitly on its own 
worldview and each providing a different strategy for solving 
the economic problem. Three economic systems are dominant in 
the present-day world - capitalism, socialism and their joint 
offspring, the secularist welfare state. Each of these has  
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undergone significant revisions relative to the original version 
because of various problems faced over the years, and the 
changes introduced to solve them. The systems in their present 
form are thus far from what they were originally. Nevertheless, 
in spite of the various 'revisions' in the systems, the enormous 
wealth that the countries following these systems have created, 
and the relative abundance of their resources, these countries 
have failed in varying degrees to realise the goals they aspire 
for. Many of them are also facing serious macroeconomic 
imbalances. Their problems have in fact increased continually. 
Social unrest and crime have also risen and they are in general 
facing a crisis situation. 

Their problems, as will be shown in this book, are not 
contingent events, external to the systems. They are rather a 
natural and fairly predictable consequence of the inherent 
structural defects in the systems themselves. These defects result 
from the conflict in their goals, which are rooted in their moral 
and religious past, and their worldview and strategy, which are 
an outgrowth of secularism and reflect a discord with their 
religious traditions. Hence, the existing systems, which 
themselves need, in the words of Burtt, "to rethink a correct 
philosophy of man'',9 cannot provide a model which. may be 
emulated by Muslim countries to realise their goals with 
resources that are relatively much smaller and would take 
decades to reach anywhere near those of the countries following 
these systems. 

THE ISLAMIC ALTERNATIVE 
 Islam envisages an economic system fundamentally 

different from the prevailing systems. It has its roots in the 
Shari'ah (Islamic teachings) from which it derives its worldview 
as well as its goals and strategy. The goals of Islam (maqasid al-
Shari'ah), unlike those of the predominantly secularist systems 
of the present-day world, are not primarily materialist. They are 
rather based on its own concepts of human well-being (falah) 
and good life hayat tayyibah) which give utmost importance to 
brotherhood and socio-economic justice and require a balanced 
satisfaction of both the material and the spiritual needs of all
human beings.1O This is because of the 
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belief that all human beings are equal in being God's vicegerents 
on earth and His dependents, and cannot feel inner happiness 
and tranquility until the real well-being of all has been attained 
through the satisfaction of both spiritual and material needs. 
The Maqasid AI-Shari'ah 

The maqasid al-Shari'ah (referred to hereafter as the 
maqasid) include everything that is needed to realize falah} and
hayat tayyibah within the constraints of the Shari'ah. Ghazali, as 
the quotation given at the beginning of this Introduction 
indicates, incorporates in the maqasid everything that is 
considered necessary to preserve and enrich faith, life, intellect, 
posterity and wealth. 

 Ghazali wisely puts faith at the head of the list of 
maqasid because, within the Islamic perspective, faith is the 
most important ingredient for human well-being. It puts human 
relations on a proper foundation, enabling human beings to 
interact with each other in a balanced and mutually caring 
manner to help ensure the well-being of all. It also provides a 
moral filter. for allocation and distribution of resources in 
accordance with the dictates of brotherhood and socioeconomic 
justice, and a motivating system that gives biting power to the 
goals of need-fulfillment and equitable distribution of income 
and wealth. Without injecting the dimension of faith into all 
human decisions, irrespective of whether they take place in the 
household, the corporate boardroom, the market, or the 
politburo, it may not be possible to realise efficiency and equity 
in the allocation and distribution of resources, to minimize 
macroeconomic imbalances and economic instability, or to 
overcome crime, strife, tensions and the different symptoms of 
anomie. 

 Efficiency and equity cannot even be defined without 
resort to a moral filter.11 As Frank Knight has rightly argued, the 
most important principle of physical science is that matter can 
neither be created nor destroyed. Total output will thus always 
be equal to total input in physical terms. The correct definition of 
efficiency would hence be the ratio, not between total 'output' 
and total' input' but between useful output and total output or 
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input.12 This means that a measure of 'usefulness' is needed to 
measure efficiency. As will be argued in this book, individual 
preferences and prices cannot by themselves provide such a 
measure if the objective is the well-being of all. It is necessary 
to complement these by a socially-agreed moral filter. If it is 
difficult to define efficiency without moral criteria, then it is 
even more difficult to define equity without these. 

Ghazali places wealth at the end of the list because it is not an 
end in itself. It is only a means, though an important and 
indispensable one, for realizing human well-being. Wealth 
cannot help realise this objective unless it is allocated efficiently 
and distributed equitably. This requires, as indicated above, the 
satisfaction of certain moral criteria in the pursuit of wealth and 
the operation of markets or the politburo. If wealth becomes an 
end in itself, it leads to inequities, imbalances and 
environmental excesses, which ultimately reduce the wellbeing 
of most members of the present and the future generations. 

The three goals in the middle (life, intellect and posterity) 
relate to the human being himself, whose well-being is the 
primary objective of the Shari'ah. The firm direction that a 
moral commitment to the enrichment of these three can provide 
to the allocation and distribution of resources, cannot come from 
prices and markets alone in a secularist environment. It is the 
life, intellect and posterity of all human beings that are to be 
preserved and enriched and not just of the rich and the highly 
placed. Everything that is necessary for enriching these three for 
all must be considered a 'need' and everything possible done to 
ensure its fulfillment - adequate nutrition, clothing, proper 
upbringing and education for spiritual and intellectual develop-
ment. housing, a healthy spiritual and physical environment 
(with reduced tensions, crime and pollution), medical facilities, 
comfortable transport, enough leisure to meet all essential 
family and social obligations, and an opportunity to earn an 
honest living. Allocation and distribution of resources must take 
a course that helps fulfill these and other needs that are 
considered essential. The fulfillment of all these needs would 
make all members of both the present and the future generations 
tranquil, comfortable, healthy and efficient, and able to 
contribute richly towards the realization and perpetuation of 
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falah and hayat tayyibah. Any allocation and distribution of, 
resources that does not help realise falah and hayat tayyibah 
does not, in accordance with the quotation of Ibn al-Qayyim 
given above, reflect wisdom, and cannot be considered either 
efficient or equitable. 

The Wide Gulf 
 Unfortunately, because of a number of historical factors, 
two of which are the decadence of Muslims and their 
consequent subjugation by imperialist forces, both capitalist and 
socialist, there is a wide gulf between the Shari'ah and the 
actual practice in Muslim countries. The Muslim society does 
not reflect the spiritual lustre of Islam and, in fact, among a vast 
majority of the society, there is not even an awareness of the 
necessary characteristics required of the Muslim or of the 
Islamic society. The dominant ideology in Muslim countries is 
not Islam but rather secularism along with a mixture of 
feudalism, capitalism and socialism. The Islamic economic 
system does not prevail in any part of the Muslim world. The 
Muslim countries have been trying to solve their economic 
problems through policies developed within the secularist 
perspective of the prevailing systems. Their problems have 
become aggravated and they have moved farther and farther 
from the realization of the maqasid. Despite a rise in gross 
domestic product, poverty has not declined; rather, it has risen. 
Inequalities of income and wealth have also worsened, and the 
basic needs of their people remain unsatisfied. The public sector 
budgetary deficits have risen, as have balance of payments 
deficits and external debt, and the threat of inflation persists. 
Malaysia's Prime Minister, Mahathir Muhammad, observed that 
ideas for ending Third World poverty were running out. "The 
search for solutions in our negotiations with the developed 
economies has practically grourd to a halt." The Third World 
officials "faced a daunting task in finding new ideas to pull poor 
countries out of mounting indebtedness" .13 Why is this so, and 
can Islamisation (reconstruction of the economies of Muslim 
countries in the light of Islamic teachings) be helpful? 
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ABOUT THIS BOOK 
This book is an attempt to answer this question. It consists of 

two parts. The first part covers the unsuccessful systems -
systems that the Muslim countries must avoid if they wish to 
actua1ise their socio-economic goals. The first three chapters of 
this part analyze the worldview and strategy of the prevalent 
systems, not just for the sake of criticism, but to identify the 
reasons for, and the nature and implications of, the conflict 
between their goals and their worldview and strategy. This will 
enable readers to appreciate why this lack of harmony has 
frustrated, and will continue to frustrate, the efforts of countries 
following these systems to realise simultaneously both 
efficiency and equity in the allocation of their scarce resources. 
It will also enable them to follow the discussion in Chapter 4 of 
why the formulation of policies within the perspective of the 
prevailing systems has led to inconsistencies in the economic 
policies pursued by developing countries, and has aggravated 
their problems by not only accentuating macroeconomic and 
external imbalances but also frustrating their goal of realizing 
equity.

 The second part, consisting of seven chapters, discusses 
the Islamic response. The first of these chapters, Chapter 5, 
indicates the worldview and strategy of Islam and the inherent 
consistency of these with the maqasid. Chapter 6, through an 
account of the malaise in the Muslim world, lays the 
groundwork for a discussion of five different policy dimensions 
that the Muslim countries need to adopt, in the light of Islamic 
teachings, to realise the maqasid without prolonged imbalances. 
Each of  these policy  dimensions  is  addressed  in  a separate 
chapter.  Chapter 7 discusses the ways of invigorating the 
human factor, which is generally recognized to be very 
important, but which acquires a crucial significance in a system 
that makes human beings the pivot of all socio-economic reform 
and efforts to realise both efficiency and equity. Chapter 8 
discusses the different ways of reducing concentration of 
wealth, necessary to realise socio-economic justice to which 
Islam gives maximum importance in its value system. Chapters 
9 and 10 indicate the kinds of economic and financial 
restructuring that are needed to realise the socio-economic goals 
of Islam. Chapter 11 goes briefly into the strategic policy 
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planning, which is necessary to implement effectively the 
policy implications of Islamic teachings. 

 The concluding chapter sums up the discussion running 
through all eleven chapters. This should enable the reader to 
review the. gist of the whole analysis. Since this book is 
basically a discussion of the economic problem, it does not 
cover the spiritual aspects official and  haytat tayyibah except to 
the extent to which they are directly related to the economic 
problem. 

 It may seem preposterous to discuss the problems of all 
Muslim countries in a single book. There are high-income. 
middle-income and low-income countries in different stages of 
economic development and facing different problems. How-
ever, while that is true, the quintessence of their problems is 
much the same, the differences being only in magnitude. 14 
They are all faced with relative scarcity of resources. 
Nevertheless, being Muslim countries, it is their 
incontrovertible moral obligation to realise the maqasid without
creating prolonged imbalances. Hence they can all benefit from 
the discussion, though in varying degrees. The book is mainly 
addressed, however, to the poorer and middle-income countries 
whose problems are more acute. 
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Edward S. Greenberg, Serving the Few: Capitalism and the Bias of 
Government Policy (1974); and with respect to the secularist welfare state, 
Claus Offe, Contradictions of the Welfare State, ed., John Keane (1984). 
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Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, Islami Riyasat (1982), p. 695. 
 9 Edwin A. Burtt, The Metaphysic('al Foundations of Modern 
Science, 
(1955). p. 27. 

10 The word falah (well-being) is used in the: Qur'an at least forty times 
in different conjugational forms. The call for falah”, also made from the 
minaret five times a day and each time the phrase. "come  for falah”, is 
repealed twice. According to Islam, spiritual uplift is an essential ingredient 
of human well-being and any effort to realize it otherwise is bound to fail. 

The expression of "hayat tayyibah comes from the following verse of the 
Qur'an:  All those, male or female. who do righteous deeds and are 
believers, We will most certainly grand to them hayat tayyibah,  and also 
reward them (in the Hereafter) in accordance with the best of what they 
did" (16: 97). 

11. See Anas Zarqa "Capital Allocation, Efficiency and Growth in 
anInterest-free Islamic Economy", November 1982, p. 49; and "Islamic 
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(Gottfried Haberler, "Liberal and Illiberal Development Policy", in 
Gerald M. Meier, ed., Pioneers in Development. Second Series (1987), p. 
53. 
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PART I 
THE UNSUCCESSFUL SYSTEMS 

Therefore, turn away from those who do not remember Us and 
care for no more than the life of this world (Qur'an, 53: 29). 

Indeed, they love this fleeting life and pay no attention to the 
Hard Day (Qur'an, 76: 27). 
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CHAPTER I 
THE LIMITS OF CAPITALISM 

Poverty in the midst of plenty and joyless 
affluence are but symptoms of a profound 
disorder. 

Tibor Scitovsky1

 Capitalism, in its classical laissez faire sense, does not 
exist anywhere. 11 has been modified over the centuries. 
Governments have intervened extensively to correct some of its 
deficiencies and to offset, at least partly, some of its adverse 
effects on equity. Nevertheless, it continues to exercise a 
charismatic appeal as a model. This appeal has gained further 
strength from the failure of socialism, the disenchantment with a 
large government role in the economy, and the backlash against 
the welfare state. Calls have been intensified in recent years 
from both intellectual and political platforms for liberalism, or a 
return, as nearly as possible, to the classical model with 
'minimum' government intervention. This call is at present 
tending to dominate the thinking and economic policies of not 
only the Western industrial countries but also a substantial part 
of the Third World and the now-liberalizing Communist 
countries. It is hence desirable to understand the logic of the 
system, the factors that led to the development of its worldview 
and strategy, and to see whether it is logically possible for this 
system to realise efficiency, which is taken for granted as its 
hallmark, and equity, which many economists now recognize, it 
cannot realise. Some of the modifications that had become a part 
of the conventional wisdom as a result of the system's failures, 
but which are now being challenged, will be discussed partly in 
this Chapter but mainly in Chapter 3 on the Welfare Stale. 
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 Capitalism may be said to have the following five distin-
guishing features: (a) it considers accelerated wealth expansion 
and maximum production and 'want' satisfaction in accordance 
with individual preferences to be of primary importance in 
human well-being; (b) it deems unhindered individual freedom 
to pursue pecuniary self-interest and to own and manage private 
property to be necessary for individual initiative; (c) it assumes 
individual initiative along with decentralized decision-making 
in freely operating competitive markets to be sufficient 
conditions for realizing optimum efficiency in the allocation of 
resources; (d) it does not recognize the: necessity of a 
significant role for government or collective value judgments in 
either locative efficiency or distributive equity; and (e) it claims 
that serving of self-interest by all individuals will also 
automatically serve the collective social interest. 
THE LOGIC OF THE SYSTEM: THE CLAIMED  

SYMMETRY

The crucial feature in the entire logic of the market system is 
the claimed symmetry between public and private interests. It is 
assumed that individuals, in their capacity as sovereign 
consumers, act rationally and maximize their utility by buying at 
the lowest price the goods and services that occupy a higher 
place on their preference scales. Their preferences are reflected 
in the market place through their demand or willingness to pay 
the market price. Individuals, in their capacity as producers, also 
act rationally and respond 'passively' to this demand by 
producing at the lowest cost whatever will help them maximize 
their profits. The free interaction of utility-maximizing consum-
ers and profit-maximizing producers under perfectly competit-
ive market conditions determines the market clearing prices for 
goods and services. These prices (and costs, which are also 
prices) serve as an impartial, value-neutral filter mechanism and 
lead to the production of that configuration of goods and 
services which is in maximum harmony with consumer 
preferences. These prices also automatically determine the 
transfer of resources from one use to another, thus contributing 
to their most efficient utilization without anyone's conscious 
effort or intervention. 
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 Since the resultant configuration of goods and services is 
a reflection of consumer preferences, it is the most 'efficient' - it 
is not possible to improve upon it. Since this configuration also 
determines the incomes earned by the respective factors of 
production on the basis of their contribution to output and 
revenue, the resultant income distribution is also 'equitable'.2 At 
the point of equilibrium, consumer satisfactions (utilities) are 
maximized, supplier costs are minimized, and factor earnings 
(including wages and profits) are maximized. The market 
system, it is thus concluded, determines not only the most 
'efficient' use of resources but also the most 'equitable' 
distribution of income in a rational and impartial manner 
without value judgments. It also automatically brings about a 
harmony between private and public interests. Questions about 
whether this configuration satisfies basic human needs and 
whether the distribution is equitable are improper because such 
questions cannot be answered without collective value 
judgments which, unlike market clearing prices, cannot be 
established impartially. Questions about differentials in wealth 
holdings are similarly improper because the wealth of indi-
viduals represents the savings resulting from the market value 
of their contributions to output and their abstinence from 
consumption. Hence there is no need for government interven-
tion except to the extent to which it is necessary to ensure 
competition and orderly markets and to offset market failure in 
the supply of public goods. 

 Every competitive equilibrium is considered to be a 
Pareto optimum - it is not possible to make anyone better off 
without making someone else worse off - which must be 
accepted as both 'efficient' and 'equitable'. Thus the terms 
'efficiency' and 'equity', as defined within this framework, do not 
have a direct relationship with the objectives of removing 
poverty, fulfilling needs, and reducing inequalities of income 
and wealth. It is assumed that these objectives will also be 
realised as a 'necessary' concomitant of 'efficiency' and 'equity' 
brought about by the competitive equilibrium. Any outside 
intervention to change the status quo must necessarily lead to 
results which are less 'efficient' and 'equitable'. The only 
acceptable way to change the status quo would be within the 
framework of Pareto optimality - to make some people 'better 
off' without making anyone 'worse off'. 
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 But history and experience belie the claimed symmetry 
between private and social interest. The system has failed to 
release equity. The 'invisible' hand of market forces, guided 
primarily by 'self-interest' has led, in the words of Dalton, to "an 
inhumane, squalid and unjust society of rampant commer-
cialism, social division, and conflict between employer and 
employee, landlord and tenant, and ruler and ruled.") The reason 
is that the logic of capitalism is based on a number of 
assumptions about preconditions which are unrealistic and 
which have not been and cannot be satisfied under normal 
conditions. As Brittan has rightly indicated: "The full set of 
assumptions, side conditions and constraints required for the 
pursuit of market gain to yield beneficial results can never be 
fully written down. Many of the most important rules arc not 
formulated explicitly until a special problem arises.''4  Since the 
secularist thrust of capitalism's worldview has played the most 
decisive role in its failure to harmonize individual and social 
interest, it is important to look at the historical factors which 
have led to the development of this worldview. 
THE THRUST TOWARD SECULARISM 
The Enlightenment Worldview 

 The worldview of capitalism was greatly influenced by 
the 'Enlightenment' movement stretching over approximately 
two centuries, from the early 17th century to the beginning of 
the 19th. The Enlightenment, a term often used interchangeably 
with the' Age of Reason', was in its extreme form' 'a repudiation, 
and in some respects an antithesis, of much of Christian belief.”5

It is beyond the scope of this book to go into the many reasons 
for this anti-religious posture. One of them, certainly, was 
corruption and despotism in the Church. There was" so much 
laxity of morals among the clergy that a thousand testimonies 
could be adduced to prove it. "6 This anti-clerical sentiment, 
unfortunately, also shook confidence in revealed religion so that 
everything that the Church stood for came to be regarded as 
"quite untenable".7 Voltaire's "crush the infamous thing" rang 
through the Enlightenment periods Durant in fact asserts that' 
'The Church might have sustained the supernatural sanctions 
provided by the Hebraic Scriptures and 
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the Christian tradition if her personnel had led lives of decency 
and devotion.”9

 The leading Enlightenment thinkers crowned human 
reason as the absolute sovereign of human affairs in place of 
faith and intuition. Knowledge was to be derived from only 
sense perceptions. Great confidence was placed in the power of 
reason alone to establish ultimate metaphysical truths. The 
classic sequence of Locke - Berkeley - Hume - Kant acquired 
respectability among the elite and played an important role in 
arousing general scepticism about God, immortality of the 
human soul, moral values, life after death, and other religious 
notions. Hume described such beliefs as "sophistry and illusion" 
,10 Such remarks helped create a favourable climate for the 
acceptance of the Newtonian worldview which reduced God to 
the position of a "clock-maker", who had-to exist to set the 
"Newtonian world machine" in motion and to guarantee its 
uninterrupted running, but who did not interfere with its 
operations. This was stated by Voltaire in the oft-quoted 
aphorism: "If god did not exist, it would be necessary to invent 
him. "11

 This mechanical concept of the universe led to a 
mechanical explanation of even the human soul.12 Man, like the 
physical universe around him, began to be treated as the chance 
product of a blind, purposeless nature operating through 
accidental variations in a self-designed and self-propelled 
evolution. He was at the mercy of brute forces that 
"unknowingly happen to throw him into being".13 It did not 
matter whether the assumptions on which the new worldview 
was based were 'scientifically' valid or not. In the name of 
science, they were taken to be a priori well-grounded.

The hold of religion, which provides the sanction for morality 
and human brotherhood and which, therefore, constitutes the 
foundation of life, thus became continually weaker. If the 
existence of God is doubtful, or carries no significance for 
human life, then there is no question of continuity of life after 
death or of accountability before the Supreme Being. If indeed 
there were some ultimate purpose in life, it was, according to 
Descartes, impossible for us to know. Human purpose became a 
concept that was "scientifically useless"14 and gradually 
disappeared from social thought.15 Accordingly, Bertrand 
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Russell concluded that "all the labours of the ages, all the 
devotion, all the inspirations, all the noonday brightness of 
human genius are destined to extinction in the vast death of the 
solar system, and the whole temple of Man's achievement must 
invariably be buried beneath the debris of a universe in ruins." 
16 If there is no ultimate purpose in life, there is no question of 
transcendental values to live for.17 Everything is permitted. The 
only foundation for values, as Sartre epitomized, is human 
freedom and no external justification is needed for the values 
that anyone chooses to adopt.18 Social Darwinism further 
reinforced this idea and its concepts of 'struggle for existence' 
and 'survival of the fittest' took root. 

Materialism and Determinism 
The Enlightenment repudiation of religious ideas engendered, 

in the social sciences, the attempt to explain individual and 
social behaviour by analogy with the principles of Newtonian 
physics. Human actions were also, as La Mettrie observed, 
wholly due to physical or chemical causes and processes.19 
Positivism, which denied the existence or intelligibility of forces 
or substances that could not be established by experiment and 
observation, took hold as a movement. It exalted reason and 
science without realizing their limitations. This effort to explain 
the functions of human beings in mechanical terms tended to 
make the social sciences materialist and detl~rminist.20

Materialism, a logical consequence of the denial of God, 
holds that matter is the primordial or fundamental constituent of 
the universe, which is not governed by intelligence, purpose or 
final causes. Everything is to be explained in terms of material 
entities or processes. Human feelings and values began to be 
described as illusions for which the world of fact gave no 
warrant.21 Accordingly, wealth, bodily satisfactions, and 
sensuous pleasures were either the only, or the greatest, values 
one could seek or attain. Materialism thus provided the 
foundation for the commercial culture which has gone from 
strength to strength over the years and has multiplied wants far 
beyond the ability of available resources to satisfy. 

Determinism was also a natural outcome of the denial of a 
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conscious human soul. It implied that all the facts in the 
physical universe, and hence also in human history, are 
absolutely dependent upon and conditioned by their physical, 
social or psychical causes. Locke considered the human mind to 
be a "tabula rasa" which had no inner nature of its own and 
which served as raw material for the external social and 
economic forces to shape and design. Marx, Freud, Watson and 
Skil1ner, all emphasized that human beings are conditioned by 
their environment, by factors outside their conscious control. 
Human behaviour was thus explained as being determined by 
mechanical and automatic responses to external stimuli as in 
animals (Watson and Skinner), by unconscious mental states 
beyond their conscious control (Freud), or by social and 
economic conflict (Marx). Besides ignoring the distinctiveness 
and complexity of the human self, determinism led to a 
repudiation of moral responsibility for individual behaviour. 
This was in sharp contrast with the religious view that human 
beings are responsible, and hence accountable before God, for 
their acts. 
The Unsuccessful Protest 

This mechanical view of the universe and man did not go 
unchallenged. The Romantic and Idealist philosophers like 
Rousseau, Kant and Bergson, and a much larger number of 
religious scholars, raised a series of protests and emphasized not 
only the limitations of reason but also the role of emotion and 
intuition in knowledge, with the objective of restoring to man 
his enviable status in the cosmic scheme. They expressed a great 
contempt for the Enlightenment. Words worth called Voltaire's 
Candide "that dull product of a scoffer's pen". In the view of the 
Romantics, the Enlightenment philosophers were guilty of 
holding a worldview that was mechanistic and unfeeling and 
therefore unrealistic and inhuman. But the Romantics' efforts 
were unable to counter successfully the tide of secularism that 
was gaining ground in the Western world. While the early 
thinkers of the Enlightenment like Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz 
and Locke carried neither their rationalism” nor their opposition 
to revealed religion to radical extremes, the philosophers in the 
second half of the eighteenth century like Voltaire, Hume and 
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Holbach were different. They were not only more radical, they 
were also hostile. 

Consequently, the Enlightenment movement, which had 
started with a few intellectuals, continued to penetrate in the 
generations that followed until a major part of the intellectual 
elite and a substantial part of even the masses became 
consciously or unconsciously engulfed in it. E. F. Schumacher 
has accordingly observed that "these nineteenth century ideas 
are firmly lodged in the minds of practically everybody in the 
western world today, whether educated or uneducated."22 Crane 
Brinton also observes that "Westerners, and specially 
Americans, are still spiritual children of the Enlightenment. "23

In spite of this popularity of the Enlightenment movement, 
faith in God and the hope that it arouses remained deeply rooted 
in the hearts of men and the institutions of society and did not 
surrender easily to the verdict of the rationalists. Complete 
atheism was as rare during the Enlightenment as it is today.24 
What did happen, however, was that the thrust of Enlightenment 
ideas undermined the role of religion as a collective force in 
society. Its place was taken by secularism, which reduces 
religion to a matter of individual preference. Moral values lost 
their collective sanction and collective value judgments became 
an anathema.2s Ethics courses are seldom mandatory in 
academic institutions, and as options they do not attract students 
who "prefer to take courses that they believe will yield instant 
payoffs when they step into the real world. Business Ethics does 
not qualify. "26

Loss of the Moral Filter 
Since the socio-economic importance of religion essentially 

lies in the collective sanction it provides to moral values, 
thereby ensuring their unchallenged acceptance as a basis for 
socio-economic and political decisions, the loss of the religious 
sanction for values was a great tragedy. Society became 
deprived of the socially-agreed filter mechanism. Self-interest, 
prices and profits replaced it as the primary criteria for 
allocating and distributing resources and for equating aggregate 
demand and supply. Even though the individual conscience 
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ingrained in the inner consciousness of the human self may still 
be there to serve as a filter mechanism at the individual level, it 
is not sufficient to perform the function of a socially-agreed 
filler mechanism which is needed to create a harmony between 
individual self-interest and social interest. 

Given the reluctance to use the filter mechanism provided by 
morally-sanctioned value judgments, and the weakening of the 
feeling of social obligation that religion intensifies, it is not 
possible to realise the dream of a society where all human 
beings are brothers created by the One God, and where scarce 
resources are used not only to fulfill the needs of all but also to 
create an equitable distribution of income and wealth, Toynbee 
and Durant have rightly concluded, after their extensive study of 
history, that moral uplift and social solidarity are not possible 
without the moral sanction that religions provide. Toynbee 
asserts that, "religions tend to quicken rather than destroy the 
sense of social obligation in their votaries" and that "the 
brotherhood of Man presupposes the fatherhood of God - a truth 
which involves the converse proposition that, if the divine father 
of the human family is left out of the reckoning, there is no 
possibility of forging any alternative bond of purely human 
texture which will avail by itself to hold mankind together, "27 
Will and Ariel Durant have also observed forcefully that "there 
is no significant example in history, before our time, of a society 
successfully maintaining moral life without the aid of 
religion."28

Utilitarianism 
In the absence of the "collective conscience" of society which 

morally-sanctioned values provide, how were 'right' and 'wrong', 
'desirable' and 'undesirable' or 'just' and 'unjust' to be 
determined? Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832), himself an atheist, 
tried unsuccessfully to provide the philosophical basis for the 
answer. The hedonist approach of utilitarianism was to take the 
place of moral values - it was assumed that what gives 'pleasure' 
is 'good' and what causes 'pain' is 'bad', thus 'good' and 'bad' or 
'right' and 'wrong' were to be determined by the measurable 
criteria of 'pleasure' and 'pain',29 The principle of utility was 
assumed to be as reliable as arithmetic, provided that 
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all non-arithmetical considerations were left out. As Bentham 
put it in a letter to the Reverend John Forster in 1779, utility 
provided "an oracle which, if properly consulted, would afford 
the only true solution that could be given to every question of 
right and wrong.' '30 A good man was accordingly one who 
strove to maximize his utility and the good society was one that 
sought to maximize the sum total of all utility. The pursuit by 
every individual of his pleasure would lead to the "greatest 
happiness of the greatest number" because, it was assumed, 
there was a perfect harmony between public and private 
interests. The individual could, according to Bentham, pursue 
his own self interest and any talk of "rights of men" was' 'plain 
nonsense" in the Benthamite logic.31

 Since the question of what contributes to individual and 
social 'happiness', which is only a psychological state of the 
mind, was not adequately addressed, the utility principle has 
remained spongy and non-operational. It is not possible to 
measure and aggregate the happiness of millions of people for 
purposes of comparing the aggregate utility of alternative 
policies.32 It is not even possible to reach a socially satisfactory 
consensus where the interests of all participants are conflicting, 
where everyone pursues his own self-interest without caring for, 
or being aware of, the impact of his actions on others, and where 
people in positions of power and influence can tilt the balance in 
their favour. Rawls's principle of the 'veil of ignorance', 
whereby every participant expresses his preference without 
having any knowledge of his own social and economic position, 
the market value of his own talent, and other key factors of 
importance to him in decision making, is no more than wishful 
thinking and cannot be of any practical use in deriving 'just' 
principles for social organisation.33 Hence one can only 
conclude that utilitarianism is incapable of creating any kind of 
normative knowledge about general well-being and justice. It 
must rather generate an infinite number of questions without 
ever supplying definite answers. Moreover, even if utilitarian-
ism was able to construct normative knowledge, it could not, as 
religion can, be able to motivate individuals to abide by its 
social imperatives. Hence, even within the Western world there 
were protests against it. These have now led to total disenchant-
ment with the concept of 'objectivity' in the derivation of moral 
principles.34
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 Utilitarianism has nevertheless had a dominating 
influence on Western philosophy over the last two centuries,35

thus exercising a significant sway over the Western way of life, 
and through the West, on the rest of the world. It, and other 
intellectual traditions like pragmatism, which followed its 
footsteps, tended to strip moral values of their absolute character 
and made them relative and subjective, dependent on their 
'usefulness' and 'cash value' for the individuals. Given such an 
attitude there can be no commitment to specific principles and 
hence an accepted code of moral behaviour because different 
people may hold conflicting views about the outcome or 'cash 
value' of a particular principle, and because .. most men to. 
admits Bertrand Russell, .. are more interested in their own 
welfare than in that of other people. "36

 Utilitarianism reinforced by materialism, provided the 
logical rationale for single-minded pursuit of wealth and bodily 
pleasures. It projected consumption as the highest purpose of 
economic life. the supreme source of Benthamite 'happiness', the 
ultimate justification of all human effort and toil. It identified 
the maximizing of earnings and want satisfaction with supreme 
virtue. Everything. done by the individual toward this end was 
justified - it would serve his self-interest and ultimately the 
interest of all. This philosophy has contributed in a major way to 
moral decline. which may have been considerably less if 
religious beliefs and moral values had continued to play the role 
of a socially-accepted filter mechanism. Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
observed in his Harvard address of 1978: 

Two hundred or even fifty years ago. it would have seemed 
quite impossible. in America. that an individual could be 
granted boundless freedom with no purpose, simply for the 
satisfaction of his whims. Subsequently. however, all such 
limitations were eroded everywhere in the West; a total 
emancipation occurred from the moral heritage of Christian 
centuries with their great reserves of mercy and sacrifice.37

THE SOURING OF THE STRATEGY 
Some Untenable Concepts 

The introduction of these ideas into economics gave rise to a 
number of concepts which have served, consciously or 
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unconsciously, as the foundation of the discipline and shaped 
the strategy of capitalism. 
Laws of Economics 

The first of these was the belief, based on the mechanical 
view of the universe, that knowledge in the social sciences is 
not different from knowledge in the physical sciences and that 
human behaviour can, in principle, be predicted and controlled 
in the same manner as the physical universe. Smith borrowed 
from Newtonian physics the outlook that social and economic 
life, like the physical universe, was incomparable beauty, order 
and harmony and that' 'human society, when we contemplate it 
in a certain abstract and philosophical light, appears like an 
immense machine whose regular and harmonious movements 
produce a thousand agreeable effects. "38 Economists have 
since been "greatly under the influence of a majestic image of 
the Laws of Physics and have sometimes been led to hope for a 
set of Laws of Economic Motion as forceful as Newton's 
laws."39

Rational Economic Man 
 The second of these concepts was that of the rational 

'economic man', which has served as the kingpin of modem 
economics. Self-interest was the only well-spring of his action. 
All his behaviour conformed to what Jevons called “the 
mechanics of utility and self interest.”40 His' 'one and only one 
social responsibility", according to Friedman, "is to increase his 
profit" .41 Pure theory equated rationality with self. interested 
action. In fact, Edgeworth had proudly declared that "the first 
principle of economics is that every agent is activated only by 
self-interest" .42 Almost all modem economic models have been 
built on this principle. 

 However, the pursuit of unfettered self-interest had a 
social and religious stigma attached to it. Unless this stigma had 
been removed, the doctrine of free markets could not have got 
the social blessing it needed to be considered seriously in a 
Christian society in which individual and social conscience were 
not yet dead. How was this stigma to be removed? It was 
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done by showing it to be a constructive force for collective 
welfare. The role of unfettered self-interest was made equival-
ent in human society to that of the force of gravity in nature. 
Just as gravitation produces a coordinated movement among the 
planetary bodies, so self-interest acts to organize constructively 
the movements of human bodies in society.43 Adam Smith 
argued that if everyone pursued his self-interest, the 'invisible 
hand' of market forces would, through the restraint imposed by 
competition, promote the interest of the whole society. thus 
bringing about a harmony between private interests and public 
good.44 Unfettered self-interest would therefore serve the ends 
of society. Adam Smith's great contribution to economic 
thought was thus the sanctity he accorded to self-interest. 
turning thereby the eyes away from the moral intentions and 
social obligations of individuals to the 'unintended' conse-
quences or the final social outcome of their actions. 

 Most scholars would not quarrel with the commitment of 
pure theory to the assumption that economic behaviour is 
generally rational, but little room was left for differences of 
opinion on what constitutes rationality. Pecuniary self-interest 
and internal consistency were considered to be the sole 
determinants of rationality. Pecuniary self-interest became 
identified with unlimited wealth acquisition and maximum want 
satisfaction. Consistency also began to be seen in relation to 
self-interest. No room was left in the account for a person's 
values, objectives in life, social obligations and other non- 
pecuniary motivations. Since these factors could not be 
quantified, they did not fit into the epistemology of capitalism 
and classical economics. 
Positivism

The third concept was the umbrella of sanctity provided to 
'positive economics' which was by definition considered to be 
"independent of any particular ethical position or normative 
judgements."45 Accordingly, value judgments became an 
anathema and economics drifted away from ethics. The rank 
and file of the discipline fell docilely into line. The 'Pareto 
optimum', identified with 'economic efficiency'. became a 
favourite child of welfare economics. If a million persons felt 
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themselves to be better off but there was one person who felt he 
was worse off as a result of a proposed policy, then the 
economist was compelled to suspend value judgment about the 
desirability of that policy measure. As Harvey Leibenstein has 
put it, "where universal consent does not exist then welfare 
economists simply are unable to declare whether there has been 
an increase in welfare in the cases in which some people feel 
better off and others feel worse off.''46 This is another way of 
saying that the 'Pareto optimum' grants a veto power to anyone 
opposed to change. This has led to the near-paralysis of policy 
making, "to inaction, to non-choice, to drifting", particularly in 
pluralist societies where every group tries to serve its own 
interest.47

Say's Law 
 The fourth concept was Say's Law, which was an 

important by-product of the application of the laws of 
Newtonian physics to economics. It was asserted that, just like 
the universe, the economy will run perfectly if left to itself. 
Production would create its own demand and there would be no 
overproduction or unemployment. Any tendency on the part of 
the economy to create overproduction or unemployment would 
be automatically corrected. 'Economic laws' were all powerful 
and brooked no interference. The government could do nothing 
and should hence abstain from intervening. Market forces would 
themselves create an 'order' and 'harmony'. and 'efficiency' and 
'equity', and any effort on the part of the government to 
intervene in the self-adjusting market could not but lead to 
distortions and inefficiency. The mechanical concept of the 
universe and of man thus gave rise to a blind faith in the 
efficacy of market forces. 

Social Darwinism 
 The sanctity accorded to self-interest and positive 

economics played an important role in undermining the long-
standing moral commitment to socio-economic justice and 
equitable distribution of income and wealth. It freed economists 
from any sense of social or moral obligation and exonerated 
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them from blame for the inadequacies and injustices of the 
system. It became their task to describe and analyze, but not to 
pass moral judgment or be socially concerned. It thus became 
'unscientific' to state that in general an impoverished and 
starving man receiving a dollar would derive a greater 
satisfaction from the use of that dollar than would an average 
millionaire, on the grounds that such a statement requires an 
interpersonal comparison .and interpersonal comparisons are 
incommensurable; it is not possible to enter into the mind of an 
individual and register its imageries or to measure the 
qualitative character of the psychic responses that occur there.48

It was perhaps because of this undermining of commitment to 
socio-economic justice that Thomas Malthus ( 1766-1834), the 
English economist, was able to summon up sufficient courage to 
assert in a Christian society that: .. A man who is born into a 
world already possessed, if he cannot get substance from his 
parents on whom he has a just demand. and if the society does 
not want his labour, has no claim of right to the smallest portion 
of food, and, in fact, has no business to be where he is. At 
Natures' mighty feast there is no vacant cover for him. She tells 
him to be gone, and will quickly execute her own orders.”49

 Social Darwinism. having entered by this route into 
economics. condoned poverty and unemployment by offering a 
new kind of rationality which did not trouble itself over moral or 
equity considerations and which allowed the rich to pacify their 
sense of guilt.5o The poor and the unemployed were held to be 
lazy, shiftless, improvident, or unenterprising - traits that could 
be overcome only by the spur of need or the punishment of 
misery. Tampering with the verdict of the free market by 
providing them with what they did not deserve would sabotage 
the only mechanism available for proportioning reward to merit. 
Truly productive and enterprising people would be penalized in 
order to provide for the drones, and the inevitable outcome 
would be reduced productivity and less for all. If the syllogisms 
of economics failed to drive the point home, the authority of 
theologians was invoked to show that poverty was a punishment 
for wickedness, and wealth, a reward for virtue. The case thus 
seemed overwhelming - at least to prosperous merchants and 
manufacturers - that the poor must be left to private charity if 
not to their own devices. Such ideas were 
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expressed with varying degrees of eloquence by a large number 
of writers from Daniel Defoe (1704), Bernard Mandeville 
(1714) and Arthur Young (1771) through Herbert Spencer 
(1850) and Dicey (1905) down to Calvin Coolidge.51

 Capitalism thus became a system which gave the highest 
value to unfettered freedom to enable the individual to pursue 
his self-interest and to maximize his wealth and want 
satisfaction. Since the 'laws' of the market economy, like the 
laws of physics, were objectively valid, their success or failure 
ought not to be judged by the deprivation and misery of those 
who were left behind in the struggle for survival. Social 
Darwinism taught that unrestrained competition between 
individuals in a free market would be the best guarantee of 
general welfare. It would keep self-interest within bounds, 
minimize costs and prices, and thus ensure maximum efficiency 
and health of the system. Consequently, there was no need for 
value judgments or for government intervention. Only if the 
state did not interfere, only if the private entrepreneur was left 
free to pursue his economic goals, would optimum welfare be 
attained and the interest of the nation adequately safeguarded. 
Everyone was the best judge of his own interest and, if left 
alone, could not only better himself but also, in the long run, 
better everyone else. 
The Sour Fruits 

 There is no doubt that the market system led to a long 
period of prosperity in the Western market-oriented economies. 
High rates of economic growth were generally realized and 
there was a vast expansion in wealth. With the triumph of the 
market, the political system ceased to intervene in social 
relations and. in Polanyi's phrase, the society became virtually 
"an adjunct of the rnarket".52 However, this unprecedented 
prosperity did not lead to the removal of poverty or the 
fulfillment of everyone's needs. Inequalities of income and 
wealth have in fact increased. There has also been a substantial 
degree of economic instability and unemployment which have 
added further to the miseries of the poor. This indicates that 
both efficiency and equity have remained elusive in spite of the 
rapid development and the enormous growth in wealth. 
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 The practical consequences have been repugnant to the 
innate sense of justice in human nature. Hence, the basic 
concepts of capitalism have not gone unchallenged in the past 
or the present. Many literary figures. including Thomas 
Carlyle (Past and Present. 1843), Ruskin (Unto this Last. 
1862) and Charles Dickens (Hard Times. 1854-55) in 
England, and Henry George (Progress and Poverty. 1879) in 
America, ridiculed the dominant doctrine of laissez-faire with 
its emphasis on self-interest. Thomas Carlyle called 
economics a "dismal science" and rejected the idea that free 
and uncontrolled private interests will work in harmony and 
further the public welfare.s3 Henry George condemned the 
resulting contrast between wealth and poverty and wrote: "So 
long as all the increased wealth which modem progress brings 
goes but to build great fortunes, to increase luxury and make 
sharper the contrast between the House of Have and the 
House of Want, progress is not real and cannot be 
permanent.”54

 However, such criticisms from writers who were 
enormously popular in their own day, were unable to change 
the tide of economic thought. They were left behind as 
towering, but nevertheless merely 'historic', figures.55 There 
are several modem critics of capitalism who also bemoan its 
sour fruits. Their views have been starkly epitomized by 
Hyman Minsky in the statement that "capitalist societies are 
inequitable and inefficient.' '56 

 The reason behind capitalism's failure to actualize the 
socially-desired goals is the conflict between the goals of 
society and the worldview and strategy of capitalism. The 
goals were humanitarian, based on a moral foundation; the 
worldview and the strategy were social Darwinist. The 
claimed harmony between private and public interests was 
based on certain, assumptions about background conditions 
which were false and so unrealistic that they could never have 
become true. Since these background conditions are not 
generally spelled out clearly in economic literature, it is not 
normally realized how their absence is bound to frustrate the 
realization of both 'efficiency' and 'equity' in the allocation of 
scarce resources, defined in relation to the humanitarian goals 
of society and not social Darwinism. 
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THE 'INEFFICIENT' ALLOCATION  
What to Produce 

 The claim that the market system leads to an 'efficient' 
use of scarce resources is true only in the social Darwinist 
sense. It does lead to the production of that configuration of 
goods and services which is in conformity with the preferences 
of 'rational' consumers - consumers pursuing their self-interest 
in a value-free society. Such a configuration could be congruent 
to that of a need-based economy if, and only if, certain 
assumptions tacitly made by the market system about back-
ground conditions are true. These assumptions are however 
false and unrealistic. 
Unrealistic Assumptions 
Individual Preferences Reflect Social Priorities 

Firstly, it is assumed that even without being guided by 
collective value judgments, the sovereign consumer confines his 
cl:1ims on scarce resources to only need-satisfaction, such that 
there is no conflict between the preferences of 'rational' 
consumers and social priorities in the use of resources. This 
assumption has proved to be false for at least three reasons. 

(i) There is no reason why in the absence of moral values, 
the 'sovereign consumer' would apply brakes to his wants 
as long as he has the wherewithal to purchase. It is 
rational 10 expect only that he will buy whatever fits into 
his reference scale irrespective of the effect this may 
have on the availability of resources for the need 
satisfaction of the poor. Given the social Darwinist 
outlook to which he has become indoctrinated in a 
secularist society, he will feel no qualms about the 
inability of the poor to satisfy their needs. He will not 
blame his own excessive demands for the lack of need 
fulfillment of the poor. He will rather blame their misery 
on them, on their sloth and inefficiency.  

(ii) Differentiation between 'need' and 'want' or 'necessary' 
and 'unnecessary' is not possible without a socially 
agreed filter mechanism which the epistemology of 
capitalism disdains. In the absence of such values and a 
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complementary role for the state to determine what the 
society can or cannot afford within the framework of its 
resources and the goal of universal need fulfillment, 
there is no mechanism by which a rich person would 
know, even if he cared to, whether his pursuit of 
maximum want satisfaction would deprive others of 
need-satisfying goods. 

(iii) In the pursuit of profit maximization, businesses subject 
the sovereign consumer to a battery of sales promotion 
campaigns through mail and news media. They appeal to 
the consumer's vanity, sexual appetite and envy, either 
overtly or covertly. He is made to believe that his sense 
of self-actualization and social-esteem are dependent on 
the frequency and value of his purchases. His judgments 
are thus distorted, particularly so if he has the money to 
buy and is not committed to any moral criteria relating to 
consumption.57 A vast array of unwarranted wants is 
thus generated through an unending competition for 
status symbols. "All forms of consumer persuasion 
affirm that", asserts Galbraith, "the consumption of 
goods is the greatest source of pleasure, the highest 
measure of human achievement. "58 This leads to a 
tremendous amount of 'wasteful' production. It is hence 
disingenuous to talk of consumer sovereignty when the 
consumer is deprived of rational, independent choice. 
His wants are made infinite as compared with 'real' 
human needs which recede ever further into the 
background. 59 While this helps producers maximize 
profits, it puts a tremendous pressure on scarce resources 
and reduces the ability of society to satisfy needs. This 
race for ostentatious consumption is further exacerbated 
by the excessive expansion of consumer credit by the 
banking system. Whereas, in the words of Daniel Bell, 
"previously one had to save in order to buy, . . . with 
credit cards one could indulge in instant gratification - 
the creation of new wants and new ways of gratifying 
those wants. "60 Even without the satisfaction of all 
needs, the process has given rise to deficits, monetary 
expansion. inflation. external imbalance and burdensome 
foreign debt. A number of scholars have criticized this 
process of accentuating envy and jealousy in society. 
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However laudable this criticism may be, it has no 
prospect of being effective in the absence of a filter 
mechanism which only agreed collective values 
provide, and a motivating system, which moral 
accountability ensures, and a thorough reform of the 
economic and financial systems. 

Equal Distribution 
Secondly, it is assumed that there exists an equal or fair 

distribution of income and wealth in the economy. Given the 
absence of a filter mechanism and the indiscriminate pursuit of 
wan! satisfaction, only an equal distribution of income and 
wealth would give everyone an equal weight in influencing the 
decision-making process of the market. However. incomes are 
not equally distributed and it is not even possible to realise this. 
given the steep inequalities in inherited wealth combined with 
unequal access to credit facilities and education. and the 
differences in talents. physical stamina. family background. and 
personal ambition. The prevalent ine4ualities allow the upper 
strata of income groups. who get a share of national income and 
credit significantly greater in proportion to their numerical size. 
to divert scarce national resources, by the sheer weight of their 
vote.), into products which are socially less desirable. Given 
their enormous personal wealth. the price mechanism does not 
make any significant dent in their demand for prestige symbols 
and wasteful consumption. Of itself. the price system is not even 
concerned with how many votes any individual has and how he 
uses them: it is concerned with the aggregate of votes in favour 
of any particular good or service. Hence the configuration of 
goods and services produced by the market system in a 
secularist society cannot be in conformity with the wishes of the 
majority of consumers. Thus. to bring about a socially desired 
allocation of resources, capitalism puts a far greater burden on 
the price mechanism than it is capable of carrying. The result is. 
as Tawney has rightly indicated. "a part of the goods which are 
annually produced. and which are called wealth is. strictly 
speaking. waste because it consists of articles which though 
reckoned as part of the income of the nation. either should not 
have been produced until other articles had been produced in 
sufficient abundance or should not have been produced at 
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all.”61 As a result of this wasteful production. the GNP, which is 
the aggregate of the money value rather than the inherent 
economic value of what has been produced, rises, but without 
necessarily increasing the real well-being of the people. The 
GNP is thus a poor measure of the real well-being of all the 
people in a country. 
Prices Reflect Urgency of Wants 

 Thirdly. it is assumed that the urgency of wants of 
different consumers can be compared by the use of prices 
because each unit of currency represents a ballot. The 
willingness on the part of two individuals to spend an equal 
amount of money is assumed to indicate wants of equal 
urgency. This premise is questionable. Even though the urgency 
for milk is the same for children irrespective of whether they are 
poor or rich, the amount of dollar votes that a poor family is 
able to cast for milk is not the same as those which a rich family 
is able to cast for status symbols. Hence the system of balloting 
through dollar votes leads to a lower than optimum quantity of 
milk production because of resources being diverted to the 
production of status symbols. Arthur Okun hence rightly 
observes that markets "award prizes that allow the big winners 
to feed their pets better than the losers can feed their children.' 
'62 The result also leads incidentally to a relatively higher price 
for milk, which hurts the poor families. and a relatively lower 
price for status symbols. which benefits the rich families.63

Perfect Competition 
Fourthly. it is assumed that the market operates under 

conditions of perfect competition. which is said to prevail if 
there are: many buyers. many sellers, no barriers to entry, and 
perfect information about the present and the future. These 
conditions are not satisfied anywhere. A perfectly competitive 
market has remained an unrealized dream and is likely to remain 
so. particularly because of the tendency of capitalism to promote 
big business and concentration of wealth and power (to be 
discussed later). The innumerable imperfections that exist in the 
market thwart the efficient operation of market forces and 
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produce deviations from ideally competitive marginal-cost 
pricing, thus leading to prices that do not reflect real costs or 
benefits. Consequently prices of certain goods or services tend 
to be out of tune with opportunity costs, and payments to 
resource owners tend to be far above or below the value of their 
contribution to real output. Moreover, in an individualistic 
society, where most operators in the market are 'economic men' 
whose only motivating force is self-interest, whose time horizon 
is short, and whose social perspective is generally narrow and 
limited, long-term costs as well as social costs and benefits tend 
to be disregarded by them in their accounting, even though these 
costs or benefits are extremely important from the point of view 
of continued social welfare. The claimed self-correcting 
tendencies of the price system which tend to reduce the 
divergence between private and social interests usually take 
such an extremely long time that faith in this self-correcting 
tendency is not meaningful. 

Distortion of Priorities 
 Since "no real world market is likely to be even approxi-

mately satisfactory in all the background conditions", there is a 
considerable distortion in the expression of priorities in the 
market place.64 As the 'socially desired' priorities do not, and 
cannot, get expressed in the market-place, there is, with flagrant 
inequalities of income and wealth and in the absence of agreed 
values, a built-in tendency on the pan of market forces to lead to 
an 'inefficient' and 'inequitable' use of resources. Even the 
essential needs of the poor remain unfulfilled while the rich are 
able to have scarce resources diverted to the satisfaction of even 
'inessential' wants through sheer weight of enormous purchasing 
power. No wonder Samuelson has pointed out that "laissez-faire 
perfect competition could lead to starving cripples; to 
malnourished children who grow up to produce malnourished 
children; to perpetuation of Lorenz curves of great inequality of 
incomes and wealth for generations or for ever. It He further 
adds that" Adam Smith. .had no right to assert that an Invisible 
Hand successfully channels individuals who selfishly seek their 
own interest into promoting the 'public interest' . . . Smith has 
proved nothing of this kind nor has any 
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economist since 1776.”65 It is Galbraith's contention in The 
Affluent Society that the prevailing pattern of resource allocation 
in the U.S. is biased in favour of the satisfaction of artificially-
induced consumer wants so that basic needs are grossly 
neglected. Included among these are education, housing, 
medical care and public utilities which are essential for 
individual and social well-being and for future progress.66

 Can anything be done to enable the votes cast in the 
market place to reflect social priorities? Conventional 
economics with its utilitarian philosophy, irrespective of 
whether it has social Darwinist or Welfare State orientation, has 
no answer. Given a secularist interpretation of the universe with 
no Divine Guidance for human beings, reliance on the 'free' play 
of market forces is probably the only and the most logical 
strategy for allocation of resources. In the absence of Divine 
Guidance, it is but rational to deny anyone the authority to make 
value judgments. This is because if individual human beings or 
a group are given the authority to make value judgments for all, 
then their own individual circumstances, likes and dislikes, and 
vested interests will become automatically reflected in their 
judgments. 

 Once collective value judgments are out, it is but natural 
for the rational economic man to be left with no other goal but 
to serve his self-interest by maximizing his utility. The nature 
and quality of this utility or its distribution among the members 
of society do not matter because these involve value judgments 
about' what is' and' what ought to be' and economists are not 
supposed to make value judgments. Satisfaction of a maximum 
amount of wants hence becomes the primary objective of the 
economic system and the entire machinery of production gets 
directly or indirectly directed toward this goal, irrespective of 
whether the satisfaction of such wants is 'necessary' for fulfilling 
human needs and realizing human well-being. This 
multiplication of wants becomes rationalized because it not only 
serves business interests but also promotes economic growth. 
Hence, reducing wants themselves to a manageable limit 
through a mechanism other than the price system is considered 
to be inappropriate. Such rationalization naturally appears 
extremely logical to every social scientist, particularly when the 
tacit assumptions about background conditions on 
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which it is based do not get the emphasis they deserve. Since the 
assumptions were false, the results that the system has produced 
have been unacceptable. 

 The question of "what to produce" cannot hence be 
answered by market forces alone if the desire is to satisfy the 
essential needs of all individuals in society. The market does not 
satisfy the background conditions in any of the present-day 
capitalist or welfare states. The market, as aptly pointed out by 
Schumacher, institutionalizes individualism and no 
responsibility. Neither the buyer nor the seller is responsible for 
anything but himself.67 Moreover, 'capitalism 'socializes' 
private priorities and is institutionally opposed to any redis-
tribution of the relative shares of wealth. "68 With the help of 
only prices and 'some' government intervention, the system is 
unable either to motivate individuals to restrain their claims on 
resources primarily for need fulfillment or to bring about 
structural adjustments in the production system to assure a 
sufficient supply of need-satisfying goods and services. 
How to Produce The Criteria 

 Production of any good or service requires the combined 
effort of management, labour, capital and technology. However, 
since production takes place in a human society with the help of 
human effort and scarce resources, the production system should 
reflect a number of characteristics if it is to be characterized as 
both 'efficient' and 'equitable'. Firstly in addition to producing 
need-satisfying goods and services, as indicated earlier, it 
should be able to motivate both management and labour to 
render the best in terms of their mental and physical potential to 
maximize productivity and minimize wastage and costs. The 
costs to be minimized should not be just private costs; social 
costs should also receive significant importance. Moreover, the 
costs to both the present and the future generations as well as 
the costs due to lack of need fulfillment, moral degeneration and 
social disintegration should be taken into account. Secondly, the 
production system should promote human dignity and 
brotherhood. These would be realized if: (i) both management 
and workers receive a 'just' 
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reward for their contribution to output; (ii) cooperation rather 
than conflict is promoted between them; (Hi) monotony and 
drudgery of work are minimized; (iv) opportunities for 
employment and self-employment are maximized; and (v) 
concentrations of wealth and power are reduced. Any system 
that fails to motivate both management and workers to render 
their best. or leads to unemployment, inequitable rewards and 
concentration of wealth and power, is undesirable. 
The Preconditions 

 It is argued that capitalism is the most conducive to 
productive efficiency. Under it the entrepreneur is the society's 
agent to determine how goods and services are to be produced. 
Private property and the pursuit of profit motivate him to play 
an effective role. Prices serve as his signaling device. While the 
motive to maximize profits provides him with the necessary 
incentive to do his best, the constraints imposed by competition 
in a perfectly competitive market, where he is a price taker 
rather than a price maker, prevent exploitation and safeguard the 
interests of society. Competition forces him to minimize his 
costs, eliminate waste, and seek the lowest factor costs, thus 
enabling him to maximize his profits at the point where his 
marginal cost becomes equal to the price of the product. Hence, 
it is argued, competition keeps the producer, driven by self-
interest, from overcharging and serves as a stick that enforces 
order and fair play, thus serving the consumers' interest and 
thereby of the society as a whole. It acts as a self-regulating 
mechanism of the economy and eliminates wastage, 
exploitation, and excessive profits without any government 
intervention. 

 There can be no doubt that private property and profit 
motive are necessary to motivate people towards greater 
efficiency and improved quality. This is now being increasingly 
recognized even by the socialist countries - Soviet Russia, 
Eastern Europe and China. Some of the socialist countries of the 
Third World like India are also increasingly turning to 
privatization for greater efficiency after a long but sad 
experience with grossly mismanaged government enterprises. 
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 There are however certain preconditions which must be 
fulfilled to ensure that private ownership of property and profit 
motive operate for the good of the society. These are healthy 
competition, adherence to socially-agreed norms. and govern-
ment vigilance. 

 Healthy competition is absolutely imperative not only for 
inducing greater effort and efficiency but also for keeping self-
interest within constraint. Competition tends to be healthy if it 
takes root in the desire of competitors to excel each other in 
quality, service and efficiency rather than in the principle of 
survival of the fittest. Competition becomes unhealthy if it 
breeds and reinforces the psychology of economic man, fosters 
unscrupulousness and unfair practices, which are incompatible 
with the spirit of human brotherhood and cooperation. However, 
the pervasiveness of social Darwinism almost compels every 
firm to try to eliminate its competitors or, failing that, to collude 
with them. Elimination, or the threat of it, adds to tension, 
insecurity, stress and social unrest, which take a heavy toll in 
human welfare. Collusion creates monopoly or 0ligop01y and 
generates a favourable climate for exploitation. Both elimination 
or collusion tend to become endemic if the system supports and 
pampers large enterprises and suffocates or discourages small 
and medium businesses. 

 Competition cannot be effective and healthy unless there 
is a large number of firms, such that none of them is able to 
influence prices and all of them adhere to certain principles and 
values, not merely as a matter of personal preferences, but rather 
as a social and moral obligation. Unless a society is collectively 
charged by a set of moral values and accountability before God, 
the urge to maximize profits may lead to unfair business 
practices and disregard of market externalities and social costs. 
There may also be duplication and mutual cancellation of efforts 
in the form of advertising and competitive research and 
development. Indirect costs to society may in this case outweigh 
the gains to individual producers or consumers from greater 
profit or cheaper products. 

Government regulation cannot take the place of the moral 
imperative, but is nevertheless indispensable to give expression 
to social1y-acceptable standards of quality and behaviour for the 
purpose of safeguarding public interest. If, however, the 
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supremacy of moral values is not recognized collectively, more 
and more regulations may have to be enacted and enforced, at a 
prohibitive economic cost. The system may still not operate in 
an orderly and healthy manner because of the effort to evade 
regulations or to bribe the regulators. 

Preconditions Unfulfilled 
 The Western capitalist system, while recognizing the role 

of private enterprise and profit motive, has not fulfilled the 
conditions required to enable them to serve the general public 
interest. Competition has been on the decline. Collective value 
judgments are not recognized as a force of importance and 
government regulation is also now out of favour after a long 
period of excessive dependence on it to offset the moral 
vacuum. "Competition, which was the predominant form of 
market relations in 19th century Britain, has ceased to occupy 
that position, not only in Britain but everywhere else in the 
capitalist world. "69 

 Big business has become prominent in all industrial 
countries through a process of expansion which has continued 
nearly uninterrupted for more than a century. Today the typical 
economic unit in the capitalist world is not the small firm 
producing a negligible fraction of a homogeneous output for an 
anonymous market as visualized by Adam Smith, but a large-
scale enterprise producing a significant share of the output of an 
industry, or even several industries, and able to control its 
prices, the volume of its products, and the types and amounts of 
its investments. Several hundred giant companies' 'play a 
preponderant role in the United States, Canada, Japan, and the 
nations of Western Europe. "70 These giant corporations 
account for a relatively large share of economic activity in 
manufacturing, mining, transportation, utilities, banking and 
insurance. and in certain branches of commerce in these 
countries. Even in the agricultural sector the move is towards 
the consolidation of farm lands into fewer hands. According to 
Norm White. "government policies that favour big operations 
and cause more and more medium-sized farmers to go down the 
tube will eventually result in a few huge conglomerates owning 
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most of the land and controlling the food supply."71 Such a vast 
corporate growth has far-reaching effects. 

Firstly, by virtue of their enormous size and resources, these 
giant .corporations wield considerable social and political 
influence in their countries. Their activities have consequences 
that arc public in character and as pervasive as those of many 
governments. Corporations account for about 80 per cent of all 
economic activity in the United States though they comprise 
only 10 per cent of all business firms. However, even the 
activity of the remaining 90 per cent of business firms is 
determined in various ways by these large corporations. They 
dominate the American economy, whether measured in terms of 
capital, production, investment, new products, consumer impact, 
or employment.72 No more than 200 of these corporations 
control most economic activity in the United States. The 
prodigious and unprecedented market power allows this small 
set of corporations to pervade, influence and shape almost every 
aspect of social life in the United States. They even influence 
government decisions by insisting that the" government meet 
their demands even if these demands run counter to those of 
citizens expressed through their polyarchal controls."73

 Moreover, the giant corporation itself is also not a 
democratic institution. Control over the policies of these 
corporations virtually rests in the hands of a few families, the 
controlling stock in most corporations being held by a few 
people.74 One per cent of all tax filers in 1960 owned 48 per cent 
of all stock held by individuals.75 Since most shareholders do 
not participate in board meetings the phrase 'shareholder 
democracy' is a misnomer. "In approximately 150 companies on 
the current Fortune 500 lists, controlling ownership rests in the 
hands of an individual or of the members of a single family. "76

Hence there is concentration of power in the hands of a small 
elite in the major sector of the economy, giving them immense 
power to make basic product, price and investment decisions 
that affect the entire nation and, in fact, the world.77 

Secondly, small businessmen, farmers and artisans have 
increasingly lost their independence and bargaining power. In 
the United States, the proportion of the population dependent on 
wages and salaries has risen steeply over the last two centuries 
from 20 per cent in 1780 to 84 per cent in 1970. Accordingly the 
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proportion of those who are self-employed or those who work as 
managers and officers has declined from 80 per cent to 16 per 
cent over this period.78 Disregarding short-term variations, the 
long-term trend seems to be decidedly in favour of bigger 
businesses and farms. Leveraged buy-outs through the issue of 
junk bonds have further accelerated this trend. The socio-
political environment has become dominated by the chief 
executives and directors of giant conglomerates, leading to a 
greater concentration of wealth and power in society. In Marxist 
terminology, this implies that wage-slavery and hence alienation 
have substantially increased. 

 Thirdly, large corporations are able to escape from 
competitive market restraints.79 This is accomplished in such a 
skillful and covert manner that it is difficult to detect. In fact, 
many observers believe that the pricing patterns among the 
leading firms show a lack of competitiveness. 80

 Fourthly, the large size places a limit on the entry of new 
firms. Huge resources are required for entry and these are 
difficult to muster because of the greater initial risk to which a 
new firm is exposed. Only the rich who have an access to vast 
resources of their own and also of the banking system can plan 
an entry. 

 Fifthly, there has been a separation of ownership and 
control. Most large corporations are managed by professional 
managers rather than stockholders. These managers exercise 
substantial control over the affairs of the corporation such that, 
even though in theory they are employees hired to manage 
someone else's property, in practice they regard themselves as 
the sole authority and the stockholders as simply one of the 
several constituencies to which they must report at periodic 
intervals.81 Most of these professional managers are drawn from 
the upper strata of society and, as Andrew Hacker has indicated, 
the democratic social climate is "not reflected in the upper 
echelons of the large European corporations, and there were 
even signs that the inequality of selection was increasing rather 
than decreasing.”82 Wealth and connections are of utmost 
importance in getting management position in a large 
corporation. They are the tickets of admission to the inner 
echelons of power. Mills indicated the prevalence of the same 
state of affairs in the U.S. by saying: "The corporation is the 
source of 
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wealth, and the basis of the continued power and privilege of 
wealth. All the men and the families of great wealth are now 
identified with large corporations in which their property is 
seated. "83

 If all this had stemmed merely from the search for 
greater efficiency then one might have condoned corporate 
expansion into vast conglomerates. However, according to many 
observers, "the optimum size of the efficient firm is 
substantially smaller than many people believe."84 The 
structures of most large corporations are really the equivalent of 
a congeries of semi-independent companies which could have 
easily operated with equal, or even greater, efficiency as 
separate companies with an independent identity.85 Moreover, 
"concentration is enhanced by the heavily interlocked nature of 
large business firms. Nominal competitors, for instance, usually 
have directors sitting on each other's board of directors, raising 
the suspicion that competition is not the essence of their 
relationship. Interlock is further enhanced by the trust activities 
of banks, by trade associations, by the practice of price 
leadership and, occasionally, by outright collusion and 
conspiracy.”86 If profit is an indicator of efficiency, then 
research has shown profit rates in industries having a large 
number of smaller firms to be just as high as in those in which a 
few big companies dominate a market.s7 Largeness does not 
therefore necessarily contribute to greater efficiency even in the 
capitalist sense. 

 The banking system, as will be seen later, has provided 
impetus and lifeblood to the process of expansion of firms 
through leveraged buy-outs of competitors, and vertical as well 
as horizontal expansion. Banks prefer to finance a few large 
businesses compared with innumerable small ones. This has 
now become true even in the farming sector traditionally 
assured to be the stronghold of the family farms. In the United 
States. the number of operating farms has dropped by about 
two-thirds and the trend is accelerating. This is largely because 
of banks. "Over 60 per cent of the country's colossal farm debt 
(about the same size as the respective foreign debt of Brazil and 
Mexico combined) is owed by just 19 per cent of U.S. farmers . 
…. The chips are stacked particularly high against the small to 
medium-sized commercial farmer.”87

    Corporate expansion has also been helped by the tendency of 
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most corporations to turn over only about half of their earnings 
to stockholders as dividends and plough the rest into the 
purchase of new capital equipment and the expansion of 
operations. Although there is nothing basically wrong in 
ploughing back profits, the way it is done intensifies manage-
ment autonomy; corporate executives can get access to 
resources that enable them to move the firm into fields of their 
choosing. Some observers have accordingly argued that all 
earnings should be paid out to the stockholders and that a 
corporation desiring capital funds should be required to 
approach the investing public each time it wishes to embark on a 
new venture. Such a procedure would oblige the management to 
make a persuasive case to a constituency outside its own 
boardroom.89 It would also lead to greater democratic participa-
tion in the use of scarce resources for investments. 

 Corporate expansion has also accentuated the problem of 
unemployment. The major underlying reasons for this are the 
ability of large corporations to have easy access to credit and 
their built-in bias towards capital-intensive production methods. 
The need to keep interest rates low during the Second World 
War and the two decades immediately after it to help reduce the 
cost of servicing the public sector debt and to accelerate post-
war rehabilitation and growth, promoted not only corporate 
expansion but also capital-intensive techniques of production. 
While initially this promoted higher growth, it has now 
contributed immensely to the unemployment problem. 

 Although theoretically the postulate is still true that 
private ownership of means of production, combined with 
healthy competition, contributes to greater efficiency in the use 
of resources, in practice capitalism has fostered large 
conglomerates, most of which are unnecessary, greater 
concentration of power, and unemployment. The result is, as 
Berle has succinctly expressed it: "The capital is there and so is 
capitalism. The waning factor is the capitalist."90 Thus the two 
central pillars of capitalism have been shaken - the ultimate 
power of the consumer and the creative drive of the 
entrepreneur. The individual (both as consumer and 
entrepreneur) has become "increasingly subordinate to the goals 
of the producing organization.91
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 This development is not something external to the 
system which could therefore have been avoided. It is a natural 
outcome of the system's structure. particularly a system  
operating on the crutches of value neutrality and an interest 
based banking system. Regulatory agencies have not been as 
helpful as expected because they have also tended' 'to become 
the instruments. even the puppets. of the industries that they are 
supposed to regulate.”92

 Much of the landmark legislation has not only served to 
assist the corporation. but was, in fact. conceived. formulated 
and drafted by leading businessmen.93 Thus Galbraith has been 
led to conclude that' 'the power in the modem economy lies with 
the great organizations and increasingly less with the supposed-
ly sovereign consumer and citizen. "94 In the process, the 
realization of socio-economic goals has suffered. The only way 
the hold of corporations could be reduced would be by 
democratizing them. This could be done by reducing their size 
to an optimum level. increasing their number. substantially 
raising the proportion of equity in their capital structure, and 
introducing widespread ownership of shares. However, as will 
be discussed later. without a reform and restructuring of the 
financial system along the lines given by Islam. this revolution-
ary change is not feasible. As indicated earlier. the corporate 
buy-outs. the issue of junk bonds and the bias of the banking 
system towards large businesses have in fact set the trend in the 
opposite direction under capitalism. 

THE 'INEQUITABLE' DISTRIBUTION 
Income distribution is the summum bonum of all economic 

activity. Factors of production participate in economic activity 
precisely for the sake of getting a 'fair' share in the total output, 
just  like the farmer, all of whose toil and investment are in the 
hope of getting a rich harvest. Accordingly. the structure of a 
'good' society will be determined not merely by the 'efficiency' 
of its allocative machinery, but also the 'fairness' of its 
distributive machinery. It has already been shown that 
capitalism has failed to answer the questions of what and how to 
produce in a W;1y that would lead to an efficient allocation of 
resource:;. It remains now 10 be shown that capitalism has not 
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and cannot bring about even an equitable distribution of 
resources. 
Rationalizing the Status Quo 

 Distribution has not received as much attention in 
conventional Western economics as allocation has. This is 
because it is assumed that the attainment of 'efficiency' in the 
allocation of resources will automatically bring about a 
distribution which is in conformity with the contribution made 
by the marginal product of each factor of production to total 
revenue. Any income which, it is argued, does not reflect the 
above principle of economics, cannot be sustained in the long-
run. Since wealth also represents incomes saved over the years, 
the existing distribution of wealth is also considered to be in 
conformity with the laws of economics and, accordingly, 'fair'. 
Conventional economists have hence "devoted some of their 
most ingenious intellectual efforts to explain to each other why 
they had so little to say. "95 Samuelson has accordingly 
recognized that. "the theory of distribution is still in an unsettled 
state."96 Why, one may ask, is this the case in such an important 
area of economics? 

 While the marginal productivity theory tried to 
rationalize the share of each factor of production in total output, 
the concept of Pareto optimality confirmed the 'undesirability' of 
any effort to change the existing distribution. It was argued that 
any redistribution would make the rich somewhat worse off 
even though it would make the poor substantially better off. 
Redistribution would take the economy away from the point of 
'bliss' as indicated by the Pareto optimum. Hence economists, 
who have been wary of interpersonal utility comparisons, could 
not 'scientifically' make a statement that a more equal pattern of 
income distribution is preferable to a less equal one.97 The 
prevailing income distribution was taken for granted to be the 
result of a system. a mechanism and a process - 'the iron law of 
nature' - and accordingly 'fair'. 

Efforts to change the prevailing distribution in accordance 
with some utopian standard would not only fail but also be 
undesirable. There was thus a justification, combined with a 
degree of determinism, in economic ideas about the prevailing 
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income distribution. Wide disparities of income became 
"accepted as natural and unavoidable; anything like economic 
or social equality was lacking even as a distant goal. Even 
philanthropy could only increase misery. "98 This made capital-
ism "outrageously unjust" ,99 but this was also rationalized on 
the grounds that the self-seeking of the individual which had led 
to this situation, was" a necessary and beneficent social 
force".100 Even the eminent American sociologist and Yale 
University professor, William Sumner, proclaimed that "the 
millionaires are a product of natural selection. . . the naturally 
selected agents of society for certain work. They get high wages 
and live in luxury, but the bargain is a good one for society.101

Their high incomes contributed to savings, encouraged 
entrepreneurship and promoted economic growth. There was no 
realization of what Robert Owen felt that "the poor and 
unemployed were not responsible for their poverty and material 
insecurity but were the victims of impersonal markets and 
machines."102

The Emphasis on Growth 
 With redistribution ruled out as an important way to raise 

the standard of living of the poor, the major alternative was 
economic growth. As Pareto put it: “A decrease in the inequality 
of incomes cannot come about. . . except when total income 
increases more rapidly than the population.”103 Pareto's 
contention was that redistribution was impossible and that 
incomes could be improved only by an increase in the product. 
Accordingly, both liberals and conservatives in Western 
societies have relied on economic growth to avoid making 
distributive judgments. Thurow summarizes this trend of 
thinking fairly in the statement: "If the country just has more 
growth, then it will have more good jobs and high incomes for 
everyone, and it won't have to worry about the distribution of 
those jobs or incomes. Individuals will be happy with their new 
higher incomes regardless of their relative status, and society 
won't have to address the divisive issue of equity. In any case 
the distribution of economic resources will automatically 
become more equal in the process of economic growth."104

  Economic growth thus received undue emphasis and became 
the primary tool for reducing inequalities. However, even 
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though the high rate of growth raised the consumption level of 
the poor, it did not help them fulfill all their needs. Since 
income disparities between the rich and the poor have risen, the 
consumption gap between them has also widened, According to 
Kolko, "the consumption gap between income classes will 
remain very great as long as income distribution remains 
inequitable. "105 Higher growth gave a greater boost to the 
income of the rich because all the capitalist institutions which 
promote inequalities have continued unhampered. Moreover, 
growth has not been steady and continuous. It has been 
interrupted by recessions and unemployment, which, though bad 
for all, are particularly severe in their impact on the poor. 

 Although the need for growth cannot be denied, undue 
emphasis on it has created a number of problems which will be 
reviewed later. It has accentuated budgetary and balance of 
payments deficits, inflation and stagflation, and debt-servicing 
burden. It has also led to accelerated depletion of scarce natural 
resources, and intensified air and water pollution, which have 
led to a number of ecological hazards that are threatening 
human, animal and plant life. 

 There is no doubt that some other weapons have also 
been used for reducing income disparities. These are progressive 
taxation, transfer payments and subsidies. Since these are 
among the tools of the welfare state, they will be discussed in 
greater detail in the third chapter. It is sufficient to state here 
that progressive taxation has not made a significant impact. A 
preponderant majority of the population, as already indicated, 
depends mainly on wages and salaries for its incomes, and since 
wages and salaries are subject to withholding, the earnings of a 
preponderant proportion of the population get fully taxed, while 
in the case of profits and other incomes there is scope for tax 
avoidance or evasion and of thus not being taxed fully. Transfer 
payments have no doubt helped reduce poverty to the extent to 
which they have gone to the poor. Subsidies, have however 
tended to benefit the rich more than the poor. 
The Sceptical View 
      Even in capitalist countries a sceptical view has always been 
taken of the distribution adequacy of the competitive market 
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 mechanism.106 The role of 'market failure', the inability of a 
market economy to attain certain desired outcomes in resources 
use, has also been increasingly recognized. It is admitted that 
perfect competition does not prevail. and monopoly, unequal 
opportunity. unwarranted access to large financial resources. 
rigging and restrictions on entry to an industry, a region, or an 
occupation, have a great role to play in the prevailing 
inequalities of income and wealth. It is realised that the 
normative framework of society and the structure of the 
economy and all its institutions are indissolubly bound up with 
inequality. It is also admitted that the main reason for glaring 
inequalities of income is not the individuals' differing abilities; 
while abilities seem to be distributed along a normal curve. 
incomes are highly skewed in distribution.107 Hence individuals' 
differing abilities do not explain the prevailing inequalities of 
income. 

 One of the most important reasons for income 
inequalities is rather the absence of a broad-based distribution of 
businesses and means of production. The banking system has 
played a crucial role in this. Credit is made available mainly to 
big businesses. Galbraith has aptly emphasized that: "The large 
corporation of the planning system, when it must borrow, is a 
favoured client of the banks, insurance companies and 
investment banks.108 He further states that" those who least need 
to borrow and those who are most favoured as borrowers are in 
the planning system. Those who most rely on borrowed funds or 
are least favoured at the banks are in the market system.”109 The 
easy availability of credit to big businesses makes it possible for 
them to expand without a significant increase in equity. 
Businesses have thus tended to become bigger and bigger on the 
basis of a narrow equity base. Debt has grown faster than equity 
and has led to the concentration of income-earning assets in a 
few hands, reducing a preponderant portion of the population to 
the position of wage and salary earners with fixed incomes. 
Marx realised this but the solution he proposed, abolition of 
private ownership of means of production, was not realistic. It 
has created more problems than it has solved. 

Large-scale businesses and their mentors, the banks, have 
become so powerful in the capitalist system that it is doubtful if 
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capitalism can ever succeed in bringing about an equitable 
distribution of income by means of the cosmetic changes that it 
is accustomed to making. Vested interests in big business and 
big finance have become so strong both economically and 
politically that it may not be possible to dislodge them to 
introduce the radical changes necessary for better results. David 
Rockefeller once shocked bankers by pointing out that 
according to a poll, three out of five students believed that big 
business has taken the reins of government away from the 
Congress and Administration. The results of this poll were 
corroborated by a University of Michigan survey which 
revealed that 59 per cent of all Americans thought that' 'the 
Government is run by a few big interests looking out for 
themselves.”110 Thus, the need for a radical change in the 
structure of the economy and its institutions to reduce income 
and wealth inequalities is widely felt. Such a change is not 
possible, however, without commitment to moral values, a 
financial system that helps reduce rather than accentuate 
inequalities, and a state that plays a positive role in realizing 
socially-agreed goals. The end of laissez-faire and the rise of the 
welfare state, to be discussed later, have not succeeded in doing 
this. 
THE END OF LAISSEZ-FAIRE 

 Two events served to wash the ground away completely 
from under laissez-faire particularly its principle of government 
non-intervention in the economy. These were the Great 
Depression of the 1930s and the socialist onslaught. They gave 
rise to the Keynesian revolution and the welfare state. Hence 
laissez-faire capitalism, as it was formulated by Adam Smith, is 
now dead as had been forecast even by a number of non-Marxist 
scholars, like Schumpeter and Toynbee. There have nevertheless 
been some economists, like Milton Friedman and Friedrich 
Hayek, who have continued to support it, though in a somewhat 
modified form. The circle of such economists has, however, 
widened considerably in the I 980s. The enthusiasm for a 
substantial degree of state intervention that had come to prevail 
after the Great Depression has subsided as a result of the 
inefficiencies of government machinery, the 
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unmanageable budgetary deficits, and the resultant backlash 
against the welfare state. 
 The Great Depression which had settled on the world in 
the 1930s demolished the long-standing faith in Say's Law. The 
economy did not correct itself automatically. Keynes was 
appalled at the laissez-faire attitudes of the British and most 
other governments in the face of this economic crisis. While his 
classical predecessors had found the economic organization of 
nineteenth-century capitalism to be "natural. reasonable. eternal 
and simplicity itself' (it was so portrayed by the general 
equilibrium theory), Keynes wrote in the Economic Conse-
quences of the Peace that. on the contrary. it was "unusual. 
unstable. complicated, unreliable. Temporary."111 

The Thorny Path or Reform: Beginning or the Welfare 
State.
  The essence of Keynes's General Theory is not the 
discussion of the liquidity preference. or the consumption and 
the saving-investment functions. but the repudiation of the 
classical concept prevailing since Adam Smith that full 
employment was automatically assured,112 Keynes argued that 
flee-market economies cannot be expected to maintain full 
employment and prosperity at all times. Such economies can 
slump into lengthy depressions and indeed remain depressed for 
very protracted periods. The belief that given time. a depressed 
free-market economy would always rebound to prosperity in the 
long-run was, to Keynes, based on erroneous economics. 
Nobody had the patience to wait for the long-run because "in the 
long-run we may all be dead" ,113 Hence there came the 
Keynesian proposal of an important role for the government in 
removing' demand deficiency through deficit financing to 
correct the depression. Thus. while the traumatic depression of 
the 1930s killed laissez faire capitalism in practice. Keynes 
destroyed its theoretical rationale. This. along with the socialist 
onslaught, served as the basis of the welfare state. 
Lack of Priorities 
 It must, however, be emphasized that Keynes dealt with 
only one aspect of the welfare state - that of achieving full 
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employment. For this purpose he prescribed a greater role for 
the government in the overall management of effective demand 
through fiscal policy. Since this Keynesian prescription has 
helped in correcting inflationary and deflationary gaps and 
thereby reducing the amplitude of business cycles, it has bred 
confidence, rightly or wrongly, that a deep and prolonged 
depression of the 1930s type is a thing of the past and will not 
recur. 

Keynes however offered no advice on the criteria for 
allocating public sector spending - the priorities to be served.. 
The principal remedy in his prescription was to maintain 
aggregate demand at full employment level. Governments could 
do this by increasing or reducing spending on any expenditure 
head - defence and physical infrastructure, or education. health, 
and welfare. Keynes was not concerned with the question of 
priorities. From his point of view the prevailing capitalist 
system failed only in its solution of the unemployment problem; 
it solved appropriately the problem of resource allocation and 
income distribution. Keynes hence specified only a small 
modification in the capitalist system to maintain full 
employment. He did not believe in the need for changing other 
features of capitalism which did not interfere with the 
achievement of full employment.114

Economic Problems 
Deficit financing, which was proposed by Keynes as a 

compensatory measure for tightening recessions or depressions, 
has also been used by most governments to generate high rates 
of economic growth and [0 finance their social welfare spending 
as well as their defence buildup. This expansion in public sector 
deficits in most countries was not accompanied by an offsetting 
decline in private sector consumption. Rather, the worldwide 
cult of consumerism, persuasive advertising, and credit 
expansion led to a rapid rise in private sector spending. This rise 
was not something that could have been avoided. It was a 
natural and predictable outcome of the absence of agreed 
priorities in a materialist environment where maximum 
consumption was the most cherished goal of life and where no 
group in society was willing to make any sacrifice for the 
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well-being of others. The expansion in spending by both the 
public and the private sectors contributed to two decades (fifties 
and sixties) of prosperity in the West. However, the continuous 
overloading of the economy with claims, which the system had 
directly encouraged and sanctioned and which it could not 
possibly satisfy within the constraint of scarce resources, has 
created strains and led to a number of very serious problems. 

One of these has been the accelerating rate of inflation 
brought about by excessive monetary expansion. From the 
beginning of the eighteenth century until the eve of World War 
11, a span of more than two centuries, there was an overall rise 
of only 33 per cent in prices. However. during the decade of the 
I 940s, prices nearly doubled. This may be explained away as a 
result of the War and hence condoned. But during the three 
decades from 1950-1989, they rose by more than six times.115  It 
is not possible to condone this rapid rise because it is now 
widely recognized that it has had adverse effects on both 
efficiency and equity. Although initially it led to a rise in output 
and employment, it ultimately led to stagflation - rising prices 
and rising wages going hand in hand with declining demand. 
lower production, higher unemployment and excess production 
capacity. Rates of growth in most industrial countries have been 
low and unemployment has been relatively high. Under these 
circumstances, managing aggregate demand in the Keynesian 
fashion has become difficult. It fans inflation further without 
helping on the growth and the employment fronts; a stable price 
scenario is now widely considered to be necessary for 
stimulating real growth and reducing unemployment. 

Although the rate of inflation declined substantially in the 
1980s, a number of economists feel that this may be a 
temporary respite and there is a great possibility that inflation 
may become a serious problem once again, particularly if the 
large budgetary deficits of the United States continue to 
persist.116 This may receive a further boost if Soviet Russia and 
Eastern Europe resort to extensive borrowing in the world 
financial markets to solve their economic problems, and other 
industrial countries also maintain a high level of spending to 
attain higher growth rates and lower unemployment. 

A second problem is the high degree of volatility created in 
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the foreign exchange, stock and commodity markets by the 
excessive liquidity in the financial markets. Capitalist markets 
have become, according to the Brady Commission Report, 
intolerably and dangerously volatile and nothing much can be 
done about it.117 Extremely volatile markets are inevitable when 
there are huge budgetary deficits, dramatically unstable interest 
rates and exchange rates, and erratic movements in short-term 
funds across national frontiers. Some other reasons for the 
instability of capitalist economies are the excessive expansion or 
contraction of credit in the interest-based banking system, 
glaring inequalities of income and wealth and, as well put by 
Heilbroner, "the anarchic and planless character of capitalist 
production.”118 It is again not possible to remove these sources 
of instability without the introduction of healthier fiscal and 
monetary policies and the restructuring of capitalist economies. 

A third problem is the rising debt-servicing burden created by 
the financing of large budgetary deficits through extensive 
borrowing, both internal and external. This has been further 
aggravated by relatively high interest rates and excessive 
exchange rate instability. While these have made the financing 
of deficits expensive for all countries they have made it 
particularly burdensome for developing countries. The inability 
of these countries to service their debts has jeopardized the 
health and stability of the entire international monetary system. 
A number of programmes have been proposed for providing 
relief to the severely indebted countries. However, these 
programmes have not yet gained momentum because of lack of 
adequate funding. Some countries have already announced their 
resolve to service their debts only to a certain proportion of their 
export receipts. If some of the major debtor countries were also 
to announce their conversion to this strategy, the problem faced 
by banks would undoubtedly be severe. 

A fourth problem, an automatic consequence of the undue rise 
in unnecessary spending by both the public and the private 
sectors, is the decline in savings. As savings and investment are 
highly correlated, investment has also declined. Aggregate 
saving and investment has gone down in 13 major OECD 
countries from 17.5 and 17.6 per cent respectively in 1960-71 to 
10.7 and 10.8 per cent in 1980-87.119 Since the demand on 
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these declining savings is expected to rise due to the increased 
demand for investment funds from Soviet Russia. Eastern 
Europe and united Germany. the prospect of higher real interest 
rates is looming large on the world economic horizon. This may 
tend to have adverse implications for investment. growth. 
employment and stability of the stock. commodity and foreign 
exchange markets. particularly because savings in a high-saving 
country like Japan have also been declining. 

A fifth problem. also the result of undue emphasis on want 
satisfaction and growth has led to an accelerated depletion of 
non-renewable resources and created a number of ecological 
hazards which have endangered life on earth. It is now being 
realised that "addressing the global environmental crisis requires 
nothing less than a radical change in the conduct of world policy 
and the world economy."120 Although a number of useful 
proposals have been mad:. there seems to be little realization 
that one of the indispensable needs is a move towards 
commitment to moral values and simpler life-styles. away from 
the "inertia of affluence" 121

The Dilemmas 

 Then: are however only two options for ensuring price 
stability within the framework of capitalist analysis.  Either 
push down costs or reduce aggregate demand.122 The first 
prescription requires resorting to some form of wage-price 
controls while the second requires a return to the principle of 
the 'balanced budget'. The former can be adopted only as a  
stop-gap arrangement. Its prolonged use is not possible. 
particularly in an inflationary climate. because it is unjust to 
labour whose real wages decline, and leads to black markets. 
long-run supply shortages, and distortions in resource 
allocation. When the lid of regulations is taken off, both prices 
and wages lend to rise with a vengeance. The balanced budget 
prescription does help on the inflation front, but leads to lower 
growth rates, greater unemployment, and a substantial cut in 
welfare spending, given the determination of governments not 
to cut their other (particularly defence) spending. and the 
resistance of a value-free society to cut its 'unnecessary' and 
'wasteful' spending. This has thrown capitalism into a crisis. 
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There is an irresoluble conflict between the avowed objectives 
of capitalism and a healthy, non-inflationary economy. 

Thus, while the Keynesian strategy has generated dilemmas 
without solving the problems of unemployment and inflation, 
the goals of need fulfillment, eliminating poverty and reducing 
glaring inequalities of income and wealth still remain unful-
filled. These goals have, however, acquired intellectual 
prominence over the years under the  irresistible influence of 
socialism, giving rise to the welfare state which has now taken 
firm root in the Western market economies. 

The welfare state incorporates not only the Keynesian 
proposal of a balancing role for the government in the economy 
but also a welfare role through 'proper' regulation and greater 
welfare spending. Greater welfare spending, without any 
offsetting reduction elsewhere in the public and private sectors, 
has led to an excess of claims on resources and, hence, a 
backlash against the welfare state. The solution to the crisis, as 
seen by the social Darwinists, lies in a reduction in welfare 
spending. But is it possible to reduce welfare spending or 
abandon the goal of full employment and high rate of growth for 
a prolonged period in a democratic society where the 
humanitarian goals of society are still alive? Since this is not 
possible, the question is: What is wrong? As indicated earlier, 
there are basic flaws in the epistemology and method of the 
whole capitalist system. 
Social ills 

The tragedy of the secularist philosophy of capitalism was not 
merely that the unhindered pursuit of self-interest by individuals 
did not, and could not, serve the interest of all, but that it also 
led to a number of other insoluble social evils. The undermining 
of Divine Authority and collective values that it stood for have 
created a permissive society in which the trammels of earlier 
ages have been cast off leading to a breakdown of moral values. 
The lust for conspicuous consumption and status symbols has 
intensified this further by the desire to acquire wealth by any 
means, right or wrong. 

The individualism and self-centredness that were continually 
preached have substantially weakened the institution of family, 
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which has historically served as the basis of healthy social 
development. It is not possible to keep husband and wife 
together in a mutually-loving relationship unless there is mutual 
trust and dependence. This was not possible within the 
framework of sexual permissiveness which reduces commitment 
to family and estranges husband and wife. Hence, fast on the 
heels of "God is dead" pronouncements. came the call of the 
commercial culture for "crush the family". The family became 
denounced as the "nest of oppression and pathology" 123 This 
was no doubt a natural outcome of the call of the Enlightenment 
movement to free the' 'human being, from the shackles of 
tradition" and "from all concrete collective bonds". 

The sacrifices that the raising of children requires could also 
not be in harmony with the maximization of pecuniary self-
interest and sexual permissiveness. The love, care and 
upbringing, which children need from both parents and which 
are necessary to create a future generation that is better than the 
present one, could not hence be provided. Day-care centres 
could not take the place of mothers in the most crucial period of 
children's upbringing. Juvenile delinquency has hence been 
continually on the rise and has given birth to a generation which 
has no respect for social values and for either parents, brothers 
and sisters, or other human beings. Can a civilization survive 
with such a decline in the quality of human beings? 

The domination of the economy by large-scale enterprises and 
the sharp decline in the proportion of population managing their 
own businesses and farms has led to an exodus of population 
from rural areas and small towns to large urban centres.124 This 
exodus, combined with the breakdown of the family, has led to 
the 'atomization of society"125 and deprived it of the mutual care 
of members for each other. This has put nearly the entire burden 
for the care of the poor, the sick, the old and the handicapped on 
the state which does not have the resources or the machinery to 
shoulder this huge responsibility. . 

The breakdown of the family and of community life has 
eroded the most effective channels of social control and 
contributed to a rise in crime. Index crimes (like robbery, 
burglary, rape and personal assault), committed mainly by the 
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poor. and white collar crimes (like bribery, consumer fraud, 
misleading advertising, marketing of substandard products, 
unfair labour practices and under-reporting of taxable income), 
committed mainly by the rich, have risen steeply and continue to 
rise. The crimes which are officially reported reflect only the tip 
of the iceberg. 

There is also a rise in all the symptoms of anomie. These 
indicate lack of inner happiness in the life of individuals. If the 
single-minded pursuit of wealth, want satisfaction, and sensual 
pleasures could have been the source of human happiness, these 
symptoms would not have become so dominant and widespread 
that they have become a threat to the survival of civilized 
society.

Most governments do not realise that more police does not 
demonstrably mean less crime. Something else is needed and 
that something is socio-economic justice along with moral 
transformation of society. Talking of the latter without serious 
efforts to actualize the former is meaningless and bound to fail. 
The actualization of socio-economic justice however requires a 
socio-economic restructuring which only a Divinely-revealed 
moral system can help bring about, but which does not fit into 
the worldview and strategy of capitalism. 

Because of the absence of socio-economic restructuring, even 
the advanced capitalist countries have failed to minimize 
poverty and unemployment. to satisfy the needs of a substantial 
proportion of their populations, and to reduce inequalities of 
income and wealth. in spite of their rapid development and vast 
resources. In the United States alone, there are 32.4 million 
people living below the poverty line, 13.6 per cent of the 
population.126 Of these, about one-quarter are "caught in a 
vicious circle of poverty and despair". They live in the "decayed 
hearts of major cities", and are "prisoners of ghetto pathology". 
They are "the denizens of a self-perpetuating culture" marked by 
teenage pregnancy, fatherless households, chronic 
unemployment, crime and drug use.127 This is despite the 
welfare state of the sixties and seventies, when the hold of 
laissez-faire philosophy had loosened substantially and poverty 
was considered a responsibility of society as a whole. What will 
happen now when the zeitgeist has shifted under the influence of 
Reagan and Thatcher and poverty is being blamed on the 
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poor and the system of government support created to help 
them? If one adds to these the parameters of slow growth rates 
and other macroeconomic imbalances starkly facing the world, 
one cannot fail to see the dire need for a completely new model 
of economic organization. 
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CHAPTER 2 
The Retreat of Socialism 

 The innate goodness of human nature could not readily 
accept the misery and suffering of the poor that were 
characteristics of laissez-faire capitalism. There was hence a 
reaction which took different forms, one of the most important 
of these being socialism. Socialism is, however, not a precise 
term, there being several different versions of it:1 utopian, 
Fabian, syndicalist, guild, Marxist, market, democratic and 
others.! It is neither possible nor desirable to go into the details 
and mutual differences of all these variants of socialism. 

 There are however certain characteristics that are 
common to most of them. They were nurtured in the then 
dominantly secularist environment and hence all of them 
(except a few like those of Paul Tillich, R. H. Tawney, and Kurt 
Schumacher) had the same secularist worldview as capitalism.2
They contained a common critique of the capitalist mode of 
production and argued that the free and uncontrolled markets on 
which it rested are bound to bring about an allocation of 
resources that favours the rich and perpetuates injustices and 
enormous inequalities of income and wealth. They considered 
private property and the wage system to be the source of evil 
and insisted that justice cannot be rendered to the poor without 
socializing private property to varying degrees. They felt that 
even democracy was not workable effectively as long as there 
are inequalities and special interests. They conceived of a future 
in which the masses would either forcibly or democratically take 
control of the levers of government from the capitalists and 
create an egalitarian and democratic society, free from class 
conflict and based on comprehensive planning and public 
control of the means of production. In other words, they 
attacked capitalism and proposed a different system for 
allocation and distribution. 
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The difference between them was however not essentially in the 
worldview but rather in the strategy or mechanism. 

 Of the various strands of socialism, only three - Marxist, 
market and democratic - will be discussed below. The others are 
forerunners or variants of these three mainstreams of socialism 
and, since they did not attain the political dominance that these 
three have, their discussion would not add significantly to the 
clarification of central issues. 

MARXISM
WORLDVIEW AND STRATEGY  
Militant Atheism 

 Marxism is a synthesis of many ideological currents of 
the early and middle nineteenth century. These currents were the 
secularist thought of the Enlightenment, the dialectics of Hegel, 
the materialism of Feuerbach, the class-war theories of 
Michelet, the economic doctrines of Smith and Ricardo and the 
militant slogans of the French Revolution. Marx was brought up 
in the midst of these ideological currents, primarily secularist 
and anti-religious, even though he was one of seven children of 
Jewish parents. His father was not notably strict in his religious 
observances. This is clearly indicated by his conversion to 
Protestantism, not out of conviction but because his profession 
required it.3 From his youth Marx was known to be a hard-core 
atheist whose creed was (and remained): . 'Criticism of religion 
h; the foundation of all criticism.”4

 Like any social thinker Marx also tried to diagnose the 
condition of man in society and to arrive at a prescription for its 
cure. In this process he used a number of key concepts like 
alienation, exploitation, surplus value, private property, class 
struggle, wage slavery and economic determinism, which, 
because he was not a rigorous and lucid writer, remain elusive 
and obscure.5

The principal concept in Marx's analysis is 'alienation' or 
'estrangement', which arises in a capitalist society from the 
exploitation of the proletariat by the bourgeoisie. The proletariat 
are the industrial workers who lack their own means of 
production and hence become subject to wage slavery, selling 
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their labour to live. The bourgeoisie are the capitalists, the 
owners of means of production. While all economic value 
comes from the proletariat, they do not get more than a 
subsistence wage, a wage which is just enough to keep them 
alive and reproducing themselves. The balance (surplus value) is 
expropriated by the bourgeoisie, who thus become continually 
more and more powerful and subject the proletariat to a state of 
perpetual wage slavery. This 'degrades' and 'dehumanizes' them 
and reduces them to 'fragments of human beings' (alienation). 
They become 'incapable of developing to the full their human 
potentialities'. Their exploitation leads to the division of society 
into antagonistic classes and sets in motion the class struggle 
which shapes human history and constitutes the core of the 
historical process. Human beings are not free; they are pawns on 
the chessboard of history. Their fate is determined by the 
inevitable conflict of economic interests within the various 
classes in human society (economic determinism). 

 According to this argument, the key to history lay not in 
men's ideas but in the economic conditions of their lives. 
Religion and the state in a bourgeois society were an integral 
part of this conflict and were used by the bourgeoisie to exploit 
the proletariat. They have thus played a crucial role in man's 
alienation. The alienation would disappear when a classless 
society has been established and the state has withered away 
after passing through the various stages of the historical process. 
The categorical imperative therefore is to overthrow "all those 
conditions in which man is an abased, enslaved, abandoned. 
contemptible being".6 There is thus an irresolvable dualism in 
Marxist philosophy. On the one hand there is an undue emphasis 
on the overbearingly pessimistic aspects of economic 
determinism, exploitation and class conflict from which there is 
no escape. On the other hand there is the idealist strain that 
looks forward to the deliverance of humanity from economic 
determinism. 

According to Marx, "there was no such thing as individual 
human nature". which refers to a set of relatively basic and 
general human characteristics and hence to something which by 
definition remains constant or unchanged.7 Since human beings 
did not have a basic nature, their consciousness and much else 
in 
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the social, political and intellectual processes of their lives was 
always changing and this change was determined by "the 
material conditions of life" and specifically "the mode of 
production or the material means of existence" 8

 Norman Geras rejects this widely-held view about 
Marx's concept of human nature.9 However. his case is not 
convincing. Acceptance of it would repudiate the material 
concept of history on which the Marxist edifice substantially 
rests. If man does have an unchanging human nature then the 
material conditions of life could not succeed in determining 
everything in human history and he could not be reduced to the 
position of a pawn on the chessboard of history. The basic 
characteristics inherent in his nature would assert themselves 
against the historical process. This however never happened in 
the Marxist historical process. One may also emphasize that the 
difference of view is the outcome of an inherent contradiction in 
the different concepts that Marx propounded, While his 
historical materialism does not logically permit any concept of 
inherent human nature, his concept of alienation requires such a 
nature because otherwise there is no criterion against which 
alienation may be understood. The two concepts are mutually 
inconsistent, which is no doubt one of the main reasons for the 
general complaint about the obscurity and inconsistency in 
Marx's writings. 
Misdirection of Strategy 

The only way to end 'alienation' was to abolish private 
property, its main cause. This would bring to an end the social 
privileges of the bourgeoisie and also break their political and 
exploitative power. The most effective means to this end was a 
revolution by the proletariat to forcibly overthrow the capitalist 
system. Marx rejected the avenue of 'social utopias' (small 
humanitarian experiments in community proposed by the 
utopian socialists) as deadening the class struggle. He also 
rejected gradualism because he believed that all efforts to 
transform capitalism gradually would be defeated by the 
entrenched power of the 'capitalist ruling class', Efforts by 
governments to modify patterns of distribution cannot lead to 
successful socialism. To create a genuinely communist society 
reflecting the ideal of “from each according to his ability to 
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each according to his needs", the capitalist system must undergo 
a revolutionary transformation.10 After the masses have 
liquidated the bourgeoisie and collectivized the privately-owned 
means of production, there would succeed a progressive rational 
society with no wages, no money, no social classes and, 
eventually, no state - "a free association of producers under their 
[own] conscious and purposive control". The fall of the 
bourgeoisie and the victory of the proletariat were equally 
inevitable.

 While the goals of removing alienation of the proletariat 
by giving them political and economic power, improving their 
living and working conditions, and eliminating the class conflict 
are no doubt admirable, the strategy proposed by Marx was 
defective. If the philosophical trappings of Marx's theory, 
embedded in his 'historical materialism' are set aside, what 
remains as strategy is the liquidation of the bourgeoisie, state 
ownership of all means of production, and central planning. He 
was unable to show convincingly how this strategy would be 
able to eliminate wage slavery and exploitation, and raise the 
socio-economic condition of the proletariat to ensure the 
disappearance of alienation and the creation of a classless 
society in the higher phase of Communism, when the state 
would also wither away.. 

 If the state machinery and all other institutions in human 
society were instruments for exploitation under capitalism, there 
is every reason to believe that, in a system which is built on 
dialectics and 'liquidation' of some human beings by others as 
the foundation stones of its philosophy, things may become 
worse if the power of those individuals is intensified through 
state ownership and central planning. It is not possible to create 
a 'brotherhood' of human beings in a system which believes in 
dialectics, indiscriminate liquidation and expropriation. 
Brotherhood requires sacrifice and service by the powerful for 
those who are not so endowed and dialectics smacks of that 
same 'survival of the fittest' notion inherent in social Darwinism. 

 What is the assurance that the proletariat who have killed 
and expropriated in their self-interest will abstain from 
becoming exploiters after they have entrenched themselves in a 
position of absolute power through a totalitarian state in place of 
the bourgeois state, which is at least not all pervading? It must 
be  
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realized that the totalitarian state is not governed by all members 
of the.: proletariat. This would not be practical. It has to be run 
by a few, and those few can be worse than the bourgeoisie. 
While private property creates a system of decentralized 
decision making and leaves at least some freedom for the 
workers, the totalitarian state, with all means of production 
under its control, concentrates power in a few hands and does 
not leave any freedom. Is there any guarantee that the 
'dictatorship of the proletariat' will not betray the Marxist 
revolution in the same way as the French Revolution was 
betrayed by the very class which made it? 

 If alienation were caused only by private property then 
one might have conceded the Marxist view that the solution lay 
in abolishing private property, However, private property is only 
one of the sources of power in human society. There are other 
sources of power like physical prowess, mental ability, 
education, creativity, ambition and hard work, family relations, 
and positions of leadership in society and state. While it may be 
possible to reduce private holding of property and also to blunt 
its exploitative edge through various non-Marxist measures. it 
may not be possible to remove the other sources of power in the 
Marxist way without destroying the foundations of stability and 
progress in civilizations. It must also be borne in mind that 
alienation is not necessarily inflicted by only one class or group. 
Anyone who gets power can exploit it, irrespective of whether 
the power comes from property or position and whether the 
person exercising it is from the bourgeoisie or the proletariat. 
However, in the Marxist strategy, while the power exercised 
through private property is removed, absolute power is vested in 
the hands of the politburo members through a state-owned 
centrally planned production system - the power to allocate jobs 
and resources, the power to reward and punish, the power to 
send to labour camps. No wonder the Marxist strategy has failed 
to eliminate, or even reduce, alienation in any of the societies 
where it has succeeded.11 A false prescription can only 
exacerbate the evil it wishes to cure. 

 What Marx's ideas essentially reflect is a distrust of 
human beings. You cannot reform them. You must take private 
property away from them because it is a source of power and le 
ads to exploitation. But the officials in a totalitarian state also 
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exercise immense power, far greater than the powers of property 
owners. If individual human beings cannot be trusted in a 
decentralized decision-making system to manage their private 
businesses within the overall constraint of social well-being, 
how can they be trusted to manage the whole nation's means of 
production in a totalitarian system? Will not the politburo 
officials come from the same people who cannot be trusted, or 
will they be angels, unlike the capitalists? If not, what is the 
guarantee that they will not exploit the tremendous power at 
their command through their control over all means of 
production to serve their self-interest? Marx was probably aware 
of the possibility of such exploitation and this may have been 
the prime reason for his dream of a stateless society. But Marx 
did not realize that a stateless society carries the potential for 
even greater exploitation and injustice through the unhindered 
collusion of individual vested interests against other members of 
society.

THE FLAWS AND THE EFFECTS 
The Marxist strategy in its post-revolution phase - state 

ownership of means of production and central planning - hoped 
to bring about such 'efficiency' and 'equity' in the allocation of 
resources that its vision of' 'from each according to his ability to 
each according to his needs" would be realized. The rationale 
was that once the privileges that private property provides had 
been eliminated, the state machinery would be able to end the 
distortions, misallocations and inequities that the blind operation 
of market forces introduces. In practice this hope has proved to 
he misplaced because of serious flaws in the reasoning. 

The False Assumptions 
Like capitalism, socialism also made a number of false 

assumptions about background conditions. The absence of these 
has frustrated the realization of both efficiency and equity. But a 
lay person does not realize this because the assumptions have 
not been spelt out clearly in the literature. It is not possible to 
specify all the various assumptions underlying the Marxist
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strategy. However, the discussion of a few of these assumptions 
would help. 
Distrust and Trust 

 Firstly, while the Marxist analysis implied a total distrust 
in the ability of human beings to manage private property within 
the constraints of social well-being, it was tacitly assumed that. 
after the introduction of socialism, the same human beings in 
their capacity as consumers, workers, managers of enterprises. 
and government officials. would always be motivated to do their 
best for the social good without caring for their self-interest. 
This implied that: (a) workers would work efficiently, honestly 
and selflessly without the incentive of proportionate material 
rewards; (b) managers of enterprises would operate efficiently 
without being able to serve their self-interest, without being 
exposed to the pressures of competition, and without having the 
ability to take their own decisions and to purchase and sell their 
inputs and outputs wherever they consider best; and (c) 
government officials would not take undue advantage of their 
enormous decision-making and executive powers. It also 
implied that in return for all this they would, in their capacity as 
consumers, restrict their claims on resources to only what 
fulfilled their needs, to avoid excessive pressure on resources. 

 These assumptions were highly unrealistic. In a 
secularist system where there is no concept of accountability 
before the All-Knowing God and where the total life-
perspective of an individual does not go beyond the limited span 
of this world, it is simply illusory to expect individuals to ignore 
their pecuniary self-interest. There is no rational reason to 
believe that in a socialist society, just as in a capitalist society, 
individuals will not give priority to serving their self-interest, 
which in the absence of a spiritual basis for life, consists 
primarily in maximizing their incomes as well as the satisfaction 
of their material and sensual desires. It was not anticipated that 
their inability to serve their self-interest would adversely affect 
their motivation and productivity, and seriously jeopardize the 
realization of social goals even if coercion were used. 
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Harmony of interests 
 Secondly. it was assumed that the state machinery would 

be run by a group of persons whose interests were in harmony 
with those of the whole society and who themselves had no axe 
to grind. This assumption was also false. Even a totalitarian 
state cannot be free from plurality of interests and privileges 
arising from factors like position in the power structure, race 
and geographical area. In the absence of a moral orientation, 
there is no mechanism by which a harmony of interests may be 
created. Even in a centrally planned economy, allocation in 
accordance with social goals requires the resort to collective 
value judgments in addition to the expression of choice by 
consumers. The planners have to have a basis for determining 
the goals they need to serve and values they must abide by 
goals and values which serve the interest of all individuals and 
not of any vested group. Who will provide these goals and 
values? Since socialism is as secularist as capitalism, if not 
more so, and since its conventional wisdom also has no place 
for Divine guidance. how will these goals and values be 
determined? If human beings cannot be trusted with private 
property for fear that they will exploit their position of strength 
to serve their vested interests, how can they be trusted with the 
responsibility of determining goals and values and the 
configuration of goods and services to be produced for the 
whole society? Will they not serve their own self-interest? How 
will the society guide and discipline them in such a way that a 
'socially-desired' configuration of goods is produced? 

 Moreover, the question is, "who plans the planners?", as 
aptly posed by Karl Mannheim.12 There seems to be no valid 
rationale for giving a few individuals the right to determine 
what the whole society should produce. If the planners are 
human beings, as they are bound to be, then their own 
preferences and vested interests will tend to take the upper hand 
in a system not steered by a clearly defined set of goals and 
values provided by Divine guidance. But even if the planners 
are to operate on the basis of Divine guidance, as some Muslims 
suggest in their simple-minded justification of socialism, 
vesting control over all means of production in the hands of a 
few individuals is too dangerous. Such enormous power cannot 
but give rise to a dictatorial and inflexible bureaucracy 
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interested in preserving its own power and benefits and 
oblivious to the welfare of the masses. It is also bound to lead to 
.ruthless struggles for power and to intrigues. purges and 
concentration camps. 
Availability of Information 

 Thirdly. it was assumed that the central planning 
machinery would have at its disposal all the information about 
consumer preferences, production costs and prices necessary for 
taking numerous decisions. However, such information does not 
exist. It is not possible to have such information without the free 
interaction of supply and demand in the market place. Hence 
Hayek's argument that a socialist solution to the problem of 
resource allocation was impracticable simply because complete 
knowledge of all the relevant data would not be available to the 
authorities. 13

 But even if the information were available, the task of 
making decisions about the allocation of resources among 
thousands of consumer and capital goods and services is so 
formidable that a handful of persons in the central planning 
authority could not possibly cope. Even if they tried they would 
find it too cumbersome and time-consuming to collect and 
analyze the data. They would therefore be slow in decision-
making and responding to changing circumstances. The task is 
moreover so crucial to the welfare of all members of the society 
that it should not even be assigned to a few individuals. 
Decentralized decision-making is in the best interest of society. 
Any system which does not allow those who are directly 
affected to participate in the decision-making cannot be serious 
about general well-being. 

 If however the consumers are to be allowed to participate 
in the decision-making process, then why not allow them to 
express their preferences through the price system within the 
framework of moral constraints? The price system, which 
decentralizes the decision-making process and allows thousands 
of consumers and producers to interact with each other. can 
respond more easily and readily to the needs of individuals than 
any cumbersome centralized planning machinery with 
thousands of producing and consuming units operating under its 
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authority. The decentralized market system is also more 
flexible and any errors in decision-making made by individual 
units can be not only less costly for the society but can also be 
corrected more promptly. Nevertheless, if the market 
mechanism is to be adopted by socialism for decisions on 
resource allocation then, without any effective role by Divine 
guidance and without goal-related socio-economic 
restructuring, even socialism cannot avoid the same problems 
and inequities that are characteristic of capitalism. 
Benefit of Subsidies 

 Fourthly, it was assumed that the large general subsidies 
implied in the Soviet pricing system would benefit the poor. 
This has also proved to be wrong. General subsidies, as will be 
shown in the discussion on the welfare state, benefit the rich and 
the privileged persons far more than they benefit the poor whose 
purchases are limited14 Food subsidies have constituted about 10 
per cent of gross national product in the Soviet Union - about 5 
times their share in the EEC.15 While these benefit the rich 
more, they penalize the farmers who get lower prices for their 
produce and whose incentive to work efficiently and to produce 
more is hence killed. 

 Large subsidies are natural and implicit in the Soviet 
planning system. The all-powerful State Committee for Prices 
has to fix prices for more than 20 million items ranging from 
nails to tractors16 This task is so difficult that it is almost 
impossible for a single government organization to manage it, 
no matter how well-staffed it may be. It cannot possibly have all 
the information on consumer preferences, demand and costs 
needed for this purpose. Hence, it tends to adopt the easier 
course of not changing prices. Prices have thus remained 
unchanged for years, particularly retail prices, changes in which 
are also politically sensitive. Such a rigid price structure leads to 
hidden subsidies and to serious inefficiencies and inequities in 
the allocation of resources. 

 The existence of large subsidies has brought a criminal 
waste of scarce resources. The extent of the waste may be 
visualized from Mr. Mikhail Gorbachev's statement at one of his 
press conferences that “One can see children using a loaf of 
bread as 
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a ball in their games. "17 Hence, as rightly observed by Mr. 
Valentin Pavlov, chairman of the Soviet state committee for 
prices: "Prices play little role in creating balance between 
supply and demand, leading to continual shortages both for 
retail and wholesale goods."18 The severity of shortages is not 
corrected because central planning has to be enforced in a 
totalitarian state by a controlled press and stifling of all 
democratic processes. Decisions in Soviet Russia are made at 
the top, and obeyed. In a one-party system which was reinforced 
in the past by a powerful KGB (the Soviet Union's Committee 
for State Security), with widespread powers to arrest and send to 
'psychiatric hospitals' and 'labour camps', and with limited 
safeguards against abuses, there is bound to be an inherent 
inflexibility in decision making. Such a totalitarian system lacks 
an automatic mechanism for responding to consumer needs and 
for rewarding the right decisions or punishing the wrong ones. 

 Isn't rigidity of prices, one may ask, good for consumers? 
Not necessarily. When prices are kept stagnant by fiat and not 
allowed to move in conformity with demand and supply 
conditions, they become a source of inequity and inflict a great 
deal of harm on the economy through the adverse effect they 
have on the efficient use of resources, work incentives and long-
term supplies. Consumers use the products wastefully, while 
workers and producers do not get adequate compensation. 
Quality of output therefore suffers and fails to meet consumer 
expectations. The quantity also does not expand in response to 
the secular expansion in demand with the rise in incomes and 
population, giving rise to shortages and queues. This leads to the 
existence of large secondary and black markets where the rich 
and high officials are able to buy what they want, but the poor, 
who cannot afford to pay the higher price, have to forego the 
goods or waste a lot of their valuable time in queues.19 Since 
production is on the basis of command from above, shortages of 
some goods are accompanied by overproduction of others. 
These remain unsold; yet no one suffers any loss or penalty and 
production continues uncorrected.20
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Efficiency  of Large Farms and Enterprises 
 Fifthly, it was assumed that the large monopolistic farms 

and state-enterprises would operate efficiently in spite of 
diseconomies of scale, lack of competition, and absence of 
market signals. This has also been belied. The large farms 
usually cultivated many crops, kept many kinds of livestock and 
had a large labour force scattered over a number of villages and 
hamlets. This made the task of supervision very difficult. A 
peasant proprietor or crop-sharing farmer does this job properly 
and efficiently as he is directly interested in the outcome. But 
the many and varied tasks on a collective farm mayor may not 
be performed well and this may remain unnoticed, the 
consequences unseen. Accordingly, while private plots 
constituted only 0.5 per cent of agricultural area in the USSR in 
1989, they provided 27 per cent of all agricultural output, 
indicating a much higher productive efficiency than that of the 
state-owned and cooperative farms.21 In addition to loss of 
output, there are losses resulting from inefficient maintenance of 
agricultural equipment and theft of inputs and output that may 
not be serious on privately-owned plots. 

 Permanent absence of competition removes any 
incentive to state enterprises to economies the use of inputs or to 
introduce innovations. This is a rational response to the system: 
why shou1d managers do something that may not necessarily 
benefit or may hurt them? Since the price mechanism that gives 
signals, and the prospect of additional profits or losses (and 
bankruptcy), are not there, there is nothing to induce 
management to do its best. What the market does under the 
market system - create a link between the consumer and the 
independently responsive producer - is missing under socialism. 
Management thus becomes an encrusted mass of officials used 
to receiving and transmitting orders. State ownership, as Weber 
had predicted, intensified bureaucratization of economic life and 
depersonalized all participants by imposing a deadening 
routine.22 Efficiency has thus suffered. For example, the Soviet 
Union uses two-and-a-half times as much energy as the OECD 
for each unit of output produced.23

 The Soviet manager does not, moreover, have any 
control over the sources, quality or costs of his inputs, and the 
market, quality or prices of his output; these are determined in 
Moscow
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by the central authorities under the five-year plan. Suppliers and 
clients are not free to choose each other. They have to make 
requests to the state supply committee (GOSNAB) which has 
neither the intimate knowledge of the circumstances faced by 
each individual enterprise nor the time and the will to analyze 
their individual cases separately and to take prompt decisions 
that would solve their problems. A change in the nature of the 
product or its quantity is also not possible in response to the 
enterprise's own evaluation of market preferences. In addition, 
any gains made by increased efficiency or improved product do 
not necessarily benefit the manager and his workers. It is in fact 
possible that an enterprising manager may be hurt by the 
inefficient industrial and political bureaucracy that pervades in 
the system. This leaves the enterprises little room for flexing 
their muscles or incentive to introduce better management, 
technology or products. In consequence, resources do not move 
quickly in the Soviet system from the least to the most efficient 
uses.

 There is, moreover, no mechanism for deciding how 
much to invest and how to strike a balance between present and 
future needs and to induce people to make the needed sacrifices 
willingly. In a centrally-planned economy, investment decisions 
are clearly the responsibility of the planning organization. 
Without market signals and socially-agreed values, it does not 
have any basis for determining efficiently the scale of capital 
accumulation and its allocation among different goods and 
services. Decisions are thus made on the basis of political 
considerations and the whims of the planners. 

 One may retort by arguing that even under capitalism 
conditions are not necessarily better. Instead of a few slate-
owned enterprises in each sector of production, capitalism has a 
few giant corporations which not only play a dominant role in 
the economy but also exercise tremendous social and political 
influence in the country. The absence of meaningful consumer 
sovereignty and divorce of ownership from control are now 
well-recognized. Consumers and shareholders do not play a 
significant role in decisions about what and how to produce. It is 
the management which plays a dominant role in policy-making 
and running the corporation's affairs. Since the management 
consists of a few hired professionals and directors 
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coming mainly from the rich and upper strata of society, what is 
the difference between socialism and capitalism? 

In spite of the inefficiencies and inequities prevalent under 
capitalism. the above argument is not valid. The product quality. 
quantity and prices of even the big corporations are not 
determined in the same way under capitalism as those of the 
individual enterprises under socialism. The market has an 
important role to play and. even though there may be only two, 
three or four dominant firms in a given industry, and there may 
be some clandestine understanding between them about prices 
and markets. there is still some degree of competition between 
them. even though substantially less than what the logic of 
capitalism assumes. The firms can take their own decisions in 
response to their perception of the market and will themselves 
incur losses from their errors. They can also correct their own 
mistakes without having to refer to a central authority. While 
they can benefit from their creativity and efficiency, they face 
the threat of competition from substitutes and imports and the 
possibility that they may be eliminated if they do not act 
efficiently. These characteristics are absent under state 
socialism. 
The Sour Fruits 
Inefficient Allocation 

 The above appraisal could easily have been brushed 
aside as misguided and prejudiced if socialism had performed 
better in practice. The inability of the system to motivate both 
labour and management to excel. combined with a centralized 
and cumbersome decision-making process, which hampered the 
transfer of resources from less efficient to more efficient uses, 
has had an almost paralyzing effect on the Soviet economic 
machinery. It was unwieldy and unresponsive to changing social 
and economic needs. Production therefore suffered in both 
quantity and quality in all sectors of the Soviet economy, and 
conspicuously in agriculture. 

 The record of Soviet collectivized fanning is dismal. 
Even though one in three of the working population lived on the 
land, there has been a chronic grain deficit which has had to be 
made up by imports. Consequently, Soviet Russia, which was at 
one 
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 time the world's largest grain exporter, has become the world's 
largest grain importer.24 The country's enormous agricultural 
potential could not be fully utilized in spite of the maximum use 
of force. As Joseph Stalin personally informed Winston 
Churchill, "millions of men and women had been blotted out or 
displaced for ever simply because they resisted the process of 
collectivisation."25 This underlines the reality that force cannot 
replace either self-interest or higher values which motivate 
human beings to work for themselves or others. 

 The Central Planning Authority (GOSPLAN) in the 
Soviet Union did not have, in a secularist environment without 
any market-determined prices to serve as signals for consumer 
needs, anything other than the interests and inclinations of its 
own members and party officials to go by. This led to a frightful 
perversion of priorities in Soviet planning. The Soviet Union 
concentrated on prestige-oriented heavy industries and defence 
build-up at the expense of need-fulfilling consumer goods. The 
result is that, even though the Soviet Union is rich in human and 
physical resources and has the potential to satisfy all the needs 
of all its people, the country has been suffering for a long time 
from shortages of many need-satisfying goods. Although .the 
workers have the money, the goods they need are not 
available.26 The shortages have now acquired crisis proportions 
such that even the Soviet leadership has been alarmed. 

 The inefficiency of the system has now become reflected 
in low growth rates. Initially the growth rates were high - 5.8 
per cent per annum during the period 1928-1940, followed by 
low growth rates (2.2 per cent per annum) during the years 
1940-50 due to the War. The economy, however, picked up after 
the War and returned to high growth rates of 5.7 per cent per 
annum during the period 1950-60. This generated an ebullience 
of confidence in the Soviet system, which began to be heralded 
as the wave of the future and the model for developing 
countries. There has been a continuing decline in Soviet growth 
rates since then - 5.2 per cent per annum during 1960-70. 3.7 per 
cent during 1970-75.2.6 per cent during 1975-80. and 2.0 per 
cent during 1980-85.27 The "corrected, but more accurate" esti-
mates produced by Mr. Aganbegyan, one of the brains behind 
perestroika (restructuring), suggest that there was really no 
growth at all in the first half of the 1980s.28 This has reduced the  
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appeal of the system, particularly because the growth record of 
other countries like Japan, West Germany and South Korea, 
with vastly smaller resources, has been more impressive. Stalin's 
famous call in 1931 for making good the distance between the 
Soviet Union and the advanced countries in ten years has thus 
proved to be an illusion. Even Khrushchev's dream of closing 
the gap within the decade of the sixties has remained 
unfulfilled.29 The decline in growth rates has reversed the trend 
of decline in the absolute gap between the United Slates' and the 
Soviet economies; the gap has been widening in recent years.30 

Inequitable Distribution 
The primary raison d' êrre of socialism was equity, but in 

practice socialism has reduced inequalities only to a minor 
extent. The property less labourer continues to be a property less 
labourer; instead of being an employee of the individual 
capitalist. he has become the employee of a more powerful 
employer, the monopolist state enterprise, with unhindered 
powers 10 punish or reward. The worker is completely divorced 
from the power centres, far more than in capitalist countries, 
where he exercises at least some influence through the labour 
unions, the news media, and the elections. His dream of control 
over the means of production and over what was produced is 
hence non-existent. His de facto position has in fact worsened. 

 The wage slavery which Marx sought to abolish thus 
continues with greater intensity. In the capitalist system the 
labourer is at least free to choose his employer, there being so 
many of them; in the Soviet system he is not free to do so. He is 
stuck with one firm and does not enjoy the same freedom to 
shift that he does under capitalism. Everything depends on the 
immediate boss. If the boss is benevolent, the worker may be 
well off; although even if he is more competent, works harder, 
and performs his duties more conscientiously, he may not 
necessarily get a higher reward. If, however, the boss is 
vindictive, the worker has to suffer in silence. He has nowhere 
to go. If he fights for his rights he may end up in the 
concentration camp. State socialism thus turned out to be more 
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 tyrannical than private capitalism).31Is not this alone sufficient 
to increase the wage earners' alienation? As Crosland, a social 
democrat, rightly indicated: "The underlying fact of the 
alienation of workers from the means of production" still 
remains. This is because "the control centre is separated from 
the workers; and the possibility of exploitation, and of all the 
other features of 'capitalism', is present."32

 Social inequalities and class distinctions also continue 
unabated. As Murray Yanowitch remarked, "Soviet society may 
be characterized as a class system.”33 The higher and better paid 
jobs go, as under capitalism, to those who come from the higher 
stratum of society.34 A number of sociological studies have 
demonstrated that the great majority of workers' children who 
have high ambitions are "destined to remain disappointed".35

Hence the need to glorify "workers' dynasties" (families in 
which successive generations have been workers) and stressing 
opportunities for short-range mobility. The once popular 
equation that state ownership will create a classless society has 
thus been falsified. There is no logical reason to assume that 
when the state expropriates industry, no one class will control 
the state.”36 The class system is bound to continue in a more 
intensified form in a centralized system, the underlying 
philosophy of which is not based on any concept of human 
brotherhood and accountability before the Supreme Being, but 
rather on dialectics and the elimination or domination of one 
class by the other. 

 To reinforce all these alienating factors is, as already 
indicated, the absence of priority in Soviet Russia to need 
fulfillment. Hence housing, food and other essentials of life are 
in short supply. The labourer has to wait in long queues to get 
50me of his essential requirements. The powerful and the 
influential by contrast enjoy privileged access to everything 
through "lavish perquisites: not only free cars and country 
houses, but also secret additional salaries and special shops with 
reduced prices and, in the case of top people, with goods 
completely free of charge.”37 This is a clear manifestation of the 
existence of social class - an aristocracy that has access to all 
comforts and luxuries and an ordinary public deprived even of 
adequate need-fulfilment.J8 This has a serious effect on the 
workers' morale and discipline. In the famous Novosibiris 
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Report, leading economists however blamed merely economic 
overgeneralization for the creation of an undisciplined, corrupt 
and apathetic work force.39 They did not see the impact of moral 
failure, social inequalities and class distinctions. 

 Even in terms of education and training, the workers' 
children do not have as great an opportunity to be accepted in 
institutions of higher learning as that enjoyed by children 
coming from families of higher social strata with their greater 
'influence' and resourcefulness. The Soviet education system has 
a strong tendency to transmit economic and social inequalities 
across generations even when all levels of schooling are tuition 
free. The critical link is the position of the family unit in the 
hierarchy of classes and strata. Yanowitch observes that' 'the 
more 'promising' the future occupational status associated with 
completion of any given type of schooling, the lower is the 
share of manual workers' children and the higher the proportion 
of non-manual strata in the student body".40

 The system is also highly unjust in other ways. The 
peasants and labourers not only lost their lands, they also 
received low prices for their products - prices determined by 
officials. In the Soviet Union and, for that matter, in the entire 
socialist world, incomes hardly conform to need.41 Inequality in 
the USSR may be less than that in France and the United States 
but it is certainly not less than in Norway and the United 
Kingdom.42 In fact Sweezy, himself a socialist, views Soviet 
society as containing large disparities in income and 
privileges.43 Under these circumstances, even the use of force is 
unable to induce the peasants and the workers to put in their 
best. Thus, the system not only abolished private property, it 
also became a great source of injustice to the proletariat 
producers, by paying them less, as well as the proletariat 
consumers, by not fulfilling their needs. The 'dictatorship of the 
proletariat' had to suppress the proletariat to 'cure' their 
alienation. Hence Sweezy is constrained to remark that the 
Soviet Union does not come near to living up to the principles 
of a Marxist socialist society.44

THE FALSE DREAM 
 The Marxist dream of an egalitarian, fraternal society 
with no wages, no social classes and eventually no state thus 
remains 
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grossly unfulfilled. The labourer remains a wage earner with 
little freedom to move. Social classes also persist without any 
significant change. The dictatorship of the proletariat was not 
established. The 'withering' of the state is nowhere to be seen. If 
anything. the state has become more powerful and more firmly 
entrenched.

 The reason for the failure is evident. The goals are not in 
harmony with the underlying philosophy and strategy. The goals 
are humanitarian - a classless society where no one exploits 
anyone else. where everyone works for the social good. where 
needs are fulfilled, where there are no inequalities of income 
and wealth. and where there is hence no alienation. The 
underlying philosophy and the strategy are however in conflict 
with these goals. They promote dialectics - hatred, conflict and 
elimination - and transfer the management of all means of 
production into the hands of a few. With immensely increased 
power in the hands of a small proportion of the population, no 
motivating force to check self-interest and serve social interest, 
and no socially-agreed filter mechanism to guide decision-
making, the system is bound to promote privileges and a power 
struggle to perpetuate these. Any effort to promote democratic 
institutions in such a system may be frustrated because it may 
not be in the interest of the powerful bureaucracy who wishes to 
prolong its perquisites and socio-political privileges. Only 
sycophants and those who are collaborators in intrigues and 
power play can hope to have access to similar privileges in such 
a totalitarian society. 

 The system was hence a non-starter from the very 
beginning. An earlier indictment of the system was that of Leon 
Trotsky who in the mid-1930s argued that 'true socialism' is not 
automatically attained merely by public ownership of the means 
of production but rather requires the spread of democracy, 
freedom and greater equality:45 However, Trotsky' s wish for the 
spread of democracy could not be realized in a system where a 
few people in the politburo exercised control over everyone's 
means of livelihood and who had a vested interest in keeping the 
workers divorced from the power centres. Why would the 
power-wielding politburo officials act differently from the 
property-holding bourgeoisie? The human tendency to serve 
self-interest, unless kept within bounds by some effective 
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mechanism, would prevent the realization of Marx's utopian 
vision of a society whose desired goal is "from each according 
to his ability, to each according to his needs". People do not give 
the maximum of their ability for nothing. They try to take as 
much as they can in return. There has to be some mechanism to 
motivate them to do their best and to restrict their claims on 
resources to the limits defined by social well-being. Marxism 
had no mechanism other than force to restrain human self-
interest. Thus while Marx provided a powerful critique of the 
capitalist system, he failed to provide a constructive and feasible 
alternative.

 To keep human self-interest within bounds and to create 
an ideal human society, it is important to rise above class 
conflict and to conceive of a mechanism that would motivate 
human beings to treat each other as brothers and to work for the 
common good within the framework of agreed values that 
everyone accepts as uncontestable. As will be discussed later, 
only religion can provide such a mechanism, but Marx called for 
the rejection of all religion and the values that it stands for. 
After the destruction of the rich heritage of human values, all 
that he produced was a totalitarian state with all means of 
production under its control, no agreed criteria to guide state 
policies, no mechanism to restrain human self-interest, and all 
the power to be cruel, unjust and ruthless. Marx wishfully 
believed that such a totalitarian state would ultimately wither 
away. How? He did not explain.. If the bourgeoisie is not 
willing to yield power, would the proletariat have done so after 
getting into positions of power in the politburo? 

 The fact is that the state, far from withering away, 
became ever more powerful and an instrument of oppression in 
communist countries; 'the society in balance with nature' did not 
come into being. The proletariat continued to be wage slaves. So 
what did they gain by the Marxist revolution - a rise in their 
incomes? But so they have in the capitalist countries like the 
U.S., West Germany and Japan, substantially more than in 
Soviet Russia, Eastern Europe and China, although not as much 
as those of the bourgeoisie. Consequently, Marx's prophecy of 
the 'inevitable doom' of capitalism has also been falsified. 
Nearly all the lessons to be drawn from the Soviet experience-
economic inefficiency, bureaucracy, hierarchy, despotism, and 
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frustration of grass-roots initiative - are negative.46 Thus,
considered against the background of what Marx visualized, the 
results are not less than frustrating. The claimed blessings - a 
stateless society with no wages, no money and no social classes 
- has simply remained unrealized. The frustration is even greater 
when one considers the total absence of grass-roots democracy 
and ruthless suppression of criticism. 
COMPLEXITIES OF REFORM 

Haphazard attempts to introduce aspects of market economies 
to the command economy were no more successful than a 
vine graft on a telephone pole. 

George Arbalov47

 As a result of its unrealism, Marxism, which had a 
dominant intellectual influence over the socialists in the pre-war 
period, has come increasingly under attack.48 Revisionism has 
gained ground and come close to a repudiation of the Marxist 
system. There has been an increasing realization among the 
Soviet economists themselves that a drastic reform of the Soviet 
economic machine is overdue. The leadership has now started 
emphasizing the vital need for political and economic reform, 
reflected in the policies of glasnost (openness) and perestroika
(restructuring) initiated by Mikhail Gorbachev.49

 The problem, however, is that nobody is yet clear about 
the extent of restructuring necessary to enable socialist countries 
to realize their goals. It is being argued that the remedy lies in 
decentralization and reintroduction of private property and the 
market mechanism into the socialist economies. While this is no 
doubt necessary, a number of closely related issues have yet to 
clarified by both glasnost and perestroika. These are: the extent 
of decentralization, competition, price reforms, privatization and 
property rights that a socialist economy is willing to tolerate 
without changing its identity totally. While half-baked reforms 
and piecemeal changes may be ineffective, bold moves in the 
direction of capitalism would, given the absence of background 
conditions, only aggravate the existing socioeconomic inequities 
and lead to a permanent burial of the original raison d' être of
socialism. 
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The glaring question remains whether the patching on to 
socialism of certain elements of capitalism, which has itself 
failed. can bring about the kind of revolutionary restructuring 
that is necessary to overcome the prevailing economic problems 
and social unrest and to realize the professed goals of socialism. 
Unfortunately. the entire debate about restructuring the socialist 
economies in both the capitalist and the socialist intellectual 
circles reflects a lack of awareness of the dire need for a change 
in the socialist worldview. While glasnost has reduced to some 
extent the repression of religion, there is decidedly no change in 
the socialist worldview. The role of the moral dimension in 
motivation and socio-economic restructuring has not been given 
even a stray mention. as if it were of absolutely no importance. 

 It is not realized that if centralized decision-making and 
lack of private property and market-determined prices were the 
only factors responsible for shortages of need-satisfying goods 
and services in the socialist countries. the capitalist countries 
would certainly have been able to realize their goals. But needs 
cannot be satisfied without an immensely larger allocation of 
resources for this purpose. The essential counterpart of 
increased allocation for need satisfaction is a substantially 
reduced allocation for some other purposes - defence, space 
programmes. heavy industries, prestige symbols, luxuries and 
privileges of the elite, and numerous other economic sectors and 
geographical areas which enjoyed a disproportionate allocation 
of resources in the past. 

 Such reallocation is not an easy task. It requires not only 
socially-agreed criteria but also a strong motivation on the part 
of the privileged individuals or geographical areas to sacrifice. 
Why should they do so in a secularist society with only a short, 
this-worldly frame of life? If, however, the .unnecessary , 
spending which is in conflict with need satisfaction is not 
reduced. where are the resources to come from? Monetary 
expansion? This will lead to the same excessive claims on 
resources and the associated macroeconomic and external 
imbalances that capitalism and the welfare state are facing. The 
magnitude of the problem may be appreciated better if the need 
to reduce substantially the existing unhealthy fiscal deficits is 
also borne in mind. These have risen in the Soviet Union from  
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under 3 per cent of GDP in 1980-85 to about 7 per cent in 1987 
and 14 per cent in 1988.50 How will these be reduced without 
hurting need-fulfillment, employment and growth? This crucial 
question remains unanswered. If heavy doses of borrowing are 
used to solve the problem, the Soviet Union may, after a few 
years, experience the same acute debt-servicing problems that 
:he heavily-indebted developing countries are now facing. 

 Thus the Soviet Union has an impossible task before it -
that of restructuring its economy to fulfill needs without a filter 
mechanism of socially-agreed values, that of serving social 
interest without any mechanism to restrain self-interest in the 
face of rising individualism. that of reducing budgetary deficits 
without generating unemployment and further reducing the rate 
of growth, and that of containing inflation in spite of introducing 
realistic prices in an economy plagued by suppressed inflation. 
The introduction of realistic prices and exchange rates and the 
reduction of subsidies to lower the high budgetary deficits will 
mean the dismantling of the existing paternalistic system where 
retail prices bear no relationship to production or import costs. 
where cheap food, clothing and housing are at least theoretically 
assured, and where employment is supposed to be guaranteed. 
Realistic prices are bound to have an inflationary impact. 

 If wages and pensions are not raised simultaneously, 
there will be a steep decline in the standard of living, 
particularly of the poor. This will create social unrest and 
political problems if glasnost is also to be maintained. If 
however, wages are raised with prices, then perestroika would
not be effective. Perestroika would demand that wage increases 
not be guaranteed or uniform. They will have to be linked rather 
to labour productivity and enterprise revenues. If this is done, 
then some workers will be affected more adversely than others 
by price and wage changes. This will accentuate the differences 
in real incomes and contribute to greater income and wealth 
inequalities, thus leading to social unrest, as it did in China. In a 
market system where such changes occur in small doses every 
year, they may not be noticed as much as they will be in a 
system where the errors of decades are designed to be rectified 
in a few years. Hence moral regeneration and socio-economic 
restructuring are now more urgently needed by a privatizing 
command economy than any other economy in the world. 

94
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 Moreover, the demand for increased efficiency cannot be 
meaningful unless the enterprises are also free to select the 
quality, quantity and sources of their inputs and also to hire and 
fire employees on the basis of their performance, The privilege 
of a guaranteed market, which enterprises now enjoy, may also 
have to be withdrawn. This may increase the losses of many of 
them and lead to unemployment when they stop being 
paternalistic and fire employees in their quest for greater 
efficiency. Since the state enterprises are large, the problems 
resulting from the liquidation of loss-making enterprises, 
especially unemployment, will also be great. The Soviet system 
is not geared to handle the problems resulting from the move 
toward the market system. Hence a programme of partial 
restoration of the market is a contradiction in terms, as long as 
the paternalistic goals continue. However, if these goals are 
abandoned along with central planning and collective ownership 
to realise greater efficiency, then what is it that is left of 
socialism to identify it as a distinct system? 

 Even the question of privatization is fraught with serious 
difficulties. Since all nationalized property now belongs 
essentially to the people, transfer of property rights through 
privatization needs to be brought about in a just manner. There 
does not seem to be, so far, any clear-cut programme for this. 

 The idea apparently gaining some ground is the 
auctioning of shares in state-owned industries and farms. 
However, before any such auction can take place, a realistic 
appraisal of value is necessary, something that is a time-
consuming and difficult job in the absence of market-related 
prices and returns. Without such appraisal, the risks would be 
too great for those not having insiders' knowledge. Moreover, 
the auction of shares has the disadvantage of giving an edge to 
those who had amassed wealth during the socialist period; they 
are the ones who will be able to buy the shares. Hence, those 
who were privileged without ownership rights will now add 
another feather to their caps - that of ownership. So where then 
will the proletariat be in whose name socialism was brought 
about and in whose name it is now being dismantled? 
 However, if the property rights are to be passed on 
equitably to the people, then the perplexing question is about 
how this 
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 should be done - who gets a share in what and to what extent? 
If the workers are to be given shares in farms and enterprises in 
which they work. how about those who are not working or those 
who are working in less fertile areas or in enterprises that are. or 
will soon become. bankrupt? If coupons are to be issued to 
everyone to purchase. then privatization may have to wait until 
the appraisal of all saleable enterprises and farms has been 
completed. This will require time. which the system does not 
have. Moreover. those who had amassed wealth in the past will 
again have an edge if they can use this wealth along with the 
coupons to purchase. 

 The social-Darwinist weeding out process may also 
create problems. It has determined the make up of the socialist 
leadership over the last several decades and created a vested 
interest in the continuation of the existing situation. Perestroika
may not be able to change this mood by itself in the absence of 
moral transformation. Officials of state enterprises may not be 
psychologically prepared to face the realities of market 
competition. The leadership will therefore need to be ruthless in 
weeding out inefficient managers. Since this may tend to create 
unrest and discontent. the leadership will find itself at the same 
time struggling to pacify the vested interests in order to keep 
itself in power. Avoiding over concentration of power, over-
centralization of management, and diseconomies of scale. the 
major defects of socialism. will therefore be an uphill task,. 
Visually everyone in the Soviet Union has an excellent reason to 
favour reform and an excellent reason to fear it.”51 The power 
struggle that is bound to result between those who wish to cling 
to the existing privileges of power and the revisionists who 
cannot succeed unless such privileges are ended, could not but 
reduce the speed of reform "and also blunt its effectiveness 
through inevitable compromises. 

MARKET SOCIALISM 
While the Soviet Union has just started injecting a market 

dimension into the management of its economy. the Eastern 
European countries (Bulgaria. Czechoslovakia, East Germany, 
Hungary, Poland and Rumania), Yugoslavia and China had 
already pioneered a route to what has come to be referred to as 
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'market socialism'. China had even abandoned the emphasis or 
its unnatural and inhumane commune system which had been 
forcibly imposed by Mao Zedong.52 The central Soviet mode' 
with state ownership of most means of production nevertheless 
continued to serve as the pivot for all these economies. 

 The primary theme of the reforms was to bring about a 
partial decentralization of the decision-making machinery in the 
economy by allowing market signals and private initiative to 
play a greater role in the allocation and distribution of 
resources. State enterprises were to be granted greater 
autonomy in planning their operations. securing their inputs. 
and pricing their outputs. Most controls on these enterprises 
were to be relaxed in favour of self-management. Market-
related prices, wages, and exchange rates were to be introduced 
and subsidies were to be cut to bring down budgetary deficits. 
The undue emphasis placed previously on heavy industry was 
to be reduced and greater weight was to be given to agriculture 
and consumer goods industries. 
Failure and Overthrow 

 These reforms were not uniformly introduced in all 
countries.53 They were more extensive in Yugoslavia, Hungary, 
Poland and China. and less so in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East 
Germany and Rumania. None of these countries, however, went 
as far in decentralizing the economy and trusting the markets as 
market socialists had in theory visualized. The basic superstruc-
ture of the highly centralized, highly bureaucratized system 
remained intact practically everywhere. Hence the problems that 
these countries sought to address - falling productivity and 
growth, rising shortages, and low-quality goods - continued 
unresolved. When these reached intolerable levels, communist 
regimes fell like dominoes in all the six East European countries 
in 1989. The Chinese regime would probably also have been 
overthrown had it not been for the use of brute force to suppress 
the freedom movement which found its expression at the 
Tiananmen Square in 1989. The question is, why did market 
socialism not fare any better than the Soviet model in realizing 
its goals? 
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Political Democracy? 
Economic reforms were not accompanied by political 

democracy. Political dictatorship and suppression continued. 
The absence of political freedom crippled economic reforms and 
did not allow them to take their full course. Reforms took the 
direction that suited the vested interests of the suppressive 
regimes. Partial and half-hearted fulfillment of reforms could 
not lead to the needed revitalization of the economies. Goals 
hence remained unrealized. Corruption and inefficiencies also 
took a heavy toll of resources leading to serious shortages and 
difficulties. 

 However, even if political democracy had accompanied 
economic reforms , it would not have been sufficient. The 
replacement of bureaucratic red tape by decentralization and 
market signals would no doubt have helped introduce greater 
efficiency in the allocation of resources, but not more than exists 
in nationalized industries in the market economy countries. The 
absence of private ownership of means of production and the 
initiative that this creates, would still have hurt. 

 Moreover, greater equity, which even market economies 
have failed to deliver, cannot be attained unless the reforms 
envisaged by market socialism were designed within the 
framework of an enabling worldview. Only this would have 
made possible the kind of filter mechanism, motivating system, 
and socio-economic and financial restructuring that goal 
realization requires. An effective strategy could not hence be 
developed. These countries were thus not only unable to fulfill 
needs, they also got themselves enmeshed in a number of 
macroeconomic problems which had long been considered by 
the socialists to be characteristic of capitalism - budgetary 
deficits, inflation, unemployment, and high foreign debt. 
Inequalities also rose and gave rise to social turmoil. 

Inflation, Unemployment and Debt 
 Yugoslavia, Poland, Hungary and China, which had gone 

the farthest in liberalizing, are good examples. Yugoslavia and 
Poland are groaning under hyperinflation and a wave of labour 
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unrest. The annual rate of inflation has continually accelerated 
in both countries. In Yugoslavia, the rate of inflation rose from 
21.2  per cent in 1979 to 1,240 per cent in 1989. In Poland, it 
rose from 7.1 per cent in 1979 to 245 per cent in 1989. It has 
continued to accelerate in both these countries and stood at, 
respectively. 2.685 and 640 per cent per annum in December 
1989.54

 The rate of inflation in Hungary and China, though 
relatively smaller. has also been accelerating continually. In 
China, it accelerated nearly six times from 2.0 per cent in 1983 
to 11.9 per cent in 1985.  This rise in prices came as a shock to 
the Chinese who had been accustomed to unchanging prices for 
more than 30 years. As a result there were protests and student 
unrest. and Hu Yaobang, Chief of the Chinese Communist Party 
and the man behind economic reforms, had to resign in disgrace. 
The government announced a freeze on price increases and, at 
least temporarily, suspended the plans to move towards a more 
market-oriented economy. There was hence a temporary respite 
in 1986 when the rate of inflation decelerated to 7.0 per cent. 
The lid could not, however, be held tightly and the rate of 
inflation rose to 8.8 per cent in 1987 and 20.7 per cent in 1988. 
Because of repressive measures, the rate declined to 16.3 per 
cent in 1989. However, it retains the potential of rising to a 
much higher level if suppressed inflation is allowed expression 
through real liberalization of the economy. 

 Unemployment has also started to rise. It is bound to do 
so in socialist countries when they try to reduce the 
inefficiencies plaguing their productive machineries and do not 
restructure their economies and financial systems sufficiently to 
provide alternative income-earning opportunities to those 
unemployed. Initially there was an effort to deny the existence 
of unemployment. However, the problem ~came too big to hide 
in Yugoslavia, Hungary and China. In Yugoslavia, the jobless 
rate stands at 15 per cent, double the DECD average and is 
expected to rise further.56 

 The external debt of Eastern European countries and 
Yugoslavia has also risen steeply. During the four years from 
1985-89, it rose from $71.7 billion to $101.2 billion. The out 
Handing gross debt of Hungary, Poland and Yugoslavia, the mo 
-:t indebted of these countries, was estimated to be $20.6 
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billion, $43.3 billion and $19.7 billion in 1989. During the four 
years from 1985-89 it rose from S66.8 billion to $83.6 billion. 
The external debt of China has been rising even faster. It shot up 
from $4.5 billion in 1980 to $44.9 billion in 1989 and is 
expected to rise even faster in the near future.57

Problems of Reform 
The strategy for reform that is being recommended to these 

countries is tailored within the secularist framework of 
capitalism - reduce government spending and credit expansion 
to restore macroeconomic stability; let prices find market 
clearing levels; remove bureaucratic controls; and privatize. 
Although all these are no doubt indispensable, they would 
require a burial of the socialist goal of equity unless there is a 
thorough degree of socio-economic and financial restructuring, 
which cannot be attained without a proper value and motivating 
system which the secularist worldview is not capable of 
providing.

Cutting government spending is necessary to remove the 
macroeconomic imbalances, but is difficult to attain when 
welfare is dependent primarily on the government's paternalistic 
spending programmes. Rolling these back significantly would 
accentuate political unrest, particularly when subsidies are 
removed, prices are allowed to find market-clearing levels, 
wage increases are restrained, and there is a deep erosion of real 
incomes. Moreover, reduced government spending along with 
the effort of privatized government enterprises to cut losses may 
lead to unemployment. This will further accentuate political 
unrest unless there is an effective social security net to support 
and retrain the unemployed. Privatization will also raise equity-
related issues, as already discussed under the complexities of 
reform in the Soviet Union. . 

This shows how difficult it is to initiate reforms without a 
properly designed transition strategy to serve the goals of both 
efficiency and equity. A privatization strategy prepared within 
the framework of secularism will enable the rich and the 
powerful to exercise the same kind of influence against need 
fulfillment as they do under capitalism. The poor and the 
vulnerable will thus suffer tremendously. Crime may also be  
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expected to rise, there being nothing other than state coercion in 
the tool-box of totalitarian systems to prevent these. 

The 'reformed' socialist economies Therefore face a double 
dilemma - how 10 gel rid of the past inequities and imbalances 
that have led to current socio-political discontent, and how to 
realise both efficiency and equity without exacerbating crime 
and the prevailing imbalances? Adoption of the strategy of 
democratic socialism and the welfare state, which these 
countries now treat as a model, may not help because social 
democracies do not face the high rates of suppressed inflation 
and unemployment or the serious shortages that East European 
countries are now facing. Unless a different strategy is adopted, 
East European countries may encounter far more serious 
macroeconomic imbalances and other problems than faced by 
the social democracies. Unless a moral dimension is injected 
into their reforms and a thorough socio-economic and financial 
restructuring is undertaken, the East European countries will 
probably resort primarily to substantial doses of borrowing to 
accelerate their development and to overcome the shortages and 
imbalances they are facing. While this will help appease the 
people temporarily, it will create other problems which are 
equally perplexing, as most developing countries have now 
realised to their great chagrin. 

DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISM 
 Democratic socialism does not have the Marxist 

ideological trappings and does not believe in the use of force 
and violence or the inevitable collapse of capitalism. It rather 
believes that socialism as an ideal is inseparable from 
democracy and should be brought about peacefully in a gradual 
manner through democratic processes (the free consent of the 
governed) without revolution. Complete state ownership of 
means of production and central planning were nevertheless 
considered necessary in the earlier discussions for realizing 
socialist aims. Schumpeter defined socialism as an institutional 
pattern in which the control over means of production and over 
production itself is vested with a central authority.s8 His 
distinguished contemporary, Oscar Lange, viewing the scene 
some years later, agreed that socialism signified state control 
and central planning, although 
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he spoke of "social ownership of the principal means of 
production" .
Divorce from the Soviet Model 

However, as a consequence of the repressive measures used 
in the Soviet Union and the inefficiency of the Soviet economic 
machinery, the emphasis on both these was gradually aban-
doned. It came to be assumed that the market system was 
capable of bringing about an efficient allocation of resources 
and of solving all the problems of production and that, since the 
failures of capitalism lay mainly in the area of distribution, the 
main task of socialism lay in removing the distributive injustice 
and inequality inherent in the capitalist system. This, it was 
presumed, could be done through a mixed economy in which the 
public sector plays an important role and adopts a number of 
measures to "modify the nature of capitalism to a serious extent" 
and "lead to socialism" in the end.60 Although there was a 
considerable difference of opinion on what these measures 
should be, democratic socialism in general became equated with 
the welfare state with its emphasis on political and economic 
democracy combined with regulation, nationalization of 'key' 
industries, labour reforms and welfare services (unemployment 
benefits, free or subsidized education, health and transport 
services, and welfare payments). In contrast with this, 
communism became synonymous with revolution, central 
planning and state ownership of all means of production. This 
was in essence the success of the 'inevitability of gradualism' 
that the English Fabians and the German revisionists had 
preached around the turn of the nineteenth century. 

 Radical socialist theoreticians had however felt unhappy 
at this development. According to them the revisionists' tools of 
parliamentary party and labour unions were condemned to 
frustration while they operated within a capitalist environment. 
Parliament and labour unions could only reflect the interests 
dominant in society and, in a capitalist society, bourgeoisie 
interests predominate. The revisionists' tools could not therefore 
succeed in bringing about the downfall of capitalism. They 
could only serve to strengthen the institutions of capitalist 
society. Consequently, it was argued, the reformist programme 
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would merely prolong the existence of capitalism.61 The radicals 
did not therefore consider the welfare state as their ultimate 
goal. They continued to cling to the hope of eventually bringing 
about 'real' socialism which would go beyond the welfare state 
toward a society in which class distinctions have been erased 
and wealth has been equitably distributed by the abolition of 
wage relationships, and through the state ownership of all means 
of production. But this radical approach which, as indicated 
earlier, only accentuated wage slavery and undermined 
efficiency, no longer constitutes the political platform of the 
socialist parties who have become equated with the welfare 
state.62 Moreover, with the abandonment of the radical approach 
by even the Soviets, there is little chance of its gaining converts 
in the foreseeable future. 

 The question that hence arises is: is it possible to realize 
the goal of an ideal society of brothers where poverty is 
abolished, everyone is assured of need fulfillment, and income 
and wealth are equitably distributed, by making a few cosmetic 
changes in the distributive machinery of capitalism through a 
greater role of the state in the economy? The answer would have 
been 'yes' only. if the market system had been successful in 
allocating resources 'efficiently' and its failure lay mainly in 
distribution. Since, as has been shown, the market system has 
also failed to allocate resources' efficiently', there is no question 
of democratic socialism succeeding with its minor adjustments 
in the operation of the market system's distributive machinery. 
The long experience with democratic socialism has clearly 
established this. 

 Socialist parties have come to power at different times in 
.almost all of the Western European countries. Their principal 
objectives were: abolition of poverty, provision of social 
services by the state, greater equalization of wealth, full 
employment and economic stability.63 Although these parties 
have succeeded in introducing a number of most welcome 
reforms in their economies and in improving the condition of 
labour, it must be admitted that they have largely failed in 
realizing their principal objectives. In spite of the great wealth 
of their economies: poverty still persists, needs remain 
unfulfilled, inequalities of income and wealth have in fact risen, 
unemployment has taken a higher toll, and imbalances and 
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instability have risen, with unhealthy consequences for 
economic growth, efficiency and equity. 
Principles Compromised 

 While the ideals of democratic socialism remain remote 
from achievement, its strategy has already come under attack 
because of the unhealthy budgetary deficits and the heavy tax 
burden it has brought, as will be discussed in the following 
chapter. The socialist movement has thus lost much of its earlier 
élan. In many countries, where socialism had gained strength, 
"there is resurgence of the 'New Right'; anti-socialism has 
become a vote-getter" .64 The result is that in 1983 and again in 
1987, the British Labour Party "failed to unseat a Conservative 
government that had presided over an economic contraction 
sharper than that of 1929. "65 Labour's inability to translate three 
million unemployed into a winning issue induced the Economist 
to declare that: "Socialism, that bountiful and revolutionary 
doctrine in the heyday of growing public spending, now seems 
old and stale. . . . Socialism no longer inspires what may soon be 
a post-Socialist Europe."66 

 Some of the front-line socialist thinkers are even 
questioning. the wisdom of the socialist attack on some 
fundamentals of capitalism, particularly private ownership of 
property and profit. Crosland concludes in his Future of 
Socialism that' 'the definition of capitalism in terms of 
ownership, whether or not it was helpful 100 years ago, has 
wholly lost its significance and interest now that ownership is 
no longer the clue to the total picture of social relationships: and 
that it would be more significant to define societies in terms of 
equality, or class relationships, or their political systems.”67

Nationalization is no longer considered to be important and 
accordingly the British and many European socialist parties are 
only 'mildly' collectivist.68 The importance of profits in the 
efficiency and development of society has also come to be 
increasingly recognized. Thus, Crosland states that "it is a 
mistake to think that profit, in the sense of a surplus over cost. 
has any special or unique connection with capitalism. On the 
contrary, it must be the rationale of business activity in any 
society. whether capitalist or socialist. which is growing and 
dynamic."69 Hence one 
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would tend to agree with Novak when he concludes that 
"socialists seem to be in retreat both from theory and from 
programme.”70 Even Mr. Kjell-Olof Feldt, Finance Minister of 
Sweden, declared that "we must not let ourselves become the 
anti-capitalist party. Capitalism has many large problems but 
we have not got a wall-to-wall alternative. "71

 However. if private ownership of property and profit are 
both to be embraced by socialism, then what is it that would 
distinguish socialism from capitalism, particularly when 
inequalities have risen even under democratic socialism and 
social classes also continue to dominate? Since even the 
rightists now support the collective provision of essential 
services, strong support for the trade unions remains the main 
characteristic of democratic socialism. But with the prevalent 
high rate of unemployment, the trade union movement has also 
considerably weakened and is "unable to effect a radical 
transformation of power relationships". 72 Hence William Pfaff 
has been led to remark: "The liberal left - and illiberal left, for 
that matter - simply has no large and convincing programme for 
society."73 Irving Howe comes out even more forcefully by 
saying that "socialism is now identified neither with the 
abolition of poverty nor with the nationalization of industry.”74

 A major problem with democratic socialism is that, in its 
effort to achieve power. by peaceful and legal means in 
advanced industrial countries, it has had to compromise so much 
with the dictates of election politics that it has lost the vigour of 
conviction and the capacity to bring about fundamental change - 
change that would lead to a real 'modification' of capitalism.75 

Democratic socialism is only conceivable on condition that a 
majority of the population desire it. The results of elections in 
many countries have shown that the electorate has vacillated in 
its commitment, in spite of recession and unemployment. The 
movement has been unable to gain firm roots. It continues to be 
at the mercy of public fads and the strength of conservative or 
socialist leadership. People are not willing to stand firmly for it 
and to fight and die for it as they would for a religious ideal. 
Can such vacillation of the public mood provide assurance for 
the ultimate success of democratic socialism? A revolution is no 
solution either. The communist 
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revolutions in Russia and China killed millions, leaving behind 
unsavoury memories that could not be entertained by anyone 
serious about democracy and human rights. Even in some 
developing countries, where socialism has been brought to 
power by revolutionary means or military coups, it has largely 
destroyed what humane aspects there were in the original 
traditions.76

Loss of Élan 
 Judging it against predominance, one can say of 

democratic socialism that it has not succeeded in realizing its 
goals and, even if it returns to power in future elections, there is 
little likelihood that it will make much headway. This is because 
the lack of harmony between its goals and its worldview 
disables it from developing an effective strategy. Like 
capitalism, democratic socialism is also an extension of the 
post-Enlightenment secularist philosophy. All it has done is to 
introduce some 'realistic' changes in the distributive machinery 
of capitalism. The effort to get a mango tree out of a lemon seed 
by some changes in the fertilizers and the soil has not and 
cannot succeed. Without a radical change in the worldview, 
transformation of human beings, the most important element in 
the scene, and substantive change in the strategy, all efforts to 
realize the humanitarian goals of socialism, are bound to be 
frustrated. 

 However, instead of doing radical rethinking to arrive at 
a real solution, . Americanization' of the Left has taken place. 
There is an effort to identify democratic socialism with issues 
like environmentalism and peace. Even though these are 
important, embracing them does not in any way ensure the 
realization of need fulfillment, greater equality, and erosion of 
class differences. Such prescriptions could come with an equal 
ardour from bourgeois parties. Mr. Roy Hattersley’s recent 
book, Economic Priorities for tire Labour Government, shows
how narrow the base for democratic socialism has become.77 In 
his speech at the Labour Party Conference. Mr. Neil Kinnock 
"set out an agenda of social-market policies as impeccably 
capitalist as any put forward by the two centre parties in the 
previous fortnight." Labour's aim, according to its leader, 
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"should be to manage the market economy better than the 
Conservatives. . '18 Mr. Kinnock' s election as Labour Party 
chief has effectively committed the party to 'better-managed' 
capitalism. Hence it seems that without ever realizing its 
ultimate goals. democratic socialism has lost its élan. 
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CHAPTER 3 
The Crisis of the Welfare State 

Those who care deeply about social justice have often felt 
themselves to be conducting a dialogue with the deaf. 

Michael Prowse1

 The welfare state was no doubt a welcome development 
in capitalist countries. It gained momentum, first after the Great 
Depression and then after the Second World War, as a response 
to the challenge posed by socialism and the difficulties created 
by the Depression and the War.2 Its immediate objective was to 
mitigate some of the most conspicuous excesses of capitalism 
and thus reduce the appeal of socialism. Hence it attracted all 
sections of the population, workers as well as capitalists. 
According to some of its critiques, it represents' 'a movement of 
social management from above aimed to ensure social order 
without the transfer of essential power from the ruling stratum 
to the plebeian majority."3

 Its underlying philosophy indicates a movement away 
from the social-Darwinist principles of laissez-faire capitalism 
and towards the belief that the welfare of the individual is too 
important a goal to be left merely to the operations of market 
forces. The philosophy implies a formal recognition by 
mainstream economics that poverty and inability to provide for 
one's own needs are not necessarily evidences of personal 
failure. Workers may be underpaid, unemployed or impover-
ished through no fault of their own. Hence it was necessary to 
assure every member of society protection against social risks 
including industrial accidents, disability and unemployment, and 
to provide social services like. education, housing, medical care 
and public transportation, which are essential for the 
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effective functioning of individuals in modem society but which 
may not be accessible to people having limited means. The 
philosophy also recognizes full employment and equitable 
distribution of income and wealth among the important goals of 
state policy. This calls for the playing of a far more active role 
by the state in the economy than would be permissible under 
lai.~sez1aire capitalist, or even the Keynesian, versions of the 
welfare state. 

 This should not lead to an impression that there exists a 
consensus over the nature and functions of a welfare state. On 
the contrary, political analysts have been unable to reach a 
generally accepted agreement on its precise definition in spite of 
their discussions for decades - so much so that Titmuss calls it 
an "indefinable abstraction".4 Accordingly, there are several 
different practical examples of the welfare state ranging from 
the tepid version of the United States to the fuller version of 
Sweden. 

 However, the welfare state was not able to break away 
from the secularist trappings of the Enlightenment philosophy or 
the belief in sanctity of the market system. The Enlightenment 
attitude against value judgments continued unperturbed. Means 
tests came to be regarded as an anathema to the welfare states.5
It was assumed, in step with democratic socialism, that the 
allocation of resources could be handled efficiently by the 
market system with the help of some government intervention 
aimed at reducing the imperfections, which create inefficiencies 
in the operation of the market, and offsetting market failure, 
which prevents the market from reaching certain desirable 
results in resource use. The public sector's main role lay in the 
area of distribution, particularly through transfer payments and 
provision of public goods and services. The entitlement to these 
was not, however, to depend on being rich or poor, but rather on 
the badge of citizenship to which all members of society have an 
equal right.6 Accordingly, "the principle of benefits paid as a 
social right rather than according to individual need is the basis 
of most social insurance schemes."7 The rationale behind this is 
that the distribution of benefit on the basis of a means test would 
not only require value judgments but also violate the criterion of 
Pareto optimality. 
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THE STRATEGY 
 The welfare state did not therefore recognize the need for 

introducing any radical changes in the market system to realize 
its objectives. A greater role by the state was considered 
sufficient to improve the functioning of the market and to 
redress the inequities created by laissez-faire capitalism. This 
could be accomplished through the tools of the welfare state, six 
of which have acquired great prominence: regulation, 
nationalization of certain key industries, a strong labour 
movement, fiscal policy, high rate of economic growth, and full 
employment. It is therefore necessary to examine the 
effectiveness of these welfare state tools in the realization of its 
goals. 
(a) Regulation 

 There can be no doubt that regulation of private 
enterprise is important to ensure competition, maintain order 
and standards, and safeguard the rights of others. However, 
regulation requires agreed criteria or collective values in the 
light of which to regulate. If such criteria and values are not 
available or not universally recognized then, in pluralist 
societies where everyone pursues his self-interest, the state 
becomes a neutral springboard for all groups and vested 
interests, and its activities simply become the bargained 
outcomes of the political struggle.8 Assuming that all vested 
interests will try vigorously to protect their interests, regulation 
in the absence of socially-agreed values is bound to favour one 
or the other group and to reflect a tendency to overregulated or 
under regulate depending on which pressure group has the upper 
hand in terms of voting, control over news media, financing 
election campaigns, and lobbying. Since economic and 
organizational power and resources at the disposal of various 
interest groups are not equally distributed, they are not mutually 
counterbalancing, as has been claimed by Strachey, Galbraith 
and others. The ultimate outcome of the efforts to regulate may, 
in this case, tend to favour the rich and the powerful because 
they will use their resources to control news media, and to 
finance election campaigns and aggressive lobbying, to have 
regulation tilted in their favour. 
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Moreover, even if the right legal framework is prepared 
for regulation, government coercive power may itself be 
inadequate  to enforce regulations effectively. It has to be 
backed by a powerful motivating mechanism which only proper 
upbringing and moral transformation of society can provide. 
Unless there is an inner urge on the part of individuals to 
comply conscientiously with regulations, if necessary at the cost 
of their own self-interest, every effort will be made to evade 
regulations and to take advantage of loopholes. which are bound 
to exist in all regulations. irrespective of how carefully they are 
drafted. Hence it is just wishful thinking to expect that balanced 
regulations designed to further socio-economic justice can be 
drafted and effectively enforced by government coercive 
machinery without the backing of socially-agreed goals and 
values and a motivation among all social classes to sacrifice 
their self-interest for the realization of these goals. Both of these 
forces are denied any role by secularism which constitutes, like 
capitalism. the main pillar on which the edifice of the welfare 
state rests. 

 When welfare state ideas were gaining momentum under 
the onslaught of socialism, even the rich and powerful in 
capitalist societies supported increased regulation, considering 
this to be a better alternative to socialism. Now, however, when 
the welfare state is facing fiscal problems and questions are 
being raised about its long-term feasibility, business interests 
have joined hands with conservative governments to push for 
deregulation, which is gaining momentum in many industrial 
countries. It is argued that regulations do not allow the economy 
to flex its muscles and add to public as well as private costs in 
enforcing or complying with regulations. What this clearly 
indicates is that, in the absence of unshakable social conviction 
in socio-economic justice combined with socially-agreed values 
and a mechanism to motivate the various groups to give others 
their due and to hold their own claims on resources within the 
constraints of social welfare, it is difficult to have balanced 
regulations and to enforce them in order to realise justice in 
pluralist societies; whatever regulations are enacted under the 
pressure of political winds may tend to be diluted or removed 
with a change in political expediency. 
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(b) Nationalization 
 The movement for nationalization of major industries has 

also lost its momentum. This is not only because of the general 
disenchantment with the predominance of nationalized 
industries. but also because of the large doses of subsidies which 
these industries have normally required for their survival, 
sometimes due to the political constraints that prevent them 
from charging market-related prices. The budgetary problems 
generally encountered everywhere are making it difficult for 
public exchequers to finance these subsidies. Hence, more as a 
matter of financial necessity and less as a matter of political 
choice. privatizations has become a worldwide trend and is 
gaining momentum under governments of both right and left-
wing persuasion. 

 Privatization programmes of one kind or another are 
planned or under way in Western Europe and enthusiasm has 
even spread to countries and regions as far-flung as Japan, India, 
Latin America. Canada, Africa and even China, Eastern Europe, 
and the Soviet Union.9 In Spain, moves toward privatization 
have been started under the first fully socialist government the 
country has ever had.10 In Britain, the privatization movement 
started by the Conservatives in 1979 had provided more than 
$17 billion to the Treasury by 1988, and it was expected that 
this figure would rise to $33 billion in the following three years. 
The contribution of nationalized industries accordingly declined 
from 10 per cent of GDP in 1979 to about 6 per cent in 
1988.11Since the political climate has now changed, even the 
Labour Party does not express its allegiance to nationalization 
any more. and the privatization movement is likely to gain 
further momentum with the persistence of slower growth rates 
and budgetary constraints faced by governments. 
(c) Labour Movement 

The trade union movement which was considered to be a 
panacea for raising the incomes of labour, improving their 
working conditions, and providing them with a sense of 
economic security, has now lost its momentum as a result of 
inflation and high unemployment. Continually rising wages are 
being unjustly, or perhaps justly, blamed for cost-push inflation, 
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and wage rigidity is generally being considered a major cause 
for unemployment. Consequently, non-unionism has risen in 
many industrial countries and labour unions are suffering both 
an absolute decline in membership and a decline in their share 
of the work-force. A clear majority of workers in Britain, where 
the movement has been strongest, no longer belongs 10 a trade 
union. In manufacturing, the traditional base of the British trade 
union movement, union membership had slumped by 24 per 
cent when empl9yment had fallen by 13 per cent. The 
proportion of workers in the Trade Union Congress unions in 
Britain is now below 40 per cent. Of those who are members, 
most are not actively involved. Rank and file commitment to the 
unions has slackened and "people simply do not want 10 be in 
unions",12 This indicates the weakening of the trade union 
movement even in its stronghold. It is more so in West 
Germany, Japan and France, where the union density figures are 
lower, and the U.S., where only 19 per cent of workers are in 
unions.13

 It does not appear likely that labour unions will be able 
to achieve a major breakthrough in the foreseeable future in the 
face of unemployment, which looks set to continue at around 
current levels. However, it is not just unemployment which is to 
be blamed. Some of the excesses of the unions themselves, 
spurred only by the 'unhindered' pursuit of self-interest by 
aggressive and vocal members and their lack of concern for any 
adverse impact of their policies on social well-being, have also 
been an important factor in eroding the support they enjoyed 
from the industrialists and the wider public. 

 The industrialists had acquiesced to the trade union 
movement, not necessarily because of their conviction in socio-
economic justice, but rather because of their realization that the 
unions constituted a positive benefit to the industrial system 
through the contribution they could make to harmonious 
management-labour relations. They negotiated contracts that 
were binding on all members; they standardized wage contracts 
between competing industrial firms; and they sanctioned strikes 
only at the expiration of a contract, thus ending wildcat strikes. 
Thus they added to stability and predictability of the economic 
environment which are indispensable to capital accumulation 
and growth of production.14 However, the corruption of union 
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leadership and the large number of strikes led to a breakdown of 
the tacit social contract between the industrialists and the labour 
unions and removed the rationale behind the industrialists' 
support for labour unions. During the 'winter of discontent' in 
1978/79, there were so many strikes in Britain that they 
accentuated public misery and turned even public sentiment 
against them. This seems to have been one of the major reasons 
why Mrs. Thatcher was swept to power.15

 There are doubts whether the unions have been able to 
contribute significantly to the rise in real wages. In the United 
States, while the average real hourly wages rose by 58 per cent 
over the two decades from 1947-1967, they did not rise at all 
during the two following decades. In 1987, they were close to 
where they were in 1968.16 Given the strong winds of 
conservatism and the erosion of political support for minimum 
wage legislation, the unions have been unable to bring about an 
adequate rise in the United States in the federal nominal 
minimum wage, which has remained unchanged at $3.35 an 
hour since 1981. The recent decision to raise it to $4.25 an hour 
in April 1991 will be significantly short of the minimum wage 
of $4.86 necessary even to offset adequately the erosion of 
around 45 per cent which will have taken place over the decade 
in its real value as a result of inflation.17 If this process of 
erosion in the real value of the minimum wage continues, 
inflation rather than legislation will have effectively repealed it. 
(d) Fiscal Policy  
Public Spending 

Fiscal policy has been the major tool of the welfare state. It 
includes the use of public expenditure, progressive taxation and 
borrowing to realise the desired goals. Public spending has to be 
not only for the traditional functions recognized by even the 
laissez-faire state (defence, public administration and economic 
services), but also for the welfare state functions of promoting 
growth. economic stability, and greater income equality. With 
the continued expansion in the responsibilities of the state in 
pursuance of these functions, there has been an exponential 
growth in public spending and taxation over the last fifty years, 
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particularly because of a steep rise in defence spending and 
transfer payments. The latter incorporate a vast array of benefits, 
including social security entitlements (like unemployment 
compensation), social assistance grants (like old age benefits 
and child care), subsidies (on food and public utilities), and 
public services (like education, health care, housing, and public 
transport), which are not restricted merely to the poor and which 
every interest group therefore lobbies for. 

 Between 1960 and 1982 the average size of government 
expenditure as a percentage of GDP at current prices rose by 15 
percentage points to 41.3 per cent in the OECD countries. 
Thereafter it has tended to come down gradually to 40 per cent 
in 19a8. Among individual countries, it rose to as high as 66 and 
62 per cent in Sweden and the Netherlands in 1982 and declined 
thereafter to around 59 and 58 per cent respectively in 1988. 
The lowest ratio of spending has been in Switzerland (30 per 
cent).18 The ratio also rose continually in the United States, 
which was not as committed to the welfare state as Sweden, 
from around 10 per cent of GDP in 1940 to 37 per cent in 1986, 
coming down thereafter marginally to 36.3 per cent in 1988.19

Spending rose not only during periods of recession and 
unemployment but also during periods of prosperity and full 
employment, a position which could not be theoretically 
justified under the Keynesian analysis. Government spending 
had to continue rising because laissez-faire capitalism was 
inherently unstable and inequitable and the revolution in rising 
expectations in terms of physical goods and services, which the 
materialist culture had brought about, could not be satisfied 
without a high rate of economic growth.. 

 The .rise in expenditures has however been accompanied 
by two major changes in the structure of government spending 
in the OECD countries. One of these is a steep rise in defence 
spending and transfer payments and a fall in government 
investment outlay, and the other is the downward inflexibility in 
total spending. Since growth rates in most countries are below 
the level required for reducing the high rate of unemployment, a 
reduction in spending has serious social repercussions and is 
politically sensitive. Government expenditures have hence 
become out of control. 20 The governments are therefore under 
pressure to cut spending. However, instead of first setting 
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priorities in the light of agreed socio-economic goals, the 
governments have followed "the strategy of small cuts hither 
and thither", which are "soon reversed".21

 The general tendency seems to be to "trim the meat 
rather than the fat".22 The primary candidates for cuts are 
normally government investment outlay and welfare spending 
for the rich and the poor alike. Since such cuts cannot be 
sustained for long without hurting the country's future growth 
prospects and social stability or eroding political support for the 
ruling party, the chances of reversal remain strong. This is one 
of the main reasons why governments have not been able to 
fulfill their promises to the electorate for sustained long-term 
cuts in spending. 

 The decline in East-West tensions has made it possible to 
reap a large 'peace dividend' in the form of lower deficits and 
higher appropriations for a number of sectors that could play a 
crucial role in raising economic efficiency and equity. 
Nevertheless, the general feeling seems to be what the New York 
Times aptly stated in a recent editorial, "political leaders will be 
reluctant to cut Pentagon spending, even where they believe cuts 
to be wise, until they are confident that their communities will 
not face economic ruin."23 This indicates that it is not so much 
the economic management role of the large Pentagon budget 
that may prevent deep cuts in it, but rather pressure-group 
politics. It is always possible to handle the economic 
management part of the budget by additional allocations for 
improving health, education, research, infrastructure, environ-
ment and employment. But a small number of giant corporations 
who command great political clout would prefer economic 
management through greater military spending. 

 A cut in agricultural subsidy, which benefits primarily 
the big fanners through the price support programme and which 
hurts the poor through higher prices, could also be beneficial. 
The subsidy has nevertheless continued to rise. It has risen as a 
percentage of farm income for all OECD countries. Between 
1979 and 1986, it rose from 14.7 per cent to 35.4 per cent in the 
V.S., from 44.3 per cent to 49.3 per cent in the European 
Community and 64.3 per cent to 75 per cent in Japan.24 The 
direct cost to the taxpayer is also a great burden: around $40 
billion a year in the V.S.; about the same in Japan; and around 
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$30 billion in the EEC in spite of the recent farm reforms. The 
indirect costs of higher food prices and inefficient production 
lire even higher. A recent DECD estimate of the total cost to 
taxpayers and consumers in its member countries is $245 billion 
ayear.25 A Financial Times editorial laments that rarely "has so 
much been lavished by so many upon so few".26 Since 
politicians in rich industrial countries are the prisoners of their 
farm lobbies. the concern that these data rouse is unlikely to 
have a perceptible effect. 
High Tax Levels and Deficits 

 The obvious way to finance increased spending is raising 
taxes or resorting to increased public borrowing. Taxes have, 
however. already risen substantially in the DECD countries 
from 27.7 per cent of GDP at current prices in 1960 to 38.4 per 
cent in 1988 - the highest ratios being in Sweden (55.3 per cent) 
and Denmark (52.1 percent). and the lowest in the United States 
(29.8 percent), and Turkey (22.9 percent).27 Accordingly there is 
a reaction that has come to be termed as the 'welfare state 
backlash" a resistance to the taxation on which welfare 
programmes have been based. 

 Since this backlash has made it difficult to raise taxes in 
step with expenditures. the obvious choice has been greater 
reliance on public borrowing to finance the rising deficits. 
While in 1960 there was an overall budgetary surplus of 1.3 per 
cent of GDP in the DECD countries, in 1984 there was a deficit 
equal to 4.4 per cent of GDP; the deficit has come down since 
then, but is still expected to be around 2 per cent in 1990 for the 
major industrial countries in spite of a long period of economic 
expansion - an expansion which could have been used profitably 
to minimize the deficit.28 The large deficit has a number of 
implications. It is inflationary, raises interest rates, and crowds 
out private sector investment. It has also contributed to a rise in 
government interest payments from an average of 5 per cent of 
total government spending in 1975 to almost 10 per cent by 
1982. Since the public debt has continued to rise, the only factor 
that has had a redeeming effect has been the decline in interest 
rates since then. Interest rates have, however, been rising since 
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The high level of both taxes and borrowing to finance 
expenditure thus represents a problematic and unhealthy 
dimension in the overall structure of public finances in all 
welfare states. For the United States the persistent deficits have 
been even more problematic. They have not only absorbed the 
country's entire private sector saving but have also led to 
external borrowing to finance the excess. This has not only 
tended to crowd out private sector investment but has also 
turned the United States. one of the richest countries in the 
world. into one of its biggest debtors. If the deficits continue, 
the need for attracting foreign capital will force the country to 
maintain higher interest rates. with adverse effects on economic 
growth, employment and current account, not only in the United 
States but also other countries, particularly the developing 
cou'1tries whose debt-servicing burden will rise as a result and 
further squeeze their ability to finance development from 
internal resources. 

The Inequitable Subsidies 
 While public spending, tax burden, and deficit have all 

risen exponentially, the inequalities of income and wealth, 
which the welfare state aimed at reducing, have not gone down. 
Indeed government spending could not have succeeded in 
reducing the inequalities created by the undisturbed continuation 
of all capitalist institutions. The productive system, operating in 
accordance with capitalist norms, has also operated against the 
use of scarce resources for the need fulfillment of all. The lack 
of an agreed filter mechanism of humane values created an 
anathema to value judgments, and has not only deprived the 
welfare state of well-established, long-term priorities in 
expenditure planning, but also led to the 'equal' treatment of rich 
as well as poor in the access to benefits from public spending on 
education, health care, and a wide variety of subsidized goods 
and services. This has, on the one hand, reduced the 
redistributive effect of government spending and, on the other 
hand. subjected public sector finances to unnecessary pressures 
which they are unable to bear. It was not appreciated that if the 
means test was applied and cost recovery pricing techniques 
were used for the rich, the poor could have 
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derived greater benefit from the same or even a lower level of 
government spending. Consequently, even some of the stopgap 
and makeshift expedients adopted within the framework of 
capitalism have failed to produce the desired result of reducing 
inequalities. 

 Julian Le Grand has examined the effect of public 
expenditure on education, health care, housing and public 
transport on the overall pattern of inequality. His well-argued 
conclusion is that in each of the four cases public expenditure as 
a whole favours the better off rather than the poor. As a result, 
the desired equality in the provision of benefits to the rich and 
the poor has not been achieved. The relevant inequalities have 
not even been diminished significantly. He concludes that the 
strategy has failed and there seems to be not much "prospect of 
retrieving the situation through any piecemeal reform".30

 Richard Titmuss, the doyen of universalist benefits, 
admits that fifteen years of experience with the universal, free-
on-demand, provisions of Britain's National Health Service have 
shown that' 'the higher income groups know how to make better 
use of the Service; they tend to receive more specialist attention; 
occupy more beds in better equipped and staffed hospitals; 
receive more elective surgery; have better maternity care, and 
are more likely to get psychiatric help and psychotherapy than 
low income groups."31 The poor are often relegated to inferior 
services or wind up at the end of the line.32 Even in the United 
States, the Medicaid and Medicare programmes have neither 
broken nor even seriously damaged the relationship between 
social class and health care. They have not only failed to 
improve substantially the situation of the disadvantaged but 
have actually improved the situation of certain groups among 
the advantaged.33 In fact, according to Greenberg, "Government 
spending in the U.S. is a prime contributor to the maintenance of 
class inequality. “34

 A number of other studies have also indicated that 
general subsidies tend to benefit the rich more than the poor. the 
proportion of subsidized goods and services being consumed by 
the rich being large. Win and Newbould investigated the 
distribution of subsidies on bread, butter, milk, cheese. flour and 
tea introduced in Britain by the Labour Government 
immediately after their election victory in 1974. Their 
conclusion
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is that these food subsidies benefited the better off to a greater 
extent than the less well off.35 Food subsidies are widespread in 
socialist countries and Gyorgy Szako1czai has shown that the 
same pattern appears there. His investigation of the Hungarian 
system of redistribution through lower commodity prices 
indicates that even though the extent of food subsidies was 
substantial. the net impact of the whole system was to 
discriminate against the poor.36

 Price subsidies offered through nationalized industries 
yield the same perverted results. Since the rich spend more on 
electricity. gas. coal. postal services and telephones, Le Grand 
has shown that the subsidies introduced on these services as a 
part of anti-inflation policies in Britain in the early 1970s (by 
holding down the prices of these commodities and paying 
compensation to the relevant industries to meet their resultant 
deficits) benefited the rich more than the poor.37 Thus the 
expansion of free or subsidized public services in the welfare 
state has benefited the rich far more than the poor. Inequalities 
have accordingly risen. 

Progressive Taxation 
 The other element of welfare state fiscal policy, 

progressive taxation. has not fared any better. Initially the faith 
in the ability of progressive taxation to reduce inequalities was 
so great that Henry Simons made a categorical statement: 

Thus I would suggest. . . not merely that progressive 
taxation is a sound and promising method for 
mitigating inequality, but that it is the only sound and 
promising method which has seriously been proposed 
and that other currently popular schemes are unsound 
and incompatible with the kind of total arrangements 
which we wish to preserve against the recently 
prevailing world trend.38

Progressive taxation appealed to everyone because it did not 
create any fundamental disturbance in the capitalist system. 

 In reality. however, progressive taxation has failed to 
reduce income inequalities. A number of studies related to the 
United States have shown that, while the rate structure 
maintained the facade of progressivity, the numerous 
exclusions, exemptions, deductions and credits reduced it 
effectively. "Every item 
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removed from the tax reduces revenue and probably makes the 
income tax less fair."39 Strayer accordingly observes that "as 
now applied, the individual income tax is not as effective an 
instrument of income redistribution as generally believed.40

Other studies have come up with similar conclusions.41

Pechman has gone even farther by observing that in the last 20 
years the tax system has become more regressive due to 
increased reliance on payroll taxes and the declining importance 
of corporate taxation, a trend that he notes in other developed 
countries as well.42 A recent study by the British Institute of 
Fiscal Studies also found the tax system to have increased in 
severity for the great majority of Britain's population since 
1979.43 Even in the case of Sweden, apparently an ideal welfare 
state, the position is that: "Income tax may be steeply 
progressive on paper, but the rich have learned to use a complex 
system of deductions to lighten their tax burdens. Once income 
from capital is taken into account, the progressivity of the tax 
system looks a lot less draconian. . . People can stay rich by 
exploiting asymmetries in the tax system.44 Thus, there seems to 
be a widespread recognition now that progressive taxation has 
not only not played a significant redistributive role anywhere, 
but has rather also possibly operated in the reverse direction in 
some countries. 

However, even though the tax systems did have great 
potential for accomplishing a significant redistribution, if 
properly designed and administered, the welfare state backlash 
and the supply side onslaught have led to calls for reductions in 
individual and corporate tax rates instead of a reform of the tax 
systems in the direction of greater equity. Redistributive 
taxation, it is claimed, hampers growth. Accordingly, tax rates 
are being lowered in many countries. In the United States, 
the1986 tax reform "lowered the income tax rates to levels not 
seen since the I 920s.45  The result is that, while previously the 
tax system at least gave the semblance of having income 
redistribution as its objective, it will fail to convey this 
impression after the proposed reductions in tax rates have been 
carried out. 
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Presistent Inequalities 
 The bitter fact is that in spite of the rise in government 
spending and the apparent progressive taxation, inequalities of 
income and wealth have risen - the poor have become poorer 
and the rich richer, particularly in the U.S.46 According to the 
U.S. Bureau of the Census, the poverty rate (per cent below 
poverty level) rose in the United States from 11.4 per cent in 
1978 to 13.6 per cent in 1986.47 The income gap between the 
rich and the poor has also increased. In 1980, one-fifth of all 
families at the bottom of the income ladder received 5.3 percent 
of aggregate income while the upper fifth received 38.2 per 
cent. In 1986, only six years later, the share of the bottom fifth 
had dropped to 4.6 per cent while that of the top fifth had risen 
to 43.7 per cent.48 Accordingly, the Democrats on the U.S. 
Congress's Joint Economic Committee concluded in a recent 
report that' 'the concentration of wealth has greatly increased in 
the past two decades." While 0.5 per cent of the population 
controlled 25.4 per cent of the net wealth in 1962, they 
controlled 35.1 per cent in 1983. The share of the assets held by 
the poorest 90 per cent of American households dropped during 
those 21 years from 34.9 per cent to 28 per cent:49 Commenting 
on the Report, the Chairman of the Joint Economic Committee, 
Representative David R. Obey, said, the figures are "proof that 
the rich get richer". He added: "If wealth is power, then most 
Americans have less power today than in the early I 960s. .. The 
position is not significantly different in other industrial 
countries. In the supposedly ideal welfare state of Sweden, the 
share of the highest 10 per cent of families rose from 21.3 per 
cent of aggregate income in 1972 to 28.1 per cent in 1981.50

Although the share of the lowest fifth also rose marginally from 
6.6 per cent to 7.4 per cent, the rise was not sufficient to enable 
them to fulfill all their essential needs in an inflationary 
environment. 

(e) High Growth 
 While the previously discussed tools of the welfare state 

have failed to make any significant contribution towards 
reducing the inequalities of income and wealth, the strategy of 
high growth rate has not fared any better. High growth was the 
only tool in 
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the tool-kit of the welfare state which was fully in conformity 
with the self-imposed constraint of not making value judgments 
or interpersonal comparisons, and which hence received 
unanimous support. Since the concept of the welfare state 
gained momentum after the Second World War against a 
background of sustained economic growth, great faith was 
placed in its ability to lead to a classless society. Social policy 
became "an ad hoc appendage to economic growth.51  In fact 
some writers considered redistribution without growth to be 
dubious. Even a leading socialist like Anthony Crosland felt 
growth to be the only feasible method of redistribution because 
"any substantial transfer involves not merely a relative but an 
absolute decline in the real incomes of the better-off half of the 
population. . . and this they will frustrate."52 Some prominent 
policy advisers even consider faster growth to be the solution to 
all the problems of developed as well as developing countries.53

 However. two decades of unexpectedly high growth rates 
and continually rising wealth have failed to remove poverty. 
fulfill needs and reduce inequalities. Even in the world's richest 
countries, irrespective of whether we look at the less welfare- 
oriented countries like the U.S. and Japan or the high welfare-
oriented countries like West Germany. the U.K.. and Sweden, 
some of the essential needs of the poor - particularly education, 
medical facilities and housing - remain unfulfilled. Moreover, 
the phenomenal rise in the volume of goods and services that 
economic growth has brought about has not by itself contributed 
to a rise in human happiness. There is an increased 
manifestation of the symptoms of anomie. "Tension", says 
Mishan. "is everywhere more evident than harmony, 
disproportion more evident than proportion.54

 While the undeterred pursuit of economic growth did not 
help realise the distributive goals. it did contribute to high rates 
of inflation and interest rates because of the accelerating rates of 
rise it required in public and private sector spending. It also led 
to a high degree of pollution and rapid depletion of non-
renewable natural resources. Hence. the very idea of high 
growth rates has come under attack. The concept of 'sustainable 
development' has been popularized since 1987 by the World 
Commission on Environment and Development (the' Brundt
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land Commission'). This emphasizes the realization of growth 
without adversely affecting both intergenerational and intra-
generational equity. If some of the phenomena that adversely 
affect such equity - rising levels of inflation, interest rates, debt-
servicing, pollution and depletion of non-renewable resources - 
are taken into account, the prognosis cannot but be a lower rate 
of sustainable development. 

 Moreover. return to the high growth rates of the 1950s 
and the 1960s is unlikely in the industrial countries in the near 
future. According to I MF projections, the real rate of growth in 
the first half of the 1990s is expected to be only around 3 per 
cent.55 Given these projections, the strategy of depending 
primarily on economic growth to solve the distributional, 
macroeconomic and external imbalances of many industrial and 
developing countries does not inspire general confidence. What 
is called for is a new but more effective strategy. 

(f) Full Employment 
 The objective of a high rate of employment which was 

an important way of improving the condition of the poor has 
also soured with unemployment becoming one of the most 
intractable problems of all Western industrial nations. 
Unemployment stood at 8.1 per cent in OECD Europe in 1990, 
three times its level of 2.7 per cent in 1970. in spite of some 
decline from the high of 9.9 per cent in 1986.56 It is not expected 
to fall significantly below this level in the near future.57 The 
'non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment' (NAIRU) has 
also increased sharply in all the major industrial countries since 
the late I 960s.58 Even more worrying is the higher than average 
rate of youth unemployment because it hurts their pride, 
dampens their faith in the future, increases their hostility 
towards society. and damages their personal capacities and 
potential contribution.59

 Nevertheless. the only major tool available in the welfare 
state strategy for increased employment is a high rate of growth. 
In Europe, a real growth of 3.5 per cent is required to prevent 
unemployment from rising. European growth had been below 
this benchmark for more than a decade since 1976. The 
performance improved during 1978-79, but expectations for 
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the medium-term are not very encouraging. Even in the U .5., a 
growth rate of 2.5 to 3 per cent is required according to the BIS 
to prevent a rise in U.S. unemployment. The U.S. growth is 
estimated to be 1.7 per cent in 1990 and is expected to be even 
lower in 1991. Expectations are that, if the U.S. becomes 
seriously determined to reduce its budgetary deficit, the growth 
rate may continue to be low for some time with an upward creep 
in its unemployment rate.60 Given the budgetary constraints, the 
ever-looming threat of inflation, and the prospect of low growth 
rates continuing in the foreseeable future, the possibility of 
attaining full employment in the Western world is not very 
bright.61 This pessimism is clearly reflected in the statement of 
Louis Emmerij that: "If we put both sides of the equation 
together, the lower rate of growth and the growing labour force, 
we get the inescapable result that full employment as we 
understand it today is an almost unattainable goal.62

THE SOURING OF THE STRATEGY 

 The welfare state was no doubt a great improvement over 
the social-Darwinist philosophy of capitalism. The inequities 
generated by capitalism could not be tolerated by the innate 
revulsion in human beings against injustice and misery. which 
even three centuries of secularism has been unable to dc!>troy. 
However, while its goals were humanitarian. it could not 
develop an effective Mrategy to realise its goals. It did not 
introduce any fundamental change in the worldview or strategy 
of capitalism. Hence, it lacked an effective mechanism and 
motivating system that would help prevent the use of scarce 
resources for purposes that obstruct the realization of its 
egalitarian goals. The same capitalist life-style. the productive 
machinery, and all the capitalist institutions which play a 
dominant role in widening the gap between the rich and the 
poor, have continued undisturbed. The idea that the secularist 
market system would by itself be able to bring about an 
"efficient' allocation of resources and that the inequities created 
by the market could be undone by an active government role, 
without the help of collective value judgments and without any 
significant restructuring of the economy, has proved to be just 
wishful thinking. 
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 Even though the welfare state has ameliorated 
somewhat the condition of the poor in industrial countries, 
the problems of poverty and disadvantage remain 
profound. Poverty is stubbornly persistent and even the 
essential needs of the poor remain unfulfilled. The 
distance between the prosperous and the poor is 
widening. not only in real incomes but also in access to 
health care, housing and higher education. The perplexing 
dilemma is that, in spite of spending a substantial 
proportion of the GDP on health care (over 9 per cent in 
Sweden), the poor and the old are unable to secure 
prompt and adequate treatment. They have to wait for an 
intolerably long period of time for some badly needed 
operations, ranging from heart surgery to cataract 
removal. Pharmaceutical prices are high and lobbying by 
the pharmaceutical industry has dissuaded governments 
from pressing for the use of cheaper, but therapeutically 
equivalent. generics in place of trade-marked medicines.63

 In the United States, where most health care is 
privately financed, 31.3 million Americans (13.3 per cent 
of the population) have no health insurance. Of these, 8.6 
million are children - nearly one out of every six children in 
the country.64 Housing markets have tightened for nearly 
everyone, but particularly for the poor. .. Almost no houses 
are within reach of the really poor..”65 Hence most poor 
families rent, and rents have risen faster than incomes in 
the past decade. The cost of college education has 
accelerated even faster, making a mockery of the principle 
of equal opportunity. A more perplexing paradox is that 
the prevailing socio-economic conditions not only keep the 
poor poor, they also perpetuate poverty in families, a black 
hole from which few people are able to escape. Millions of 
human beings in the richest and economically strongest 
nations of the world are trapped in festering inner city 
ghettos which have gone from bad to worse in spite of the 
welfare state. They have become a perplexing nightmare 
of fatherless children, crime, gangs, drugs and despair. 

 Thus the dream of an egalitarian society remains 
far from realization in spite of the great wealth of the 
welfare states.66 Given the existing state of affairs. one 
may say without fear of challenge that the welfare state 
has failed to bring about an efficient and equitable 
allocation of resources. It is, nevertheless 
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less, argued that untrammelled market relations would have 
produced still greater social inequality without the welfare state. 
While this is no doubt true, it does not exonerate the welfare 
Mate of its now widely recognized failures. Thus, even though 
the dream of a 'good-society' that the welfare state had 
visualized remains unfulfilled, its strategy has been exhausted. 
All the tools in its tool-kit have now been tried and dented, 
including regulation, nationalization, labour movement, fiscal 
policy, economic growth, and full employment. Hence “there is 
widespread loss of confidence in the capacity of the welfare 
state to deliver either full employment or welfare services.”67

Albert Hirschman is bold enough to admit "that the welfare state 
is in trouble can be hardly contested.”68

 The rapid growth of government spending on social 
service~ in the 1950s and the 1960s in the OECD countries was 
made possible by the high rates of economic growth attained by 
them. The lower growth predominance since the early 1970s 
and the nigh level of budgetary deficits have disrupted the 
growth of programmes and benefit~. The result is that funding 
for constructing new hospitals, community health centres, and 
teaching institutions has been too low. Existing facilities have 
hence become overcrowded and less efficient, and unable to 
cope with the increasing demand. Within the philosophical 
constraint of the welfare state, more money is clearly a major 
answer. Even according to the British Labour Pan)', more public 
spending and borrowing are essential to create more investment 
and jobs.69 But how this can be done without raising taxes or 
accelerating inflation, they have not been able to show. 

 The large budgetary deficits and their inflationary 
implications make it difficult to provide the increasing funding 
made available during the fifties and the sixties. In fact the goal 
of avoiding the double-digit inflation of the seventies requires 
lower government deficits and smaller credit expansion. 
However, in view of the backlash against taxes, the decline in 
deficits is not possible except through a cut in spending. 
Powerful lobbies, in the 'justified' pursuit of their self-interest, 
do not allow a deep cut in defence and other such public sector 
spending which have been given maximum priority in the 
'national' interest. Hence a range of social policies including 
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unemployment compensation. minimum wages. medical aid, 
and other welfare benefits are being re-examined. The resulting 
clash between economic and social policies has put the welfare 
state in crisis. "The ruling thought nowadays is more probably 
that the continued growth of the welfare state is neither likely 
nor even desirable. "70 In fact. Harold Wilensky reports on the 
basis of a study of 64 countries that in the 1970s there was 
already evidence of growing resistance to further expansion of 
state services in many rich countries.71 

 This trend of thought has led to a conservative tide which 
has swept almost all welfare states.72 Such a reaction is, 
however, unwarranted. 11 is not possible for any large human 
society to realise its humanitarian goals without the state playing 
an important role in the economy. Even the success of Western 
managed-market economies has been built largely on the dream 
of a 'good society' that the welfare state has provided. The 
frontiers of the welfare state cannot therefore be rolled back for 
long. If the elected representatives of society have to face the 
electorate periodically. they cannot afford not to fulfill the 
promises they have made, promises which cannot be fulfilled 
without an effective welfare role for the state. The welfare state 
is thus in a double bind. Has something gone wrong? 

THE LOGICAL FLAWS 

 The problem arises because the welfare state faces the 
same scarcity of resources that any other state faces. If it 
increases the claims on resources through welfare services, it 
must reduce other claims on resources or else the bind in which 
the welfare state now finds itself cannot be removed. However. 
by resorting merely to the price system, the reduction in claims 
cannot be attained in such a way that social goals are actualized. 
It is necessary to establish priorities on the basis of a socially-
agreed filter mechanism and to motivate people to reorient their 
preferences and claims on resources in conformity with these 
priorities. But, since the welfare state operates within the 
secularist framework of capitalism. it does not have at its 
disposal a mechanism with which to arrive at a consensus on 
priorities, or to motivate individuals and the pluralist groups to 
hold their claims consistent with the demands of 
macroeconomic 
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and external balance and the distributive goals of society. On the 
contrary. the self-imposed constraints of abstaining from 
making value judgments and of formulating policies within the 
framework of Pareto optimality, leads 10 an avalanche of claims 
on scarce resources generated by both the private and the public 
sectors. The race for status symbols fuelled by value-free 
advertising and continued credit expansion leads to an 
acceleration of private demand even in the welfare state's 
secularist society. where the satisfaction of a maximum number 
of wants is the ultimate objective of life. The public sector 
accelerates this further through its large fiscal deficits resulting 
from its provision of welfare services within the self-imposed 
constraint of Pareto optimality. 

 The welfare state has thus become overloaded with 
demands which its value system has directly sanctioned. 
Although. initially. this contributed to a higher rate of economic 
growth. it has since led 10 a rapid widening of the gulf between 
resources and the claims on them. This gulf has become 
reflected in macroeconomic and external imbalances in a 
number of countries. 

 In countries like the U.S. and the U.K. where the 
imbalances had become unduly large and were considered 
undesirable. it was necessary to reduce budgetary deficits. 
Within the framework of the Reagan and Thatcher philosophies. 
this could be accomplished primarily by placing a greater trust 
in the market-place. While this strategy did help the British 
Government improve its financial balance, it was at the cost of 
social welfare priorities. This proved to be very expensive for 
Mrs. Thatcher at the popularity polls. The U.S. did not pursue 
the policy seriously and the government financial balance has 
not improved significantly as a per cent of the GNP in spite of 
promises made to the electorate. 

In countries like Sweden, which have had a better record for 
providing welfare services. there are problems resulting from 
the high level of taxation and government spending. It is widely 
recognized that the excessively high tax rates are discouraging 
work, saving. and personal initiative. The rate of inflation in 
Sweden is currently more than double that in the industrial 
countries. This is eroding its competitiveness, reducing its 
market share. and enlarging its current account deficit, in spite 
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of a relatively large devaluation of the Swedish kroner. The 
heavy tax burden has adversely affected private savings; the net 
private saving ratio was only 0.8 per cent of national disposable 
income in Sweden during 1980-87 compared with 9.3 per cent 
in major industrial countries.73 This is bound to raise interest 
rates and further reduce investment and economic growth, thus 
accentuating economic problems in the future. There is hence 
public pressure for reducing tax rates. But it is not possible to 
reduce taxes without at the same time reducing spending, or else 
the budget deficit. inflation and external imbalances will 
escalate. The easiest target for saving will be across-the-board 
cuts in welfare spending as has been the case in other countries. 
Hence, within the secularist frame of reference, the call for 
reducing tax rates is essentially a signal for reducing the welfare 
role of the state. 

 In countries like West Germany and Japan, which do not 
face macroeconomic imbalances but which have also failed to 
realise the welfare state goals in varying degrees, there is 
difficulty of another kind - pressure from large deficit countries 
to heat their economies in the interest of symmetrical adjustment 
and international policy coordination. Such pressure makes it 
difficult for surplus countries to continue following their healthy 
monetary and fiscal policies over a long stretch of time unless 
all countries do the same simultaneously. Both West Germany 
and Japan had to yield to the pressure by lowering their central 
bank discount rates from 4.5 per cent and 5.0 per cent in 1984 
and 1985 respectively to the historical low of 2.5 per cent in 
1987. Both consequently suffered from undesired monetary 
expansion. price increases and speculative excesses. They had 
therefore to raise the discount rate in short successive steps to 
6.0 per cent by October 1989 (West Germany) and August 1990 
(Japan). During the low interest rate period Japanese stock and 
real estate markets rose to dizzy heights, which could not be 
sustained for long. It is not realised that while the heating of 
surplus countries may reduce the health of their economies, it 
may not necessarily help the deficit countries unless they 
simultaneously adopt healthy monetary and fiscal policies and 
undertake a restructuring of their economies. Since this is not 
done, healthy economies also become destabilized. Short-term 
speculative capital movements are thus accentuated. 
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This tends to poison the international economic and financial 
climate and to create volatility in the foreign exchange, 
commodity and stock markets. 

 Thus, while capitalism generated an overload of 
demands through its value neutrality, the welfare state has 
aggravated the problem further without genuinely redeeming the 
condition of the poor. To remedy the unacceptable outcome of 
capitalism, the welfare state has created other equally insoluble 
problems.7. The reason for this is that the welfare state policies 
were essentially patchwork remedies to the secularist and social-
Darwinist philosophy of capitalism - a random outcome of the 
conflict between pluralist groups each of which is trying to 
serve its maximum self-interest and to make the minimum 
sacrifice. The humanitarian goals which the welfare state tacitly 
recognizes and the hedonism and social Darwinism on which its 
strategy is unconsciously based cannot coexist for long without 
creating tantalizing and baffling socio-economic problems. The 
numerous minor adjustments and modifications undertaken so 
far have failed to do the job. Such adjustments solve some 
problems but create others. There is need for a fundamental 
restructuring of the society and the economy in such a way that 
the humanitarian goals of the welfare state may be actualized 
without exceeding the limits set by resource availability. 

This fact is now well recognized by many scholars. Maurice 
Bruce, observes: "No one. . . ever planned the Welfare State, nor 
has it been the direct outcome of any political or social 
philosophy. It has been, in fact, no more than the accumulation 
over many years of remedies to specific problems.75 Piet  
Thoenes, expressing a similar dissatisfaction with the philoso-
phy of the welfare state, observes: .. A remarkable feature of the 
welfare state is that nobody has the courage to propagate it 
properly and completely. To the socialist it is nothing but semi-
socialism, to the liberals only semi-liberalism."76 Hence Sidney 
Hook asserts that' 'the social philosophy behind the welfare state 
is vague and inchoate."77 According to Barrington Moore, 
proponents of the welfare state can muster no more than 
negative and incomplete answers on even the most basic 
questions: What are its ends? How does it conceive of welfare? 
He observes that the "welfare state was brought into being after 
a world crisis and a world war, in a period of scarcity in which it 
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was patently obvious to everybody what it was they did not
want, and that was: danger, hunger, thirst or cold, 
unemployment, dictatorships or squandering of either food or 
talents." Hence, these "negative aims are the most compelling 
for the welfare state."78 Accordingly, Myrdal observed that the 
governmental interventions which the welfare state policies 
stand for were caused by events not by ideology,79 This is 
probably the reason why the welfare state has not been able to 
go far enough for socio-economic reform. It does not have a 
single coherent and compelling philosophy to develop an 
effective strategy, all the different elements of which may be 
self-consistent. designed to realise its humanitarian goals. 

 The forces which create and perpetuate poverty and 
inequalities, are too strong to be overcome merely through ad
hoc measures by the welfare state social services. The 'backdoor' 
methods of redistribution are not powerful enough to overcome 
the social and economic forces that create poverty and 
perpetuate inequalities. It is necessary to tackle these forces 
directly and to attend to the source of the problem rather than 
just the symptoms. What is needed is a thorough reform of the 
socio-economic structure and the values of life on which 
capitalism or its reformed version, the welfare state, are based. 
This will also help solve a number of other social problems, 
including unemployment, economic instability, social unrest and 
crime, which have acquired alarming proportions in spite of 
socialism and the welfare state. 

 To be frank, the welfare state could not have developed a 
coherent philosophy, free from self-contradictions, even if the 
scholars writing on the subject had so desired. Is it possible to 
develop a social welfare philosophy on the foundations of 
utilitarianisia and social contract theory of justice? Can the 
concepts of rational self-interest and social contract take us 
beyond the Pareto optimum? These philosophies cannot inspire 
human beings to live and die for the supremacy of agreed 
values, infuse them with the spirit of brotherhood, and motivate 
them to cooperate and sacrifice for the welfare of others. The 
inculcation of these qualities requires human beings to rise 
above self-interest and to cut their claims on resources even 
though this may hurt" their own immediate self-interest. 
 All values conceived on the basis of utilitarianism and 
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self-interest can be disputed whereas human society needs to be 
based on values for 'good' or 'evil'. and 'right' or 'wrong' which 
are not disputed even if they benefit the have-nots at the expense 
of the haves. A secularist society is uncommitted to any one 
vision of a social order. "In a genuinely pluralistic society", 
writes Michael Novak, "there is no sacred canopy. By intention 
there is not. At its spiritual core, there is an empty shrine. That 
shrine is left empty in the knowledge that no one word, image, 
or symbol is worthy of what all seek there.”80  Only Divine 
guidance can provide such a sacred canopy and the motivation 
to stay under it even in the face of serious odds. Without the 
feeling of a moral obligation to make a sacrifice, what is it that 
can motivate a rich man to forego his luxuries and to economize 
resource use for the need satisfaction of all? 

THE SILVER LINING 

 Every cloud, however, has a silver lining - and the silver 
lining in the clouds of the Western sky is the ongoing critique of 
the epistemology of both capitalism and the welfare state. It is 
being increasingly recognized that selfishness does not 
necessarily constitute the main motivating force behind human 
action. The importance of need fulfillment and of value 
judgments in human society is also being emphasized. Different 
schools of thought have accordingly developed schools which 
do not fall strictly within the bounds of mainstream classical 
economics. All these schools are however closely related, the 
difference between them being primarily in the degree of 
emphasis. Three of these schools deserve special mention. 

 One of these is Grants Economics which asserts that "it 
is no longer necessary to regard unselfishness as an aberration 
from rationality" to explain individual behaviour.81 In fact some 
economists doubt whether the rationality assumption is realistic 
enough. According to Hahn, "Economics probably made a 
mistake when it adopted the nomenclature of' rational' when all 
it meant is correct calculations and an orderly personality.”82 It 
is also being argued whether unrealistic assumptions can yield a 
correct theory. Notwithstanding Friedman's positive answer, 
some economists feel otherwise.83 It may be proper to state that, 
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if the function of economic theory is to yield valid and 
meaningful predictions about phenomena not yet observed, then 
the assumption of rational behaviour within the framework of 
altruism. and not self-interest. may probably yield more 
meaningful predictions. Hence the 'Boulding optimum' has been 
proposed as an alternative to the Pareto optimum, "bringing 
within the scope of economic analysis a human flair assumed 
away in the name of value-free science. "84 

 A second school of thought is the need-based Humanistic 
Economics designed to "promote human welfare by recognizing 
and integrating the full range of basic human values."85 Instead 
of the conventional emphasis on wants and wealth, Humanistic 
Economics emphasizes need satisfaction and human 
development to move towards what Abraham Maslow calls 
'self-realization' or 'self-actualisation'.86

 A third school of thought is Social Economics which 
involves a "reformulation of economic theory in the mould of 
ethical considerations.' '87 Commitment to the imperative of 
scientific neutrality. the sacred ideal of the Enlightenment 
scientists bequeathed by economists. is now being considered as 
both untenable and undesirable - untenable because scientific 
inquiry is based on assumptions which tacitly involve value 
judgments; undesirable because scientific inquiry has to address 
itself to questions of public goals and priorities. Any discipline 
committed to value neutrality cannot succeed in evaluating 
policies and recommendations for public choice. Such an 
evaluation necessarily involves ethical judgments. Hence. 
according to Prof. Sen. "the distancing of economics from ethics 
has impoverished welfare economics and also weakened the 
basis of a good deal of descriptive and predictive economics." 
His conclusion is that economics "can be made more productive 
by paying greater and more explicit attention to ethical 
considerations that shaped human behaviour and judgment."88

The problem however is that values cannot be derived 
scientifically. In Arnold Brechts' words, "Anyone who claims 
scientific authority for a system of values is scientifically in 
error.' '891f values cannot be established 'scientifically' and if 
'judgment' has to be exercised. then the question is: whose 
judgment? Can a consensus be brought about - a consensus 
forceful enough to become a social sanction such that anyone 
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who acts against the established norms stands censured? 
 The decline in the sanctity of 'self-interest' and 'economic 

man' and the emphasis on need fulfillment and value judgments 
are welcome developments. They show that man is not 
necessarily condemned to living with inequities. He is capable 
of rising to the occasion, of analyzing his problems, and of 
knowing what is wrong. However, what is not so easy is the 
remedy. It does not lie in patchwork or cosmetic changes. The 
remedy lies in reorganizing the whole society and economic 
system in such a way that, on the one hand, there is a 
transformation of the individual from the economic man to a 
morally-conscious human being who is willing to live up to the 
demands of brotherhood and socio-economic justice and, on the 
other hand, there is a restructuring of the entire economy in such 
a way that needs are fulfilled without generating imbalances, 
and inequalities of income and wealth are not only not generated 
but also substantially reduced. 

 Even though the revival of emphasis on values is 
laudable, their introduction into Western economics is bound to 
be an uphill task. First of all there is, as Galbraith has pointed 
out, "the vested intellectual commitment to established belief", 
which views economics as a science and sets' 'the standard of 
intellectual precision" by the hard sciences.90 Moreover, the 
commitment to value neutrality has gone too far in the West 
over the last two centuries to allow any early retracing of steps, 
particularly without the consensus that only religion provides. 
As Schadwich has aptly observed, "social morality depends on 
agreed standards, upon a consensus which is received as so 
axiomatic that it hardly ought to be discussed", and that, "except 
in the case of a small number of exceptional groups of people 
morality never had been separated from religion in the entire 
history of the human race."91 Utilitarianism and social contract 
theories do not carry the potential of providing values which 
everyone accepts as being given and which no one challenges. 
No wonder that Minsky should have remarked about the 
Western world: "there is no consensus on what we ought to do. 
"92 Without agreed values, it is difficult to arrive at such a 
consensus.
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CHAPTER 4 
THE INCONSISTENCY OF DEVELOPMENT 

ECONOMICS
 Development economics does not have a separate 

identity of its own. It is an offshoot of either one of the three 
major strands of mainstream economics (neoclassical, 
Keynesian or socialist). All these have their roots in the Western 
worldview. The strategies proposed by development economics 
have also therefore been based on the Western worldview. The 
specific strategy pursued at any given time has, however, 
depended on which particular strand of mainstream economics 
has been in fashion at that time. Development economics has 
therefore witnessed a shift in allegiance back and forth from the 
Keynesian and socialist strategies to the neoclassical strategy. 
THE WAVERING ALLEGIANCE 

 Development economics was born after the Second 
World War when a number of developing countries became 
independent and an analysis of problems related to their 
development began to attract attention.1 The first issue of the 
first journal on development economics, Economic Development 
and Cultural Change. came out in 1952. At that time there 
existed only a handful of scholarly works specifically devoted to 
the subject.2 Since Keynesian economics and socialism were 
gaining momentum in the West at that time as a result of the 
Great Depression and the problems of post-War reconstruction, 
development economics also moved away from its neoclassical 
base and preached a lesser reliance on the market and a greater 
role for the government in the economy. However, when the
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hold of Keynesian and socialist strategies began to weaken in 
the early 1970s and neoclassical economics started making a 
comeback. development economics started "going through a 
crisis”. The current literature on the subject reflects an 
"atmosphere of questioning and self-doubt".3

 While a majority of development economists still 
continue to believe in its usefulness. there are some who doubt 
even the very legitimacy of the discipline.4 The debate has 
become polarized between those who do not advocate sole 
dependence on markets and prices and those who believe that 
liberalization of markets with reduced role of the government in 
the economy is all that is necessary for solving the problems of 
developing countries. The dominant view at present seems to be 
anti-dirigiste and pro-free market. reflecting the resurgence of 
liberalism and neoclassical economics in the West. In 
consequence. many of the problems now experienced by 
developing countries are being blamed on the dirigiste policies 
pursued over the last three decades, whether it be the inefficient 
use of scarce resources. the unduly large macroeconomic and 
external imbalances, the rising inequalities of income and 
wealth, or the social tensions. 

This wavering allegiance of development economics, from the 
market to the state and back again has deprived it of firm 
direction. This has led to conflicting analyses and policy 
prescriptions. and generated inconsistencies and uncertainties in 
the development programmes of developing countries. causing 
immense harm 10 the health and development of their 
economies. The task that these countries now face is doubly 
difficult. They not only have to develop their economies in a 
'Nay that would lead to greater efficiency and equity in the use 
of their extremely scarce resources but also have to remove the 
imbalances that false prescriptions have generated. The question 
that arises is whether the new policies being prescribed in the 
light of neoclassical economics will help realize equity along 
with efficiency and stabilization. It would therefore be 
appropriate to see the impact that the Western worldview has 
had on development economics and the problems that it has 
generated for the developing countries. 

Since neoclassical, Keynesian and socialist economics all 
have their origin in the Enlightenment worldview, they are 
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secularist in their approach to the realization of human well-
being and analysis of human problems. They place too much 
emphasis on consumption and material possessions as a source 
of human happiness. They disregard the role of moral values in 
individual and social reform and hence in development. and 
overemphasize the role of the market or the state. They are not 
inwardly committed to brotherhood and socioeconomic justice 
and do not have a socially-agreed filter mechanism of moral 
values. Their strictly this-worldly perspective does not provide a 
rationale for anything other than materialism and social-
Darwinism. Within this framework there is no motivation to 
serve social interest except where it is automatically served as 
an indirect result of serving self-interest. 
The Pessimist Outlook 

The social-Darwinist approach of economists along with their 
ethnocentricity led them to introduce a grain of pessimism in the 
development literature by ascribing poverty, underdevelopment 
and political subjugation of poor countries, which happened to 
be primarily non-European and non-white, to the cultural, racial 
and even mental inferiority of their people.5 It was argued that 
these countries did not fulfill the preconditions that development 
required. Their social and value patterns were a priori 
considered to be inimical to the creation of these preconditions. 
Even a United Nations study prepared by a committee of five 
experts reflected this ethnocentric attitude and envisaged that 
the advancement of poor countries was not possible unless their 
social, economic, legal and political institutions were reformed 
to resemble those of the Western capitalist countries.6 A similar 
point of view prevailed among experts of the World Bank who 
believed that the only way for the poor countries to achieve 
capital formation, productivity and consumption, comparable to 
those in developed countries, was to duplicate the social, 
economic and political institutions of the latter. This was the 
impression of both Kindleberger and Spengler after studying. 
respectively, three and ten World Bank reports prepared in the 
early 1950s.7 The most brazen expression of these views was by 
Eugene Staley who said that
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the development of poor countries could be successful only if 
carried out in the image of the United States. They will have to 
adopt the social institutions and values of the West.8 Even 
Myrdal, a less ethnocentric Western economist, believed that the 
"modification ideals", which were necessary for development, 
were "alien" to these countries because they "stem from foreign 
influences" .9 Thus the dominant view was that Western culture 
and its materialist values were the beau ideal for development 
and developing countries would not be able to advance unless 
they 'modernized'. Modernization did not consist in merely 
adopting modem technology, and management and marketing 
techniques; it consisted rather in adopting Western materialist 
values and life-styles. 

The continued, heavy emphasis on the lack of prere4uisites 
for growth conceived within the perspective of Western culture 
led to widespread acceptance of the "vicious circle of poverty" 
in development literature. Nurkse defined this as "a circular 
constellation of forces tending to act and react upon one another 
in such a way as to keep a poor country in a state of poverty . . . 
a country is poor because it is poor."10 The idea of a vicious 
circle became so ubiquitous in the literature that nearly every 
development economist became infected by it.11 It would not be 
possible for the poor countries to overcome the vicious circle of 
overpopulation, lower incomes, lower savings, lower invest-
ment, lower exports and lower growth that the lack of 
'modernization ideals' created. They would hence be condemned 
to what Nurkse described as, a "low-level equilibrium that 
perpetuates itself'. Even the savings that they did realise by 
squeezing consumption could not be translated into capital 
goods because of their inability to raise their exports and foreign 
exchange earnings. These countries would not find it possible to 
overcome the two gaps - saving-investment and import-export -- 
that they faced, and would not therefore be able to extricate 
themselves from the poverty trap. 

Even the theories of 'stages of growth' inherently implied the 
idea of a 'vicious circle'12 The strategic factors for development 
on which interest was focused in these theories implied a 
circular causation. The prevalence of certain social and 
institutional factors would prevent the poor countries from 
moving from one stage to the other. This would tend to have a 
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more serious cumulative effect on their development than even 
the vicious circle. 

Most of the development literature was thus imbued with a 
sense of deep pessimism about the prospects for growth in 
developing countries.13 Since patterns of living and values of 
life other than those of the enlightened West were a priori 
considered inimical to growth, little thought was given to the 
formulation of a development strategy that would be consistent 
with the resource endowment and values of the poorer countries. 
Williamson rightly admitted this in the early 1950s by saying 
that "Economists generally have been too much concerned with 
static models and too culturally bound by a Western European 
framework of institutions to make the contribution to the subject 
of the economics of growth that might reasonably be expected 
from the profession. "14

 Experience has, however, clearly demonstrated that this 
pessimism concerning the prospects for development was 
seriously in error and that substantial growth has taken place in 
spite of widely varying initial endowments and circumstances. 
What continues to be a problem however is that, because of 
policies framed and pursued within the perspective of value 
neutrality, poverty has persisted and "the fruit of growth is 
concentrated in a few hands" in spite of growth.15 In addition, 
the developing countries have become engulfed in macroeco-
nomic imbalances and external debt of immense proportions. 
Why this is so will become clear in the following discussion. 

The Socialist Strategy 
The air of pessimism ,in the early years of development 

economics gave rise to the idea of a 'critical minimum effort'. If 
these countries wished to break the vicious circle, they must . . 
find and marshal stimulants to development that are of sufficient 
magnitude.”16  In the absence of a critical minimum effort, 
attempts to develop will faiI.17 But how could this critical 
minimum effort be mustered when the people were culturally 
backward and the savings and private initiative needed for this 
purpose were not available? The discussion took two specific 
tacks. One of these favoured adoption of the socialist strategy of 
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a dominant role for the government in the economy through 
comprehensive planning, controls, and public enterprises, in 
sharp contrast with the extreme neoclassical view of relying 
primarily on the private sector and the market.18 The other was a 
playing down of the goal of socio-economic justice for 
developing countries. 

 The volte-face in favour of the socialist strategy in 
development literature was brought about by the initial success 
of totalitarian regimes in the USSR and China and of Keynesian 
economics in the West. It began to be argued that the 
neoclassical economic model with its emphasis on the markets 
and marginal economic adjustments in response to price 
changes was highly unrealistic for developing countries that 
were suffering from various cultural and structural rigidities.19

The governments of developing countries should 'push' for 
development as hard as they could by playing a leading role in 
the economy. Only such a 'big push' could help them attain 'self-
generating' or 'self-sustained' growth and the 'great leap 
forward'.20

 The 'big push' was essentially a euphemistic expression 
for the Stalinist 'road of socialist industrialization'. which called 
for high-speed growth in the USSR by giving top priority to the 
development of heavy industry. This would serve as a driving 
force for the ultimate development of agriculture and other 
sectors of the Soviet economy, thus reducing dependence on 
imports from non-socialist countries.21 The 'big push' in 
developing countries was also to be attained. as in the Stalinist;. 
model, through unbalanced growth with heavy emphasis on 
industrialization, import-substitution and urban development. It 
was necessary to have "a wave of capital investments in a 
number of industries".22 This was, according to Rosenstein-
Rodan, "a necessary (though not sufficient) condition of 
success.”23 The theory of the big push had a built-in bias toward 
large-scale projects and capital-intensive techniques.24 Concen-
tration on industry, particularly heavy industry, was "prop-
ounded as the only course by which an underdeveloped country 
can be set firmly on the road to development.”25 Since the 
minimum economic size of a number of industrial projects was 
considered to be so large that private entrepreneurs were neither 
willing nor able to make such investments, "they have to be in 
the public sector"26
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 The outcome of the 'big push' theory was an undue 
emphasis on the role of the public sector in economic growth. 
Neoclassical economics thus went into disrepute. It was 
replaced by the new economics which placed greater emphasis 
on planning and government intervention, industrialization, 
import-substitution, urban development and a host of other 
policies that led to a continually widening role for the 
government in the economy. Development economics generally 
acquired "a strong dirigiste, anti-free market, ant-capitalist 
bias".27

 Comprehensive planning became increasingly important 
in country after country. Most of these plans called for the 
government to make virtually all major investments and to 
operate all capital goods industries. Many of these plans also 
called for a wide range of direct controls. Planning was thus 
intended not just to provide guidance and a framework for 
development to maximize efficiency and equity, but was rather 
directed to the actual carrying out of investment projects by the 
government through public enterprises and the levying of direct 
controls. . 

The Neglect of Equity 
 The other impact of the air of pessimism was the belief 

that the goals of economic growth and socio-economic justice 
were incompatible and that, if the goal of accelerated growth 
was to be attained, the goal of equitable distribution must be 
compromised.28 This could not however be stated baldly in 
development plans because of the adverse political implications 
it would have. Hence, the plans continued to pay lip service to 
the goal of socio-economic justice by mentioning it among the 
objectives of planning. The first plan in a developing country 
that of India in 1952 - included "the attainment of economic 
equality and social justice" among the objectives of the Plan 
along with "maximum production" and "full employment".29 

The directive principles of state policy in the 1956 constitution 
of Pakistan contained an injunction in favour of' .preventing the 
undue concentration of wealth and means of production and 
distribution, in the hands of a few, to the detriment of the 
interests of the common man. "30 The terms of reference given 
to the National Planning Board and the statement of objectives 
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in the First Five Year Plan were also stated in egalitarian terms. 
Pakistan's Second Five Year Plan reiterated the egalitarian 
objectives of the First Plan.31 Effective measures were however 
not taken in India, Pakistan and most other developing countries 
to make the goal of socio-economic justice a reality. 

 The anti-equity tone in development literature was in a 
way set in 1955 for almost a decade and a half by Sir Arthur 
Lewis. who wrote: "First it should be noted that our subject 
matter is growth and not distribution.”32 Bauer and Yamey 
argued in 1957 that' 'redistribution of income in favour of the 
poor is not likely to promote economic growth in the sense of 
greater output per head."33 Even the United Nations ruled out 
distribution as a goal of policy by stating that . 'the most general 
objective of economic development is to maximize the national 
income or the rate of economic growth.34 Prof. Harry Johnson. 
writing in 1962, emphasized that it would be "unwise for a 
country anxious to enjoy rapid growth to insist too strongly on 
policies aimed at ensuring economic equality and a just income 
distribution.35 Poverty, inequality and income distribution were 
virtually absent from consideration in the first edition of the 
widely-used book of readings by Gerald Meier, Leading Issues 
in Economic Development. published in 1964. Even a 
conference of leaders in the field of economic development held 
in the mid-1960s made hardly any mention of the goals of 
reducing poverty and inequality, as is evident from the 
proceedings published in 1966.36

 Some advocates of accelerated growth went to the extent 
of arguing in favour of "greater inequality of incomes on the 
grounds that the beneficiaries are likely to save a larger part of 
the income transferred to them and so add to capital formation.37

Misleading empirical support for such views was sought in the 
inverted-U curve which has become associated with the name of 
Kuznets, even though it received little empirical support from 
Kuznets' own writings or from subsequent data. The Kuznets 
curve was taken to imply that inequality is bound to increase in 
the early stages of development and will decrease only in the 
later stages. No consideration was given to the possibility that 
the Kuznets curve may be the result of the economic system and 
the policies pursued, and need not necessarily reflect an iron law 
of nature.)8 
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One of the most favoured explanations advanced for the 
rise in saving rate across industrial revolutions has been rising 
inequality. Ever since Adam Smith, economic historians have 
stressed the growth-inequality trade-off, which is central to the 
classical labour-surplus model considered to be a priori true for 
all Third World countries. The evidence, however, has not been 
kind to the trade-off thesis. Rising inequality has accounted for 
little of America's or of Britain's saving experience. It appears to 
have made little contribution to contemporary savings.39

 Even a policy of inflation was espoused because it 
lightens the repayment burden of the public exchequer and also 
'forces' the public 10 save. It was argued that inflation has the 
ability to "bring about a redistribution in favour of individuals 
and classes who are likely to save a larger part of the income 
transferred."40 Professor Lewis also argued eloquently that price 
rises resulting from 'mild' inflation serve to increase the profits 
of the industrial and mercantile classes, and by so doing, 
increase their savings. which are invested.41 This reasoning was 
based on the false assumption that every penny paid in wages is 
spent on consumption and that every penny not paid to labour is 
necessarily saved and invested productively, 

 This trend of thought had its influence on leaders and 
policy-makers in developing countries. Even Jawaharlal Nehru, 
apparently a staunch believer in socio-economic justice, 
justified the trend toward increasing economic inequality in 
India by saying: "To some extent that is inevitable in a growing 
economy."42 Some Muslim economists also joined the band-
wagon. in spite of the clear and unequivocal emphasis of Islam 
on socio-economic justice, and projected the secularist, social-
Darwinist view that indulgence in the goal of socioeconomic 
justice was a luxury that only developed countries could afford. 
Dr. Mahboobul Haq, who later became the Minister of Finance 
and Planning in Pakistan, wrote: "The underdeveloped countries 
must consciously accept a philosophy of growth. and shelve for 
the distant future all ideas of equitable distribution and welfare 
state. It should be recognized that these are luxuries which only 
developed countries can afford.”43 It was probably not realized 
that within the Islamic value frame it is a cardinal sin for a 
Muslim to commit, propagate or even condone injustice. 
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The socialist tendency in development economics 
therefore did not reflect the concern for equity that it did in 
Western and socialist countries. It reflected only the desire to 
accelerate growth through the use of planning and the coercive 
power of the state with an even greater commitment to social-
Darwinism than was true for neoclassical economics. Socialism 
in the developing countries was "thus of a third type, different 
from that of the Communist countries as well as that of the 
Western world."44All that socialism really connoted in the Third 
World was a "commitment to nationalization, and more 
generally, to state ownership and management of a large sector 
of the economy.”45 Socialism thus became "merely equated with 
planning."46 Even though there were a number of economists 
who continued to be concerned about equity even during this 
period, they were in the minority.47 The prevailing view was that 
the 'trickle-down' mechanism would ultimately solve the 
poverty and income distribution problems if only growth were 
fast enough.48 The trickle-down mechanism, however, proved 
to be highly ineffective. This was bound to be the case. Poverty 
and income inequality are so sticky and pervasive that it was 
highly unrealistic to expect that they could be removed without 
making major structural changes in the economy and the 
financial system, and without creating values and a motivating 
system that would be conducive to their removal. 
THE STERILE CONTROVERSIES 

The lack of commitment on the part of development 
economics to a filter mechanism of socially-agreed values and 
particularly to socio-economic justice, made it difficult to 
resolve the several hair-splitting controversies which have 
plagued it over the last three decades. The twin pillars of 
materialism and inequality on which development economics 
was founded could not provide a filter mechanism that could 
help resolve these controversies on different issues of social 
importance. The whims and personal preferences of the 
discussants, without any agreed criteria to guide them, led the 
discussion along an endless circular path. This was clearly the 
case irrespective of which controversy we look at: agriculture 
versus industrialization, rural versus urban development 
balanced versus unbalanced growth, import-substitution versus 
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export promotion. and market forces versus planning. Looked at 
from the point of view of realizing  the twin goals of efficiency 
and equity the controversy appears to be sterile and 
unproductive. It reflects the absence of socio-economic justice 
as a goal of development. It also indicates a lack of awareness of 
the different phases in which developing countries are. the 
diversity of their socio-economic circumstances, the 
complexities of human society. and the factors which motivate 
human beings to work for their self-interest without crossing the 
bounds of social interest. The harm that the controversy has 
done is reflected in the bottlenecks, imbalances, slow growth 
rates, higher inflation, burdensome debt and social unrest that 
most developing countries are now facing. If a filter mechanism 
of agreed values were available and socioeconomic justice had 
been a clear target of policies, the strategy for development 
would not have been involved in as much controversy as the 
development literature has witnessed. 

Agriculture Versus Industry 
 Since a majority of the population in developing 

countries lives in rural areas, their well-being could not have 
been ensured without rural and agricultural development. Rural 
development was therefore not an option. It was indispensable. 
Rural development could not, however, have taken place 
without support from industrial development. To enable the 
farmers to undertake investments in fertilizers, better seeds and 
improved technology, it was necessary to raise their incomes. 
This was not possible without providing employment to the 
unemployed and underemployed members of rural families. It 
would not be possible to do so without simultaneously 
developing small-scale and micro industries in rural areas. Thus, 
for a great majority of developing countries, industrialization, 
like agricultural development, was also not an option. It had to 
be a fundamental part of the policy objectives. It was necessary 
to attain balanced development if the. objective was to expand 
employment opportunities, satisfy the basic needs of the entire  
population, and reduce inequalities. Neither agriculture nor 
industrialization could by itself help developing countries 
realize such development. Diversification and modernization of 
all sectors of their economies was necessary. 
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Agricultural and industrial development were therefore 
not alternatives to choose from. They were rather 
complementary and mutually supporting with respect to both 
inputs and outputs. The issue was not industrial or agricultural 
development but rather the human being and how his well-being 
can be improved. If the well-being of all were the goal, the 
interrelationship between industry and agriculture and the 
contribution that each can make to the other and to the 
realization of agreed socio-economic goals would have been 
appreciated. Within this context any development programme 
that propounds unbalanced growth and overemphasizes 
industrialization relative to agriculture or agriculture relative to 
industry could not but lead to injustice and misery and also 
create bottlenecks, which it would be difficult to remove 
without a reversal of policies to restore a balance. Such reversals 
are normally difficult and traumatic. 

Import-Substitution Versus Export Promotion 
 If industry and agriculture are both to be developed, then 

the strategic importance of both import-substitution and export 
promotion in the socio-economic advancement of developing 
countries needs to be clearly visualized. There is no reason to 
emphasize one to the exclusion of the other. Both are necessary, 
even though their importance may vary over a longer time 
horizon in step with the different phases in a country's 
development. 

 This does not mean that import-substitution should be 
undertaken at any COSt.49 Since the ultimate goal is efficient 
and equitable use of scarce resources to realize general well-
being, all tariff and non-tariff barriers must be weighted against 
the realization of socio-economic justice and the promotion of 
economic development. The rational principles of resource' 
allocation cannot therefore be lost sight of; the cost of economic 
inefficiency will be reflected in the non-realization of goals and 
will ultimately have to be borne by the people; this cannot be 
justified. Nevertheless, import-substitution at all cost became an 
anchor of policy in many developing countries because it 
satisfied the vested interest of the rich and the powerful. The 
slogan of reducing external dependence was used to appeal to 
the national sentiment of the masses. 
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It was therefore not the policy of import-substitution per 
se which was wrong: it was rather the way in which this policy 
was implemented. If equity had been one of the primary goals of 
development the policy of import-substitution would have been 
used initially to support primarily agriculture and small and 
micro enterprises (SMEs) in developing countries. This would 
have helped fulfill needs and expand employment opportunities 
in rural areas and small towns. Workers would have found jobs 
either in their own villages and towns or near them. They would 
have thus not been uprooted from their families and social 
surroundings. What was done instead was the promotion of 
large-scale industries in urban centres through full government 
support in the form of subsidized inputs, overvalued exchange 
rates, and unduly high tariffs on competing imports. 
International support was also available mainly for such 
industries. Large projects were "eye-catchers and even 
international agencies tend to prefer large-scale projects.

 Agriculture and SMEs suffered from lack of any subsidy 
or protection and from overvalued official exchange rates. 
Techniques remained antiquated, productivity low, and income, 
savings and investment could not rise significantly. Unemploy-
ment and underemployment rose. Import-substituting large-
scale industries prospered because of the low cost of their 
capital and inputs and the protection they received through high 
tariff walls and overvalued exchange rates. Moreover, since 
equity and need-fulfillment were not the primary goals of 
policy, even the selection of import-substituting industries did 
not take this into consideration. If this had been done, there 
would have been a positive advance in the direction of need-
fulfillment, although the employment goal would still have 
suffered. Many of the import-substituting large-scale industries 
were not related to needs; they were rather related to consumer 
durables and heavy capital goods - industries in which a need-
oriented development programme would not have taken a 
serious interest in the initial phase of development. Such 
industries also became constrained by the size of the domestic 
market. Being inefficient. they could not compete in the export 
market. They nevertheless led to an increase in the volume of 
imports, particularly in the case of industries which had to 
import not only capital goods but also raw materials. The 
imports they 
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needed could not be cut back. Hence what many of them 
accomplished in reality was to substitute one kind of imports for 
another. 

 The growth of large-scale import-substituting industries, 
many of which depended on imported capital goods and raw 
materials, did not increase significantly the demand for the 
output of agriculture and SMEs. The 'linkage' effect did not 
therefore take place. The benefit mostly leaked abroad through 
increased induced imports. Moreover, the technologies adopted 
in these industries were predominantly capital-intensive, being 
designed for countries having abundance of capital and scarcity 
of labour.51 Employment directly generated by expansion of 
these industries was therefore relatively small. Even a substan-
tial part of the meagre domestic savings came to be diverted into 
these industries at lower or subsidized rates of interest compared 
with what prevails in the rural areas. The proportion of savings 
going into agriculture and SMEs was thus small- not necessarily 
because of lack of savings in these sectors but rather because of 
the misallocation of savings. The unduly large support given to 
large-scale industries therefore ruined handicraft industries, 
particularly handlooms. The bulk of the rural population had no 
choice but to remain underemployed in rural areas or to migrate 
to the overcrowded urban centres.S2 This is not an argument 
against large-scale capital-intensive industries per se, which do 
have a place in development. However, since expanding self-
employment and employment opportunities enjoy a priority, 
large-scale capital-intensive industries should get the green light 
when they are indispensable and the job that they can do cannot 
be done effectively by labour-intensive SMEs. 

 The particular trend that import-substitution took was 
natural, given the propagation of Western life-styles, the lack of 
an indigenous development philosophy, and the absence of a 
motivating system to induce people successfully to abstain from 
unnecessary and conspicuous consumption. This was 
exacerbated by the vested interest of Western manufacturers of 
capital goods and raw materials in the production of goods for 
conspicuous consumption. They did effective salesmanship and 
also arranged financing through suppliers' credits and loans 
from banks and official lending institutions. Imports therefore 
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rose without a corresponding rise in exports. The foreign 
exchange bottleneck became more acute. 

 However. if the policy of industrialization and import 
substitution had been pursued to promote equity, an entirely 
different approach would have been adopted. The objective 
would have been to fulfill needs, enlarge employment opportu-
nities and reduce inequalities rather than to serve the vested 
interest of foreign exporters and rich domestic investors. 
Everything would have been done to encourage and help rural 
and urban entrepreneurs to produce the needed consumer and 
capital goods for the domestic market and for export. The help 
would have included not only tariff protection but also creation 
of an efficient physical, social and financial infrastructure in 
rural areas in addition to import or domestic development of 
simple but efficient technology for the SMEs. This would have 
enabled them to increase production and also, ultimately, 
compete effectively with foreign goods. Employment and 
income would have risen in rural areas, with less congestion in 
urban centres. The rising incomes of the rural population would 
also have helped agriculture by enabling the farmers to use 
better agricultural inputs. Import-substitution policy 
implemented within this framework would have enabled the 
SMEs initially to meet the domestic demand and ultimately to 
export. Exports do not necessarily have to be goods which are 
not also in demand in the domestic market.  Production can be 
for both the domestic and the foreign markets. In the first stage, 
however, production can be for the domestic market: later on, 
when capacity has increased and the external economies have 
been realized, the fruits of the export market can also be reaped. 
Such a policy would have helped developing countries utilize 
their advantage in the production and export of simple, need-
fulfilling goods and services and the capital goods related to 
these. This course of initial industrialization does not imply that 
at a later stage of development, when needs have been largely 
fulfilled and the unemployment problem has been solved, 
import-substitution and export promotion in the field of 
consumer durables and heavy capital goods cannot become a 
target of national policy. While import-substitution did not take 
the right course, 
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export promotion did not take place either. Many of the .capital-
intensive industries that were established did not have a 
comparative advantage in the initial phase of development and, 
in spite of overt and covert subsidies, they could not compete in 
the export market. Agriculture and labour-intensive small-scale 
industries which could have been made to have a comparative 
advantage did not get the needed official support and credit to 
expand their output. The overvalued exchange rate also hurt 
them and they could not compete effectively in the export 
market. Exports therefore did not rise as much as they could 
have. 

 The recent reversal of emphasis on export promotion 
needs to be considered with caution.53 If import-substitution at 
all costs is bad, export promotion at all costs is also not 
desirable. The ultimate impact of any policy on socio-economic 
justice must never be lost sight of, given the fact that a number 
of inefficient large-scale industries have been established. A 
heavy dose of devaluation of the local currency along with 
freezing of nominal wages (two of the crutches on which the 
export strategy stands) may enable the inefficient urban 
industries established by the rich and the influential to export 
and thus survive, but would hurt the poor by substantially 
lowering their real wages. It would thus be at variance with the 
objective of socio-economic justice. Thus, before jumping on to 
the bandwagon of export promotion, all necessary measures 
should be taken to ensure that the benefit goes to the poor rather 
than the rich. 

 Those who overemphasize the strategy of export 
promotion to the neglect of import-substitution, may also wish 
to bear in mind that the exports of developing countries have 
always faced and continue to face all kinds of tariff and non-
tariff barriers in industrial countries and that their imports have 
been influenced by dumping and predatory pricing by industrial 
countries. According to The Economist, "Poor countries are the 
main victims of some of the most pernicious barriers to trade, 
such as Europe's common agricultural policy and the rich 
countries' Multi-Fibre Agreement."54 Government aid to 
agriculture and industry has grown substantially in the industrial 
countries over the last three decades and barriers against imports 
have proliferated. According to Boonekamp, such "restraints 
mainly 
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affect developing countries.”55 As a result of such support 
programmes and protectionist measures, the imports of agricul-
tural products from developing countries are severely affected. 
For example, virtually no rice imports are permitted in Japan 
and the domestically produced rice is sold at about nine times 
the world price, despite recent reductions in support prices.56 
While tariffs have been steadily reduced, protection via non-
tariff barriers has been assuming increased importance. Such 
non-tariff barriers involve major trade, employment and 
welf:.1re costs for developing countries.57 Moreover, any 
developing country that tries hard and manages to become a big 
exporter soon faces solid walls of quota ceilings imposed by 
industrial countries, thus finding it difficult to expand its exports 
further. UNCTAD has estimated the total economic cost of 
protectionist barriers against Third World countries to be as high 
as $700 billion annually in terms of export earnings more than 
50 per cent of the total current external debt of these countries.58

THE UNANTICIPATED PROBLEMS 
While the pundits of development economics emphasized a 

substantially large government role to overcome the ruling 
pessimism about the prospects for growth, they did not give any 
serious thought to the development of a strategy for making an 
offsetting reduction in claims on resources elsewhere. Whole-
sale adoption of Western consumer culture was in fact 
propagated, and even developing countries in their initial stages 
of development were pushed into the high living and gadgetry 
of Rostow's fifth stage. This raised the import of luxury goods 
and unwarrantably widened the import-export gap. It also 
lowered the propensity to save and the internally generated 
savings were thus inadequate to satisfy the rising need for 
investment. Hence, the savings-investment gap also widened. 
Squeezing wasteful and inessential absorption would have 
required value judgments, which the value-free development 
economics could not entertain. Within its toolkit, taxes and 
inflation were the main tools available for squeezing 
consumption. 
 However, tax revenues could not be raised in step with 
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spending because of the narrow tax base and the inefficient and 
corrupt tax administration in developing countries. Budgetary 
and current account deficits thus rose steeply. To finance these 
deficits, Keynesian economics encouraged monetary expansion 
and the 'two-gap' approach pointed towards foreign aid.59 Those 
who encouraged monetary expansion probably did not realize 
that developing countries, with their structural bottlenecks and 
supply constraints, were prone to a higher rate of inflation and 
greater import-export gap than the developed industrial 
countries. Those who emphasized aid probably did not realize 
that only a very small portion of aid takes the form of grants; 
most of it is usually in the form of loans, which must be repaid 
with interest. Monetary expansion and heavy borrowing (both 
internal and external) thus became the crutches on which 
governments heavily relied. Once the governments become 
dependent on these, it is difficult to reverse the steps; a deep cut 
in spending or a steep rise in taxes, which the reversal demands, 
have always been politically unpopular. 

inflation 
 Inflation became rampant, but this was also initially 

justified.60 The Philips curve offered policy-makers the needed 
rationale in the form of a trade-off between inflation on the one 
hand, and higher growth and employment on the other. Most 
Keynesian economists felt little concern about inflation and 
continued to urge expansionary policies throughout the post-
World War II period.61 Prof. Henry Bruton said, in a series of 
lectures delivered at the University of Bombay in 1961, that "a 
case could be made for making inflation an instrument of policy, 
rather than the control of inflation an objective of policy.”62

Warnings were. no doubt. usually added against monetary 
mismanagement by saying that "a naive note printing 
extravaganza does nothing but harm.63 But such warnings were 
usually not taken seriously by planners and finance ministers in 
most developing countries. Inflation offered a way of 'covert 
taxation without consent'. It did not immediately raise the 
political uproar that higher taxes would raise and was thus an 
easy way of financing the burgeoning deficits. If there were any 
unpleasant consequences, it would be their successors 
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and not they themselves, who would have to face them. Such 
behaviour should have been expected as the most natural in a 
system where socio-economic justice is not a fundamental goal, 
and the pursuit of self-interest is the primary objective of life. 
There was no reason to expect that bureaucrats and political 
leaders would act differently in a value-free environment. 

 Inflation tended to redistribute income upward, thus 
tilting the balance against the goal of socio-economic justice. 
This alone would probably not have given development 
economists pause for thought. There were, however, other 
adverse effects which have hurt development adversely and will 
continue to do so for quite some time in the future. 

 Inflation led to price controls and subsidies on 
foodgrains and other essential items of consumption. While 
price controls hurt the growth in long-term supply of these 
goods, subsidies loaded the government budget with a heavy 
burden which the governments now find it difficult to bear. 
Inflation also led to overvalued exchange rates which were 
adopted by governments to hold down inflationary pressures. 
This encouraged imports and hurt exports by making them 
uncompetitive in the international market. Agriculture and 
SMEs were particularly hard hit because they did not get the 
support that large-scale industries received. The dependence on 
imports increased and the foreign exchange deficit rose further. 
This raised the need for borrowing and exacerbated the debt-
servicing burden. Even though the governments would now like, 
under the IMF and World Bank pressure, to remove price 
controls and subsidies, and to adopt realistic exchange rates, 
they find it politically difficult to do so because of the adverse 
impact on cost of living. Sir Arthur Lewis was thus led to 
exclaim: . 'The principal lesson we have all learned, less-
developed countries and more developed countries alike. is that 
inflation is a scourge.”64

Debt Burden 
As a result of heavy doses of borrowing, both internal and 

external debts of developing countries have risen steeply.6s This 
was at first justified serenely. But now, the internal and external 
imbalances faced by developing countries have become so 
serious that they have created a nightmare for all those 
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concerned with development policies and the health of the 
domestic as well as international financial systems. The use of 
shallow domestic financial markets for large government 
borrowings not only crowded out the private sector but also 
made financial institutions weak; loaded down with low-yield 
government debt, they were unable to provide for adequate 
reserves against losses through bad debts. The heavy resort to 
multinational banks for external borrowing, initially justified on 
the basis of the supposed insolvency of sovereign debtors, has 
raised the debt burden to such an unbearable level that the 
inability of debtor countries to service the debt is threatening the 
very survival of these banks. Even the developmental process 
has now become jeopardized. Real rates of growth have slowed 
down. Effort to reduce inflation and the external imbalance may 
slow it down even further. 
Planning Difficulties 

 While the problems of excessive government spending 
were not anticipated. even the difficulties of comprehensive 
planning were underestimated and the expected results 
overestimated. The ability to formulate development plans was 
severely limited by the lack of requisite data and the imperfect 
character of such statistics as are available. Errors tended to be 
large because the data were inadequate to calculate such-
strategic variables as total saving. capital coefficients, the extent 
of underemployment, or the value of an investment project. 

 Moreover. there was a tendency to expect too much from 
a planning model. la was not realized that a planning model 
could not remove or simplify the hard choices that policy-
makers had to make. Conflicts among multiple objectives that 
were frequently encountered in development programmes could 
not be resolved without establishing priorities. An econometric 
model could not take the place of a development philosophy 
which provides guidelines in terms of agreed goals and values, 
such as cannot be established within the framework of Pareto 
optimality. A development philosophy and motivation on the 
pan of policy-makers and the public was needed to take and 
accept decisions ungrudgingly in the larger interest of general 
well-being. The absence of such a philosophy and motivating 
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system explains why almost all development plans placed equity 
among the goals of planning but none of them laid down an 
effective programme to realize it. 

 Problems of implementing the comprehensive plans were 
also not given adequate attention. Many development plans met 
on paper the tests of efficiency and consistency (though not 
equity), but failed in practice due in large measure to 
deficiencies in political and administrative requirements. The 
implementation of plans tended to be extremely difficult 
because their formulation had been based on the most advanced 
econometric models. The plans were too refined for practical 
implementation. Most developing countries could have bene-
fited "more from sound application of fundamental elementary 
principles of economics than from attempts to use the highest 
style theory."66 

 The macroeconomic models had a built-in preference in 
favour of the quantifiable to the relative neglect of components 
that are not quantifiable but are of crucial importance for 
realizing the plan's objectives, particularly socio-economic 
justice. The more rigorous an econometric model, the less likely 
it was to incorporate non-economic components. As Professor 
Galbraith observed. On even the most preliminary view of the 
problem, effective government, education, and social justice 
emerge as critically important. In many countries, in diagnosing 
the barriers to advancement, it is lack of these that is of critical 
importance. And it follows that until these barriers are removed 
little will come from capital investment and technical assistance. 
While plans will be big on paper they will be small in result. "67

THE RESURGENCE OF NEOCLASSICAL ECONOMICS 
 The difficulties now faced by developing countries have 

led to a resurgence of neoclassical economics. The blame is 
being laid squarely on the socialist strategy of big government 
and comprehensive planning followed over a period of about 
three decades. It is being argued that heavy reliance on public 
sector investments and controls for promoting growth has led to 
not only distortions in resource allocation but also 
macroeconomic
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and external imbalances. It has hindered full realization of the 
initiative and investment potential of the private sector. The 
enthusiasm for large-scale capital-intensive heavy industries has 
led to inefficient industrialization at the cost of rural and 
agricultural development As Mr. Michael Camdessus. 
Managing Director of the IMF. has clearly emphasized: 
“Economies that suffer from rampant inflation. large budget 
deficits. pervasive trade restrictions. misaligned exchange rates. 
unrealistic interest rates. heavy external debt and repeated bouts 
of capital flight cannot and do not grow rapidly for any 
sustained period of time.68. Even more disconcerting than the 
lagging growth and imbalances has been the failure of poor 
countries to alleviate the numbers in absolute poverty the 
increasing numbers in unemployment and underemployment. 
and the persistence of inequality. The problems faced by the 
poor have increased rather than decreased. The expectations that 
independence and promises made by national governments had 
raised have remained unfulfilled. 

 The resurgence of neoclassical economics in the wake of 
failure of the socialist strategy has thus brought the developing 
countries back to where they started - the problem of realizing 
both efficiency and equity in the use of scarce resources. 
Development economics. it must be admitted. has a different 
face this time around, at least !to it appears. It is not concerned 
merely with growth. It is  also concerned with equity. This has 
been so since the beginning of the 1970s when it began to be 
recognized that development must mean not only growth in 
average per capita income but also a reduction in poverty.69 It 
began to be realized that for poor. heavily populated nations like 
India. Bangladesh. Pakistan and Indonesia. only long-term 
sustained, equitably distributed growth of per capita income 
offers the majority of people any hope of economic advance-
ment It simply may not be possible to "grow first and 
redistribute later.”70 Development economics is thus no longer 
worshipping merely at the altar of GNP, praying only for its 
growth, it also claims to be a devotee of redistribution. The call 
is for "growth with redistribution", "reduction of absolute 
poverty", and "meeting basic human needs". Neoclassical 
economics does not now purport to be just the" guardian of 
rationality". it also wishes to be the "trustee of the poor".71
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Addressing the World Bank's Annual Meeting in Nairobi 
in 1973, Mr. McNamara, the then President of the Bank, called 
upon the world to focus on those in "absolute poverty" - those 
"who suffer a condition of life so degraded by disease, illiteracy, 
malnutrition, and squalor as to deny its victims basic human 
necessities."72 Theodore Schultz, while accepting the Nobel 
Prize in 1979, stated: "Most of the people in the world are poor, 
so if we knew the economics of being poor we would know 
much of the economics that really matters.”73 Gerald Meier, 
from the first edition of whose Leading Issues in Economic 
Development published in 1964, poverty, inequality and income 
distribution were virtually absent, led off the fourth edition 
(1984) with a substantial emphasis on income distribution in 
developing countries and went even to the extent of saying that 
"emerging from poverty" is the "economics that really matters" 
in another book of his also published in 1984.74 This concern for 
distribution is eloquently epitomized by Dudley Seers when he 
says: . 'The questions to ask about a country's development are 
therefore: what has been happening to poverty? What has been 
happening to unemployment? What has been happening to 
inequality? If all three of these have declined from high levels, 
then beyond doubt this has been a period of development for the 
country concerned. If one or two of these central problems have 
been growing worse, especially if all three have, it would be 
strange to call the result development even if per capita income 
doubled.”75

The Crucial Question 
 Thus we see that socio-economic justice, which had been 

declared to be an outcast in the interest of rapid capital 
formation and growth, has been readmitted. This is without 
doubt a welcome change. Development economics now gives at 
least the same outward appearance that neoclassical, Keynesian 
and socialist economics have always given - aspiring to realize 
both equity and efficiency. However, the crucial question is 
whether the value-neutral neoclassical economics is capable of 
providing an effective strategy for realizing both these goals in 
developing countries. The strategy being currently emphasized 
by neoclassical economists in every paper and at every 
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international or regional conference, is 'adjustment'. No one can 
challenge the need for adjustment. Given the severe i;l1balances 
faced by developing countries, adjustment is no longer an 
option, it has become a must. What is more important however 
is the components of an adjustment programme, and it is 
doubtful whether the components that neoclassical economics 
stands for can help realize both equity and efficiency. 

 Everyone will probably agree that the 'right' adjustment 
is that which addresses itself 10 both the demand and the supply 
sides of the problem in such a way that there is a 'minimum 
sacrifice of growth'. On the demand side, it is necessary to 
reduce domestic absorption, which refers to the aggregate of 
private and public consumption and investment outlays 
(C+I+G). However, if future growth is 10 be ensured, then the 
reduction in absorption should be primarily in the consumption 
component of absorption and not in investment. Moreover, if 
socio-economic justice is also to be realised, then the decline in 
consumption needs to be brought about in such a way that the 
adverse effect falls on those who are better off and strong 
enough to bear the required austerity, and that the condition of 
the poor is at least not made worse off, if it cannot, for some 
strong reason, be made better off, which is the most desirable 
alternative. On the supply side also, socio-economic justice 
demands that the rise in output be brought about in such a way 
that needs are fulfilled, employment rises and inequalities are 
reduced. 

In contrast, the adjustment programme proposed by neoclass-
ical economics, of which the World Bank and the IMF are the 
bastions, "will result", as Mr. Barber Conable, President of the 
World Bank, has frankly admitted, "in some temporary 
unemployment, and in real difficult short-term reductions in 
living standards - which sometimes affect the poorest segment 
of the population most harshly."76 An economic system 
strongly committed to socio-economic justice cannot however 
permit the poorest segment of the population to be affected 
"most harshly". The palliative that the harsh effect may be 
"temporary" and "short-term" does not reduce the shock because 
the likelihood is that this effect may not only be permanent but 
probably also cumulative. Mr. Conable is not however wrong in 
his prediction about the impact of adjustment on the poor. His 
prediction is made within the framework of 
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neoclassical economics. It is therefore important to see why the 
poor. who had been hit harshly by the secularist development 
economics during the expansion phase, will be hit harshly once 
again by neoclassical economics during the adjustment phase. 
Contents of Liberalization 

The adjustment programme offered by neoclassical, 
economics hangs mainly by the thread of liberalization. This 
call for liberalization is couched essentially in the value-neutral 
terms of Enlightenment theory. In spite of a great deal of talk 
about economists being "trustees of the poor", there is no 
commitment to a filter mechanism of socially-agreed values or 
to a motivating system that could induce the rich and powerful 
to absorb the harsh effect of adjustment, thus helping ensure 
socio-economic justice. The harsh effect on the poor is expected 
to be offset only indirectly - mainly by establishing an 
environment for higher growth through the restoration of 
internal and external balance. 

 The most important components of neoclassical 
liberalization, as articulated by the IMF in its adjustment 
programmes, are: (a) reduce the role of government in the 
economy; (b) allow the market to play its role: and (c) liberalize 
foreign trade. Stabilization and efficiency. which are the main 
targets, are to be attained by achieving "a sustainable external 
balance" and by restraining aggregate domestic demand, 
promoting supply, and. most important, improving economic 
efficiency." It has been honestly admitted that "distributional 
issues are primarily an internal political concern."77 Hence, 
"mitigation of the adverse distributional implications of 
exogenous shocks or of. the economic adjustments necessitated 
by past, inappropriate policies has not been an explicit objective 
of Fund-supported programmes" , even though these adjustment 
programmes have "important distributional implications". 78 
Consequently, none of the IMF annual consultation reports on 
member countries ever discusses a member country's progress in 
removing poverty, fulfilling needs, and reducing inequalities. A 
country gets full laurels from the IMF if it succeeds in reducing 
the imbalances irrespective of whether this has been attained 
with or without adversely affecting equity. 
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It is argued that a reduced role for the government in the 
economy will help reduce domestic absorption by introducing 
fiscal restraint and cutting the budgetary deficit. The private 
sector will thus be able to play a greater and more active role in 
the economy and, being better motivated in its own self-interest, 
will contribute to greater efficiency. Restraints on credit 
expansion will help reduce private sector absorption. Greater 
reliance on the market will help in getting the price  right' 
(including interest rates and exchange rates) and in giving the 
'right' signals to economic agents. This will remove distortions 
and lead to a more efficient allocation of resources. While such 
a policy would lead to a rise in the prices of most goods and 
services in developing countries, the neoclassical prescription 
calls for a restraint on real wages. Although this will" impose 
hardship on organized labour" 79 it will ultimately be offset by 
higher employment and growth. Outward orientation will help 
the adjusting country take advantage of international trade to 
promote growth and to offset the recessionary effect of 
reduction in domestic absorption. All import restrictions should 
be removed and imports and exports should both be encouraged. 
Realistic exchange rates will themselves go a long way in 
expanding exports and reducing imports and in thus reducing 
the current account deficit. If tariffs have to be used, they should 
preferably be low and uniform. Any discrimination will require 
value judgments which are not desirable; it will only lead to 
distortions which will adversely affect efficiency. Import- 
substitution, it is argued, has only a limited potential because its 
target is basically the domestic market, which is limited, while 
exports do not face such a quantitative limitation. 

 While liberalization calls for a cut in overall government 
spending, it does not address itself to a change in the 
composition of government spending to improve the equity 
performance of the budget. There is no discussion of the ways 
of 'saving' resources needed for raising the quality and quantity 
of educational, health, housing, transport and sanitation facilities 
for the poor to uplift the quality of the human factor in. 
development. Even a discussion of the supply side of Fund 
programmes is concerned primarily with providing better 
incentives to promote savings, investments and exports through 
realistic prices, interest rates, exchange rates and taxes. There is 
no discussion of economic restructuring to
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increase the supply of need-satisfying goods and services. 
'Getting the prices right' through reliance on. the market to give 
the 'right' signals to economic agents is thus the linchpin of the 
neoclassical prescription for solving the allocation and distribu-
tion problems of developing countries. 

 It has already been shown in Chapter 1 that without the 
prevalence of background conditions, the reliance on merely the 
price mechanism and the interest-based banking system to 
allocate resources cannot but operate against need fulfillment 
and equitable distribution of income and wealth. This aspect of 
liberalization is not expressly spelt out by neoclassical 
economists. It is however at the back of their minds when they 
make the stark prediction about the effect on the poor. They 
assume, and their assumption is realistic within their value-free 
framework, that nothing can be done to avoid the "most harsh" 
effect on the poor. Any effort to avoid the result of market 
forces will create distortions that will lead to, inefficiency and 
lower growth. Accordingly, the only preferable alternative is to 
allow higher growth attained through liberalization to improve 
the position of the poor. However, the question is: will higher 
growth automatically lead to equity? If it could, the rich 
industrial countries would have long succeeded in eliminating 
poverty and reducing inequalities. This clearly shows that 
social-Darwinism is unmistakenly present at the core of 
neoclassical economics even though outwardly it presents a 
smiling face to the poor - a wolf in sheep's clothing. 

The Wrong Examples: Not Just Liberalizations 
In support of the neoclassical prescription are being cited the 

examples of Far Eastern countries like Japan, Taiwan, the 
Republic of Korea (South Korea), Hong Kong and Singapore, 
which resorted to policies of liberalization and export 
orientation to promote efficiency and growth. It is argued that 
liberalization helped accelerate their development by motivating 
their private sectors to greater initiative and efficiency. The 
outward-orientation enlarged their export surplus and increased 
not only employment opportunities in these countries but also 
enabled them to meet the foreign exchange needs of their 
expanding economies with smaller reliance on foreign aid. 
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While there is no doubt that liberalization and export 
orientation have played a significant role in the accelerated 
growth of these countries, it is not correct to give the entire 
credit for their economic success to these two factors. There are 
several other factors which were equally, if not more. 
responsible. Some of these are: substantial government 
intervention, socio-economic justice and social harmony 
brought about by extensive land reform and social values. high 
propensity to save and invest, and active support of import 
substitution as well as export-promotion for industrialization. 
Not all of these factors fit into the neoclassical model: in fact 
some of them are clearly in conflict with it. 

Government Role 
 Governments in these countries have played, and 

continue to play, an important role. Only in the case of Hong 
Kong has anything close to laissez-faire been practiced. In other 
countries there is extensive intervention in the form of state 
enterprise. subsidies, regulations and other measures affecting 
the capital market, domestic savings, trade, and almost every 
aspect of the economy. The governments have also directed 
private business into targeted channels through their control 
over industrial licences, foreign loans and technology 
agreements, and use of selective incentives and threats. so It is 
not possible to call Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore 
liberal in the neoclassical sense.81 With respect to Japan, Yasuo 
Masai says that: "Although the extent of direct state 
participation in economic activities is limited, the government's 
control and influence over business is stronger and more 
pervasive than in most other countries. This control is not 
exercised through legislation or administrative action but 
through constant - and to an outsider almost obsessive - 
consultation with business and through the authorities' deep 
indirect involvement in banking. . . . In addition, there are 
several agencies and government departments that concern 
themselves with such aspects of the economy as exports, 
imports, investment, and prices, as well as overall economic 
growth. . . . The need for large-scale government participation in 
economic activities is thereby obviated and unlike many 
governments in the free-enterprise 
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world, the state appears to be reluctant to extend its direct 
role.''82 It is doubtful if these countries could have achieved as 
much as they did without an active and strong role by their 
governments. 

 It must however be admitted that the government role in 
these countries has not necessarily been restrictive in the form 
of controls that inhibit the initiative and drive of the private 
sector. It has rather been positive, to facilitate and encourage the 
private sector. Of course, the pragmatic, growth-oriented and 
dedicated leadership of these countries has enabled the taking of 
right decisions in the interest of the country, and the stability of 
government has removed uncertainties about policies and 
inspired the confidence of investors. 
Land Reforms and Wealth Distribution 

Thoroughgoing land reforms were introduced in Japan, South 
Korea and Taiwan after the Second World War by the 
occupation authorities with the objective of destroying psycho-
logically and materially the feudal lords who constituted the 
driving force behind these countries' war effort. These reforms 
had the far-reaching side effects of equalizing rural income 
distribution and keeping rural/urban differentials much narrower 
than in other countries. In all three cases, land reforms were 
extensive. They destroyed the power base of feudal lords and 
virtually eliminated farm tenancy, which was widespread before 
the reforms. The land reforms reduced the average family 
holding in Japan to about 2.5 acres and in South Korea to about 
2.25 acres of arable land.83 The scale of landholdings has 
remained unchanged over the last 30 years. Even in 1985, the 
average farm size amounted to 1.2 hectares (2.9 acres) in Japan, 
with only 4 per cent of all farms operating on land of more than 
3 hectares (7.41 acres).84 According to Sachs, land reforms in 
these countries "were probably more extensive than in any other 
case in modem history and could be accomplished because of 
the extraordinary national circumstances in each country" - 
Japan and South Korea were under U .S. occupation while 
Taiwan was under the Nationalists. The landlords in these 
countries could not therefore effectively mobilize political 
opposition.85 The land reforms in essence also brought about a 
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substantial expropriation of landlords because compensation 
was either not paid or was inadequate. 

The redistributive effect of these land reforms was further 
reinforced by the destruction of wealth by war in all three 
countries and the erosion in the real value of compensation 
received as well as of financial assets (bonds and cash holdings) 
by the high rate of inflation. Annual inflation rates reached 334 
per cent in Japan in 1947,500 per cent in the Republic of Korea 
and 3400 per cent in Taiwan in 1950.86 All these factors had the 
effect of substantially narrowing income and wealth distribution 
and of creating the background conditions (discussed in Chapter 
I), without which liberalization would have probably led to 
greater inequity. 

 The creation of a large body of small independent 
proprietary fanners in place of a tiny class of rich, unpopular 
landlords shifted the balance of political power in favour of the 
peasantry. The peasants could now assert their newly-gained 
political clout to tilt decisions in their favour by governments 
who needed their support and who thus became obliged to give 
protection to agriculture and to develop rural infrastructure. The 
infrastructure, along with the transfer of land ownership, 
enabled the peasants to serve their self-interest and thus 
provided the necessary motivation to make improvements and 
long-term investments in agriculture. Given the small size of 
land holdings, the fanners successfully used simple, labour-
intensive techniques (superior seeds, better methods of crop 
cultivation, and increased input of manures and fertilizers) to 
generate a substantial rise in output and incomes. This not only 
supplied the food needed by the rapidly growing population but 
also the savings and the market needed for industrial expansion. 

 What liberalization did was to enable the nouveaux 
riches to become a dynamic element within the economy by 
making it possible for them to invest their savings in Western 
technology and machinery.. This led to a rapid expansion in 
industrial output through the establishment of a large number of 
mutually competing manufacturing units. There was thus a 
simultaneous and balanced growth of both agriculture and 
industry. In the absence of liberalization, the nouveaux riches 
may have been led into the unproductive fields of conspicuous 
consumption. 
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and capital flight, as has been the case in many developing 
countries.
Social Equality 

The broad sharing of the benefits of growth that land reforms 
brought about ushered in greater social equality. As Myrdal has 
rightly observed: social inequality "in all its forms is detrimental 
to productivity. "87 Social equality also reduced conspicuous 
consumption and the related investments that income inequality 
promotes among the rich. This released resources for the need 
fulfillment of the poor, thus improving their health and 
educational level. A well-fed, healthy and better-educated 
labour force established a firm foundation for faster and 
sustained growth. Reduction in the suffering of the poor 
removed antisocial feelings among them, improved their 
motivation for work and efficiency, and reduced the waste 
resulting from strikes and conflict. According to Sachs, 
economic success in Latin America is impeded by social 
conflict over vast income inequalities, the distribution of income 
in Latin America being more unequal than in most other parts of 
the world. In Brazil the richest fifth have 33 times as much as 
the poorest fifth, whereas in Taiwan they have only a little over 
four times as much. On average the richest 20 per cent are 21 
times as rich in Latin America, but nine times as rich in East 
Asia.88 
Labour-lll1ellsive Techniques 

Equity was further reinforced by the choice of labourintensive 
policies which have helped the cause of employment in these 
countries. However, unlike Japan and South Korea, Taiwan also 
opted for an effective role by small enterprises in both 
agriculture and manufacturing, and did not allow the 
establishment of large conglomerates in domestic business.89 
This policy not only provided further support to the labour-
intensive techniques in reducing unemployment and underem-
ployment - a constant problem in other industrial and 
developing countries - but also gave small farmers good 
opportunities for rural earnings. This gave a boost to rural 
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incomes; by 1980, almost three-quarters of the income of rural 
families came from nonagricultural income.90 Thus Taiwan was 
transformed over time from an economy having an abundance 
of labour in the 1950s to one having a scarcity in the 1970s. The 
achievement of full employment in rural as well as urban areas 
led to a rise in the incomes of all families and further improved 
the income equality already attained as a result of land 
reforms.91 As a consequence, the Gini coefficient has continual-
ly declined in Taiwan from 0.56 in the 1950s to 0.31 in the early 
1980s.92 Taiwan has thus achieved a greater degree of income 
equality than any of the developing economies. The ratio of 
income of the richest 20 per cent of the population to income of 
the poorest 20 per cent declined from 20.5 in 1953 to 4.2 in 
1980 and is probably the lowest ratio in any developing 
country.93

Cultural Values 
The cultural values of these countries and the homogeneity of 

population in most of them also helped promote a closely-knit 
society with social peace and stability. Their value system is 
centred on personal obligation - obligation to one's parents, 
employer and employees, friends and neighbours, and the 
community. These obligations need to be fulfilled in order for 
one to be accepted as a member of society. If one were to refuse 
or neglect them, the inevitable consequence was social 
ostracism. In a society where obligation occupies such an 
important position, group discipline is strong, employer treats 
employee humanely and pays due attention to his well-being, 
employee works hard and conscientiously, and employer/ 
employee relations are congenial. This aspect of social values 
which keeps self-interest under check and serves social interest 
even when the two may not coincide is certainly not in harmony 
with the value-free liberalization of neoclassical economics.94

The perplexing question, however, is, why these same cultural 
values remained dormant before the War? The answer is that 
such values require an enabling environment for their 
observance. One of the factors which created such an 
environment was socio-economic equality which postwar 
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political and economic restructuring brought about. In such an 
environment everybody is obliged to conform and unable to get 
away without being castigated, as is possible in an environment 
of extreme social, economic and political inequalities, and of 
common, uninhibited violation of social mores. Another factor 
was the difficulties faced by people in a war-ravaged economy. 
Everyone knew clearly what national reconstruction required-
economy in the use of resources. This realization provided a 
binding authority to the cultural values of simple living and 
abstinence from conspicuous consumption,95 thus leading to 
their unchallenged observance by all without exception. 
Individual families tended to be extremely frugal. 

This helped moderate consumption and generate a high rate 
of saving in these countries. Gross domestic saving as a 
percentage of gross domestic product was 33.4, 30.7, 39.9, 37.6 
and 37.0 per cent in Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore, South 
Korea. and Taiwan in 1987 as compared with the average of 
19.8 per cent for Latin America and the Caribbean, 13.0 per cent 
for Sub-Saharan Africa. 17.0 per cent for the Middle East and 
North Africa. and 19.3 per cent for South Asia.96 The high rate 
of saving provided the domestic resources needed for capital 
formation, and expansion of output and exports. The 
contribution that this high rate of saving has made to the 
economic success of these countries should not be 
underestimated. It kept interest rates in these countries relatively 
lower than elsewhere and thus encouraged investment. It 
enabled the government as well as the private sector to finance 
their investments without resort, as in other developing 
countries, to unduly large monetary and credit expansion and 
external borrowing. This kept inflation under control and 
enhanced their competitiveness in the export market. It also 
enabled them to enlarge their productive capacity and laid the 
foundation for the success of their outward-looking policy 
without loading their economies with a high debt-servicing 
burden, as has happened in other developing countries. 

Import Control al/d Export Promotion 
 While the social values have helped promote savings in 
these countries, they have also helped substantially in 
restraining 
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inessential imports. In other developing countries this legitimate 
national need has been fulfilled by high import tariffs and stiff 
exchange controls (which lead to smuggling, under-invoicing 
and corruption). In the non-legal consensus societies of these 
countries, the need was satisfied by social norms which it is not 
possible to violate without being socially castigated. Therefore, 
while it might seem that these economies were outward-oriented 
they were so primarily in terms of exports and &1ot imports, 
even though the absence of strict import controls may make 
them appear to beso.97 Moreover, as Lester Thurow has 
observed with respect to Japan: "How does a foreign firm break 
in as a new supplier of industrial components, for example, 
when Japanese firms place a premium on maintaining long-term 
intimate supply relationships with nearby suppliers in the just-
in-time inventory system?"98

 Moreover, the role of outward-orientation in these 
countries is being unduly overemphasized. Export-led growth is 
new to Japan. In the 1950s and 1 960s Japan had a chronic trade 
deficit. Companies became successful by winning at home and 
then, by exploiting economies of scale, to venture overseas: 
domestic demand fuelled the export drive, not the other way 
round. Korea, Taiwan and a number of countries which have 
succeeded in promoting their exports have "all initially followed 
the import-substitution path.''99 All these countries resorted to a 
substantial degree of protection initially, and only later on was 
there a shift from import-substitution to export promotion, but 
without any significant change in the development philosophy. 
They were almost forced to do so because their limited foreign 
exchange earnings had to be diverted to the purchase of foreign 
technology and machinery which they could not initially 
produce themselves. The whole economy was organized to 
minimize imports of non-essential goods. While protection is 
not sufficient for successful industrialization, the argument that 
it is not necessary seems largely an a priori assumption. Most 
historical examples from Germany and the US to Japan have 
involved protection. Even now, all these countries resort to a 
substantial degree of protection with respect to both industry 
and agriculture. Asking developing countries to do what even 
the developed countries have themselves not done, and are not 
doing, is unrealistic advice. 
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Low Defence Spending 
 A distinguishing feature of Japanese public finance has 

been the low level of spending on defence. Military spending 
has been held down to less than one per cent of GNP compared 
with an average of around four per cent in industrial countries 
and about three per cent in developing countries. 100 This has 
released resources for building an efficient infrastructure in spite 
of the relatively low level of total government spending. It has 
also helped keep taxes at a lower level compared with other 
countries. In Japan, taxes constituted 21 per cent of GDP in 
1975 and 31.3 per cent in 1988 compared with 33 per cent and 
40.8 per cent respectively in the EEC.101 While South Korea and 
Taiwan have maintained a higher profile in defence spending as 
compared with Japan, their fiscal burden has been substantially 
reduced by foreign aid, primarily from the United States. 
A Peep into the Future

One may thus see clearly the decisive role that a number of 
factors have played in the rapid growth of these countries, 
particularly in reducing the conflict between the objectives of 
growth and equity. It would therefore be improper to attribute 
the credit for all these factors to liberalization alone, even 
though liberalization has also played an important role. A 
crucial question that one may, however, wish to raise here is 
whether it would be possible for these countries to sustain the 
equity that they were able to realise due to exceptional 
circumstances? Some of the factors that have been eroding 
equity in these countries lead one to a negative answer. 

South Korea, unlike Taiwan, opted for large family-run 
conglomerates (chaebol) in the industrial sector. The chaebol 
have continually grown bigger with the help of Government and 
financing from banks. By 1984, the 10 largest chaebol 
accounted for 64 per cent of GNP and 70 per cent of exports. 102

Even though the preference for labour-intensive techniques 
generated a substantial expansion in employment opportunities, 
these became available mainly in urban centres and not in rural 
areas. Consequently, unlike Taiwan, there was a large shift of 
population from rural areas to urban centres.103  Almost half of 
the country's population is now crammed in four major urban 
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centres (Seoul, Pusan, Taegu and Inchon). This has led to a 
pressure on housing and other facilities in these urban centres, 
making the life of rural migrants miserable. The chaebol, helped 
in their expansion by the urban bias and the banking system, 
have tended to widen income disparities in South Korea. In 
1965, the bottom 40 per cent's share of income was 19.3 per 
cent, but by 1987 it had declined to 16.9 per cent - that of the 
top 20 per cent had risen to 45.3 per cent from 41.8 per cent.104

 Thus even though income distribution is more equitable 
in South Korea than in comparable developing countries, the 
choice of chaebol as the preferred form of business organization 
has sown the seeds of income disparity, conspicuous consump-
tion and industrial strife. From 1981 to 1985, there were only 
100 strikes a year. In 1986, there were 276. But in 1987 the 
number of strikes mushroomed to 3008.105 This indicates that 
the growing inequalities and hardships faced by migrant labour 
in urban areas is eroding the harmonious industrial relations 
fostered by the socio-economic equality created by land reform 
and cultural values. "For three decades Korea sought economic 
development regardless of the social consequences. Attitudes 
are now changing." 106 Parvez Hasan has thus rightly remarked 
that "the past experience of lagging rural income and excessive 
migration to urban areas has underscored the need for a 
comprehensive strategy to deal with the economic imbalance of 
rural and urban areas.''107

 In Japan also, the prognosis for the future is a gradual 
increase in inequalities. The post-war dissolution of zaibatsu 
(family controlled groups of monopolistic companies like 
Mitsui, Mitsubishi, Sumitomo and Yasuda) along with land 
reform spread economic power more evenly over the 
population, making it difficult for a small group of people to 
dominate the national economy and politics. This led to a 
proliferation of small and medium-scale enterprises and created 
intense competition in all industries. Efficiency increased, 
making it possible for Japan to be competitive internationally. 
However, the law which led to their abolition (The Elimination 
of Excessive Concentration of Economic Power Law) became a 
dead letter from the late 1940s and was finally repealed in the 
mid-1950s. This rendered ineffective the dissolution of zaibatsu, 
as is evident from the rise of the Mitsubishi, Mitsui and 
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Sumitomo companies virtually to their previous positions.108

Even though these companies are now structured quite 
differently from their zaibatsu days, they still exercise 
considerable. economic and political clout. The zaibatsu banks, 
which have been gradually becoming more powerful, have 
become the hand-maidens of these companies, and it is most 
likely that their hold on the economy will increase, gradually but 
continually.109

 While it is true that small businesses proliferate in Japan, 
they now account for a much smaller share of sales.110 Most of 
these firms are, besides, company-affiliated stores not having 
the freedom to set their own prices. Thus, the system, aided by 
the banking setup, is gradually leading to concentration of 
wealth which, even though it may not be of the same nature and 
intensity as that of the zaibatsu days, it is moving closer to it.111 

No wonder Japan already has six of the world's ten richest men 
even though only four decades have passed since the near 
elimination of inequalities after the War.112 Such excessively 
rich people are able to exercise, as in other countries, an 
increasing influence on the economy and the polity.1I3 The 
process of ongoing liberalization may intensify concentration, 
particularly if the Agricultural Land Act, which has prevented 
the revival of the landlord system, and the Large-Scale Retail 
Store Law, which has impeded the entry of large stores into the 
retail sector, are repealed or diluted significantly. 

 A substantial part of the savings in these countries are 
now going into stock market and land speculation and boosting 
share and land values, thus providing momentum to the trend 
towards concentration. The Nikkei index rose from an average 
of 102 in 1950 to 1,117 in 1960, 2,193 in 1970, 6,870 in 1980, 
and 26,646 just before the October 1987 crash. Prices, however, 
recovered faster in Japan than in any other major stock market 
and the index rose to the high of 38,916 in December 1989.114

The Japanese stock market has thus seen share prices double on 
average every four years. The average price/earnings ratio for 
Japanese equities has accordingly risen from 10.7 in 1970 to  
19.1 in 1980 and the high of 61.4 in April 1988. Thereafter it 
declined to 50.4 in July 1989 due primarily to a rise in interest 
rates. Comparative price/earnings ratios for other major 
countries in July 1989 were: United States, 13.3; United 
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Kingdom, 11.7; West Germany, 15.7; and France, 12.5.115 The 
dizzy height of the Japanese price-earnings ratio carries the 
seeds of a serious crisis, which could unfold at any time and 
have an extremely destabilizing effect not only on the Japanese 
economy but also the world financial markets. 

 Land values have also risen steeply. The average price of 
land for commercial, residential and industrial use in six major 
cities has doubled on an average every four years taking the 
index of average land prices from 100 in March 1955 to 12,848 
in 1989.116 Commercial, residential and industrial properties 
have hence become so expensive in Japan that they are now 
beyond the reach of most middle-class families. This shatters 
their dream of one day owning their own business and home. 
The high cost of office and residential property also adds a high 
premium to all goods and services purchased by the Japanese. 
thus reducing their real income. Japan has now become one of 
the most expensive countries in the world. The internal 
purchasing power of the yen has thus been outstripped by its 
exchange rate. 

Speculation in both shares and property, nevertheless. 
continues to be fanned by credit extended for this purpose by 
banks to those who have the collateral. Since the value of the 
collateral (shares and property) was escalating, credit was also 
expanding simultaneously. The speculative boom was thus 
accentuating wealth inequalities and deeply eroding the socio-
economic equity that had been realised after the War. This time 
around the shares and property-owning nouveaux riches have
different attitudes. They are spending on conspicuous 
consumption, thus increasing social inequalities and loosening 
the social glue that strengthened social solidarity. 117 The same 
speculative boom with its adverse effect on socio-economic 
equality is also taking place in both South Korea and Taiwan.118

 Thus, even though these countries started after the War 
with relative equality and met the background conditions for 
growth with equity, they have found it difficult to sustain socio-
economic equity within the framework of the capitalist 
economic and financial systems that prevail in these countries. 
This shows that even if inequalities are minimized initially by 
unusual circumstances, they would re-emerge and lead to 
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concentration of wealth unless the total economy is restructured 
and the financial system is reorganized in a way that would help 
to sustain as well as promote equity. Important elements of such 
a restructuring. particularly of the financial system. which has a 
strong tendency to promote concentration of wealth, will be 
addressed in Chapters 8 to 10. 
THE MISSING LINK 

 Thus, while the Far Eastern countries have been  able to 
attain higher growth with equity, it would be a mistake to 
overemphasize the role of liberalization in this achievement. 
Even neoclassical economists accept that' 'the emphasis on the 
market did not mean that the government must accept the 
practice and results of laissez faire. but rather that the 
government should improve and strengthen the market price 
system."119 The answer to the question whether neoclassical 
liberalizations, along with the 'improvement' and 'strengthening' 
of the market system by the government, can sustain equity is 
negative, as discussed above. 

 The primary reason for greater equity in Far Eastern 
countries is not liberalization but rather exceptional 
circumstances which prevailed in these countries after the War, 
government policies and cultural values. Such a combination of 
equity-creating circumstances cannot be duplicated in other 
developing countries under normal peace-time conditions. 
Without the background conditions that these factors created, 
neoclassical liberalization will only worsen the equity picture 
unless it is accompanied by an effective strategy for advancing 
the cause of equity. Even though such cultural values are also 
present in other countries, their effectiveness has been blunted 
by the prevailing high level of socio-economic inequality, the 
continued moral degeneration, and the onslaught of Western 
consumer culture. Hence the challenge that faces us is how to 
realise and sustain equity in countries where it has not been 
created by force of circumstances. 

 Development economics, in spite of reintroducing equity 
as a goal, has even now been unable to propose an effective 
strategy for realizing it in countries which do not have the 
background conditions created by exceptional circumstances. As 
Morawetz 
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has pertinently indicated after a study of 25 years of 
development: "There exists a vast and easily accessible 
literature on the subject of how to grow: on what policies have 
been tried, where and with what results. But on the question of 
how to redistribute, the contributions though many are more 
disparate."120 Even though this statement was made more than a 
decade ago, it is still factually true. Reliance continues to be 
primarily on growth for improving distribution. But as Fields 
has rightly concluded: "Although rapid economic growth 
generally reduces poverty, growth is neither necessary nor 
sufficient for poverty   alleviation. . . . Whether inequality 
increases or decreases with economic growth depends on the 
type of growth rather than on the level of GNP or the rate of 
GNP growth per se."121

 The continued poverty of development economics in 
suggesting an effective programme for reducing inequalities 
gives the impression that even the concern for equity that is now 
being expressed may be temporary and "just one more fashion 
in a fashion-prone discipline. "122 This feeling is further 
reinforced by the widening circle of neoclassical economist!'. 
who would prefer equity to remain an indirect goal of policy 
rather than become a direct, express and fundamental goal. For 
them, the .poverty , or development economics lies not in its 
indirect and inadequate discussion of equity, but rather in its 
getting involved in such a discussion.123 

 An effective strategy for realizing equity requires 
socially agreed values, a motivating system and economic 
restructuring. These are not attainable within the value-free 
framework of neoclassical economics. If appropriate policies 
can be suggested, why should or would others accept them? As 
Meier has rightly indicated, the most underdeveloped part of 
development economics is the question of "how to gain the 
acceptance of more appropriate policies?"124 Why, one may ask. 
is it relatively easy to suggest policies but extremely difficult to 
gain their acceptance and implementation? The reason is, as 
Meier has again indicated, there is "a rare public policy from 
which everyone gains. Some in the country will gain and some 
will lose from the policy action."125 It is hence necessary to have 
a mechanism by which to motivate even those who will be 
worse off to accept the policies suggested. 
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Neoclassical economics fails here. It can be effective 
only as long as the question is that of serving everyone's self-
interest, which is necessary to induce greater initiative and 
efficiency. But equitable distribution cannot be attained by 
everyone serving just his self-interest; such behaviour in fact 
tends to worsen income distribution. Equitable distribution 
requires a motivation to serve social interest even if this 
involves sacrifice of self-interest. Social interest will be served 
under the neoclassical model only as long as it coincides with 
self-interest. The secularist value-free approach of liberalism 
does not have any mechanism to motivate people to sacrifice 
self-interest for social interest when the two do not coincide. 
According to a World Bank Report, if income were distributed 
differently at the global level, present output of grain alone 
could supply every man, woman and child with more than 3,000 
calories and 65 grams of protein per day - far more than the 
highest estimates of requirements.126 Compared with this, the 
daily calorie supply per capita was lower in 1985 than in 1965 
in most developing countries.127

 Needs remain unsatisfied, not necessarily because of lack 
of sufficient production of all need-satisfying goods, but 
because of inequitable distribution. The neoclassical model is 
not capable of bringing about an equitable distribution of 
wealth. If it was capable. it would have succeeded in the rich 
industrial countries with their far greater resources and growth, 
and the Development Committee would not have been led to 
admit that "it has proved extremely difficult to address poverty 
problems successfully."128 It was the failure of the neoclassical 
model to promote equity, for reasons already discussed in 
Chapter 1, which gave birth to socialism. But socialism also 
failed to promote equity in most countries; it had the added 
disadvantage that in almost all countries it also failed to promote 
efficiency. Since equity is the most urgent socio-political 
imperative of developing countries, revival of neoclassical 
economics cannot now be expected to promote what it has failed 
to do in the past. 

 Inequities may hence be expected to persist in 
developing countries if they revert to the neoclassical model. 
This carries the potential of further exacerbating discontent, 
which has already heightened in recent years. The political 
upheaval that 
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this may initiate may tend to tilt the balance once again in 
favour of anti-liberalism, this time with a vengeance. But will 
such a revival of anti-liberalism succeed in promoting equity in 
developing countries when it has failed to do so in the past in 
both the developing and most socialist countries? Probably not. 
Hence, instead of being swung like a football by the two 
systems from one extreme to the other, the developing countries 
need to develop their own strategy in the light of their own 
socio-economic imperatives. 
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PART 11 

THE ISLAMIC RESPONSE 

O believers! Respond to God and to His Prophet when he calls you 
towards that which will give you life (Qur'an, 8: 24). 

God does not change the condition of a people until they change their own 
inner selves (Qur'an, 13: 11). 
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CHAPTER 5 
The Islamic Worldview and Strategy 

 The first four chapters have discussed the reasons for the 
inability of the rich capitalist and socialist countries as well as 
the developing economies to realise simultaneously the goals of 
both efficiency and equity by means of strategies based on the 
secularist Enlightenment worldview. The Muslim countries have 
therefore no reason to accept these strategies as models if they 
wish to realise the maqasid a/-Shari'ah, which are far more 
comprehensive in their coverage of elements necessary for 
overall human well-being than any secularist system is ever 
likely to envisage. Nor do the Muslim countries have much time 
in which to act. There is already considerable unrest and 
dissatisfaction and. unless they give utmost priority to the 
realization of the maqasid. socio-political discontent will 
intensify. leading to near disintegration of their societies. 

 The Muslim countries therefore need a different 
economic system - a system able to provide all the elements 
necessary for human well-being in accordance with the demands 
of brotherhood and socio-economic justice. The system should 
be able not only to remove the imbalances but also to bring 
about a reallocation of resources in such a way that the goals of 
both efficiency and equity are simultaneously realised. It should 
be able to motivate the participants to abide by its principles and 
to give of their best not only in their own interest but also in the 
interest of society. The system cannot succeed unless it is able to 
create a positive environment through comprehensive socio-
economic restructuring. Such restructuring may be difficult to 
realise unless all centres of power in the society are so adapted 
through political. economic and social reform such that no 
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individual or group is able to derive an undue advantage by 
violating the basic principles of the system. 

To create equilibrium between scarce resources and the 
claims on them in a way that realizes both efficiency and equity. 
it is necessary to focus on human beings themselves rather than 
on the market or the state. Human beings constitute the living 
and indispensable element of an economic system. They are the 
ends as well as the means, and unless they are reformed and 
motivated to pursue their self-interest within the constraints of 
social well-being, nothing can succeed, neither the' invisible 
hand' of the market nor the 'visible hand' of central planning, in 
actualizing socio-economic goals. Individuals in turn receive 
important impulses from the economic system and its institu-
tions, and no reform of individuals can be effective unless it also 
penetrates the economic system and brings about such a 
restructuring of life-styles and the economic-financial 
machinery that unnecessary claims on resources are minimized 
and all sources of injustice, exploitation, and instability are 
substantially reduced, if not eliminated. There is thus a two-way 
relationship between human beings and the economic system. 
Both need to be addressed. Any system that gives primary 
emphasis in its strategy to only the market or the state, albeit in 
the pious hope of solving human problems, will ultimately end 
up degrading human beings and increasing their misery. 

 Human beings cannot become the end and the means of 
an economic system unless the system is based on a worldview 
that restores to them their enviable place of importance at centre 
stage, around whom everything else is made to revolve. The 
worldviews of both capitalism and socialism do not give such 
importance to human beings and. being based on social 
Darwinism or dialectics, do not incorporate an inherent belief in 
human brotherhood, socio-economic justice and the trust nature 
of resources. There is an overly exaggerated emphasis on 
'survival of the fittest' or 'class struggle' and 'maximum want 
satisfaction' or 'material conditions of life'. They do not have a 
motivating system to induce human beings to work in the 
interest of society, which is not always served by the pursuit of 
self-interest by individuals, but also requires sacrifice of 
personal comfort and gain for the sake of others. These world 
views intensify claims and strife and lead not only to
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inefficiency and inequity in the allocation of resources but also 
to disillusion, crime, family and social breakdown, and, 
ultimately, to degradation of human beings. 

 The money and banking system exercises such a 
tremendous influence in modem-day economies that no 
economic system can sustain its health and vigour or contribute 
positively to the achievement of its socio-economic goals 
without its positive support. The money and banking system 
should therefore be reformed to eschew the excesses and 
imbalances which promote inequalities, conspicuous 
consumption, unemployment and unhealthy monetary 
expansion to the ultimate detriment of all. It should, in general, 
support need satisfaction, high rate of employment, and broad-
based ownership of means of production. 

 Is it possible to design such a just and sane economic 
system? The primary aim of this chapter is to indicate briefly 
that it is, provided the system is rooted in the Islamic worldview 
and strategy. The translation of this worldview and strategy into 
specific policies will be addressed in Chapters 6 to 11. 

Islam has a worldview and a strategy which are in harmony 
with the maqasid and which can enable it to provide the 
blueprint for a just and workable solution to the problems faced 
by Muslim countries, provided that there is the necessary 
political will to adopt its teachings and to implement its 
reforms. Since the economies of a number of Muslim countries 
are still in the earlier stages of development, it may not be too 
difficult for them 10 adopt a new design and direction for their 
economies and their financial systems. However, with the 
passage of time it may become more and more difficult to do so. 

THE WORLD VIEW 
 Islam is a universal faith which is simple and easy to 

understand and rationalize. It is based on three fundamental 
principles which are:tawhid (unity), khilafah (vicegerency), and 
'ado/ah (justice). These principles not only frame the Islamic 
worldview, they also constitute the fountain-head of the 
maqasid and the strategy. Thus there is no question of a 
patchwork or an after-thought in response to the conflicting 
demands of pluralist groups or social classes. The Islamic 
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worldview, maqasid and strategy are blended together into a 
consistent whole and there is complete harmony between them. 
For the benefit of those who are not familiar with these concepts 
and to indicate how the Islamic worldview, maqasid and
strategy are dovetailed into a consistent whole to enable the 
Islamic economic system to realise its goals, it is desirable to 
state briefly the meaning and significance of these three 
fundamental principles. 
TAWHID (Divine Unity) 

 The foundation some of the Islamic faith is tawhid
(Oneness and Unity of God). On this concept rests its whole 
world view and strategy. Everything else logically emanates 
from it. It means that the universe has been consciously 
designed and created by the Supreme Being, Who is One and 
Unique, and did not come into existence by chance or accident. 
(Qur'an, 3: 191. 38: 27 and 23: 15.) Everything created by Him 
has a purpose. It is this purpose which gives meaning and 
significance to the existence of the Universe, of which man is a 
part. After creating the Universe, the Supreme Being did not 
retire. He is actively involved in its affairs (Qur'an, 10: 3 and 
32: 5) and is aware of and deeply concerned with even the 
minutest details (Qur'an. 31: 16 and 67: 14).1

KHILAFAH (Vicegerency) 
 The human being is His khalifah or vicegerent on earth 

(Qur'an, 2: 30,6: 165,35: 39, 38: 28 and 57: 7) and has been 
endowed with all the spiritual and mental characteristics, as well 
as material resources, to enable him to live up to his mission 
effectively.2 Within the terms of reference of his khilafah he is 
free, and also able to think and reason, to choose between right 
and wrong, fair and unfair, and to change the conditions of his 
life, his society and the course of history, if he so wishes. He is 
by nature good and noble (Qur'an, 15: 29, 30: 30 and 95: 4) and 
is capable of preserving his goodness and nobility and rising to 
the challenges before him if he receives proper education and 
guidance and is properly motivated. Since he is good by nature, 
he feels psychologically happy and 
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satisfied only as long as he stays in, or moves closer to, his inner 
nature, and feels unhappy and miserable when he deviates from 
it..3

 The resources with which God has endowed this world 
are not unlimited. They are however sufficient to cater for the 
well-being of all. if used 'efficiently' and 'equitably', The human 
being is free to choose between the alternative uses of these 
resources. However, since he is not the only one who is a 
khalifah and there are millions of other human beings who are 
khalifahs like him and who are his brothers and equals, one of 
his real tests lies in utilizing the God-given resources in such an 
'efficient' and 'equitable' manner that the well-being (falah) of
all is ensured. This is possible only if the resources are used 
with a sense of responsibility and a constraint determined by 
Divine Guidance and the maqasid.

 The concepts of tawhid and khilafah are inherently in 
conflict with the concepts of 'born sinner', or 'pawn on the 
chessboard of history', or 'tabula rasa', or 'condemned to be free'. 

 Why would the Great, Merciful God create a 'born 
sinner' and condemn him eternally for no fault of his? As Kant 
rightly pointed out, .'the most awkward way to understand the 
spreading of moral evil and its continuation within 'human 
history is to imagine that it comes to us from the first parents 
through' inheritance’."4 The idea of original sin implies that 
sinfulness is genetically transferable and that each human being 
comes into this world already influenced by the failures and sins 
of others. Moreover, if a 'saviour' had to come to 'atone' for the 
'original sin' which he did not commit, why did he come so late 
in history and not with the appearance of the first human beings 
on earth'? If man is a 'born sinner' how can he be held 
responsible for his deeds? The concept of 'original sin' is thus in 
sharp conflict with individual responsibility for all deeds that 
the Qur'an unequivocally emphasizes (e.g., 6: 164, 17: 15,35: 
18,39: 7 and 53: 38). Such a concept can, as rightly pointed out 
by Lewis, "do great harm" by "undermining the sense of 
responsibility, for collective guilt is not the guilt of anyone in 
panicular".5 The concept of original sin is also in conflict with 
God's attributes of al-Rahman and al-Rahim (the Most Merciful 
and the Most Compassionate), which a Muslim repeats most 
often during his lifetime. It is beyond human 
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capacity to understand why such a Merciful God would act so 
unjustly as to load all human beings with the sin of their first 
parents. It would be impossible for Him to do so, given that He 
is a Loving and Forgiving God and has all conceivable good 
attributes (Qur'an, 7: 180). No wonder even the Rationalists and 
the Romantics of the nineteenth century rejected the notion of 
an inherent flaw in human nature (original sin), as do almost all 
modem philosophers.6

 Similarly the concepts of 'pawn' and 'tabula rasa' which 
are bulk into most Western theories of human nature dwarf 
human beings into insignificance by denying the existence of an 
immortal soul having an identity of its own and capable of 
steering its own destiny by influencing the forces around it. All 
these theories imply that the human mind is like a blank slate 
upon which external factors record whatever impressions they 
choose to. Human beings are, in this view, passive and helpless; 
they have no mission to live for. Their lives are determined by 
material forces of history (Marx), or conditioned by 
psychological (Freud), instinctive (Lorenz) and environmental 
(Parolv , Watson, Skinner and others) influences. This leads to 
the verdict, in step with Skinner, that "individual freedom is a 
myth”.7 Determinism and human responsibility cannot be 
reconciled with each others.8 Determinism not only lowers 
human dignity but also negates human responsibility for the 
prevailing conditions, and for the inefficient and inequitable 
distribution of resources. 

 Determinism implies that the human condition cannot 
change until the psychic forces, social structures and the 
material conditions of life change. But who will change these if 
human beings are passive and their life is determined and 
conditioned? Moreover, if life is determined, then 'alienation' is 
also an integral pan of it and neither the bourgeoisie nor the 
proletariat can be held responsible for it. Why then blame the 
bourgeoisie for the 'alienation' of the working class or ask the 
workers to rise? The determined nature of man's existence 
should by definition be unchangeable by human effort. The 
Marxist prescription of eliminating the bourgeoisie and private 
property, and establishing in its place state despotism, could not 
but introduce another kind of determinism in human life, that 
imposed by the politburo. 
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 At the other extreme to the determinists is Sartre's 
existentialism.9 There being no God, man is "condemned to be 
free". There is no limit to his freedom except that he is not free 
to cease being free.10 Every aspect of man's mental life is 
intentional, chosen and his responsibility. This is no doubt an 
improvement on determinism. But for Sartre, this freedom is 
absolute everything is permitted. There is no ultimate meaning 
or purpose inherent in human life. There are no transcendent or 
objective values set for human beings, neither laws of God, nor 
Platonic Forms nor anything else. Human beings are 'forlorn' 
and 'abandoned' in the world to look after themselves 
completely. The only foundation for values is human freedom, 
and there can be no external or objective justification for the. 
values anyone chooses to adopt."11 Such a concept of absolute 
freedom can only lead to the capitalist notions of laissez-faire 
and value neutrality. There can be no question of having agreed 
values, and of imposing restrictions on individual freedom to 
create harmony between individual and social interest, or of 
leading to an efficient and equitable allocation and distribution 
of resources, not brought about automatically by market forces. 

 In sharp contrast with these ideas, the concept of khilafah 
raises human beings to an honourable and dignified status in the 
universe (Qur'an, 17: 70) and provides the life of both man and 
woman with a meaning and a mission. The meaning is provided 
by the conviction that they have not been created in vain 
(Qur'an, 3:192 and 23: 115), but rather to fulfill a mission. Their 
mission is to act in accordance with Divine tenets in spite of 
being free. This is what is implied by 'ibadah or worship 
(Qur'an, 51: 56) in the Islamic sense, an inviolable imperative of 
which is fulfilling one's obligations towards other human beings 
(huquq a/-'ibad), to promote their well-being and to actualize 
the maqasid. No wonder that Islam, like some other great 
religions, places a greater emphasis on duties than on rights.12 
The fundamental wisdom behind this is that if duties are 
fulfilled by everyone, self-interest is automatically held within 
bounds and the rights of all are undoubtedly safeguarded. 

 Success in this Mission requires spiritual uplift through 
total commitment to the Creator, Who is the Wise, the Just, the
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Benevolent and the Loving God, and to the Guidance provided 
by Him. Human beings must submit to none but Him, 10 no 
other values but His, and to live for no other mission but His. 
They are responsible to Him for all their deeds in this world. 
They are, however, accountable only for their own actions 
(Qur'an, 6: 164, 17: 15 and 35: 18) and not for the actions of 
others, past or present, except to the extent to which they are 
themselves the ultimate cause. Even though they are destined to 
die (Qur'an, 3: 185,4: 78 and 29: 57), their life is not confined to 
this world alone, which is a place of trial and test, and hence 
temporary. Their real abode is the Hereafter, where they will be 
rewarded or punished in accordance with how they have 
discharged their responsibilities in this world. They can never 
succeed in escaping their accountability before God. Their life is 
thus not "destined to extinction in the vast death of the solar 
system", and the whole temple of man's achievement will not be 
"buried beneath the debris of a universe in ruins", as Bertrand 
Russell pessimistically expected.13

 The concept of khilafah has a number of implications, or 
corollaries. These are:
(l ) Universal Brotherhood 

Khilafah implies the fundamental unity and brotherhood of 
mankind. Everyone is a khalifah and not any single privileged 
person, or members of a particular race or group or country. 
This makes the social equality and dignity of all human beings, 
white or black, high or low, a cardinal element of the Islamic 
faith. The criteria for determining a man's worth are not his 
race, family or wealth but rather his character (which is a 
reflection of his faith and practice) and service to humanity.14

The Prophet, may the peace and blessings of God be on him, 
said categorically: .. All human beings are dependents of God 
and the most beloved of them before Him are those who are best 
to His dependents.”15

 Within the framework of this concept of brotherhood. the 
right attitude towards other human beings is not 'might is right', 
struggle to serve only one's own 'self-interest', or 'survival of the 
fittest" but rather mutual sacrifice and cooperation to fulfill the 
basic needs of all, to develop the entire human potential. and 
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to enrich human life.16 Competition is hence to be encouraged to 
The extent 10 which it is healthy, raises efficiency, and helps 
promote human well-being, the overall objective of Islam. As 
soon as it crosses the limits and contributes to snobbery and 
jealousy and promotes ruthlessness or mutual destruction, it 
must be corrected.17

(2) Resources are a Trust
 Since all resources at the disposal of human beings have 

been provided by God. man as khalifah is not their primary 
owner. He is just a Trustee (amin).18 While this trusteeship 
(amanah) does not mean "a negation of private property", it 
does carry a number of very important implications which create 
a revolutionary difference in the concept of private ownership of 
resources in Islam and other economic systems.l9

 Firstly, the resources are for the benefit of all and not just 
a few (Qur'an, 2: 29). They must be utilized equitably for the 
well-being of all. 

 Secondly. everyone must acquire resources rightfully, in 
a manner indicated by the Qur'an and the Sunnah. Acting
otherwise constitutes a violation of the terms of khilafah.20

 Thirdly, even the resources so acquired, should not be 
disposed of except in accordance with the terms of the trust, 
which are the well-being not only of one's own self and family 
but also that of others.21 It is not becoming for man as a trustee 
to be selfish, acquisitive and unscrupulous, and to work merely 
for his own well-being. 

 Fourthly, no one is authorized to destroy or waste the 
God-given resources. Doing so has been equated by the Qur'an 
",' with the spreading of fasad (mischief, viciousness and 
corruption), which God abhors (Qur'an, 2: 205). Accordingly, 
when Abu Bakr, the first Caliph, sent Yazid ibn Abi Sufyan on a 
war assignment. he exhorted him not to kill indiscriminately or 
to destroy vegetation or animal life even in enemy territory.22 If 
this is not allowed even in war and enemy territory, there is no 
question of its being allowed in peacetime and home territory. 
Hence there can be absolutely no room for destroying output, by 
say, burning or dumping into the ocean, to force up or to 
maintain prices at a higher level. 
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(3) Humble Life-Style
 The only life-style that suits the khalifah of God is one 

that is humble. It should not reflect arrogance, pomp and 
grandeur, or moral laxity. Such life-styles lead to extravagance 
and waste and result in unnecessary pressure on resources, 
reducing a society's ability to satisfy the needs of all. They also 
promote unscrupulous ways of earning and generate inequalities 
of income beyond the normal distribution that is warranted by 
differences in skill, initiative, effort and risk. They also erode 
the feeling of equality and weaken the bonds of brotherhood that 
are an essential characteristic of a Muslim society.23 

(4) Human Freedom
Since human beings are the khalifahs of God, they are 

subservient to none but Him. Serfdom of any kind, irrespective 
of whether it is social, political or economic, is, therefore, alien 
to the teachings of Islam. The Qur'an states that one of the 
primary objectives of the Prophet Muhammad, may the peace 
and blessings of God be: on him, is to release mankind from the 
burdens and chains that have been imposed upon them (Qur'an, 
7: 157). Accordingly, no one, not even the state, has the right to 
abrogate this freedom and to subject human life to any kind of 
bondage or regimentation. It is this teaching which prompted 
'Umar, the second Caliph, to ask: "Since when have you 
enslaved people although they were given birth as free 
individuals by their mothers?"24

 This does not imply that human beings are free to do 
anything they want. They are subject to the Shari‘ah. which 
aims at the well-being of all by subjecting everyone to a 
discipline. They are thus free only within the bounds of social 
responsibility as specified by the Shari'ah. Any system, which 
either subjects human beings to serfdom or gives them undue 
freedom to overstep the constraints imposed by the Creator 
Himself through the Shari'ah. is in conflict with the dignity and 
accountability embodied in the concept of khilafah and cannot 
contribute to the well-being of all human beings. 
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 ‘ADALAH (Justice) 
Brotherhood, which is an integral part of the concepts of 

tawhid and khilafah would remain a hollow concept having 
no substance if it were not accompanied by socio-
economic justice. ~~ Justice has been held by the jurists 
to be an absolutely indispensable ingredient of the 
maqasid al-Shari‘ah, so far so that it is impossible to 
conceive of an ideal Muslim society where justice has not 
been established. Islam is absolutely unambiguous in its 
objective of eradicating from human society all traces of 
zulm. which is a comprehensive Islamic term referring to 
all forms of inequity, injustice, exploitation, oppression and 
wrongdoing, whereby a person deprives others of their 
rights or does not fulfill his obligations towards them.26

 Establishment of justice and eradication of all forms 
of injustice have been stressed by the Qur'an as the 
primary mission of all God's Messengers (Qur'an, 57: 25). 
There are no less than a hundred different expressions in 
the Qur'an embodying the notion of justice, either directly 
in such words as 'adl qist, mizan, or in a variety of indirect 
expressions. Besides, there are over two hundred 
admonitions in the Qur'an against injustice expressed in 
such words as zulm, ithm, dalal and others.27 In fact the 
Qur'an places justice 'nearest to piety' (Qur'an, 5:8) in 
terms of its importance in the Islamic faith. Piety is 
naturally the most important because it serves as a 
springboard for all rightful action, including justice. The 
Prophet, peace and blessings of God be on him, was even 
more emphatic. He equated the absence of justice with 
"absolute darkness" and warned: "Beware of injustice for 
injustice will lead to absolute darkness on the Day of 
Judgement".28 No wonder, Ibn Taymiyyah felt encouraged 
to assert that: "God upholds the just state even if it is 
unbelieving, but does not uphold the unjust state even if it 
is believing", and that "the world can survive with justice 
and unbelief, but not with injustice and Islam.''29 Injustice 
and Islam are at variance with each other and cannot 
coexist without either of the two being uprooted or 
weakened.

 The intense commitment of Islam to brotherhood 
and justice demands that all resources at the disposal of 
human beings, a sacred trust from God, be utilized to 
actualize the maqasid
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al-Shari'ah, four of which are particularly important within the 
framework of discussion here. These are: (I) need fulfillment:(2) 
respectable source of earning; (3) equitable distribution of 
income and wealth; and (4) growth and stability. 
(I) Need Fulfillment

 The logical implication of brotherhood and of the trust 
nature of resources is that these resources must be utilized to 
satisfy the basic needs of all individuals and to assure everyone 
a standard of living that is humane and respectable, and in 
harmony with the dignity of man inherent in his being the 
khalifah of God.30 The Prophet, may the peace and blessings of 
God be on him, went to the extent of saying: "He is not a man of 
faith who eats his fill when his neighbour is hungry."31 Since 
resources are relatively limited, this goal cannot be actualized 
unless claims on the available resources are made only "within 
the limits of humanity")2 and general well-being. Need 
fulfillment must be within the framework of simple-living and, 
while it should include comforts, it cannot take the dimension of 
waste and snobbery, which have been prohibited by Islam but 
which have nevertheless become rampant in Muslim countries. 

 This stress on need fulfillment in Islam should not be 
construed as an after-thought arising out of the recent Western 
discussion of the subject.33 It has received an important place in 
the fiqh and other Islamic literature throughout Muslim history. 
The jurists have unanimously held the view that it is the 
collective duty (farq kifayah) of Muslim society to take care of 
the basic needs of the poor.34 In fact, according to Shatibi, this is 
the raison d'être of society itself.35 All modem scholars,  
including Mawlana Mawdudi, Imam Hasan al-Banna, Sayyid 
Qutb, Mustafa al-Siba’i, Abu Zahrah, Baqir al-Sadr, 
Muhammad al-Mubarak and Yusuf al-Qaradawi, are also 
unanimous on this point.36 

(2) Respectable Source of Earning 
The dignity attached to the status of khalifah implies that need 

fulfillment must be through the individual's own effort. 
Accordingly, the jurists have emphasized the personal 
obligation 
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of every Muslim (fard 'ayn) to earn a living to support himself 
and his family.37 They have further stressed that without 
fulfilling this obligation. a Muslim cannot maintain his body and 
mind in a state of health and efficiency adequate to carry out 
even his devotional obligations.38 Since a Muslim may not be 
able to fulfill the duty of earning an honest living unless 
opportunities are available for self-employment or employment. 
it may be inferred that it is the collective obligation of a Muslim 
society to ensure for everyone an equal opportunity to earn an 
honest living in keeping with his ability and effort. 

Nevertheless, there are bound to be those who are unable to 
earn enough through their own effort because of some handicap 
or inability. It is the collective obligation of the Muslim ummah 
(fard kifayah) to help such people fulfill their needs. without 
stigma or recrimination. In a closely-knit. brotherhood-oriented 
Muslim community. this collective obligation of the ummah is
to be discharged first by the family. friends. neighbours and 
awqaf (trusts) or altruistic organizations. Only when these are 
unable to fulfill their collective obligation. should the state enter 
into the picture. This will impose a smaller economic burden on 
the Islamic state. The ultimate objective of all help should be to 
enable those so helped to stand on their own feet through an 
increase in their ability to earn more. But until this becomes a 
reality, the help must also include income supplements. Islam 
has a built-in institutional arrangement to get the necessary 
wherewithal for this purpose through the obligatory payments 
of zakat (including 'ushr) and voluntary contributions in the 
form of sadaqat and awqaf The government should also make 
the maximum possible budgetary appropriations. 
(3) Equitable Distribution of Income and Wealth

In spite of need fulfillment, there could be extreme inequali-
ties of income and wealth. Inequalities can be admitted in a 
Muslim society primarily insofar as they are more or less in 
proportion to skill, initiative. effort and risk. These are bound to 
be normally distributed in a society where Islamic teachings are 
.sincerely followed. Extreme or highly skewed inequalities are 
incompatible with Islamic teachings. which emphasize that 
resources are not only gifts of God to all human beings (Qur'an. 
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2:29) but also a trust (Qur'an, 57: 7). There is accordingly no 
reason why they should remain concentrated in a few hands. 
Lack of an effective programme to reduce inequalities is bound 
to destroy, rather than foster, the feelings of brotherhood that 
Islam wishes to create. Hence Islam not only requires the 
fulfillment of everyone's needs, primarily through a respectable 
source of earning, but also emphasizes an equitable distribution 
of income and wealth so that, in the words of the Qur'an "wealth 
does not circulate only among your rich" (Qur'an, 59: 7). 

 The Islamic stress on equitable distribution has been so 
intense that there have been some Muslims who have held the 
opinion that equality of wealth is essential in a Muslim society. 
Abu Dharr, a companion of the Prophet, may the peace and 
blessings of God be on him, was of the opinion that it is not 
proper for a Muslim to possess wealth beyond the essential 
needs of his family. However, most of the Prophet's companions 
did not agree with him in this extreme view. Abu Dharr was, 
however, not a proponent of equality of flows (incomes). He 
was in favour of equality of stocks (wealth accumulations). 
This, he asserted, could be attained if the entire surplus over 
'genuine' expenses (al-' afw) was spent by the rich to improve 
the lot of their less fortunate brothers.39 It is the general opinion 
of Muslim scholars that if the social behaviour pattern and the 
economy are restructured in accordance with Islamic teachings,' 
there cannot be extreme inequalities of income and wealth in a 
Muslim society. 
(4) Growth and Stability

It may not be possible for the Muslim ummah to realise the 
objectives of need fulfillment and a high level of self-
employment and employment without using the available 
resources with maximum attainable efficiency, and generating a 
reasonably high rate of economic growth. Even the goal of 
equitable distribution of income and wealth would be realised 
faster and with smaller sacrifice on the part of the well-to-do if a 
higher rate of growth is attained and the poor are enabled to reap 
a proportionately larger share of the fruits of that growth. A 
better performance in terms of economic stability would also 
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help reduce the suffering and inequities that recession. inflation 
and erratic movements in prices and exchange rates necessarily 
bring about. Accordingly. even in a Muslim society. which does 
not depend on Pare to optimality in the formulation of policies 
and does not emphasize economic growth for its own sake. the 
realization of an optimum rate of economic growth and 
minimization of economic instability would be necessary to 
fulfill the implications of khilafah and ‘adalah.

THE STRATEGY 
 It is evident that, unlike both capitalism and socialism. 

the goals of Islam are absolute and a logical outcome of its 
underlying philosophy. They do not constitute a hotchpotch of 
incongruous elements resulting from the struggle for survival 
and domination between pluralist groups or social classes. They 
are so integral to the Islamic system that their realization 
constitutes the criterion for measuring the level of Islamization 
of a Muslim society. Of course. the harmony of goals with the 
worldview is not sufficient. It is also necessary to have a 
strategy that is also the logical outcome of the underlying 
philosophy, and, if put to work seriously. can enable the Muslim 
society to actualize its goals. Islam does have such a strategy. It 
consists of reorganizing the entire economic system with a set 
of four indispensable and mutually-reinforcing elements: 

(a) a socially-agreed filter mechanism; 
(b) a strong motivating system to induce the individual to 

render his best in his own interest as well as in the 
interest of society; 

(c) restructuring of the whole economy. with the objective 
of realizing the maqasid in spite of scarce resources; and 

(d) a positive and strong goal-oriented role for the 
government. 

 It is now important to see how the Islamic worldview. 
along with these specific elements of its strategy. can help the 
Islamic economic system to influence the allocation and 
distribution of resources in the direction of goal actualization. 
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(a) THE FILTER MECHANISM
 The relative scarcity of resources compared with the 

unlimited claims on them necessitates a filtering device. All 
claims on resources must be passed through this filter to serve 
the dual purpose of making them equal to the resources 
available and to realise the desired socio-economic goals. 
Whether or not the filter mechanism performs this dual function 
effectively will determine the success of the system. 

 Capitalism, as discussed in Chapter I, gives license to the 
consumers to consume what they want in accordance with their 
individual preferences to maximize their utilities. It also gives 
license to the producers to produce what they want in response 
to consumer preferences with whatever combination of factors 
of production they deem fit to minimize their costs and to 
maximize their profits. Market-determined prices serve as the 
filtering device. Such prices bring about an equilibrium between 
demand and supply by determining not only what. but also how 
much. the utility-maximizing consumers will consume and the 
profit-maximizing producers will supply. 

Since the background conditions are not fulfilled. the use of 
merely the price system as a filter mechanism. frustrates the 
realization of socio-economic goals. Unhindered individual 
preferences, combined with value-free advertising and easy 
access to credit, creates unlimited wants. while the highly 
skewed income distribution enables the rich to transfer scarce 
resources for the satisfaction of their unnecessary wants. This 
not only squeezes the resources available for need satisfaction 
but also widens the savings-investment and export-import gaps 
and worsens the macroeconomic and external imbalances. 
Reliance on merely the price mechanism as a filtering device 
does help restore an equilibrium between demand and supply 
but at the expense of the poor, who are unable to fulfill their 
needs at the resulting higher prices from the limited means they 
have at their disposal. Their well-being thus suffers. 

 Replacement of the decentralized filter mechanism of the 
market system by planning and state control makes the position 
worse. It makes the system despotic without introducing any 
improvement in goal realization. Centralizing control over the 
allocation of resources into the hands of a bureaucracy. which 
does not have an effective way of getting information promptly
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about consumer preferences and producer costs, makes the 
decision-making process cumbersome, slow and inefficient. The 
bureaucracy does not even have the socially-agreed values or 
the motivating system to ensure the well-being of all. The only 
criterion it has at its disposal for allocation of resources is its 
own personal judgment which, without the help of socially-
agreed values and market signals, cannot ensure an allocation of 
resources that takes into account the relative scarcity of 
resources or the relative urgency of need satisfaction. Moreover, 
the powerful position of its members gives them all the leverage 
they need to serve their own vested interest. The resultant 
allocation and distribution of resources is hence bound to be 
neither efficient nor equitable. 

 The best strategy for injecting equity into the allocation 
of resources is hence not the removal of the decentralized
decision-making process of the market system. The 
decentralized system democratizes the decision-making by 
enabling all individuals (consumers as well as producers) to 
participate. It also introduces greater efficiency by enabling 
prompt decision-making in response to changing circumstances. 
It would be better rather to complement the price mechanism by 
some other device that would eliminate or at least minimize 
unnecessary claims on resources - claims that lead to 
imbalances and serve as an obstacle in the way of need 
fulfillment. 

 Islam does this by introducing the moral filter. 
Allocation of resources is to be brought about by a double layer 
of filters. The first filter attacks the problem of unlimited wants 
at the very source, the inner consciousness of individuals, by 
changing the individual's preference scale in keeping with the 
demands of both khilafah and ‘adalah. Islam makes it 
incumbent upon all Muslims to pass their potential claims on 
resources through the filter of Islamic values so that many are 
eliminated before they can be expressed in the market place. In 
this way claims on resources that do not contribute positively to 
or which divert from the realization of human well-being are 
eliminated at source before exposure to the second filter of 
market prices. 

 The moral filter makes the claims on resources a function 
of human well-being and does not allow their use for other 
purposes. It does not, for example, permit the use of resources 
for morally prohibited activities - activities that would kill or 
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harm human beings, animals or plants wantonly, either now or 
in the future and thereby reduce their well-being. It requires a 
humble life-style and does not allow extravagance or the use of 
resources for ostentation or vain competition - uses that do make 
a real difference in well-being. It also does not permit the 
destruction or wasteful use of resources (e.g., burning food to 
raise prices). If the banking system is also reorganized in such a 
way that it plays a complementary role in the filtering, claims on 
resources could be made to stay within the proper limits. The 
moral factor thus moderates and humanizes the influence that 
wealth and power and financial intermediation are able to 
exercise in the allocation and distribution of resources.40 As 
Barrington Moore has rightly indicated: "No human society can 
afford to permit all kinds of human behaviour. If it did permit 
them, it would soon cease to be a society."41

 However, one of the basic issues of every society is who 
is capable of providing such a moral filter? Must a moral code 
have a Divine Origin and must it be backed by belief in 
accountability before God'! The view of Islam, as that of some 
other religions, is that Divine sanction and belief in life after-
death are both necessary. 

 Firstly, the Divine sanction makes the rules of behaviour 
absolute and beyond dispute. Without the Divine sanction. they 
become the subject of personal judgment and dispute as 
happened in the West after its secularization, until "their value 
came to be questioned altogether".42 After their extensive but 
deep study of various civilizations. the Durants have drawn a 
very important lesson from history that: . 'There is no significant 
example in history before our time, of a society successfully 
maintaining moral life without the aid of religion."43

 Secondly, who among human beings could be absolutely 
impartial and totally committed to the well-being of all? If 
human beings were to try to develop these norms  themselves, 
there would be a natural tendency on their part to frame norms 
that are skewed in favour of the powerful and the vested 
interests, and not capable of serving the well-being of all. Even 
the slightest doubt about impartiality would negate the chances 
of a consensus. 

Thirdly, human beings do not have the knowledge to assess 
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the effects of their own actions on others, especially those more 
remotely affected by them. Therefore, they need a well-meaning 
and knowledgeable outsider capable of visualizing such effects 
to provide them with rules of behaviour that can save others 
from the adverse effect of their actions.44

 Fourthly. the Supreme Being who has created human 
beings is alone capable of understanding their nature, their 
needs, their strengths and their weaknesses, and of serving as 
the Sole Guide and the Only Source of all values. In His Infinite 
Kindness He has not left human beings to grope in darkness; He 
has provided the needed Guidance through a chain of prophets 
starting from Adam himself - Guidance that can ensure the well-
being of all. 

 Within the context of this logical framework, value 
neutrality is inconceivable. Value neutrality can be in harmony 
with only that system which glorifies individualism and self-
interest or dialectics. It is without doubt in conflict with Islam 
which attaches primary importance to social responsibility and 
well-being of all. Values define the terms of reference of all 
khalifahs. They all have to act in conformity with these values 
to actualize the maqasid. Collective value judgments are 
accordingly indispensable and any attempt to refrain from 
making such value judgments is bound to create confusion and 
chaos and frustrate the realization of the well-being of all. After 
the claims on resources have been passed through the filter of 
socially-agreed values and unnecessary claims thus eliminated 
or minimized, the filter mechanism of market prices would be 
the more effective in bringing about an allocation of resources 
that is both efficient and equitable. 
 (b) THE RIGHT MOTIVATION

Efficiency and equity cannot be realised by merely having a 
proper filter mechanism. It is also necessary to motivate 
individuals to act accordingly. Capitalism assumes that self-
interest will induce an individual to maximize efficiency while 
competition will serve as a constraint on his self-interest and 
help safeguard social interest. It was thus assumed by Adam 
Smith that the market system would be able to harmonies self-
interest and social interest. Socialism did not trust the 
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individual and assumed that his pursuit of self-interest would 
necessarily hurt the social interest. Therefore, it proposed the 
abolition of private property and profit and established strict 
state control over the allocation and distribution of resources to 
safeguard social interest. 

 But the pursuit of self-interest by individuals is not 
necessarily bad. Indeed, it is necessary for human development 
and an economic system cannot succeed in realizing efficiency 
unless it allows it. The pursuit of self-interest becomes socially 
destructive only if it crosses certain limits and individuals are 
not willing to do things that need to be done to create a society 
which has brotherhood and socio-economic justice as its central 
objectives. However, while a rational individual would in any 
society normally be willing to render his best in his self-interest 
if he is able to get an adequate reward for his contribution. the 
question is: what would motivate him to work in the interest of 
society? Why should a consumer hold his claims on resources 
"within the limits of humanity" and make sacrifices for others, 
and why should a businessman not try to stifle competition or 
use questionable meal\) to enrich himself? It is here that belief 
in accountability before God and the Hereafter become 
indispensable. 

 A self-interest whose vision is restricted to this finite 
world is bound to cultivate the evils of greed, unscrupulousness. 
and disregard for the interest of others. "Whenever they get a 
chance", observes The Economist. "rational economic agents try 
to benefit themselves at the expense of everybody else. So for 
many kinds of spillover a market solution is frustrated by the 
very force that usually makes markets work.”45 In a secularist, 
this-worldly society, self-interest cannot motivate individuals to 
fulfill their social obligations conscientiously except where 
doing so contributes to their this-worldly benefit. Pareto 
optimality is hence the only logical behaviour norm for such a 
society, irrespective of whether it is capitalist or socialist. Pareto 
was not wrong within the this-worldly framework in which his 
mind worked, like that of all other secularists. 

 Capitalism does not have an effective mechanism to 
motivate an individual to work in the interest of society unless 
that interest is served automatically by the pursuit of self-
interest. Since the two interests are not necessarily harmonious 
and since 
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the background conditions are not satisfied, reliance on the price 
system alone enables the rich to divert scarce resources to the 
satisfaction of their inessential wants at the expense of even the 
need-satisfying goods for the poor. Capitalism thus becomes 
inequitable. Socialism is worse because, by preventing the 
individual from pursuing his self-interest, it has deprived itself 
of a mechanism to motivate the individual to work efficiently. 
Moreover, its this-worldly perspective does not provide the 
individual with a motivation to work in the social interest either. 
Thus socialism fails to realise efficiency as well as equity. 

 If, however, the dimensions of accountability before an 
All-Powerful Being, from whom nothing can be hidden (Qur’an, 
5:3), and a life-after-death are introduced, a higher rationality is 
created. These beliefs supply a powerful motivating force for 
socially-oriented action by giving self-interest an infinitely 
longer perspective. They imply that an individual's self-interest 
is not served only by improving his condition in this world but 
also in the Hereafter. Hence, if he is rational and seeks what is 
truly in his best interest, he will not act merely for his short-term 
this-worldly well-being but will also try to ensure his long-term 
well-being by working for the well-being of others through a 
reduction in his wasteful and unnecessary consumption in spite 
of the financial ability to be profligate. The resources which are 
thus saved can be diverted to the increased production and 
distribution of need-fulfilling goods, thus serving the interest of 
the poor. Similarly, the belief that this world is infinitesimally 
small compared to the Hereafter can prevent a businessman 
from enriching himself through questionable means, and so help 
others by not shrinking their frontiers of opportunity and 
depriving them of their independent livelihoods. These beliefs 
thus have the potential to work as a voluntary mechanism to 
motivate an individual to respond to the questions of what, how, 
and for whom to produce, in a way that would lead to an 
allocation and distribution in conformity with the dictates of 
general well-being. 

`While Islam provides a longer-term perspective for human 
action, it does not require individuals to deny their self-interest 
in this world. This would not have been practical. Any value 
system that does so cannot work. Islam in fact requires an 
individual to satisfy all his essential needs to remain physically 
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and mentally healthy and efficient to be able to fulfill his 
responsibilities towards himself and his society and, in doing so, 
to develop his total potential. There is no point in shunning the 
good things that God has provided (Qur’an, 7: 32). However, 
since resources are limited, it does not befit him as vicegerent of 
God to go to the extreme of becoming an economic man and 
ignoring the well-being of others. As Alec Nove has rightly 
remarked: "Societies concerned only with profit will fall to 
pieces. Corruption in the literal and the figurative sense can 
nourish where the making of money becomes the primary 
aspiration, the dominant criterion of success. "46 Similarly, 
Joseph Schumpeter also observed that , 'no social system can 
work. . . in which everyone is supposed to be guided by nothing 
except his own short-run utilitarian interest."47 A balance 
(mizan,. in the terminology of the Qur’an. 55: 7-9) is absolutely 
necessary to ensure social well-being and continued 
development of human potential. 

 What Islam has done to create such a balance is to 
provide a spiritual and long-term dimension to self-interest. The 
individual must look after his interest in this world, which is 
infinitesimally short, as well as the Hereafter, which is eternal. 
While the interest in this world may be, though not necessarily, 
served by being selfish and unscrupulous, the interest in the 
Hereafter cannot be served except by fulfilling one's obligations 
towards others, though without resorting necessarily to self-
denial. The belief in accountability before an All-Powerful and 
All-Knowing Being can thus play a powerful role in containing 
self-interest and encouraging social welfare oriented behaviour. 
State coercion cannot perform this function because the chances 
of being detected by the state are not fool-proof and there are 
possibilities of escaping the adverse consequences of official 
prosecution through bribery or exploitation of one's political and 
economic leverage. 

 Thus, Islam recognizes, what Marxism seeks to deny, the 
contribution of individual self-interest through profit and private 
property to individual initiative, drive, efficiency and enterprise. 
Islam, however, overcomes the evils of greed. unscrupulousness 
and disregard for the rights and needs of others, which the 
secularist and short-term. this-worldly perspective of both 
capitalism and socialism inevitably promote.
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This it does through the internal, self-regulating mechanism 
instilled in the inner consciousness of the individual himself, 
with its constant emphasis on belief in accountability before 
God, human brotherhood and socio-economic justice. This 
structure of beliefs can provide a strong motivating force to 
prevent self-interest exceeding the limits of social health and 
well-being. . 

 Competition and market forces are no doubt 
indispensable for their contribution to efficiency of the 
allocative machinery. But these must operate within the 
constraints of the filter mechanism of moral values if the 
realization of social goals is to be ensured. Only within these 
constraints will competition be 'healthy' and market forces 
'humane'. Neither competition and market forces nor central 
planning and regimentation have the potential to instill in 
human beings the powerful motivating force for equitable use of 
scarce resources that the belief in accountability before God has. 
While in both the capitalist and the socialist systems, the 
powerful, vested interests have no inner mechanism to prevent 
them from manipulating policies and resources to their selfish 
advantage, or to encourage them to spend in accordance with 
the dictates of social well-being, in the Islamic system, as in any 
other effective religious system, they would be strongly 
motivated to do so. If they don't they will be acting against their 
long-term self-interest. 
(c) SOCIOECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL  

RESTRUCTURING
 The filter mechanism and the motivating system may 

both become blunted if they are not complemented by a socio-
economic and political environment that is conducive to goal 
realization. The social environment should be conducive to the 
observance of the rules of trust by not allowing material 
possessions and conspicuous consumption to become a source 
of prestige. The economic and financial environment should 
also be such that the economic man does not get born, and, if 
born, does not survive. If the society's value system hurts the 
prestige of the economic man, and if this is further strengthened 
by economic and financial restructuring such that the allocative 
and distributive machineries of the economy do not support the 
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use of scarce resources for purposes that frustrate goal 
realization. greater quality and meaning may be introduced into 
the consumption, earning and investment behaviour of indi-
viduals. The social and economic dimensions of restructuring 
may be further reinforced by political reform such that there is a 
dilution in the power centre~ of society. making it difficult for 
anyone to derive an undue advantage by exploiting his social, 
economic or political position. The absence of such 
restructuring would not only perpetuate inefficiency and 
inequity in the use of resources but also exacerbate the 
imbalances in the long-term. 

 Such a restructuring cannot be achieved through random. 
ad hoc measures. It must be systematic and coherent. and 
pursued steadfastly with a well-conceived, goal-oriented and 
long-term reform programme. The restructuring must address 
itself to: 

(a) Invigorating the human factor by motivating and enabling 
the individual to perform his tasks with the aim of realizing both 
efficiency and equity. 

(b) Reducing the existing concentration of wealth and of 
economic and political power. 

(c) Reforming all social, economic and political institutions, 
including public finances and financial intermediation. in the 
light of Islamic teachings, to help minimize wasteful and 
unnecessary consumption and to promote investment for need 
fulfillment, exports, and increased employment and self-
employment. 

 In other words. what is needed is a reform of the human 
being, and a total restructuring of patterns of consumption, 
investment. ownership of means of production and of social, 
economic and political institutions. The greater the scarcity of 
resources or imbalances and the wider the gulf-between the 
maqasid and the reality, the greater may be the restructuring 
required. 

Certain key elements of the restructuring make up an integral 
pan of a Muslim's beliefs - since his fate in the Hereafter 
depends on faithful compliance with them, his motivation to do 
so would be strong. Hence the restructuring in an Islamic 
environment is likely to be more successful than its counterpart 
in a secularist environment. Once such restructuring has been 
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effectively enforced. the resultant system should be radically 
different from capitalism. socialism, or the welfare state. It is. 
however. neither possible nor necessary to review in this book 
all of the Islamic values and institutions involved in socio-
economic restructuring. The Qur’an. the Sunnah, and the fiqh 
literature are available for this purpose. Nevertheless. four key 
restructuring ingredients. which have been given especial 
importance by Islam. but which have been either ignored or 
misunderstood, are: (a) conscientious use of the trust resources, 
(b) social self-help through the payment of zakat and other 
sadaqat payments. (c) inheritance. and (d) reorganization of the 
financial system. The implications of these for formulating a 
package of policies to realise the maqasid will become clear in 
the following chapters. 
 (d) ROLE OF THE STATE 

 Such a comprehensive restructuring may not be possible 
unless the state plays an active role in the economy. It must try 
to give practical expression to the goals and values of Islam.48

This is because even in a morally-charged environment, it is 
possible for individuals to be simply unaware of the urgent. 
unsatisfied needs of others, or of the problems of scarcity and 
social priorities in resource use. Moreover. there are a number 
of functions which need to be performed in the interest of 
general well-being. but which individuals may not be willing or 
able to perform individually or collectively because of market 
failure or inability to mobilize adequate resources. Under such 
conditions. moral uplift and the price system. no matter how 
indispensable, cannot be sufficient to realize the kind of 
restructuring needed for equity as well as efficiency in the 
allocation and distribution of resources. Hence the role of the 
state in the economy has always occupied an important place in 
Muslim political thought from the earliest times to the present 
day. discussed under a number of subjects. including al-ahkam 
al-sultaniyyah (government regulations). maqasid al-Shari'ah, 
al-Siyasah al-Shar'iyyah (policy of the Shari'ah). and al-hisbah
(public reckoning).49

 The role of the state in an Islamic economy is not. 
however. in the nature of an 'intervention'. which smacks of an 
underlying 
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commitment to laissez-faire capitalism. It is also not in the 
nature of collectivization and regimentation which suppress 
freedom and sap individual initiative and enterprise. It is also 
not in the nature of the secularist welfare state which. because of 
its aversion to value judgments. accentuates claims on 
:resources and leads to macroeconomic imbalances. It is. rather. 
a positive role - a moral obligation to help realize the well-being 
of all by ensuring a balance between private and social interest. 
maintaining the economic train on the agreed track. and 
preventing its diversion by powerful vested interests. The 
greater the motivation people have for implementing Islamic 
values, and the more effective socio-economic institutions are in 
creating a just equilibrium between resources and claims and in 
realizing the maqasid. the smaller will be the role the state will 
have to play in the economy. But whatever the role of the state, 
it should not be played arbitrarily; it should be within the 
constraints of the Shari‘ah and through the democratic channels 
of 'consultation' (shura). 

 Thus, while Islam recognizes individual freedom and the 
role of the price mechanism in promoting efficiency, it does not 
regard market forces as sacred. The blind operation of market 
forces does not automatically reward socially-productive effort, 
curb exploitation, or help the weak and the needy. It is therefore 
the responsibility of the state to ensure the realization of the 
maqasid. This does not mean that the Islamic state must 
function as a police state. It need not resort to the use of force to 
realise its goals, or depend on owning and operating a 
substantial part of the economy. The requirement to use 
wisdom, conviction and tact in the enforcement of the Shari‘ah
(Qur’an, 2: 256 and 16: 125), and the abolition of interest would 
not permit these. It would rather try to motivate and help the 
private sector play its role effectively within the constraints of 
social well-being. For this purpose it would have to rely on 
raising the moral consciousness of people, accelerating social, 
economic and political reform, and providing incentives and 
facilities. It would be responsible for creating. the right 
framework for the proper interaction of human beings, values 
and institutions to realise its goals. The role will become clearer 
in the following chapters which discuss the policy implications 
of Islamic values.50
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A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH 
 Thus, it may be seen that Islam does not propose any 

'magic' formula, or mechanism or strategy for making the 
allocation and distribution of resources efficient and equitable. 
Claims about the' magic' properties of any mechanism indicate 
a lack of realization of the complexities of human society, and 
the difficulties involved in harmonizing individual and social 
interests and realizing social goals. They also reflect an effort 
to divert attention from the weaknesses of the system and to 
create  a 'scientific' rationale for the enrichment of vested 
interests.

 Islam is more realistic. It appreciates the difficulties 
involved in solving problems arising from scarcity and 
emphasizes the need for a strategy consisting of a package of 
tools, all in harmony with its worldview and maqasid. In the 
absence of such a comprehensive approach there cannot be an 
effective strategy: there will rather be just a hotchpotch of 
incongruent policies conceived by way of compromises with 
the conflicting demands of pluralist groups and social classes. 

Some writers have nevertheless tried to convey the false 
impression that the Islamic programme is based only on three 
measures: the behaviour norms, the zakat and the prohibition of 
interest. 51 Even though these three measures have an 
important role to play in economic restructuring, they do not 
constitute the whole of the Islamic economic system. The 
effectiveness-of even these measures lies in being supported 
and strengthened by an appropriate filter mechanism, a strong 
motivating system, effective restructuring, and a positive role 
for the government. Alone. the three measures cannot carry the 
burden and responsibility of realizing the maqasid. It is just like 
looking at the skull, chest and legs of a skeleton and saying that 
this is the human being. Although these are important parts of 
the human body. they have significance only as long as the soul 
is there and muscles, tendons, heart, mind and all other systems 
of the body are healthy and functioning properly. Separately 
none of these is able to play the role of a human being. This 
shows the difference between individual ingredients and the 
whole recipe. Separately the ingredients do not provide the 
food with its taste, flavour, colour and wholesomeness, no 
matter how important the ingredients may be in the whole 
recipe. 
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It is not wise, as already discussed, to belittle the 
potential of beliefs and behaviour norms in transforming human 
beings and motivating them to act in a socially-responsible 
manner. In fact. without such beliefs and norms, no system, 
irrespective of whether the visible or the invisible hand guides 
it, can survive. Such beliefs and norms continue to exist even 
under capitalism and socialism. Secularism has not been able to 
obliterate them; it has only been able to weaken them 
substantially. In spite of being. de-emphasized, they serve the 
function of reconciling. though to a limited extent, individual 
and social interests, and of maintaining a minimal degree of 
equity in the allocation and distribution of resources. Without 
this the relevant societies would either tear themselves to pieces 
or become engulfed in revolution. In their highly diluted state, 
however, they are not powerful enough to motivate most 
individuals to keep their self-interest within the bounds of social 
well-being to the extent to which it is necessary to bring about 
the quality of restructuring needed for actualizing socio-
economic justice. As Samuel Brittan has rightly pointed out: 
"The biggest mistake of the hard-boiled cynic is to underrate the 
role of moral legitimacy in human action. Without some kind of 
rules constraining the pursuit of self-interest no human 
organization could function.”52

The institutions of zakat, inheritance, and the abolition of 
interest are not just values that every Muslim has to comply with 
faithfully for his personal well-being in this world and the 
Hereafter, they also have an important role to play in economic 
restructuring and realizing the maqasid. It is incorrect to 
underrate their significance, given the effective revival of the 
other ingredients of Islamic strategy, including the role of 
government. However, all these are parts of a total socio-
economic reorganization and their full potential cannot be 
realised if applied in an isolated manner. The Islamic 
programme has to be accepted and enforced as a whole, and not 
just in parts, for total effectiveness. Partial acceptance and 
enforcement cannot ensure the actualization of goals. Hence the 
Qur’an stresses: 

Is it only a part of the Book that you believe in. and do you 
reject the rest? But what is the punishment for those 
among
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you who do this except disgrace in this world and severe 
punishment on the Day of Judgment? (2: 85). 
O Muslims! Enter into Islam in its totality. and follow not 
the footsteps of the Devil, for he is your obvious enemy (2: 
208).
God does not change the condition of a people until they 
change their own inner selves (13: 11). 
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CHAPTER 6 

The Malaise 
 Given the Islamic worldview and strategy one may 

wonder why the Muslim countries are also suffering from the 
same inequities and imbalances as most other countries. The 
reason is obvious. Nowhere in the Muslim world is the Islamic 
strategy fully in operation. Islam is in fact conspicuous by its 
absence. particularly in the political and the economic fields. It 
is not possible to present here a comprehensive analysis of all 
the historical. political and sociological factors which have led 
to the deviation of Muslim countries from their professed ideals 
and which are responsible for their current malaise.' However. a 
brief review should help appreciate the magnitude of the task 
involved and the nature of policies necessary to face the 
challenge successfully. 

POLITICAL AND MORAL DEGENERATION 
After reaching the zenith of its glory. the Muslim society lost 

its momentum due to political and moral degeneration. The first 
thing to give in was the institution of khilafah (caliphate). which 
reflected the Islamic political system in its ideal form. Its place 
was taken. in general. by autocratic and hereditary rule. which 
took little inspiration from the Islamic democratic imperative of 
shura {consultation}. and which accumulated over time all the 
vices associated with such rule.:! The emotional attachment to 
the faith nevertheless continued. but there was increasing laxity 
in the observance of Islamic teachings. The character of 
Muslims began to erode and move away gradually from the 
Islamic ideal. The three important characteristics of a Muslim 
society: strength of character. strong bonds of brotherhood. and 
incorruptible justice. became more and more tarnished. This 
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weakened the Muslim person further, reduced his vigour and 
vitality, and led to a "loss of command over his physical 
environment", borrowing the words used by Toynbee in his 
general analysis of the decline of civilisations.3 

 The loss of command over the environment also set the 
stage for foreign domination which sapped the vitality even 
further. Muslim countries became deprived of effective 
nationhood and independent, Islamically-oriented governments 
that would feel an urge to take constructive measures to realize 
the maqasid by promoting balanced growth of their economies. 
Unlike the allied occupation authority, which implemented 
radical land reforms in Japan, South Korea and Taiwan. the 
colonial rulers in Muslim countries allied themselves with the 
privileged classes, particularly the landowners who, as Myrdal 
has indicated, were' 'primarily interested in preserving the social 
and economic status quo under which they were privileged".~ 
This led to a further strengthening of the forces which were 
perpetuating exploitation and repression (zulm) of the masses 
and working toward degeneration and disintegration of the 
Muslim society. Public pressure for a return to Islam was also 
not allowed to gather momentum and policies that could lead to 
a realization of the maqasid were not even formulated, let alone 
implemented. 
ECONOMIC DECLINE 

With the weakening of brotherhood and social equality. the 
Muslim society became more and more status-oriented and 
structured. Socio-economic justice, the prominent hallmark of a 
true Muslim society, became a major casualty and opportunities 
to rise vertically declined substantially. The possibility of 
receiving a just reward for hard, conscientious work and of 
getting due recognition for ability diminished, diminishing with 
it, in most able and competent people, the urge to be creative 
and to work hard for their advancement. There was an ever 
greater reason to corruption and improper means to achieve the 
wherewithal to make ends meet or to satisfy the demands of 
unhealthy customs and expensive life-styles which spread to all 
sectors of society. Corruption thus became pervasive. 

This not only weakened further the solidarity and moral fibre 
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of society, but also undermined the ability of the rich and 
middle classes to save. The exploitation of the poor gave them 
incomes which were inadequate to satisfy even their basic 
needs. Thus there was insufficient increase in capital 
formation by either the rich or the poor. Combined with the 
continued erosion of socio-economic justice, there was a 
substantial decline in enterprise, creativity and innovation. 
In agriculture, the main occupation of most Muslim 

countries, tenant fanners and landless peasants, who had the 
potential of becoming dynamic entrepreneurs, became virtual 
slaves of the landlords. many of whom had obtained, and not 
earned, large chunks of land through machinations and loyalty 
to their colonial and local masters. Since the absentee landlords 
took away most of what the land produced, the fanners' 
incentive and drive suffered. They had no incentive to develop 
the land and use better techniques to raise output. They did not 
even have the means to enable them to undertake the necessary 
investments. In addition, they were under the excruciating 
burden of debt taken from money lenders and landlords. This 
killed their ambition even further. The absentee landlord 
himself made no investments in technology, training, improved 
seeds, fertilizers or insecticides. He also opposed all measures 
that would lead to the educational, social or economic uplift of 
tenant fam1ers and landless peasants. The agricultural sector 
therefore remained backward. Since historically an agricultural 
revolution has always preceded or accompanied industrial 
revolution, the sad state of agriculture in many Muslim 
countries has pre-empted the possibility of sustained, rapid 
development. The verdict of the World Bank is that: "In 
virtually all countries where agricultural development has been 
strong, economic growth has advanced at a rapid rate", and that: 
"While the role of agriculture in development has been debated 
for hundreds of years, the evidence, both historical and 
contemporary, is remarkably consistent. In Europe, Japan, and 
the United States, for example, a dynamic agriculture accompa-
nied - and in some instances led - the process of 
industrialization and growth.' '5 

In industry, the craftsmen who prospered during the period of 
Muslim glory. were impoverished by the policies of the colonial 
rulers to increase their exports to the colonies. The colonial 
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powers. as Myrdal has rightly observed. "used the dependent 
country as a market for the products of its own manufacturing 
industry. . . and took special measures to hamper the growth of 
indigenous industry. "6 The crafts therefore died. The pressure 
on land increased further and the farmers became poorer. being 
deprived of an opportunity to supplement their incomes from 
farming. They were forced 10 leave their kith and kin and 
migrate to urban centres where all they were exploited and 
faced. in addition. miserable living conditions. 

Farmers. craftsmen and labourers are as rational in Muslim 
countries as elsewhere and can respond t0 economic incentives. 
Their lack of drive. creatively. conscientiousness. efficiency and 
high productivity are not innate characteristics. These have been 
forced upon them by their adverse political. social and 
economic environment and their inability to obtain a respectable 
standard of living through hard work. There cannot be two 
factors having a greater corrosive effect on the morale. vigour 
and creativity of a society than poverty and injustice. No 
amount of sermonizing will be effective. Give them justice. 
training and proper tools to work with and their performance 
will improve manifold. If justice is not done. their response 
cannot be positive. 
THE MISSED OPPORTUNITY 

Independence from foreign domination brought a ray of hope. 
It was expected that national governments would work with 
dedication for the well-being of the people within the 
framework of Islamic values and development philosophy. This 
hope has. however. remained unfulfilled. Independence has only 
removed direct foreign domination. Its place has been taken in 
most countries by military dictators and unpopular rulers who 
have been insensitive to the aspirations of the people. Some of 
them have almost ruined their economies in the name of 
socialism or national defence. In spite of independence. the 
spirit of the colonial past has become incarnated in a secularist. 
inefficient. conceited and corrupt bureaucracy which has aligned 
itself with the vested interest of landlords. big business and the 
military. 

The task of preparing policies for development fell upon this 
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bureaucracy after independence. It was not trained or motivated 
for the task. It had been brought up in the secular Western 
tradition and had little understanding of Islam or its revolution-
ary concept of socio-economic justice. Thinking through the 
Islamic development philosophy, and preparing policies in the 
light of it, was a difficult task. It was much easier to adopt 
blindly the policy prescriptions coming from the pundits of 
development economics. Since development economics had 
itself developed in the West within a secularist background and 
lacked a serious commitment to socio-economic justice and 
moral values, it could not develop an agreed filler mechanism to 
sift the conflicting policy prescriptions and to lay down a firm 
policy framework for growth with equity and stability. Hence 
policies pursued in Muslim countries oscillated, as in other 
developing countries, on the waves of socialism and free 
enterprise. liberalism and anti-liberalism. This generated 
inconsistencies and uncertainties and caused immense harm to 
the health and development of their economies. Continued 
increase in spending was encouraged to promote development. 
Value judgments required to keep unnecessary spending under 
control were shirked. This led to a continually expanding 
resources gap. Monetary expansion and internal and external 
borrowing were promoted as a virtue to fill this gap. Those who 
opposed such borrowing were dubbed fundamentalists, opposed 
to modernization and advancement. If the proof of the pudding 
is in the eating, the pudding provided by secular development 
economics has been bitter and expensive, involving large 
macroeconomic and external imbalances, a high debt-servicing 
burden, and social tensions. 

 The twilight which the common man saw on the horizon 
at the time of independence has not yet turned into the full light 
of day. His problems still remain unsolved. His basic needs are 
not fulfilled. Inequalities have risen and socio-economic justice 
has not been actualized. Excessive budgetary deficits have led to 
rapid monetary expansion and high rates of inflation in most 
Muslim countries. Large external imbalances have increased 
dependence on foreign aid. This has trapped them in the 
clutches of foreign lenders and aid-givers, who consider Islam 
an anathema and apply all the pressure they can to prevent the 
adoption of Islamic policies. They fail to realize the potential of 
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Islam for promoting growth. justice and political stability in 
Muslim countries. 

 The dream of establishing an Islamic society remains 
unfulfilled. Even the direction and destiny of most Muslim 
countries remain undetermined. The lip-service paid to Islam as 
not and cannot fulfill the aspirations of the masses. They are 
frustrated and craving for a change. The time is therefore ripe 
for Muslim leadership to read and understand the signs of the 
time, to work for the revival of Islam, and to eradicate zulm.  
Only those who respond to the challenges facing them can 
survive the wrath of the frustrated masses and also earn for 
themselves a place of eternal recognition in history. 
Unfortunately even those of the Muslim leaders who talk 
positively of Islam do not go beyond the level of implementing 
Islamic punishments, falsely equating the Islamic strategy with 
these punishments. This is unfair to Islam. They have done 
hardly anything worthwhile to establish justice. Trying to 
implement the punishments before laying down even a 
framework for restoring to justice its place of primary 
importance in a Muslim society is like putting the can before 
the horse. 

THE NEED FOR CHANGE 
Political Legitimacy 

 There is need for change in the Muslim world. The deep 
emotional attachment of the Muslim masses to Islam has an 
immense potential for socio-economic reform and development. 
What is needed, however, is a mechanism to mobilize this 
potential by rekindling the flame of faith in the hears of the 
people and to inculcate in them the characteristics of a true 
Muslim. Governments can perform this task more effectively by 
providing the moral leadership (qudwah hasanah) that the 
Muslim world needs for healthy social change, and by using the 
educational and material resources they have at their disposal. 
As Imam Hasan al-Banna has rightly stressed, governments are 
the heart of socio-economic reform; if they become corrupt, 
they may corrupt everything and if they are reformed, they may 
be able to reform everything.7 Governments do not normally 
play their role effectively until they are legitimate. Unfortunate 
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ly, governments have not been legitimate in the Muslim world 
over a substantial part of its history and unless their legitimacy 
is restored, the Islamic programme for realizing the maqasid 
may continue to occupy only an ornamental place in the 
political life of Muslim countries. 

Criteria for Legitimacy 
 Islam has its own rigorous criteria for a legitimate 

government. The first of these is that the government is 
accountable to God. Who is the Sovereign Lawgiver and the 
primary source of the Shari'ah. This implies that the 
government's authority is limited and not absolute. The 
government must itself abide by the Shari'ah and do all it can to 
ensure its fulfillment. The Qur'an leaves no doubt about this by 
stressing: "Follow that which has been sent to you by your Lord, 
and follow not authorities other than Him" (7: 3), and that 
"those who do not rule in accordance with what God has sent 
are the transgressors" (5: 45). 

 Since one of the primary objectives of the Shari'ah is the 
well-being of all people, and not of any specific group or family 
or region, it is the moral and legal obligation of the government 
to ensure the realization of such well-being through the adoption 
of all necessary measures, including the efficient and equitable 
use of resources, The Prophet, may the peace and blessings of 
God be on him, said: 

Everyone of you is a shepherd and accountable for his or 
her flock.8

Anyone who has been given the charge of a people but 
does not live up to it with sincerity, will not taste even the 
fragrance of paradise.9

The most beloved of mankind and the nearest to God in 
rank on the Day of Judgment will be a just ruler, and the 
most despised of them and farthest from Him in rank will 
be an unjust ruler.10

The second criterion of legitimacy is the government's 
accountability before the people. This is because the 
government is a trust - trust from God as well as from the people 
given
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to those who manage the affairs of the government The Prophet, 
peace and blessings of God be on him, emphasized this clearly 
to Abu Dharr, who wished to acquire a senior government 
position, by saying: "0 Abu Dharr! You are weak and this 
position is a trust. It will be a source of disgrace and regret on 
the Day of Judgment except for him who acquires it deservedly 
and fulfils its obligations upon him. "11 Therefore, while the 
government is accountable to God for its success or failure in 
living up to the trust, it is also accountable to the people for 
realizing their aspirations in conformity with the terms of the 
trust.

 The government cannot fulfill its role of realizing the 
people's aspirations effectively unless it is open to their 
suggestions and criticism. Hence, the Prophet, peace and 
blessings of God be on him, emphasized that one of the 
demands of faith on Muslims is that they render sincere advice 
to their rulers - advice that would help the rulers perform their 
duties effectively.12 But how can the people fulfill this 
obligation if there is no freedom of expression and they are not 
allowed to criticize the policies being pursued by the 
government? Unless the rulers consider themselves accountable 
to the people and are willing to get feedback from them, there 
can be no reform. Accordingly, when Abu Bakr became the first 
caliph, he categorically emphasized this Islamic imperative in 
his inaugural address by saying: .. If I act rightly, help me, but if 
I act wrongly, correct me and set me right. "13 This establishes 
a two-way flow of rights and obligations. It is the right of people 
to participate in the formulation of policies and the obligation of 
rulers to enable them to do so. It is simultaneously the right of 
the rulers to get help and cooperation from the people if they are 
following the right policies, and the obligation of people to 
correct them if they are not doing so. 

 This statement of Abu Bakr is not a rare incident. 'Umar, 
the second Caliph, also followed the same practice. When 
someone tried to prevent a person from criticizing him, 'Umar 
insisted on allowing the person to continue, saying: "They are 
not good if they do not speak out and we are not good if we do 
not accept what they say."14 There are so many reports of the 
ordinary people criticizing the caliphs, and the caliphs accepting 
such criticism gracefully, that there is no escape from the 
conclusion
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that people's right to freedom of expression and the leadership's 
obligation to be open to criticism had been an indispensable part 
of early Muslim political tradition, and remained so for some 
time even after the elimination of the caliphate and its 
replacement by hereditary succession. 

 The third criterion for legitimacy is the prevalence of a 
general atmosphere of shura (consultation) as required by the 
Qur'an (42: 38). This is not an option, it is rather an obligation, 
as Imam Ibn Taymiyyah and Shaykh Muhammad . Abduh have 
both clearly emphasized. IS What this essentially implies is that 
there is no argument in the Shari'ah in favour of despotism, 
military dictatorship, and autocracy. This is because - as Shaykh 
Rashid Rida has approvingly reported the explanation of 
Shaykh Muhammad 'Abduh - .. A group is generally farther 
from error than an individual, and the danger is much greater 
and far more serious for the ummah in entrusting its affairs to a 
single individual. "16 The shurd that is required is not of the 
cosmetic kind, to rubber stamp decisions made by the rulers. 
What is required is an autonomous institution for a free, 
unhindered and fearless discussion of all issues related to public 
well-being within the framework of the Shari'ah, and the 
serious and sincere implementation by the executive of all 
policies thus crystallized. The institution of shurd demands the 
widest possible participation of the people in the affairs of the 
state, either directly or through representatives. I? What specific 
form the fulfillment of this imperative may take is for the 
ummah to decide on the basis of its own circumstances. 

 A fourth criterion for legitimacy is the equality of all 
people before the law, and incorruptible justice, as required by 
the Qur'an: "And when you judge between people, judge with 
justice" (4: 58). The rulings of the Shari'ah should be applied 
equally to everyone, irrespective of status, wealth, or position of 
the person concerned in the social or government hierarchy.l8 
Anything other than this is zulm, and zulm, as Shaykh 
Muhammad . Abduh rightly emphasized, is the most hideous 
evil (aqbah al-munkar).19 It is important to note here what 
Caliph Abu Bakr declared in his inaugural address: "The weak 
person among you is strong before me until I have obtained for 
him his right, and the strong person among you is weak before 
me until I have taken the right from him. "20 The message this 
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conveys is that the raison d' être for the coercive power of the 
government is to establish justice and to help the weak and the 
poor to obtain their rights. 
Satisfying the Criteria 
 These four criteria for legitimacy may not be satisfied 
unless those who wield political power derive their authority 
from the people and are answerable to the people for the quality 
of their performance. This demands a system of free and fair 
elections. Without such elections people cannot fulfill the 
Qur'anic imperative of giving "the trust to those who deserve it" 
(4: 58). The people must themselves give the trust willingly to 
those whom they consider to be deserving. It cannot be acquired 
by forceful imposition or heredity. 

 Hence, the leaders of two of the most prominent Islamic 
movements in the present-day Muslim world, Imam Hasan al-
Banna and Mawlana Abul A'la Mawdudi, have both strongly 
endorsed democracy. Imam al-Banna finds the representative 
form of government to be closest in spirit to Islamic political 
teachings.21 Similarly, Mawlana Mawdudi emphasizes that: 
"The government should be constituted and run in consultation 
with the people. Its structure must be such that the people are 
able to express their viewpoint. It is their will which should 
prevail. And this can take place only in a state that is 
democratic in structure and in its working."22 Even Shaykh 
'Allal al-Fa'si, President of Hizb al-Istiqlal, the Islamic 
movement of Tunis, expressed similar views.23 It is only the 
accountability before people in a democratic system that can 
ultimately ensure that the rulers abide by the Shari'ah with 
respect to the well-being of all and the enforcement of 
incorruptible justice. This does not necessarily mean that the 
democratic form of government in its prevalent form has no 
drawbacks. These drawbacks do not, however, justify military 
dictatorship or autocracy. To the extent to which Muslims can 
reform the democratic process and remove, or even reduce, the 
influence of money, power and manipulation in the choice of 
political leadership, they will bring it closer to the , Islamic 
ideal of shard, and take another step in the right direction. This 
may however be difficult to accomplish in one stroke. It will 
take place over time through a process of evolution. 
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The Role of the 'Ulama' 
 While the political leadership has failed to provide the 
qudwah hasanah, even the highly-placed and influential ‘ulama 
(religious scholars) and professionals, who carry considerable 
clout in the political set-up, have failed to do so. Instead of 
being the standard-bearers of socio-political reform and of 
pulling their weight behind the moral and material uplift of the 
masses. most of them have become sycophants, trying to secure 
for themselves as large a chunk of the social product as 
possible. They have failed to realize that Islamic values place a 
heavy responsibility on all those who occupy influential 
positions and require them to use their leverage fully in favour 
of socio-economic and political refonn.24 There is absolutely 
no justification by the Shari'ah for such people to serve their 
this-worldly self-interest by becoming an instrument of, or even 
condoning. the prevailing forces of corruption and injustice. 
Such behaviour has been equated by the Prophet, may the peace 
and blessings of God be on him, with disbelief.25 Within the 
existing unhealthy environment. even those who are selfless and 
conscientious. are unable to make significant headway, 
particularly when repressive governments feel threatened by 
reform and do their utmost to frustrate and persecute the 
refonl1ers. Hence. the Prophet, may the peace and blessings of 
God be on him, had rightly predicted that: 

I am apprehensive of three things about my ummah:
the lapse of the 'ulama', the rule of despots. and the 
pursuit of worldly pleasures.26

 This state of affairs may not however continue for long. 
The masses have become restless and are craving for a change. 
The ongoing awakening in the Muslim world is making the 
Muslim masses realize more and more that their salvation lies in 
the revival of Islam. This will ultimately force the ruling elite to 
adopt the Islamic strategy whether they like it or not. 
RESTRUCTURING POLICIES 

It is now time to translate the Islamic worldview and strategy 
into an integrated package of policies so that any government 
which is serious about actualizing the maqasid may be able to 
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consider it for adoption after making the necessary adjustments 
in it in the light of its own circumstances. Muslim countries are 
not starting from scratch with economies that may be put into 
the mould of Islam relatively easily. Many of them are suffering 
from serious inequities and imbalances, which makes the task of 
their Islamisation relatively more difficult and complex. 
Nevertheless, as the discussion so far will have indicated, they 
cannot avoid taking inspiration from Islam. The very logic of 
the human condition (scarcity of resources accompanied by 
unlimited claims on these) dictates that the Shari'ah be taken 
seriously and that the value-neutrality inherent in Pareto 
optimality be abandoned. Any strategy that talks of increasing 
resources to realize socio-economic goals without effectively 
reducing their availability for other purposes is bound to be a 
non-starter.

 If resources were unlimited, human beings would have 
been able to satisfy all their wants without facing any 
imbalances. In 'this case, even absolutely unrestricted freedom 
would have harmed no one, and socio-economic justice would 
be realized without rules. But since resources are limited, it is 
necessary to use them efficiently as well as equitably if the 
desired socio-economic goals ¥e to be realized. Absolute 
freedom to use resources in accordance with individual 
preferences, the goal of secularist societies, is a sure way of 
perpetuating both imbalances and injustice. It is necessary to 
subject human beings to some constraints to realize both 
efficiency and equity. No economic system can operate without 
such constraints. Capitalism and socialism, even though they 
have refused to accept the constraint of Divine values, have had 
to accept constraints whether imposed by the market or the state. 
nevertheless, these systems, as discussed in earlier chapters, 
have failed to realize simultaneously both efficiency and equity 
and to avoid imbalances. 

 In formulating policies for Muslim countries within the 
framework of the Shari'ah, it is neither possible nor necessary 
10 find a precedent for all of them in early Islamic history. 
Although the Shari'ah has prescribed all the essential elements 
of a basic strategy, it has allowed flexibility over space and time 
by not spelling out detailed policy measures. The detailed 
measures have to be developed. It may be possible to emulate 
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the experience of other countries with respect to specific 
policies. But, while doing so, it is necessary to ensure that the 
policy measures being considered for adoption fulfill two 
criteria - that they make a positive contribution to the realization 
of the maqasid without creating a conflict with the Shari'ah. and 
that they do not lead to an excessive increase in the claims on 
resources. The testing of all policy measures against these 
criteria will also strengthen the hand of governments in getting 
the policies publicly accepted, particularly policies which do not 
satisfy the criterion of Pareto optimality. 

 Only a well-conceived and effectively implemented 
adjustment programme can help restore social and economic 
health to Muslim countries. Such an adjustment programme 
may seem bitter. Its bitterness should not be attributed to the 
Islamic value system. Islam is not an ascetic religion and does 
not normally require the kind of austerity that is now called for. 
Under normal circumstances adherence to Islamic values would 
help avoid imbalances and realize both efficiency and equity 
without resort to such austerity. The contribution that Islam can 
undoubtedly make is to provide the filter mechanism and 
motivating system that would help redistribute the burden of 
adjustment from the poor to the rich, in sharp contrast to what a 
secularist adjustment programme conceived within the 
neoclassical or socialist framework, would normally propose. 

FIVE POLICY DIMENSIONS 
 The policy measures suggested for solving the problems 

of Muslim countries are classified and discussed under five 
different dimensions, each in a separate chapter. The first 
dimension (Chapter 7) relates to the question of invigorating the 
human factor by motivating and enabling the individual to 
perform the tasks needed in the interest of improving his own 
economic condition as well as that of his society. The second 
dimension (Chapter 8) relates to the question of reducing the 
existing concentration of wealth in Muslim societies. The third 
and fourth dimensions (Chapters 9 and 10) relate to the kind of 
restructuring that would be needed in the life-styles, public 
finances, and economic and financial systems of Muslim 
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countries if the realization of Islamic goals is to be ensured. All 
these measures cannot be effectively undertaken without proper 
planning. The final dimension (Chapter 11) therefore relates to 
the kind of strategic policy planning that would be necessary. 

 A number of the policy measures suggested in these 
chapters may be familiar to those well-versed in development 
literature. What is important to bear in mind. however. is the 
integration of moral and material dimensions of life that. in 
keeping with the Islamic worldview and strategy. the whole 
package of policies reflects. In the absence of such an 
integration. it may not be possible to realize the maqasid
without putting excessive pressure on the limited resources 
available.
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CHAPTER 7 
INVIGORATING THE HUMAN FACTOR 

 The most challenging task for realizing the maqasid even 
in a conducive political environment is to motivate the human 
factor to do all that is necessary in the interest of efficient 
allocation and equitable distribution of resources. Individuals 
must be willing to render their best by working hard and 
efficiently with integrity. conscientiousness and discipline, and 
to make the sacrifices necessary to overcome obstacles in the 
path of development. They must also be willing to change their 
consumption, saving and investment behaviour in conformity 
with what is required to increase employment, raise the rate of 
growth, reduce macroeconomic imbalances, and realize the 
maqasid.

 Motivation alone is, however, not sufficient to get the 
best out of human beings. They must also have the appropriate 
ability. which comes from proper training and access to finance. 
Unless an adequate arrangement is made for both, motivation 
alone may not be able to take the economic system far in 
realizing the optimum potential of the human factor. 
MOTIVATION

 Unless individuals are properly motivated, no system can 
realise either efficiency in resource use or equity in distribution. 
To motivate individuals to render their best and to utilize the 
scarce resources with maximum efficiency, it is necessary that 
their self-interest be served by doing so. Socialism was naive 
and unrealistic when it expected individuals to work efficiently 
even though it deprived them of the opportunity to serve their 
self-interest. It therefore failed. Capitalism was also unrealistic 
when it assumed that self-interest and social interest would 
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always be in harmony. Its secularism and this-worldly 
perspective did not provide any mechanism to motivate 
individuals to serve the social interest when this was in conflict 
with their self-interest. 

 It is not possible to motivate individuals to be both 
efficient and equitable unless a moral dimension is injected into 
Their pursuit of self-interest so that social interest is not 
jeopardized even when it is in conflict with self-interest. 
However. depending primarily on sermons to motivate all 
human beings to conform to moral values would again be 
unrealistic. It is necessary to reinforce moral values by socio-
economic restructuring such that the individual does not find it 
possible to serve his self-interest except within the constraints of 
socio-economic justice. 
Socio-Economic Justice 

 In most Muslim countries material rewards have become 
so inequitable that most people are unable to get due reward for 
their hard work, creativity, and contribution to output. They 
have consequently become apathetic and their initiative. drive 
and efficiency have all suffered considerably. There are two 
factors responsible for this: firstly. biases and lack of realism in 
official policies. and secondly, concentration of wealth and 
power in a few hands in both rural and urban areas. 

 The biases and lack of realism in official policies have 
led 10 distortions of key prices which unconsciously result in 
lowering the incomes of tenant farmers, small and micro 
enterprises (SMEs), and workers, reducing their demand for 
needs and creating a misallocation of resources against need-
fulfillment. The concentration of wealth and power, also due 
partly 10 official policies and partly to the exploitative 
economic system that has prevailed for centuries, has restricted 
competition, generated widespread collusion, and created a 
climate conducive to the misery of the masses. 
Rural Uplift 
 The bias against agriculture and SMEs in movement 
policies has retarded the development of human. physical and 
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financial infrastructure in rural areas. This has not only reduced 
the rewards for the effort of tenant fanners and workers in rural 
areas but also lowered their ability to invest in better seeds, 
fertilizers and equipment and in SMEs to supplement their 
incomes from agriculture. It has also led to an influx of labour 
to urban areas, thereby depressing wages and living conditions 
there. 

 The bias of government policies in favour of urban 
development and large-scale businesses and industries, has 
unduly raised their comparative advantage. Along with heavy 
tariff protection, concessionary financing and subsidized 
inputs. this bias has boosted the rates of profit in such urban 
businesses and industries, reduced the competitiveness of rural 
and urban SMEs. and enhanced the concentration of wealth and 
power. While high tax evasion prevents the governments from 
reaping the benefit of their urban bias, urban congestion results 
in low wages and salaries and prevents urban employees from 
getting appropriately rewarded for their contribution to urban 
prosperity. 

 It is therefore necessary to remove the bias of official 
policies against agriculture and SMEs. This is, however, not 
enough. It is also necessary to introduce a number of socio-
economic reforms that would help raise the real incomes of all 
workers, savers. investors and exporters, and particularly so if 
they are poor. 
Labour Reforms 

 Islamic values require employers to consider employees 
as members of their own family. This demands that employees 
be treated with respect and compassion and that their well-being 
be ensured. Real wages in a Muslim society should ideally be at 
least at a level that would enable employees to fulfill all their 
and their families' essential needs in a humane manner.' They 
must also be provided with training. job security and. 
preferably, also a share in profits within the framework of a 
long-term, harmonious relationship. 

 In sharp contrast with this, real wages in most Muslim 
countries are so low that, in spite of nearly 10-14 hours of hard 
work, a labourer is unable to fulfill his own and his family's  
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basic needs. In addition. employees do not enjoy any job 
security. The reasons for this are not merely low productivity. 
excess supply of labour. and lack of adequate opportunities for 
employment, as the neoclassical economists would have us 
believe. A substantial role is played by exploitation. which is 
made possible by a configuration of unjust forces. including 
inappropriate official policies. concentration of wealth and 
power, and lack of training and financing facilities for workers. 
Unless the forces of exploitation are substantially weakened. it 
may not be possible to do justice to workers and to induce them 
to work conscientiously and efficiently. 

 The prescription of minimum wages may not. 
nevertheless. be the immediate solution. It would be difficult to 
enforce and. if enforced. it could have two adverse effects. 
Firstly. it could lead to a difference in wages reported to the 
authorities and those actually paid. This would imply a 
reduction in the tax. liability of the employer without  any real 
benefit to the labourer. Secondly. it could exacerbate the 
prevailing high level of unemployment. 

 It would hence be better to resort to an entirely different 
package of policies - policies that would blunt the edge of 
exploitation by firstly. raising the productivity of worker~. and 
secondly, expanding the opportunities available for self-
employment in both rural and urban areas.. Such policies should 
include: (a) provision of better vocational training to raise 
productivity; (b) extension of financing facilities to promote 
SMEs; and (c) restructuring of the entire economy in favour of 
need fulfillment and a more equitable distribution of income and 
wealth. These policies should be further reinforced by making 
profit-sharing and employee stock ownership plan (ESOP) as 
widespread as possible. 

 Every firm should be required to establish a profit-
sharing scheme for employees. A certain agreed proportion of 
the firm' s net profit should be required to be partly allocated for 
distribution among the employees as profit-sharing bonus and 
partly utilized to provide training facilities. improve their 
working conditions, and grant medical benefits. educational 
allowances for children, housing facilities. and food subsidies. 
Linking the increase in income and benefits of employees 
beyond a certain minimum needed for comfortable living to 
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their firm's profitability should have a number of benefits. These 
would include: (a) reduction in the existing apathy through a 
boost in the employees' morale, thus leading to greater 
conscientiousness, less wastage and higher productivity; (b) 
improvement in labour-management relations through worker 
participation in management, thus helping revive an important 
characteristic of an ideal Muslim society; (c) keeping the 
employees' earnings flexible and responsive to the health of the 
national economy and the performance of their firms - the 
employees sharing amply in their firm's prosperity when profits 
are good but not being laid off when profits are low or the firm 
is suffering losses; (d) reduction in tax evasion (provided that 
the tax system is reformed), because the employees, in their own 
self-interest. would keep an eye on the firm's actual profits with 
respect to which they are currently indifferent; and (e) increase 
in the competitiveness of the economy and the firms, thus 
improving the general climate for investment and the macroe-
conomic performance of the economy. While implementing the 
profit-sharing scheme. it is necessary to ensure that this policy 
does not lead to exploitation. This could happen if the basic 
wage, which is not subject to risk, is not adequate to meet the 
basic needs of the employee. 
 The introduction of ESOP could also go a long way 
toward reducing concentration of wealth and power. It would 
enable workers to become equity owners, thus increasing their 
stake in the firm's success. A share in manage me m and active 
participation in policy may not only improve worker 
management relations but also reduce industrial strife, and make 
the workers more conscientious and efficient. It would raise 
savings. discourage the unproductive alternative of gold 
hoarding and also help raise their social status in the company 
and society. When ESOP has been adopted in even some 
capitalist countries like France, the U.K. and the U.S.A., there is 
no reason why it should not receive enthusiastic support in 
Muslim countries.2

Fair Return to Small Depositors and Shareholders 
 The low rates of return on deposits and shares in many 
Muslim countries because of administrative fiats and corporate 
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corruption hurt mainly the small savers and investors. Big 
businesses use different devices to get their due return. They 
are, besides, alleged to keep most of their savings abroad to 
evade taxes, to protect themselves from the depreciation of the 
national currency, and to get a higher intern market related 
return. They do, however, borrow from local banks and 
government financial institutions at lower prime or rates for 
domestic investment. This accentuates inequalities. This is not a 
plea in favour of higher interest rates. which hurt investment, 
but rather a strong case in favour of equity financing and reform 
of banks and non-bank corporation.  In conformity with the 
Shari'ah. This would not only enable savers and investors to get 
a just reward but would also help bring about greater allocative 
'efficiency'. economic stability and growth} 

Justice 10 Producers. Exporters and Consumers 
Similarly, unrealistic exchange rates and unnecessary price 

controls hurt producers and exporters, while high protective. 
tariffs hurt consumers. The plea that these measures serve the 
interest of the common man and promote the country's 
development is usually a facade. They do not. They serve rather 
the vested interest of the rich and powerful who have grown 
continually richer at the expense of the masses who have 
become more and more impoverished. They also prevent the 
authorities from adopting healthy policies that would curb 
inflation, expand the supply of need-satisfying goods and' 
services, and expand employment and incomes. 

 All measures that enrich a minority of the population at 
the expense of the majority cannot be defended in the light of 
the Shari'ah.1t is necessary, however, to take adequate measures 
to safeguard the interest of the poor before exchange rates are 
realigned and price controls are removed. Such measures may 
take different forms, including income supplements or relief 
payments out of zakat and other funds earmarked for this 
purpose, accompanied by incentives and facilities to expand the 
supply of need-fulfilling goods and services and income earning 
opportunities.
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The Moral Dimension 
Although a quid pro quo relationship between work and 

reward is indispensable for eliciting hard and efficient work, it is 
not necessarily sufficient for inducing integrity and conscien-
tiousness. It is also not adequate to motivate people to change 
their consumption. saving and investment behaviour in confor-
mity with the maqasid. Secularism, which has tacitly been the 
dominant philosophy in most Muslim countries, regardless of 
whether their leaning is towards socialism or capitalism, has 
neither the filter mechanism necessary to serve social goals, nor 
the charisma to inspire people and motivate them to make the 
sacrifices required. Islam, however, has a great potential for 
creating the desired qualities in people and for making them 
identify the social interest with their personal interest. It not 
only demands these characteristics in its followers, it also 
commands the necessary charisma to inspire and change them.4 
However. since the Muslim masses have lost touch with the 
inner core of their faith due to many generations of decay and 
foreign domination, the implementation of a reform programme 
based on Islamic values is indispensable. It would help 
accelerate development substantially in Muslim countries by 
improving the quality and preferences of the human factor. 

 Fears may be expressed here about the cost and the time 
span involved in moral transformation. Fears about the cost may 
be exaggerated. The implementing machinery already exists in 
the form of mosques, which exist even in the remotest villages 
of Muslim countries. educational institutions, news media and 
social reform organizations. If all these are properly mobilized 
and effectively utilized for improving the quality of the human 
resource. the cost may not be very high. The governments need 
to get the imams (prayer leaders), school teachers and social 
workers involved in the whole process of social change through 
the proper training and the preparation of necessary literature. 
The preparation of this literature may also not require a 
stupendous effort because, in addition to what is contained in 
the Qur'an and the Sunnah. a great deal has been written over 
the centuries on the character of a true Muslim and his 
responsibility before God and fellow human beings. Hence an 
important task that the governments need to perform is to have 
this material put across in a simple, effective manner through 
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the network of existing institutions. to mobilize the energies of 
the people for socio-economic reform and development. 

 Fears about the time span are, on the other hand, 
realistic. But, if moral reform is necessary for socio-economic 
development, then an effort has to be made in that direction. The 
lack of willingness to initiate the process of social change 
through moral reform will not reduce the time span. Changing 
the social mood may help reduce the time span substantially. 
Reform movements have been trying to accomplish this in 
Muslim countries but have not been able to make much 
headway because of the virtual apathy of, in fact antagonism 
from. governments. If the governments shed their secular 
tendency and throw their full weight behind the reform 
movements. the social mood may change faster and provide the 
needed momentum to social change, ultimately leading to the 
desired quality of people. If this is not done, the erosion in 
morals will continue and contribute to a further degeneration in 
the quality of people accompanied by its adverse impact on 
development and socio-political stability. 

 The effective use of educational institutions and news 
media may help the governments accelerate the pace of social 
change and eliminate or reduce more rapidly the hold of a 
number of unIslamic social values (like conspicuous 
consumption and ostentatious ceremonies) that place a heavy 
pressure on resources and hurt the realization of the maqasid. 
Such values vitiate the social environment and lead to a 
consumption pattern that hurts development and need 
fulfillment. Unless the governments throw their full weight 
behind social reform, and apply Islamic values uniformly to all, 
irrespective of whether they are rich or poor and high or low, it 
may not be possible to make people eschew behaviour patterns 
that hurt the realization of the maqasid. Some of the adverse 
social influences on the people leading to higher consumption 
and lower saving and investment, and how to remove them, will 
be discussed in Chapter 9 on economic restructuring. 

ABILITY
 While socio-economic justice, moral consciousness, and 
proper social environment are all necessary to motivate people, 
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they are not enough for realizing 'efficiency' and 'equity'. Two 
persons may be equally motivated, yet they may be unable to 
contribute equally to the realization of the maqasid. The 
difference lies in ability which is not only inborn but also 
acquired, partly through education and training and partly 
through access to finance. Expansion of educational and 
training facilities and access of the poor to finance are hence 
indispensable. 
Education and Training 

 The invaluable contribution that appropriate education 
and training can make towards improvement in the quality of 
human beings. greater socio-economic justice, and faster growth 
is now universally recognized. Education opens the door to 
social equality and economic opportunity, and has been rightly 
considered to be "the great equalizer" of human conditions and 
the "balance wheel of social machinery”5 Muslim governments 
have nevertheless been grossly culpable for their neglect of this 
important sector in their resource allocation. Even literacy, 
which is the first step on the path of education, has not become 
universal in most Muslim countries. Of particular significance is 
the neglect of female education, on which depends the character, 
health and ability of both the present and the future generations. 
Such neglect cannot continue for long without ruining the fabric 
of Muslim society. 

 The primary stress of education has to be on creating a 
'good' and 'productive' human being. This is what will help 
mobilize the large pools of zeal and talent that remain untapped 
in Muslim countries. Every Muslim student should be educated 
about the qualities of a true Muslim and strongly motivated to 
create those qualities in himself. But this is not sufficient. It is 
also necessary to teach him the skills in demand and the most 
efficient production, management and marketing techniques. 

 The secularist educational system in Muslim countries, 
has not only failed to make the students better human beings, 
enriched by the characteristics of a true Muslim and conscious 
of their responsibilities towards society, it has also failed to 
make them more productive by teaching them the skills in 
demand. While qualified young men are unable to get 
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admission to vocational training institutes and engineering and 
medical colleges due to shortage of facilities, the universities, 
following loyally the conventional syllabus bequeathed to them 
from their colonial masters, have been producing generations of 
secularized liberal arts majors for clerical and civil service jobs, 
which have now become more than fully saturated. There is thus 
a steep rise in the number of 'educated unemployed' in urban 
areas in spite of a scarcity of trained manpower in several 
sectors of the economy. While the rich are easily able to get 
technical education for their children at home and abroad, the 
poor, who need it more acutely to raise their income and social 
status, are unable to do so. This tends to widen the gulf between 
the rich and the poor, and to condemn the poor to a position of 
permanent misery. This is a clear indictment of the educational 
systems for not responding positively to the dictates of the 
maqasid and to the changing economic and political realities of 
Muslim countries. 

 There is thus need for a substantial change in educational 
crucial with a view to inculcating Islamic values and imparting 
the needed technical skills. It is also necessary to establish a 
widespread network of institutions such that even a poor man's 
child in a rural area or urban slum has fair access to technical 
education and training facilities. This is an important way of 
removing one of the primary sources of inequity and poverty 
and providing everyone with a chance to push ahead on the 
basis of his innate ability and the training he has acquired. 

Access to Finance 
 Lack of access of the poor to finance is undoubtedly the 

most crucial factor in failing to bring about a broad-based 
ownership of businesses and industries and thereby realizing the 
egalitarian objectives of Islam. Unless effective measures are 
taken to remove this drawback, a better and widespread 
educational system will only help raise efficiency and incomes 
but be ineffective in reducing substantially the inequalities of 
wealth. This would render meaningless the talk of creating an 
egalitarian Islamic society. Fortunately, Islam has a clear 
advantage here over both capitalism and socialism through a 
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financial system which is built into its value system and which 
provides biting power to its objective of socio-economic justice. 
This will be discussed in Chapter 10. 
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CHAPTER 8 
Reducing Concentration of Wealth 

 The most serious obstacle to the realization of maqasid is
the existing concentration in ownership of means of production 
in Muslim countries, as it is in all market-economy countries. 
Unless this situation is corrected through the adoption of certain 
radical measures permissible within the framework of the 
Shari'ah. it will not be possible to make perceptible progress in 
realizing the egalitarian goals of Islam. The Islamic strategy in 
this case is in sharp contrast with that of socialism which, in 
order to remove the distributional injustice of capitalism, 
reduced human beings to a permanent state of wage slavery and 
also killed their initiative and enterprise by collectivization of 
all means of production and centralization of decision-making. 
Proliferation of ownership and decentralization of decision-
making appear to be more in conformity with the dignity, 
freedom and initiative that are associated with the concept of 
khalifah. This proliferation must be brought about in rural as 
well as urban areas, and in agriculture as well as industry and 
commerce. 
LAND REFORMS 

In the rural areas of Muslim countries, where a majority of the 
population lives, a small number of absentee landlords control 
large tracts of land and an equally small number of moneylend-
ers exercise monopoly power over access to finance. These 
landlords and moneylenders have become concentrated centres 
of power and act as overlords over a preponderant part of the 
fanning population, which is either landless or has small, 
uneconomic holdings. They exercise immense power over all 
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local government institutions, including the police and the 
judiciary, making them subservient to their whims and dictates. 
This sets the stage for exploitation of the rural population, 
killing their incentive, retarding growth of output. and 
perpetuating poverty and economic inequalities.1

 The poverty of the rural population prevents them from 
getting training in more productive farming techniques, buying 
fertilizers, pesticides, better quality seeds and equipment, and 
operating micro enterprises to supplement their meagre 
incomes. This vicious circle freezes them into a state of 
permanent poverty and deprivation and breeds indolence, 
dishonesty and apathy. It drives the rural young to urban areas 
in search of work. There they face unhealthy living conditions 
and remoteness from their loved ones. Social control declines 
and, combined with low wages and other frustrations, 
contributes to a rise in crime and social unrest. 

 It is not possible to uplift the socio-economic condition 
of the rural masses or to strengthen the roots of democratic 
institutions in Muslim countries without diluting the power 
centres in rural areas. This is bound to be a difficult task, but 
since no other socio-economic reform is likely to have as far-
reaching an effect as this on the realization of the maqasid. a
determined effort is indispensable. Hence, land and financial 
reforms should constitute the cornerstone of all economic 
programmes. Any government in Muslim countries that claims 
to stand for general well-being but does not give a central place 
to these reforms in its programme, cannot be considered serious 
in its claim. 

The question of land reforms hovers around the size of 
landholdings and the terms of tenancy. Unless both these issues 
are settled in conformity with the demands of socio-economic 
justice, it will be difficult to make significant headway in 
realizing the maqasid.
Size of Land Holdings 

If land had been acquired through fair means and cultivated 
either by the owner himself or leased to tenant fanners on just 
terms, and if the Islamic system of inheritance had also been 
faithfully applied. landholdings would not have become 
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concentrated in the hands of a few families. However, since land 
has been acquired for centuries through unfair means and the 
Islamic law of inheritance has been disregarded, landholdings 
have become inequitably distributed, subjecting most of the 
rural population to lives of virtual slavery, poverty and misery. 
Given this highly unjust situation, it is important to set a ceiling 
on the maximum size of landholdings and to distribute the 
surplus equitably among landless peasants. 

The Shari'ah does not, in normal circumstances, visualize the 
setting of such limits on private wealth.2 This is because, if its 
own just system is in operation, equity would' prevail and such 
limits would not be needed. However, the problem faced by 
Muslim countries at present is that of moving from the 
prevailing excessive concentration to the Islamic norm. The 
Shari'ah does authorize the state to take all measures that are 
necessary for realizing the maqasid. provided that such 
measures have not been specifically prohibited.) 

 Allowing the prevailing concentration to continue will 
permanently frustrate the goal of removing poverty and 
realizing an equitable distribution of wealth. Hence, it is 
necessary to break the combined monopolistic and monopolistic 
power of landlords by imposing certain reasonable limits on the 
maximum size of land held by one family. Even the enormity of 
the present rural population relative to the limited size of total 
available land necessitates the adoption of such a measure for 
the realization of the maqasid. Accordingly, a number of 
renowned scholars, including Imam Hasan al-Banna and 
Mawlana Abul A'la Mawdudi, have argued in favour of such 
limits to restore an equitable balance in ownership and to 
safeguard the social interest.4 Since the Shari'ah requires the 
payment of 'just' compensation to 'rightful' owners, the land 
need not be given away to the peasants free. It should rather be 
given at a fair price, the entire value being realized by the 
government gradually over a number of years out of the 
peasants' earnings, and used partly to compensate the 'rightful' 
(and only the 'rightful') owners and partly to meet some of the 
costs of rural development. 
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Terms of Tenancy 
In addition to reducing the size of landholdings, it is also 

important to reform the terms of tenancy. While the objective of 
establishing justice between the landlord and the tenant remains 
undisputed by the fuqaha' of all schools of Muslim 
jurisprudence, the nature of land tenancy has been one of the 
most controversial issues in fiqh literature.5

 A small minority of jurists permit neither share-cropping 
nor fixed-rent tenancy and requires that a landowner should 
cultivate himself whatever land he can and grant the use of the 
balance to someone who can do so.6 There are others (a greater 
minority) who allow share-cropping but prohibit fixed-rent 
tenancy. Their contention is that although initially the Prophet, 
may the peace and blessings of God be on him, discouraged 
both share-cropping and fixed-rent tenancy, he later on allowed 
share-cropping, and this became a widespread practice among 
the Prophet's companions and their successors.7

 A predominant majority of the jurists, however, allow 
both share-cropping and fixed-rent tenancy, this being 
consistent with the permissibility of both mudarabah and
leasing in the Shari'ah. Their rationale is that the poverty of 
most Muslims in the early Madinan period had led the Prophet, 
may the peace and blessings of God be on him, to be more 
demanding on the rich. He hence discouraged both share-
cropping and fixed-rent tenancy, and encouraged landlords to 
allow the peasants to cultivate, without paying any 
compensation, whatever lands the landlords could not cultivate 
themselves. However, later on when the economic condition of 
Muslims improved, he allowed both, and not just share-cropping 
as is argued by the second group.8

 Nevertheless, a number of jurists feel that, even though 
fixed-rent tenancy is allowed, it is makruh (undesirable).9 
According to them share-cropping is preferable because, by 
requiring both the landlord and the tenant to share in the reward 
as well as the risk of fanning, it is fairer to both of them, in 
contrast with fixed-rent tenancy, which assures the landlord a 
fixed return even though the tenant mayor may not be able to 
have any output. To be fair to the jurists who allow fixed-rent 
tenancy, they have tried to ensure justice to the tenant by laying 
down a number of conditions for the validity of a land-lease 
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contract. For example, according to Imam Malik, if the output 
gets destroyed or the lessee is unable to cultivate the leased land 
due to circumstances beyond his control (e.g., flood or drought) 
then the lease contract becomes voidable because of excessive 
risk and uncertainty (gharar).1O In spite of this controversy, a 
number of jurists find it to be within the competence of an 
Islamic state to prohibit fixed-rent tenancy, at least temporarily, 
or to" regulate it sufficiently, if this is necessary for realizing the 
maqasid and serving the interest of the people.11

 Since tenants and landless farmers are weak and 
powerless and are likely to remain so for some time, in spite of 
the enforcement of a higher limit on the size of landholdings, 
fixed-rent leasing of land may continue to be a source of 
injustice and poverty when rents are high and output continues 
to be uncertain. It would hence be desirable for Muslim 
governments to make share-cropping the general basis of land 
lease and to strive for a just sharing of the output between the 
landlord and the tenant. This should continue at least until the 
power base in rural areas has become sufficiently broadened and 
the exploitative edge of land-holding families has been 
effectively blunted. The radical practice instituted by the 
Prophet, peace and blessings of God be on him, in the early 
Madinan period indicates that the Islamic state has the authority. 
to undertake all measures considered necessary for improving 
the well-being of the peasants and landless farmers and for 
reducing concentration of wealth in Muslim societies. 
 The importance of land refom1s for creating the 
egalitarian and democratic climate that Islam visualizes cannot 
be overstated. Distribution of land is a major determinant of the 
distribution of income and the incidence of poveny.'2 Countries 
that have combined economic growth with an equitable 
distribution of landholdings, like Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, 
and Costa Rica, have been able to achieve a relatively more 
equitable distribution of income, while countries which have 
allowed the concentration of landholdings to continue are 
suffering from a higher incidence of poverty and a more 
inequitable distribution of income,13 The creation of a rural 
sector of small, independent proprietary farmers would also help 
provide a great boost to farm incentives, thus raising agricultural 
output and accelerating development. Combined with the 
proliferation of SMEs, it would help 
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reduce the migration of farm population to urban areas and the 
associated urban congestion, crime and violence. Reduction in 
the inequalities of income and wealth would also allow 
democratic processes to take firm root in these countries and 
minimize the political instability that has now become a 
characteristic of most of them. 

 Given the flagrant inequities that now exist, land reform 
is not an option which the governments mayor may not consider 
seriously. If a meaningful land reform is not implemented, it 
will come ultimately through a violent revolution. Historical 
experience shows that when such revolutions take place, all 
ethical values get trampled. Landlords may in this case lose not 
only their lands through expropriation but also other belongings 
and indeed their lives. It would hence be in their own larger, 
long-term interest to strive voluntarily for just land reform. 

 It is argued by some that land reform may tend to make 
agriculture inefficient by reducing the size of landholdings. 
Such a contention is not upheld by a number of empirical 
studies conducted in different countries. These studies have 
confirmed that farm size and output per acre are inversely 
correlated. This implies that small farms are more efficient than 
large farms.14 Empirical evidence that is in conflict with this 
view, has been explained by the tendency of resources (such as 
better seeds, credit, water supply and fertilizer) to gravitate 
towards large farms as a result of the ability of big landlords to 
use their wealth as a collateral to borrow from financial 
institutions.15 Even according to the World Bank, "the resilience 
and productivity of small family farms throughout the world is 
striking", especially in view of the considerable disadvantages 
faced by them in terms of limited access to services, markets 
and productive inputs such as fenilisers.16 It is important to bear 
in mind that implementation of land reforms does not 
necessarily imply that landholdings be reduced below a certain 
economically viable level. 
PROLIFERATION OF SMALL AND MICRO 
ENTERPRISES (SMEs) 

The counterpart of rural land reforms in the industrial and 
business sectors is the proliferation of efficient SMEs in rural as 
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well as urban areas. This would complement land reforms in 
reducing the prevailing concentration of wealth and power in 
Muslim countries. It also has other advantages which occupy a 
place of high priority in the Islamic value frame. 

 The proliferation of SMEs would be in sharp contrast to 
the prevailing situation in the capitalist and socialist worlds. 
Large businesses dominate the economic and political scene in 
capitalist countries and the long-term trend seems to be in 
favour of even bigger businesses and farms. Consequently, 
competition. which was the predominant form of market 
relations in the 19th century in the capitalist world, has ceased 
to occupy that position.17 To solve this problem, socialism 
brought about state ownership of all means of production. This 
has heightened wage slavery and alienation. It has also 
eliminated competition and reduced incentive and efficiency. It 
is not yet clear what trend the move towards privatization of 
socialist large enterprises will reflect with respect to their size. 

 While there may be nothing basically wrong in large 
enterprises if they are more efficient and do not lead to 
concentration of wealth and power, it seems that the adoption of 
a policy of generally discouraging large enterprises except 
where they are inevitable, and of encouraging SMEs, as much as 
possible, would be more conducive to the realization of the 
maqasid. This would have a number of advantages besides that 
of reducing concentration of wealth and power. It would be 
more conducive to social health because ownership of 
businesses tends to increase the owners' sense of independence, 
dignity and self-respect. It would induce such owners to 
innovate and to work harder for the success of their own 
businesses. It would create a healthier environment for 
competition and thus contribute to greater efficiency. It would 
also help expand employment opportunities at a faster rate, as 
will be discussed in Chapter 9. 

WIDER OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL OF 
CORPORATIONS 

Since SMEs may not be feasible for all types of economic 
activity. it may be preferable to choose the corporate form of 
business organization for large enterprises wherever they are 
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necessary. This has the potential of making a positive 
contribution towards the proliferation of ownership. However. 
the corporation as it exists in the West is a primary source of 
concentration of wealth and power. IS Even though corporations 
constitute the dominant sector of the economy and exercise an 
immense power to make basic product. price and investment 
decisions that affect the entire nation and. in fact. the world. I'! 
they do not reflect the political democracy of the West in their 
decision-making.2o Corporations operate as autocratic institu-
tions; the holding of controlling stock by a few families makes it 
possible for them to have control over all policies.~' This is the 
natural consequence of the Western interest-based financial 
system. which makes a high gearing ratio possible and leads to 
the inverted pyramid of corporate power based on a narrow 
equity base. The leveraged takeovers witnessed in recent years 
have made the situation even worse. 

 The Western corporation does not therefore provide a 
model for Muslim countries. It must be reformed appropriately 
to reduce the concentration of power. The abolition of interest 
and a substantial expansion of equity in the capital structure of 
corporations in accordance with Islamic values would not only 
minimize the leverage of rich families. but also lead to a wider 
ownership of corporate shares and a more equitable distribution 
of power. This may not be enough because most shareholders 
do not participate in board meetings. Hence other reforms may 
also be needed to reduce the sweeping powers of directors. 

ACTIVATION 0F. ZAKAT AND  INHERITANCE 
SYSTEMS 

 The above measures for reducing inequalities of income 
and wealth would be more successful if they were further 
strengthened by the activation of Islamic zakat and inheritance 
systems. Unfortunately, even though the implementation of both 
these systems is an essential pan of a Muslim's religious 
obligations. they have remained dormant for a long time. 
Zakat: The Social Self-Help Programme 
 Islam has incorporated in its structure of beliefs an 
arrangement for social self-help. with everyone contributing in 
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accordance with his ability. to bring to fulfillment its vision of a 
brotherhood where everyone enjoys dignity and care by virtue 
of his or her being the khalifah of God and a member of the 
ummah. While it has made it obligatory for every Muslim to 
earn his livelihood. it has also made it a collective obligation of 
the Muslim society to satisfy the needs of all those who are 
unable to help themselves because of some inability over which 
they have no control. If, in spite of this obligation, there exists 
poverty alongside of affluence, the society does not deserve to 
be referred to as truly Muslim. The Prophet, peace and blessings 
of God be on him. declared that "He is not a true Muslim who 
eats his fill when his neighbour is hungry. "22 The Prophet also 
emphasized that a locality where a person has to sleep hungry 
deprives itself of God's protection,23 . An, the fourth Caliph, 
also emphasized this same idea. in a somewhat different 
manner: 
 Allah has made it obligatory upon the rich to payout of 
their wealth whatever is sufficient for the poor. If the poor 
starve, or go unclad. or suffer difficulties. it is because the rich 
have deprived them. Hence it is proper for God, the Almighty 
and the Exalted. to bring them to account and to punish them. 
"24

 One of the ways through which Islam requires Muslims 
to discharge this obligation is the institution of zakat. which is 
an inviolable part of Islamic beliefs. The prescription of zakat is
a clear and unambiguous signal of the Divine desire to assure 
that no one suffers because of lack of means to acquire the 
essential need-fulfilling goods and services. Zakat. which 
literally means purification (taharah). growth. (nama' J. 
blessing (barakah and appreciation (madh),25 is technically the 
financial obligation of a Muslim to payout of his net worth or 
agricultural output, if these are higher than the threshold of 
zakat (nisab), a specified portion as an indispensable part of his 
religious duties. It is one of the five pillars of Islam and reflects 
a determination to purify the society. of the canker of poverty, 
and the wealth of the well-to-do. of the offence against Islamic 
teachings committed by the non-fulfillment of everyone's basic 
needs. It is a way of expressing one's appreciation to God for 
His bounties and of seeking His blessings. which will be 
reflected in the growth of wealth and the real well-being of all. 
It is thus the financial embodiment of an indispensable socio-
economic commitment of Muslims to meet the needs of all, 
without putting the entire 
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 burden on the public exchequer which socialism and the secular 
welfare state have unwittingly done. 

 The social self-help arrangement which zakat represents
is not like a civil obligation to pay a tax. It is an absolutely 
binding religious obligation imposed by the Creator Himself and 
is payable out of the wealth which He has provided out of His 
Benevolence as a trust, to be shared with those who are not so 
blessed (Qur'an, 57: 7). It is one of the prescribed forms of 
worship - which in Islam does not consist mainly of praying, 
fasting and performing the pilgrimage; it also encompasses the 
fulfillment of one's obligations towards other human beings, 
including members of one's nuclear and extended family, 
friends and neighbours. On the conscientious payment of zakat
depends also the acceptance of one's prayers by God and one's 
well-being in the Hereafter where the neglect of one's 
obligations towards fellow human beings will be considered a 
more serious failure than the shortcomings in fulfilling one's 
obligations towards God.!6 While the avoidance of taxes may 
remain undetected by the state: and hence unpunished, the 
avoidance of zakat cannot be so. The Almighty sees and knows 
everything. Hence there is no question of a Muslim avoiding or 
evading the payment of zakat. If he does so, he hurts his own 
self-interest. 

 The payment of zakat by the rich is not a favour to the 
poor. The rich are not the real owners of their wealth; they are 
only trustees (Qur'an, 57: 7). They must spend it in accordance 
with the terms of the trust, one of the most important of which is 
fulfilling the needs of the poor. Any attempt on the pan of the 
rich to show it as a favour. thus injuring the feelings of the poor, 
reflects their insincerity and destroys their reward in the 
Hereafter (Qur'an, 2: 261-74). The poor should also not treat the 
receipt of zakat as a personal disgrace because what they are 
receiving is only their right ordained by God in the wealth of the 
rich (Qur'an, 51: 91 and 70: 25). They are, moreover, free to 
choose how to spend their receipts of zakat. It is their money 
and they may spend it in accordance with their own priorities, 
which would, in a Muslim society, be within the constraints of 
the Shari'ah. However, anyone who can provide for himself and 
does not deserve to receive zakat but still does so, will be 
disgraced on the Day of Judgment because he is in essence 
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guilty of acquiring income wrongfully and of violating the rights 
of others.27 There may not, therefore, be any need for an 
elaborate system of means testing which tends to be demeaning, 
expensive, time-consuming, and inconvenient. It would 
nevertheless be wise, at least in the initial phase, to be alert to 
misuse and indiscriminate handling of funds. The informal 
social control system present in a morally-charged Muslim 
society would help weed out violators. By effectively 
eliminating those who are able to take care of themselves, the 
system should be able to provide meaningful assistance to those 
who are really needy. 

 It may be expected that every Muslim who is made 
conscious of his religious obligations, will not fail to pay the 
zakat if he acts rationally to ensure his short- as well as long-
term interests - to attract God's blessings on his wealth in this 
world and to gain His pleasure in the Hereafter. The Prophet 
indicated that the payment of zakat does not diminish a person's 
wealth.28 God's blessings, which zakat attracts will in fact 
increase his wealth ultimately. The Qur'an says: "And let not 
those who stingily withhold (from others) what God has given 
them through His Grace, think that this is good for them; no, it 
is bad for them. Whatever they withhold will be clasped around 
their neck like a collar on the Day of Judgment. To God belongs 
the heritage of the heavens and the earth; and God is well aware 
of all that you do" (3:180). However, in spite of the prospect of 
this severe punishment, there may be Muslims who do not pay. 
The Islamic state must use its coercive power to make such 
people pay. Abu Bakr, the first Caliph, waged war against those 
who refused to pay zakat after the Prophet's death. It is the 
general impression of Muslims that with proper education in 
Islamic values and the creation of a social environment which is 
conducive to the practice of Islamic teachings, a majority of the 
Muslims will not try to evade the payment of zakat and will 
fully cooperate with the government in knowing about those 
who do not pay and in making them do so. 

 The differences of opinion among the various schools of
fiqh on the 'base' of the zakat. the Hanafiyyah being the most 
extensive and the Zahiriyyah being the most narrow, should not 
make a significant practical difference.29 This is because most 
fuqaha'. including the Zahiriyyah, have allowed that if the 
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needs of the poor cannot be satisfied from the proceeds of the 
zakat, then the state enjoys the right to impose extra levies so as 
to be able to satisfy a1l the essential needs of the poor. Ibn 
Hazam al-Zahiri, whose base for zakat as indicated above. is 
probably the narrowest of all, wrote: 

 It is the obligation of the rich in ever)' country 10 
satisfy the needs of their poor and the ruler should 
compel them to do so If the proceeds form zakat and 
fay’ are not sufficient for this purpose. The ruler 
should fulfill the needs of the poor for food, clothing 
for summer as well as winter. and housing that not 
only protects them from rain. heat and sun but also 
provides them privacy.30

 t makes little difference whether the rich provide the 
resources by way of zakat or special levies for need fulfillment. 
Those who pay it willingly as a pan of their religious obligation 
towards the poor, increase their reward with God. while those 
who pay it grudgingly pan with the amount anyway, but without 
the compensating reward and blessings from God. 

 It must also be borne in mind that zakat does not replace 
the self-financing arrangements made in modem societies 10 
provide social insurance protection for unemployment. accident, 
old age and health through deductions from the employees' 
salary as well as the employers' contributions. Zakat also does 
not replace the budgetary provisions made by governments for 
relief and welfare payments at times of calamity. Zakat does not 
even absolve the Islamic state of adopting fiscal measures and 
schemes for income redistribution and expansion of employ-
ment and self-employment opportunities. Zakat is a social self-
help measure adopted with full religious backing to support 
those poor and destitute who are unable to help themselves, in 
spite of a1\ the above schemes, so as to eliminate misery and 
poverty from the Muslim society. If the zakat proceeds are not 
sufficient, it is the unavoidable responsibility of the society to 
find other ways and means of attaining the desired goal. 

Since it is the obligation of a Muslim to earn his own living, it 
would be desirable to give preference even in zakat 
disbursements to the objective of enabling the poor to stand on 
their own feet. Zakat should become a permanent income 
supplement for only those who cannot be enabled to earn 
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enough through their own effort. For others zakat should be 
used to provide only temporary relief along with essential 
resources to acquire training, equipment and materials to enable 
them to earn sufficiently. If, along with all the measures 
discussed in Chapter 9 for expanding self-employment, the 
zakat proceeds are also utilized to enable people to stand on 
their own feet within a socio-economic environment which 
encourages SMEs, then there is no reason why zakat cannot 
succeed in reducing unemployment, poverty and inequalities in 
Muslim countries. 

 Zakat should also have another salutary effect on Muslim 
countries. It should increase the availability of funds for 
investment. The levy of zakat on all wealth, including gold and 
silver and idle balances held in safes, will induce the zakat 
payers to seek income on their wealth so as to be able to pay the 
zakat without reducing their wealth. Thus in a society where the 
Islamic values have been internalized, gold and silver holdings 
and idle balances would tend to go down leading to a rise in 
investment, thus contributing to greater prosperity. Will the levy 
of zakat promote extravagance, to avoid payment of zakat. or
sloth. to receive payment? This should not be the case in a 
society where simple living is the ideal behaviour. where 
extravagance and status symbols are frowned upon. and where 
supporting oneself through one's own labour is obligatory. 
Nevertheless, the Islamic state must play an important role in 
ensuring the prevalence of Islamic values and in restructuring 
the socio-economic environment to serve as effective comple-
ments for zakat in the realization of maqasid. 
Inheritance

 Islam has instituted a unique inheritance system designed 
to bring about a more equitable distribution of wealth. The rules 
for inheritance are defined by the Shari'ah on the basis of its 
socio-economic objectives. No one can deprive a genuine 
Shari'ah inheritor except when he is an apostate or guilty of 
murdering the deceased. Again, no one can make a will for more 
than one-third of his estate. This one-third has to be for 
charitable objectives or for persons not already entitled to a 
share in the estate (unless the other heirs agree). 
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 Both the living parent~ of the deceased are assured of a 
prescribed share. This not only ensures their welfare but also 
enables the distribution of the parent's share to the brothers and 
sisters of the deceased after the parent's death, thus generating a 
wider distribution of wealth. The wife is also assured of a 
prescribed share. The balance goes to all (emphasize all) the 
children of the deceased. Within the Islamic value frame. it is 
not possible to pass the entire wealth to just one child, thus 
depriving others of their just share. If there are no children. the 
wealth is distributed in accordance with prescribed principles 
and the will of the deceased to ensure a wider and equitable 
distribution.

 In other words, there is a purpose behind the inheritance 
scheme prescribed by Islam - to bring about a broad-based 
distribution of the deceased person's wealth. If the Islamic 
values are enforced and the inheritance system is effectively 
applied, the distribution of wealth in a Muslim society cannot 
but become equitable and continue to remain so.31

RESTRUCTURING THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM 
The interest-based financial system which Muslim countries 

have borrowed from the capitalist countries is one of the 
primary sources of concentration of wealth and power.32

Therefore, even the implementation of the entire matrix of 
policies suggested in this chapter may not succeed in bringing 
about, and then sustaining, the desired proliferation of small and 
micro enterprises, or in reducing economic inequalities, unless 
the entire financial system is restructured in the light of Islamic 
teachings. This subject will be discussed later under a separate 
heading. 
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CHAPTER 9 
Economic Restructuring 

Given the scarcity of resources and the need to reduce 
macroeconomic imbalances, realization of the maqasid may not 
be possible unless there is a reduction in total absorption in such 
a way that there is a maximum possible increase in need 
fulfillment, savings and capital formation, and self-employment 
and employment opportunities. This demands a restructuring of 
the economy, and particularly of the consumption and invest-
ment patterns of both private and public sectors, with the 
objective of drying up the flow of resources for all uses that do 
not contribute to goal realization. Such a restructuring, as 
already discussed in Chapter 4, cannot be attained by resort to 
liberalization within the value-neutral Enlightenment frame-
work. It can be attained only if all constituent elements of the 
Islamic strategy are brought into play. Some of the relevant 
aspects of such a restructuring are discussed below. 
CHANGING CONSUMER PREFERENCES: A DOUBLE 
LAYER OF FILTERS 

 The objective of squeezing consumption to raise savings 
and capital formation poses a dilemma. The unequivocal Islamic 
emphasis on brotherhood and social equality requires that a 
reduction in aggregate consumption be brought about in such a 
way that the standard of need satisfaction of the poor is not only 
not worsened but rather improved. If the needs of all are to be 
met within the constraint of scarce resources, and if this is also 
to be accompanied by a rise in capital formation, then an 
offsetting reduction has to be made by holding consumption 
within the range of what the society can afford. This requires a 
revolutionary change in the prevailing life-styles, particularly 
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of the rich. Consumption cannot then be allowed to become the 
sole end of an individual's life as it has become under 
capitalism. 

 Muslim countries have for decades been following a 
consumption pattern copied from Western consumer culture 
which measures a person's worth by the luxury of his living and 
the frequency of his purchases. Accordingly, expensive life-
styles, which even some of the rich industrial countries can 
hardly afford, have become a prestige symbol in the poorer 
Muslim countries. These, along with a number of unIslamic 
customs and ceremonies, extending from childbirth to marriage 
and death, have led to an unrealistic consumption pattern which 
b unwarranted in the light of their values as well as their 
resources. The victims of this competition are forced to live 
beyond their means and to resort to corruption and unethical 
means to cover the shortfall between income and unrealistic 
spending. Aggregate consumption has accordingly risen. 
savings have lagged behind, and capital formation based on 
domestic savings remains inadequate. Moreover, since most 
luxury goods and services carrying a snob appeal are of foreign 
origin, the pressure on foreign exchange resources has risen 
steeply. The resources gap has had to be filled by external 
borrowings, contributing to a higher debt servicing burden, with 
further squeezing of resources in the future. 

Need for the Moral Filter 
 The crux of the problem is how to distinguish 'necessary' 

from 'unnecessary' claims on resources, and then how to induce 
everyone to abstain from making 'unnecessary' claims. For this 
purpose a filter mechanism and a motivating system are 
essential. I 

 The price system operating in a secularist environment 
cannot provide either an effective mechanism for filtering out 
unnecessary claims on resources or a complete motivating 
system. Although the use of prices as a mechanism for reducing 
imbalances and generating efficiency in the use of resources is 
indispensable, it is inadequate to realize equity, particularly if 
the background conditions are not satisfied. Reliance on prices 
.alone enables the rich to buy what they want of the luxuries and 
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status symbols. no matter how high their prices are raised 
through taxes, tariffs and currency depreciation. If one family 
has them others consider them indispensable. Those who cannot 
afford them also try to be with the 'pace-setters' by acquiring 
them through suppression of need satisfaction or corruption and 
unscrupulous means. In developing countries, with their 
inefficient and corrupt tax administration, it is possible to avoid 
or evade higher tariffs and taxes by means of under invoicing, 
bribery and smuggling. In this case the higher prices resulting 
from such tariffs and taxes yield higher profit margins and 
promote not only larger imports but also greater domestic 
production of such goods. This unintentionally distorts the 
allocation of resources in favour of status symbols and squeezes 
their availability for need satisfaction, thus making the prices of 
needs higher than what they would otherwise be, and 
accentuating the difficulties of the poor. 

 This does not imply that the discipline imposed by the 
price mechanism should not be adopted. It does mean however 
that the effort to check unnecessary consumption merely by 
using the pl1ce filter cannot be effective. It must also be 
reinforced by changing the preferences of consumers by the use 
of another filter based on moral values and a motivating system 
that can induce even the rich to abide by them. If this is done, a 
substantial range of claims can be eliminated even before they 
get expressed in the market. A new equilibrium between 
aggregate supply and aggregate demand on resources can then 
be established at a lower level of general prices. This should 
help need-fulfillment and improve the living conditions of the 
poor.

 In a planned economy, the absence of a moral filter as 
well as consumer 'sovereignty' makes resource allocation 
subject to the whims and vested interests of the politburo 
members and other power elite. Moreover, the absence of 
realistic market determined prices removes even the secularist 
motivation for 'efficiency' in the use of resources. However, if 
realistic prices and consumer 'sovereignty' are adopted along 
with private ownership of means of production, as is now the 
aim in many socialist countries. the absence of a moral filter and 
motivating system may lead to a resource allocation and price 
structure that are no better than capitalism. 
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The Three Categories 
 As long as the Muslim countries continue to use the 

capitalist and socialist strategies, they will not be able, any more 
than the capitalist and socialist countries themselves, to prevent 
the use of scarce resources for inessential purposes. Resources 
available for need satisfaction will then automatically be 
squeezed, making it difficult to realise the maqasid in spite of 
increased wealth. What the Muslim countries need to do is to 
distinguish the 'necessary' from the 'unnecessary' by dividing all 
goods and services into three categories: needs, luxuries and 
intermediates. The term 'needs' (including necessities and 
comforts) may be used to refer to all those 600ds and services 
which fulfill a need or reduce a hardship and thus make a real
difference in human well-being. The term 'luxuries' may be used 
to cover all those goods and services which are wanted mainly 
for their snob appeal and make no real difference to a person's 
well-being. The term intermediates' may be used for all those 
goods and services which it is not possible to classify in a clear-
cut manner into needs or luxuries, and some flexibility is 
considered desirable. 

 It is possible to derive such a classification of goods and 
services on the basis of Islamic values. There is some intrinsic 
discussion in the fiqh literature about necessities (daruriyyat), 
conveniences (hajiyyat)) and refinements (tahsiniyyat). All of 
these, as defined by the fuqaha' (jurists), fall within the range of 
what have been termed needs above and do not include luxuries 
or status symbols. Anything that goes beyond needs has been 
treated by the fuqaha' as prodigality and self-indulgence and 
strongly disapproved.2 This discussion in the fiqh literature 
could be developed further in the light of the Qur'an and the 
Sunnah to enable Muslim countries to realise the maqasid and
reduce the prevailing imbalances. 

 It is important to bear in mind that since Islam is not an 
ascetic religion, the classification of goods and services in the 
three categories need not remain inflexible. As Islam allows a 
person to satisfy all his needs and even to go after such comforts 
as may increase his efficiency and well-being, and as the 
classification of goods and services must reflect the wealth and 
general living standards in any given Muslim country, the 
perspective on needs is bound to undergo a change over time 
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with the development of technology and the increase in wealth 
and general standards of living. In fact, most Muslim countries 
are richer today and can afford a higher standard of need 
fulfillment than the early Muslim societies. What is 
indispensable, however, is the satisfaction of all the basic needs 
of all human beings in a Muslim society in conformity with 
their status as vicegerents of God. This goal cannot be realized 
unless the differences in consumption levels, allowed in 
conformity with the status and income of individuals, do not go 
beyond what the economy's resources can bear. They should not 
reflect snobbery or lead to wide social gaps that can but weaken 
the bonds of Islamic brotherhood. The objective should not be 
to create a monotonous uniformity and drabness in Muslim 
society. Simplicity can be attained in life-styles alongside 
creativity and diversity. The criteria for classification into the 
three categories should hence be the Islamic consumption norms 
along with the availability of resources and the impact on 
brotherhood and social equality. Removal of the prevailing 
imbalances will also have to be an additional criterion when 
such imbalances cease to be manageable. 
Liberalizing Need Fulfillment 

 'Liberalization' may hence be construed only within the 
framework of these three categories. Production, import and 
distribution of all goods and services falling within the category 
of needs should be liberalized. Market forces should be allowed 
to play their constructive role. The government should do all it 
can to provide the necessary incentives and facilities to increase 
the supply of goods and services falling within this category. 
Any indirect tax which it is considered necessary to impose on 
these goods and services should be at a lower rate and graduated 
in the reverse order of their priority. The consumption of goods 
falling within the category of intermediates should be discour-
aged through moral suasion and relatively higher tariffs and 
taxes. 

 It would, however, be necessary not to liberalize the use 
of resources for goods and services falling within the category 
of luxuries and status symbols to ensure that the allocation of 
resources in the economy reflects social and economic 
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priorities. The price system alone, as argued earlier, cannot 
accomplish this. It is necessary to change consumer preferences 
through moral reform. If people understand their social 
obligations and their accountability before God, and realize that 
their use of the economy's scarce resources for inessential 
purposes will deprive others of need fulfillment, they will tend 
to change their behaviour voluntarily. However, even moral 
exhortation may be ineffective when conspicuous consumption 
has become a part of the social frame of mind after having been 
in vogue for a long time. It is necessary to change the social 
mood. Individuals cannot change the direction of the tide and 
are constrained to conform. Hence, for greater effectiveness in 
creating the needed social environment, it would be desirable to 
have the campaign for simple living accompanied, at least in the 
early phase and as long as the Islamic values have not become 
internalized and the imbalances remain a serious problem, by an 
officially imposed ban on this category of goods and services, 
including luxury imports, ostentatious ceremonies, unrealistic 
dowries and the display of status symbols. The key to success 
will lie in ensuring that no-one, no matter how rich or highly 
placed, is able to get by. A single exception may become a 
flood. The elimination of 'unnecessary' claims on resources 
brought about in this manner, would help keep exchange rates 
and the prices of needs at a humane level without the use of 
controls.

 Even efforts directed towards reducing corruption are 
bound to fail unless the governments first strike at one of the 
major fV0ts of corruption - the ostentatious life-styles now 
prevailing in Muslim countries. Such life-styles almost force 
people to resort to unfair means of earning. The acquisitiveness 
and corruption of many people may tend to decline substantially 
once they realize that their effort to acquire greater prestige 
through conspicuous consumption only blemishes their reputa-
tion and raises questions about their source of financing. 
REFORMING THE PUBLIC FINANCES: DISCIPLINING 
THE PRODIGAL 

 Simple living will undoubtedly reduce private sector 
pressure on resources and raise the savings needed for 
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investment and development. This will. however. not be enough 
Governments in Muslim countries. as in other developing 
countries. are as blameworthy as. if not more blameworthy than. 
the private sector. for the excessive claims on resources. They 
have almost lost control over their public finances and have 
been experiencing unhealthy levels of budgetary deficits. These 
deficits have been financed by monetary expansion and 
excessive levels of domestic and external borrowing. These 
have generated relatively high levels of inflation and debt-
servicing burdens which will continue to plague them for a long 
time.3

Priorities in Spending 
In spite of their excessive spending. the governments have 

neither laid down the minimum infrastructure necessary for 
balanced and accelerated development nor supplied adequately 
the services indispensable for realizing the maqasid. Rural
infrastructure and agricultural extension services. on which the 
well-being of a preponderant proportion of the population 
depends. have been neglected. Education. which should 
constitute the foundation stone of an Islamic society, has failed 
to respond to the socio-economic needs even in Muslim 
countries where it has received emphasis in the government 
budget. Due attention has not been given to character building 
and educational and vocational training opportunities have not 
become uniformly available to all sectors of the population. 
Health expenditure has been concentrated mainly in the major 
cities. in large capital-intensive hospitals, and on curative 
medicine. Yet the majority of the population lives in the 
countryside. needs a network of simple clinics and paramedical 
personnel. control of epidemic diseases, and, above all, the 
provision of clean water supplies, sanitary services and 
eradication of malnutrition.4 Housing for the poor has received 
hardly any public sector attention and slum areas without public 
utilities and sanitation have mushroomed. Development of an 
efficient public transport system has been grossly neglected 
causing great hardship to the poor who have no transport 
facilities of their own. Yet, all the while, considerable lip-
service is paid to Islam and its imperative of socio-economic 
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justice. This sorry state of affairs is bound to perpetuate slower 
growth and economic inequalities, thus accentuating social 
tensions and unrest. It is therefore necessary for Muslim 
governments to restructure their spending in a way that enables 
them not only to reduce their overall spending but also to 
concentrate more on projects that will help accelerate 
development and realise the maqasid

 he absence of a serious effort on the part of governments 
to utilize their limited resources more efficiently is due to a 
number of reasons. Firstly, there is a lack of realization that the 
resources at their disposal are a trust from God. This failing, 
along with the expensive life-style of government officials, has 
contributed to corruption. Only a .oral reform of the society 
along with a restructuring of life-styles can remove this 
shortcoming. Secondly, the absence of an indigenous develop-
ment philosophy worked out with sensitivity to the country's 
own resources and values has led to the absence of well-
established priorities. Without the establishment of such 
priorities it is not possible to set up agreed criteria for judging 
the 'essential' from the 'inessential', and the 'productive' from the 
'wasteful', use of resources. Unless a long-term commitment is 
made to an Islamic development philosophy, it may not be 
possible to remove the existing confusion and conflict in 
policies. Thirdly, the price system has not been used and 
resources, particularly foreign exchange resources, are acquired 
0:" sold by governments and public enterprises at less than their 
opportunity costs. This contributes to inefficient use of 
resources. Fourthly, the absence of an elected parliament and a 
free press deprives the public of a forum for criticism of 
government policies. This problem cannot be cured without 
establishing legitimate governments that are accountable to the 
people. 
Principles of Spending 

Commitment to Islamic values and the maqasid should help 
on all four counts. The maqasid will in particular help reduce 
the existing arbitrariness in government spending decisions by 
providing the criteria for establishing priorities. The maqasid
could be further reinforced by adhering to the following six 
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broad principles adapted from the legal maxims developed over 
the centuries by Muslim jurists to provide a rational and 
consistent basis for Islamic jurisprudences.5

 I. The principal criterion for all expenditure allocations 
should be the well-being of the people (Article 58). 

2. The removal of hardship and injury must take precedence 
over the provision of comfort (Articles 17, 18, 19,20,30, 31 and 
32). 
 3. The larger interest of the majority should take 
precedence over the narrower interest of a minority (Article 28). 

4. A private sacrifice or loss may be inflicted to save a public 
sacrifice or loss, and a greater sacrifice or loss may be averted 
by imposing a smaller sacrifice or loss (Articles 26, 27 and 28). 
 5. Whoever receives the benefit must bear the cost 
(Articles 87 and 88). 
 6. Something without which an obligation cannot be 
fulfilled is also obligatory.6

 These maxims have an important bearing on taxation and 
government spending in Muslim countries. To clarify some of 
their implications for government expenditure programmes, it 
may be helpful to consider a few examples. 

 Since general well-being has to be an essential objective 
of all public spending in accordance with maxim I, then maxim 
6 would require that all physical and social infrastructure 
projects, which help realise this objective through accelerated 
economic growth, job creation and need fulfillment, should be 
given priority over those that do not make such a contribution. 
Even among the indispensable infrastructure projects, maxim 2 
would demand the giving of preference to projects that would 
help remove the hardship and suffering caused, for example, by 
the prevalence of malnutrition, illiteracy, homelessness and 
epidemics, and lack of medical facilities, clean water supply and 
sewage disposal. Similarly, the development of an efficient 
public transport system should acquire priority in accordance 
with maxim 3 because its absence causes hardship to a majority 
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of the urban population. adversely affecting efficiency and 
development. and leads to an excessive import of cars and 
petrol. While these cars provide extra comfort to a smaller 
proportion of the suburban population. a reduction in their 
imports and diversion of the savings to import of public 
transport vehicles could be justified on the basis of maxim 4; 
such a measure would not only reduce the pressure on foreign 
exchange resources but also provide comfortable transport 
services to the majority, with lower congestion and pollution on 
urban roads. 

 If priority is to be given to serving the interest of the 
majority ill accordance with maxim4. then the secondary 
importance given to rural development programmes has no 
foundation. Since the majority of the population lives in rural 
areas and the mass uprooting of manpower from their families 
and society causes socio-economic problems, the development 
of these areas to raise agricultural productivity, expand self-
employment and employment opportunities. and fulfill their 
needs must take precedence. This will also automatically 
improve urban life by reducing congestion and strain on 
services.

 If inequalities of income and wealth are to be reduced. it 
becomes indispensable. in accordance with maxim 6. to raise the 
ability of the poor to earn more through greater and more 
convenient access to be better educational and training facilities 
and to finance. This demands the giving of priority in 
government spending programmes to the establishment of 
educational and vocational training institutions in rural areas so 
that everyone who qualifies has an equal access to them. It is 
also necessary to restructure the financial system to make 
financing available to a broad spectrum of entrepreneurs in rural 
as well as urban areas to raise self-employment opportunities 
and to increase the supply of need-satisfying goods and services. 

Where to Cut 
Given the unhealthy fiscal deficits. the maqasid cannot be 

realized unless there is a reduction in aggregate spending along 
with a reallocation in accordance with the priorities discussed 
above. A decision has therefore to be taken about areas where 
spending must be reduced. Without such a reduction. either the 
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realization of the maqasid will have to be compromised or else 
spending will exceed the limits of available resources and 
exacerbate macroeconomic and external imbalances, Where can 
spending be reduced? It is important to identify some of the 
major areas where savings could be realized. 

Corruption. Inefficiency and Waste 
The first and the most obvious way to achieve substantial 

savings is to minimize corruption. inefficiency and waste, which 
are seriously eroding the governments' ability to utilize their 
scarce resources efficiently. Tibor Mende wrote in 1955 that: 
"Probably no other symptom of Pakistani public life has 
contributed to the demoralization of the 'common man' more 
than corruption." Illicit practices had reached such proportions 
that "their effect is likely to wipe out whatever benefits new 
economic projects might have secured for him".' The absence of 
any effective measures to reduce corruption is evident from the 
continued increase in it such that, even after more than two 
decades since Mende wrote, the Chairman of the Pakistan 
National Assembly's Public Accounts Committee had to 
emphasize that "the major part of the development budget is 
misappropriated", Instances cited by him include: defective 
buildings collapsing a few years after construction, roads 
washed away by a single rainstorm, imported railway machinery 
becoming scrap without being used, imports being sold 
elsewhere before reaching Pakistan, and big loans extended by 
nationalized banks to influential people being written off.8 Such 
a high level of corruption is prevalent not only in Pakistan but 
also in practically all other Muslim countries in spite of its being 
in the most serious conflict with Islamic values. The effort to 
reduce corruption will not succeed, however. unless 
accompanied by moral reform, transformation of life-styles and 
structural changes in the economy. 

Subsidies 
A second area where substantial savings can be made is 

subsidies. Even though the welfare of the poor has to be one of 
the primary considerations of an Islamic state, a number of 
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subsidies provided by Muslim governments (either directly or 
through public enterprises, and either transparent or opaque) 
cannot be convincingly supported. Subsidies are usually 
defended on equity or economic considerations. However. on 
both these counts they do not stand up to the test of the maqasid
or the maxims of public spending stated above. 

 If equity is the goal. the subsidy must redistribute income 
toward the truly needy. It does not. A lower price that does not 
cover the costs in accordance with maxim 5 tends to benefit the 
rich more than the poor because of their larger consumption and 
easier access.9 This is not defensible in a system committed to 
socio-economic justice. If value judgments are not an anathema, 
there is no justification for a lower price or subsidy for the rich 
or those who can afford to pay. Only those who are unable to 
pay a realistic price should be helped. Since price discrimination 
is administratively difficult and since it is desirable to make 
everyone pay the realistic price. the best way 10 help the poor is 
through substantially increased scholarships. relief payments 
and income supplements paid out of appropriations made for 
this purpose by the government or social service organizations, 
zakat funds, and other voluntary or compulsory donations. In 
this way the government may be able to provide more intensive 
relief to the needy by using only a proportion of the total 
amount spent on a general subsidy. The income supplement 
would give the poor the chance to determine their own priorities 
and the realistic price would help minimize the wasteful use of 
goods or services brought about by a general subsidy. 

 If efficiency is the goal, the subsidy must strengthen 
incentives for the realization of the maqasid and allocate 
resources more effectively. It does not. Agricultural subsidy has 
mainly helped the big farmers "who have obtained a 
disproportionate share of it and have used it to amass land and 
other assets. "10 The subsidy paid to large-scale urban industries 
on the basis of the infant industry argument rarely encourages 
them to cross the threshold of . infancy'. However, if the subsidy 
is used to enable small farmers and SMEs to adopt better 
technology and inputs, and to stand on their own feet, it could 
be justified on the basis of the maqasid. But the rural and urban 
poor "tend to be dispersed, unorganized and politically 
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inarticulate" compared with the urban and rural elite.1! Hence 
they rarely get producers' subsidies of the kind obtained by 
large-scale industries and influential landlords. The poor 
nonetheless end up bearing the tax burden of subsidies because 
the tax systems in these countries are usually regressive. 

Public Sector Enterprises 
 A third important area of saving could be the gradual 

lifting of patronage provided to public sector enterprises. "By 
and large the performance of state-owned businesses in the 
developing world has been disappointing.' '12 They have 
typically failed to provide the spur to industrialization and faster 
growth that the governments had hoped. Not only have the 
financial returns often been unimpressive but the social returns 
have also been poor. This is because they have operated without 
competition. The governments have also placed little emphasis 
on efficiency and have rarely been prepared to use the sanction 
of liquidation. Low profitability limits their ability to self-
finance their investments. Consequently, they have often been a 
cause of large budgetary deficits, monetary expansion, and 
external debt. In a sample of 27 developing countries in 1976-
79, the net budgetary payments to non-financial state owned 
companies were more than 3 per cent of the GDP.13 
Defence 

A fourth area where large savings can be made is defence. 
According to the World Bank. .. evidence increasingly points to 
high military spending as contributing to fiscal and debt crises. 
complicating stabilization and adjustment, and negatively 
affecting economic growth and development."14 Within the 
framework of the maqasid and the principles discussed above, 
the claim of national defence for the lion's share in budgetary 
appropriations loses its rationale in the absence of a serious 
threat of external aggression. IS It is often forgotten that 
defence spending imposes not only monetary cost but also other 
costs, including reduced well-being of the poor. leading to 
social unrest and political instability. Only a few Muslim 
countries are seriously threatened; most of the others usually 
make undue 
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fuss about defence on the basis of unrealistic assumptions. 
Moreover, it is always possible to have better defence with 
smaller spending if efficiency is ensured in the use of resources. 
if corruption, which is more rampant in defence than elsewhere. 
is removed, and if a conciliatory policy is adopted and 
unnecessary conflicts with neighboring countries are avoided. 

 Since the existence of poverty and extreme inequalities. 
and the absence of adequate educational institutions. hospitals. 
and public utilities, particularly in rural areas. is subjecting a 
majority of the population to hardship and economic backward-
ness, there seems 10 be little moral or economic justification for 
spending huge sums on defence hardware. The absence of a real 
threat prevents the governments from demanding from 
themselves and the rich the financial and economic sacrifices 
that defence requires. Countervailing adjustments are 
accordingly not made in life-styles and government spending. 
and the needed sacrifice is hence quietly passed on to the urban 
and rural poor through inflationary financing and the low 
priority given to the satisfaction of their needs. 

High defence spending does not even provide the security 
which the governments claim il does. The 'real' source of 
security for the poorer Muslim countries lies in internal strength 
attained through moral reform, economic development and 
socio-economic justice, No amount of defence spending can 
provide security against internal disintegration which is gaining 
momentum in many Muslim countries. It seems that sometimes 
even the very objective of defence build up, ensuring national 
and territorial integrity, is jeopardized by 'excessive' defence 
spending. This is because, as Paul Kennedy has rightly argued, a 
strong economic base is more vital to a nation in the long run 
than military superiority; and nations which stretch themselves 
militarily beyond what their economies can sustain are looking 
for a fall.16

One of the most important goals of government policy in 
Muslim countries should hence be to minimize defence 
spending through policies of conciliation and peaceful coexist-
ence with a view to releasing resources to satisfy the needs of 
the majority. If the Muslim countries concerned lake an 
initiative, there is bound to be public pressure for reduced 
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defence spending even in the neighbouring countries from 
which the Muslim countries feel the psychological threat. 
Everyone will then be better off. The non-availability of 
borrowed funds due to the Islamic ban on interest should help 
compel Muslim governments to resort to conciliatory and 
peaceful coexistence policies. They also need to derive 
inspiration from the Prophet, the peace and blessings of God be 
on him. who signed a truce agreement with the Makkans on 
extremely unfavourable terms to get a period of peace and 
tranquility. 

Just and Efficient Taxation 
 While the elimination or squeezing of a number of 

inessential and low-priority projects may release some of the 
resources needed for actualizing development and socio-
economic justice. this will not be enough. It will also be 
important to increase the flow of resources to the state treasury 
through other avenues. particularly taxation. The tax system in 
Muslim countries needs to be restructured in such a way that it 
enables the governments to get an adequate increase in revenues 
in a just and efficient manner. 
The 'Right' to Tax 

 The right of the Islamic state to raise resources through 
taxes in addition to zakat has been defended by a number of 
jurists representing practically all schools of Islamic 
jurisprudence. 17 This is because zakat proceeds are to be used 
primarily for the welfare of the poor whereas the state needs 
other sources of funds to be able to perform effectively all its 
allocational, distributional and stabilization functions. This right 
is defended by the jurists on the basis of the Prophetic saying 
that' 'in your wealth there are also obligations beyond the 
zakat".18 It is also defended on the basis of the already stated 
maxims 4 and 6 of Islamic jurisprudence which state that, "a 
smaller sacrifice may be imposed to avoid a larger sacrifice" and 
that "something without which an obligation cannot be 
discharged is also obligatory." Abu Yusuf supported the right of 
the ruler to increase or decrease taxes in accordance with the 
ability of the 
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people to bear the burden.19 Marghinani contended that if the 
resources of the state are not sufficient, the state should collect 
funds from the people to serve the public interest; if the benefit 
accrues to the people it is their obligation to bear thecost.20

 Nevertheless, a majority of the jurists have questioned 
the :light of the state to raise resources through taxes in addition 
to zakat. The reason for this surprising stand. as explained by 
Dr. Hasan Turabi, is that governments have been "mostly 
illegitimate''21 in the Muslim world over a substantial part of its 
history. The jurists were hence apprehensive that the permission 
to tax would be misused and become an instrument of 
oppression. This view does not, however, establish an 
irrevocable precedent. As Qaradawi has rightly pointed out, "the 
obligations of the state were limited at that time." Since the 
responsibilities have increased over time, one may join him in 
asking: where is the state going to bring the financing from?22

Criteria for a Just Tax System 
 To be fair to those jurists who support taxation. it must 

be emphasized that they have considered only a 'just' tax system 
to be in harmony with the spirit of Islam. A tax system has been 
regarded by them to be just only if it satisfies three criteria. 
Firstly, taxes are levied to finance what is considered to be 
absolutely necessary in the interest of realizing the maqasid;
secondly, the tax burden is not too exacting as compared with 
the ability of the people to bear and is distributed equitably 
among all those who are able to pay; and thirdly, the tax 
proceeds are spent conscientiously for the purpose for which 
they are collected. A tax system which does not fulfill these 
criteria has been declared to be oppressive and unanimously 
condemned. All of the rightly-guided caliphs, particularly 
'Umar, 'Ali, and 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz are reported to have 
stressed that taxes should be collected with justice and leniency, 
should not be beyond the ability of the people to bear, nor 
deprive them of the basic necessities oflife.23 Abu Yusuf argued 
that a just tax system would not only lead to an increase in 
revenues but also to the development of the country.24 Mawardi 
argued that a just tax system does justice to both the taxpayers 
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and the treasury; taking more is iniquitous with respect to the 
rights of the people, whereas taking less is unfair with respect to 
the rights of the public treasury.25 Ibn Khaldun genuinely 
reflected the trend of thinking of Muslim scholars during his 
time about equitable distribution of the tax burden by quoting 
from a letter of Tahir ibn al-Husayn to his son, who was the 
governor of a province: 

So. distribute [taxes] among all people with justice and 
equity, making them general and not exempting anyone 
because of his nobility or wealth. and not exempting even 
your own officials or courtiers or followers. And do not 
levy on anyone a tax which is beyond his capacity to pay.26

 In view of the goals of social justice and equitable 
distribution of income, a progressive tax system seems to be 
perfectly in harmony with the goals of Islam,27 It must, 
however. be emphasized that from the discussion of the jurists, 
what is relevant for modem times is the right of the Islamic state 
to tax with justice. It would be unrealistic to argue that taxation 
by Muslim countries should even now be strictly confined to the 
taxes discussed by the jurists. Circumstances have changed and 
there is need to devise a tax system which takes due cognizance 
of the changed realities, particularly the massive social and 
physical infrastructural needs of a developing and efficient 
modem economy and the commitment to realize the maqasid
within their present-day context. While devising such a tax 
system, it is necessary to bear in mind that it should not only be 
equitable but should also yield, without adversely affecting the 
incentive to work, save and invest, sufficient revenue to allow a 
modem Islamic state to discharge its responsibilities effectively. 
Obligation of Taxpayers 

 Taxpayers in Muslim countries need therefore to bear in 
mind that by paying taxes they are not doing any favour to the 
state or to anyone else. They are only fulfilling an obligation to 
enable the state to perform its functions effectively. They must 
also realise that most of the taxes they pay are directly or 
indirectly for services they are getting from the state, including
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internal and external security, roads, seaports, airports, water 
3upply, street cleaning and sewerage system. While an effort 
should be made by governments, in accordance with maxim 5. 
to recover the costs directly from the users on a quid pro quo 
basis, administrative difficulties and equity considerations do 
not always permit this. Hence, a substantial part of the cost of 
government services has to be collected in the form of taxes on 
the basis of ability to pay. Horizontal and vertical equity 
demands that, in this operation, equals be treated equally and 
unequals unequally. 

 Since taxes represent mainly payment for services 
enjoyed directly or indirectly by the taxpayers, the effort to 
evade taxes in a Muslim society is not only a legal crime but 
also a moral offence punishable by God in the Hereafter. 
Moreover, to the extent to which this behaviour of taxpayers 
reduces the financial ability of the government to perform its 
role effectively, it frustrates the realization of the maqasid. What 
could be a greater offence than this in an Islamic society? 
Hence, while the jurists have urged the state to be just in 
taxation they have also urged the people to fulfill their 
obligation. Ibn Taymiyyah forbids evasion even when the taxes 
are unjust on the grounds that the non-payment of their dues by 
some taxpayers will lead to the carrying of an unduly greater 
burden by others.28

 Thus, it is clear that Islam places a certain obligation on 
the taxpayers as well as the Islamic state. While it is the moral 
obligation of the citizens of an Islamic state to pay taxes, it is 
also imperative that the government satisfies two conditions. 
Firstly, tax revenues must be treated by the government in the 
nature of a trust and spent conscientiously and efficiently for 
realizing the objectives of taxation. Secondly, the government 
must distribute the tax burden equitably among all those who 
are able to pay taxes. Unless the taxpayers have an assurance 
that the funds they are providing to the government will be 
utilized honestly and effectively for realizing the maqasid, they
are not likely to cooperate with the government fully in its effort 
to collect taxes irrespective of how much their moral obligation 
to pay taxes is emphasized. 
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Need for Reform 
Muslim countries do not in general satisfy these conditions. 

While the spending machinery is inefficient and corrupt, even 
the tax system is inefficient, unfair and corrupt. This undermines 
the ability of the governments to increase tax revenues. Muslim 
countries are certainly not overtaxed; their tax revenues are 
relatively low as a percentage of their gross domestic product. 
They are, however, like other developing countries, badly taxed. 
Direct taxes contribute only a small proportion of tax revenues, 
making the tax system regressive. This is because the number of 
income tax assessees is small and there are a large number of 
exemptions and deductions. This makes the tax base narrow and 
the tax system inelastic; tax revenues do not rise in step with the 
rise in incomes or the governments' financial needs. The narrow 
tax base also necessitates high tax rates. This induces evasion 
and generates black money. the main outlets for which are 
extravagance and capital flight. Tax base, tax rates. evasion and 
black money are thus pans of a vicious circle. The narrower the 
tax base, the higher the rate must be to achieve a given amount 
of revenue. The higher the tax rate the greater the incentive for 
evasion and the larger the volume of black money. This vicious 
circle leads not only to a decline in productive investments and 
lower rates of economic growth but also to greater reliance on 
regressive indirect taxes. It is well known that "tax evasion by 
the well-to-do is colossal. and they are anyhow relatively very 
few, while the poor are many. Taxation becomes forced to rely 
on regressive indirect taxes.”29

A thorough reform of the tax system is therefore necessary to 
increase its equity and elasticity. Unless the number of assessees 
is enlarged. most of the unnecessary exemptions and deductions 
eliminated. and tax rates rationalized. the system will not be 
able to inspire the confidence of the people and contribute 
adequate revenues to the treasury without hurting incentive. The 
sooner the Muslim countries undertake this reform to make the 
system equitable by expanding the tax base substantially and 
reducing the tax burden on those who are conscientious 
taxpayers, the better it will be for accelerated development and 
socio-economic justice. This is certainly a difficult task, but not 
an impossible one. if there is the political will to carry it out. 
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Restrained Deficits 
Nevertheless, instead of reforming their expenditure 

programmes and tax systems, Muslim countries have resorted to 
the easier course of relying on monetary expansion and 
borrowing. This course of action creates an unwarranted sense 
of financial ease which cannot be sustained in the long-run. The 
result is a relatively high rate of inflation and a steep rise in their 
domestic and foreign debts and debt-servicing burden. This 
process tends to be self-perpetuating, leading to higher inflation, 
greater currency depreciation, unsustainable balance of 
payments deficits, and an even higher debt-servicing burden. 
These further squeeze resources for development, decelerate 
growth, and accentuate unemployment and social tensions. 

 While all Muslim governments have taken refuge behind 
the conventional wisdom as regards borrowing, some have 
inexplicably disregarded an accepted principle of the same 
conventional wisdom that borrowing may be resorted to 
primarily for financing capital outlays and not current 
expenditure.30 They have been borrowing even to finance their 
current spending.31 This is not only extremely unhealthy but also 
highly unjust to posterity who will have to service the debt. 
Borrowing does not obviate the ultimate need for sacrifice; it 
only postpones it. Is it just and morally defensible for the 
present generation to postpone the burden of its current 
unproductive spending to the future generation?32

Financing Deficits Islamically 
 The prohibition of interest by Islam has a certain 

important message for Muslim governments: they must 
minimize their borrowing. This can be done only if they impose 
a strict discipline on their spending programmes and do not 
overstretch themselves. They must rely primarily on tax 
revenues to finance all their recurring and unproductive 
spending and even a part of their development outlays, 
particularly outlays not amenable to Islamically permissible 
alternative modes of financing. 

This need not necessarily act as a constraint on their 
development programmes. It may be possible for them to 
arrange the financing of almost all of their worthwhile projects 
in a number of ways acceptable to the Shari'ah other than 
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borrowing.33 They may resort increasingly to leasing of 
infrastructure projects financed and implemented by the private 
sector on a competitive basis in accordance with government 
specifications. This will contribute to greater efficiency and less 
corruption and also open up a wider avenue for greater 
cooperation between the governments and the private sector. 
They may also find it possible to arrange some of the financing 
on the bases of installment, deferred-payment and hire-purchase. 
They may be able to invite private sector participation in the 
equity of projects which are commercially viable, but the 
management of which it is not desirable to leave to the private 
sector for some overriding reason. This will make the financing 
subject to a discipline which the relatively easy access to 
interest-based borrowing by the governments tends to obviate. 
The burdensome debt-financed white elephant projects and 
inefficient public enterprises, which proliferate in most Muslim 
countries (as indeed in other countries), may then be avoided. 

Private Philanthropy 
The governments should also encourage private philanthrop-

ists to construct and run as many as possible of the educational 
institutions, hospitals, housing schemes for the poor, orphanages 
and other social service projects. The institution of awqaf
(charitable trusts) played an important role over the greater pan 
of Muslim history. Its rich potential has, however, remained 
untapped in the recent past due to a number of reasons including 
expensive life-styles and unsound tax policies. The revival of 
this institution should help reduce significantly the government's 
burden in financing social welfare projects.34 The reform of the 
tax system, as discussed earlier, should remove a major obstacle 
in the revival of this institution. It may also be possible, but to a 
much smaller degree, for governments to borrow from the 
central banks to finance social welfare projects. The imperative 
of maintaining price stability should serve as a constraint.35 
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Impact on Government Role 
None of these alternative methods of financing will create the 

financial ease that borrowing tends to create in the short-term. 
The governments will therefore be forced to accomplish more 
with less. They will have to undertake a careful evaluation of 
the benefits and costs of all projects, minimize the costs of all 
new projects, and use more effectively all existing facilities. 
Accordingly, it would be unrealistic for Muslim governments to 
talk of Islamisation without making a serious effort to introduce 
greater efficiency and equity in their public finances and 
reducing their budgetary deficits. 

 The constraint on interest-based financing need not 
necessarily limit the important role that the governments can 
play in the economy. Their success in realizing the maqasid
does not depend primarily on excessive spending through heavy 
taxation and borrowing; it depends rather on the introduction of 
greater integrity into government machinery, establishment of 
proper priorities in spending and project selection, adoption of 
cost-recovery methods in pricing government goods and 
services, and restructuring of the economy to the extent 
necessary to realise the maqasid. It also depends on helping and 
invigorating the private sector to play a more active role. To 
avoid an excessive squeeze in the initial stage, governments 
may apply the prohibition gradually and not at a stroke, 
provided that they show a determination to reduce borrowing 
that is reflected in an annual absolute decline in their deficits. In 
case of emergencies, it may also be possible to resort to 
refundable taxes (interest-free borrowing). In extremely difficult 
circumstances. when the spending is considered indispensable in 
the overall public interest and the financing cannot be raised 
otherwise. it may be juristically permissible for a Muslim 
government to resort to conventional borrowing.36

 Muslim countries have no alternative to reduced 
budgetary deficits because even an increased reliance on foreign 
aid is not feasible. Firstly, rates of economic growth in the 
industrial countries are low and are expected to continue to be 
low at least in the medium-term. While the rate of 
unemployment remains high, inflation has once again become a 
threat. Budgetary constraints are hence likely 10 persist and the 
foreign aid purse may not be allowed to expand. It has in fact 
shrunk in real 
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tenns.37 Secondly, the decline in the Soviet threat and the 
diversion of substantial aid to Eastern European countries will 
probably reduce its flow to Muslim countries. Thirdly, it needs 
to be borne in mind that except for a small proportion of grants, 
most of the aid comprises loans.38 Even though these loans are 
generally at concessionary rates, they have to be repaid with 
interest. This could be acceptable if there is a rise in the 
borrowing country's output and ability to service the debt. 
However, the irony is that a substantial part of foreign aid is not 
used ultimately to increase the rate of capital accumulation and 
growth; it is used to finance private consumption, recurrent 
public expenditure, and the purchase of military hardware.39

Some scholars have alleged that the net impact of foreign aid 
on a country's long-term rate of growth is negligible and may 
even be negative40 because aid programmes are intended to 
promote the political, commercial, and industrial interests of the 
aid-giving countries, and are generally not intended to eradicate 
poverty in the periphery. It is also alleged that much foreign aid 
is used to prop up military regimes and other authoritarian 
governments which repress the poor.41 Some see foreign aid as a 
weapon of foreign policy in the hands of the donor countries.42 

Even the multilateral aid-giving institutions have been alleged to 
have ulterior motives. Their aim is said to be to integrate Third 
World countries into the world capitalist system, making poorer 
countries dependent on the more advanced ones, and to use their 
financial power for promoting the interest of private, 
international capital in its expansion to every corner of the Third 
World:43

 Whatever the truth behind these allegations, the poorer 
Muslim countries have no alternative. They need aid and cannot 
avoid accepting it, particularly because of the serious external 
imbalances many of them are now facing. However, it would be 
in the interest of their geopolitical independence to rely as little 
on aid as feasible and to use effectively whatever aid they are 
able to get to build the infrastructure they need and to make the 
desired structural adjustments in their economies. While the 
desire to make these adjustments gradually is understandable, 
there is hardly any justification for seeking aid to avoid making 
the painful adjustments or to support private conspicuous 
consumption, recurring public expenditure, and military build 
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up in the absence of a real threat. The hadith of the Prophet, the 
peace and blessings of God be on him, that' 'the hand that is 
above is better than the hand that is below", should be 
applicable to nations even more than it is to individuals.44

IMPROVING THE INVESTMENT CLIMATE: 
REMOVING THE OBSTACLES 

One of the important ways of promoting development, need-
fulfillment and employment is increased investment. The 
increase in savings resulting from implementation of Islamic 
consumption norms, may not necessarily lead to increased 
capital formation. Experience indicates that a substantial part of 
even the existing low-level of savings in most developing 
countries goes into unproductive channels like hoarding (gold, 
precious stones and jewellery) and capital flight,45 Capital flight 
has become a serious problem for most developing countries. 
During the 11 years to 1985, about $150-200 billion of the total 
capital outflow of $250 billion from capital importing countries 
represented capital flight.46 Capital flight of this magnitude 
depresses domestic investment and makes sustained growth 
more difficult to achieve. 

 Hoarding of savings and capital flight in Muslim 
countries are certainly not due to the lack of values that would 
promote productive investment. Productive investment of 
savings to contribute to the realization of maqasid is the social 
obligation of every Muslim in accordance with already-quoted 
maxim 6 that "Something without which an obligation cannot be 
discharged is also obligatory." Such behaviour becomes even 
more obligatory because the Prophet, the peace and blessings of 
God be on him, explicitly praised productive effort and 
investment by saying: "Any Muslim who plants a tree or 
cultivates a field such that a bird or a human being or an animal 
eats from it, this deed will be counted as an act of charity."47 :.he 
Prophet, the peace and blessings of God be on him. also 
discouraged disinvestment by saying: "He who sells a house 
[without need]. but does not invest the proceeds in something 
similar, God will not bless the proceeds.''48 Caliph' Umar used to 
say: "He who has wealth, let him improve (develop) it. and he 
who has land, let him cultivate it.''49 The induction of these 
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positive values in Muslim societies can help make productive 
investment take the place of conspicuous consumption as a 
prestige symbol. The levy of zakat on all net worth, including 
currency hoardings and gold and silver jewellery, should also 
prove to be of great help in inducing savers to get into income-
earning financial or real assets to offset the impact of zakat on
their savings. 

Proper Investment Climate 
However. the mere existence of such values and an appeal to 

people's faith or patriotism are not sufficient to promote 
productive investment. People do not commit funds for long-
term productive investments unless they expect to earn a 
reasonable rate of profit. This necessitates a proper investment 
climate - a climate that encourages investment decisions, and 
helps expedite their implementation by removing obstacles and 
unnecessary risks and by providing facilities. Some of the 
factors which vitiate the investment climate are lack of adequate 
social and physical infrastructure, an inequitable tax system, 
political uncertainties, continuous depreciation in the exchange 
rate of the country's currency, and an arsenal of unwarranted 
controls. The first two factors have already been discussed 
earlier; the remaining three are briefly discussed below. 
Political Uncertainties 

Political uncertainties generate fears about sudden changes in 
official policies which may contribute to backbreaking losses. 
Such uncertainties are due to the absence of democratic 
processes and the shifting loyalties of the ruling elite to 
capitalism or socialism in response to the conflicting demands 
of their own vested interest and international power politics. 
Shifting loyalties generate confusion and contribute to the 
absence of a firm direction in policies. Making a serious 
commitment to Islam and allowing democratic processes to play 
their full political role would help provide the needed direction 
to policies. thereby creating a solid foundation for stability. 

The Shari'ah clearly defines the rights and limitations of 
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property holders and the legal enforcement of these should help 
remove the fears of investors about arbitrary seizures and 
nationalization. In his address delivered on the occasion of his 
farewell pilgrimage, the Prophet, the peace and blessings of God 
be on him, declared: "Your lives and your properties are as 
sacred as this day of theHajj.”50 Accordingly, the jurists have 
unanimously ruled against arbitrary confiscation and 
nationalization of property by the state. Abu Yusuf epitomized 
this ruling in the legal maxim: "The ruler has no right to 
expropriate anything except by an established and known 
right”51 Even if there is need for nationalization or public use of 
private property, the Shari'ah requires a 'just' compensation in 
conformity with the legal maxim: .. A public need does not 
invalidate a private right. "52 

This clear verdict of the Shari'ah should compel Muslim 
countries to classify legally all those sectors where only public 
enterprises will be allowed and sectors where private enterprises 
will have a free role. Such a classification along with the 
requirement to make 'just' compensation will minimize the 
possibility of making arbitrary changes with every change in the 
government. Public enterprises will anyway have to be kept at a 
minimum because of the prohibition of interest and the inability 
of governments to raise sufficient financing for such enterprises 
through taxes or sale of shares. Once such guarantees. made on 
the basis of the Shari'ah. have become integrated into the 
country's constitution and legal framework. It would be difficult 
for any government to disregard them in the interest of its own 
domestic popularity and international standing. 

Currency Depreciation and Exchange Controls  
The continuing deprecation of the currencies of most Muslim 

countries cannot  be prevented without reducing claims on 
resources through a restructuring of private sector consumption 
and government spending in the manner already discussed. 
Instead, most Muslim governments place their main reliance on 
exchange controls (overvalued exchange rates with import 
licensing), high tariffs. and promotion of import-competing 
industries. 

Exchange controls, as evidence has indicated. have been 
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largely ineffective.53 They lead to the creation of a dual market 
of official and black market exchange rates. The overvalued 
official rate encourages imports and discourages exports, thus 
worsening the external imbalance, distorting resource allocation 
and depressing the rate of economic growth. They contribute to 
socio-economic injustice by subsidizing import license 
receivers at the expense of consumers and exporters; the 
consumers normally pay for imports at the opportunity cost of 
foreign exchange while the exporters receive less for their 
output They also promote corruption and inefficiency. The 
various bonus schemes adopted to promote exports in the 
absence of a realistic exchange rate only succeed in exacerbat-
ing injustice and corruption. The benefit of these schemes does 
not permeate to the actual producers; consequently, their 
resources do not increase to enable them to acquire improved 
inputs and better technology. Their productivity therefore 
continues to remain low. 

Tariffs and Import-Substitution 
 Higher tariffs. unlike realistic exchange rates, constitute 

a single-edged weapon. If applied effectively, they can 
discourage imports. but do not encourage exports. However, 
when high tariffs arc used in developing countries with a weak 
and corrupt customs administration, and without any moral 
reform to change the social mood. there is under invoicing, 
smuggling and tariff evasion. This raises the relative 
profitability of highly taxed. but smuggled. luxury goods and 
distorts resource allocation against need satisfaction. Hence, a 
more effective strategy would be to ban the import and use of 
goods and services within the category of luxuries as discussed 
earlier. 

 Promotion of import-competing industries may not be as 
bad a~ neoclassical economists have tried to show, provided 
that this policy is not used to create inefficient white elephants 
at great cost to the tax payer. When all countries around the 
world have resorted to such a policy. and continue to do so, 
there is no reason why Muslim countries should not do so; it is 
necessary not only for promoting employment and growth but 
also for creating a broader base for export growth. However, the 
crucial question concern the industries that may be selected for 
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import-substitution. In the absence of a consistent development 
philosophy, the selection tends to be arbitrary with no 
relationship to the realization of the maqasid or the rational 
principles of resource allocation, both of which must be 
seriously taken into account in a truly Islamic economy. 

 The arbitrarily selected industries receive maximum 
government patronage in the form of subsidized financing. high 
tariff protection, exemption from duties on the import of capital 
goods and raw materials, and tax holidays. Such industries are 
usually large-scale and get established in urban areas. Since 
most of them are capital intensive and use a more sophisticated 
technology, their contribution to employment is not as much as 
that of labour-intensive SMEs. The high tariffs imposed to 
protect them contribute not only to higher prices for consumers 
but also, along with other privileges, to the unearned enrichment 
of those who receive licenses to import capital goods and raw 
materials for such industries and also resort to under invoicing. 
More and more of the nation's resources accordingly move into 
such industries, thereby distorting resource allocation and 
enriching the urban and rural rich. Furthermore,. in highly 
protected industries there is usually link competition.54

Agriculture and SMEs., which should really be the candidates 
for protection because of their great potential for growth. need-
fulfillment and employment creation, are neglected. They suffer 
from lack of government support, overvalued exchange rates, 
import subsidies and commodity aid. Since most units operating 
in these sectors are small, unorganized and inarticulate, they are 
unable to exert any political pressure. Concentration of 
landholdings and absence of democratic processes worsens their 
position even further. The result is the vicious circle of neglect 
and poverty of these sectors and their inability to finance 
investments in improved technology. This is undoubtedly in 
sharp conflict with the maqasid.
Bureaucratic Controls 

 Probably the greatest obstacle to investment in Muslim 
countries, as in other developing countries, is bureaucratic red 
tape. This springs from the heavy reliance of governments on 
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controls to realise their objectives rather than on moral reform 
and the creation of a proper enabling environment. Controls 
lead to waste of time and energy of investors and an 
unnecessary rise in costs. Unless most of these controls are 
dismantled. it would be difficult to improve the investment 
climate. The general spirit of Islamic teachings is freedom of 
enterprise within the value-frame of Islam. Controls are an 
inevitable source of corruption and even the Islamisation of 
morals may not be able to prevent officials from succumbing to 
temptation. There is, moreover, no justification for controls on 
the local production or import of need-fulfilling goods and 
services and the raw materials and capital goods needed for 
their production. The removal of bureaucratic controls and 
reform of the tax system may themselves lead to a substantial 
rise in capital formation by enabling a productive use of 
hoardings and reducing capital flight 

Foreign Equity Capital 
 The Islamic ban on interest will make it indispensable.. 

for Muslim countries to encourage and facilitate foreign equity 
investment This should no doubt be desirable because "equity 
investment has proved to be beneficial to developing countries" 
and it should be possible to attract it by creating a favourable 
climate for it55 It would be difficult to defend stipulations 
against foreign equity investment which does not conflict with 
Islamic values and helps realize the maqasid. It has also the 
advantage that it makes available foreign exchange as well as 
technology and management which are scarce factors in Muslim 
countries and are needed to raise productivity. It does lead to 
foreign exchange outflow at a later stage but only if the 
investment earns a positive return. Thus, in contrast with 
borrowing. the risk is shared with the foreign investor instead of 
being borne entirely by the host country. 

 The favourable climate that readjustment of economic 
policies in the light of Islamic teachings will create, should itself 
constitute a positive factor in attracting foreign equity capital, 
and no extra measures may need to be adopted. The Islamic 
emphasis on the fulfillment of all contractual obligations, if 
articulated legally, should help provide the reassurance that 
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foreign investors need. The removal of exchange controls on all 
current account transactions falling within the Islamic value 
frame, including the ease of profit remittances. is what Islam 
would find desirable under normal peacetime conditions. It 
would also be necessary to provide assurances about capital 
repatriation. But how could an Islamic state even consider the 
idea of preventing an expatriate investor from getting his right 
as long as the repatriation is in accordance with agreed terms 
and conditions? According to the World Bank: "Countries that 
have followed a more open development strategy have had 
fewer problems with direct investment."~ However. until such 
time as the Muslim countries are able to attract more foreign 
equity investment. it may be unavoidable for them to tolerate 
conventional borrowing to the extent absolutely necessary to 
finance productive. self-liquidating~ projects that arc truly 
needed for realizing the maqasid.57

RESHAPING PRODUCTION 
 Restructuring the Investment climate can only help 

il1nl'a~c the volume of investments. It is necessary to ensure 
that this increase in investment does not get diverted to the 
production of luxury and inessential goods and services. but 
rather to the production of need-fulfilling and exportable goods 
and services and capital goods and raw materials needed for this 
purpose. This cannot and should not be accomplished by 
imposing a host of controls; the preferable and more effective 
strategy would be to change individual preferences by 
motivating them morally and socially, to remove obstacles. and 
to provide incentives and facilities so that the private sector may 
find such investments attractive for making long-term 
commitment of funds. All privileges and subsidies. explicit or 
implicit. which provide an edge to the production and import of 
luxuries and status symbols must be withdrawn. Emphasis of 
government fiscal. monetary and commercial policies should 
also be tilted in favour of need fulfillment. exports and capital 
formation. 

 The general tendency to resort to price controls on 
necessities leads to long-term shortages in their supply by 
reducing their profitability and hence discouraging investment 
in their production. This becomes a permanent source of injury 
to the 
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poor. In contrast, the long-term supply of luxuries rises, thus 
serving the interests of the well-to-do. Hence the Shari'ah has 
prohibited price controls under normal circumstances when 
there is no national emergency (war or famine) or when 
businesses are not creating an artificial shortage through 
monopoly, collusion or hoarding.58 The short-term harm that 
the removal of price controls on necessities may inflict on the 
poor should be offset or minimized through the adoption of a 
gradual approach (not removing the controls on all items at 
once), and the use of transfer payments and other measures 
discussed earlier. 

 The support to agriculture and rural development and to 
SMEs, as discussed later, will play an important role in 
encouraging need fulfillment and exports. The restructuring of 
the banking system along Islamic lines should also be an 
essential element of the whole reform package. 

AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL REFORMS 
Land reforms, though indispensable for reducing concentra-

tion of wealth, will not by themselves take the Muslim countries 
very far in realizing the maqasid unless there is a simultaneous 
effort to remove some of the other disadvantages from which 
the entire agriculture sector is suffering - disadvantages that 
reduce efficiency and output in the agricultural sector, aggravate 
rural unemployment, depress rural incomes, and accentuate 
inequalities.
Removing Disadvantages 

The most serious disadvantage is the absence of the external 
economies of an efficient infrastructure (irrigation and drainage, 
extension services, roads, schools, electricity and health 
facilities), due 10 neglect of the agricultural sector in govern-
ment budgetary appropriations. Unlike the rich industrial 
countries, which encourage farmers through various incentives, 
including protection from imports, most developing countries 
discriminate against their farming sectors.59 They try to offset 
the inflationary impact of government budgetary deficits 
through overvalued exchange rates and low administered food 
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prices. Such policies have turned the terms of trade against 
agriculture and SMEs. lowered agricultural output. increased 
dependence on imports. reduced exports and depressed rural 
incomes. The depressed rural incomes. combined with the 
inequitable land tenure system. do not leave an adequate surplus 
to enable tenant fanners to undertake necessary investments in 
agriculture (improved seeds and tools. fertilizers. pesticides and 
better storage facilities) and SMEs. This accentuates unemploy-
ment and underemployment. There is thus a vicious circle of 
poverty, paucity of investments. lower output and unemploy-
ment. The pressure of population in urban areas has also 
consequently risen, leading to a decline in urban wages and the 
creation of slums with miserable living conditions. Hence. the 
nub of the problem in rural areas. as the authors of Poverty' and 
Hunger have indicated. is income distribution rather than 
agricultural technique.60 

Financing 
 Another serious disadvantage faced by the agricultural 

sector is the lack of availability of financing to small fanners 
and SMEs. Even though financing is essential. only large 
fanners are generally able to obtain loans from government 
credit institutions and agricultural banks. Small fanners find 
access to these institutions difficult and are 'forced' to rely on 
informal credit sources.61 They do not therefore have adequate 
financing to purchase better quality agricultural inputs and to 
operate SMEs to raise their incomes and to keep themselves and 
their family members fully occupied. Since "constant 
indebtedness to traders, informal money lenders, loansharks or 
relatives perpetuates the poverty of poor people".62 an equitable 
distribution of land holdings, although indispensable, would by 
itself not lead very far unless suitable arrangements are also 
made to provide adequate financing to fanners to enable them to 
make investments not only in their farms but also in SMEs to 
have an additional source of employment and income.63 This 
should naturally be done within the framework of the alternative 
to the interest-based system provided by Islam.64 This may not 
be possible unless the governments and commercial banks who 
have subsidized large urban enterprises 
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for decades through concessionary or prime-rate financing now 
tilt the balance in favour of agriculture and SMEs. How this 
may be done will be discussed later. 
Socio-Economic Change 

The removal of the disadvantages from which the rural sector 
is suffering and improvement of economic conditions in rural 
areas should help not only to expand considerably the 
productivity of the agricultural sector but also to diversify the 
rural economy. thus providing greater self-employment and 
employment opportunities to the rural population. This will help 
reverse the shift of population from rural to urban areas and 
reduce urban congestion and crime. If this expansion in 
opportunities is reinforced by a simple life-style. rural prosperity 
may be fed back into the investment stream to maintain and 
strengthen the diversification. There is no reason to doubt that 
farmers would respond positively to economic incentives. It 
would nevertheless be necessary to bring about a change in 
attitudes and work habits in rural areas. This may be attained 
faster if Islam is used as a mechanism for social change and 
motivation. Enabling the mosques to play their natural role in 
rural life could help expedite the desired socio-economic change 
in rural areas. 
A NEW DEAL FOR THE UNEMPLOYED AND THE 
UNDEREMPLOYED 

One of the most constructive ways of realizing the maqasid is
the efficient and productive use of the manpower resources of 
Muslim countries in such a way that each individual person is 
able to use his or her creative and artistic abilities to the fullest 
extent in the realization of the maqasid. This cannot be 
achieved if the prevailing high level of involuntary 
unemployment and underemployment continues. The main 
policy instruments adopted to reduce unemployment and 
underemployment are expansion of aggregate demand and 
establishment of capital-intensive large- and medium-scale 
urban industries. 
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Limits of Demand Expansion 
 While the conventional policy of aggregate demand 

expansion is no doubt necessary. it is not sufficient and needs to 
be strengthened by other policies. Within the existing scenario 
of urban bias of government policies. flagrant inequalities of 
income and wealth. and demonstration effect of Western life-
styles, such a policy helps mainly the rich and spills over to a 
substantial degree into imports of goods and services for 
conspicuous consumption. Consequently its full benefit does 
not go to the indigenous craftsmen and artisans. The demand for 
their products does not rise significantly and the goal of 
expanding employment hence suffers. However, if this policy 
were pursued within the perspective of need-fulfillment and 
promotion of SMEs, the benefit would tend to permeate to a 
greater proportion of the population. 
Potential of SMEs 

 Large-scale capital intensive enterprises are not able to 
employ gainfully more than a small proportion of the working 
population. Since the poorer Muslim countries have a surplus of 
labour, scarcity of capital and foreign exchange. and lack the 
educational infrastructure for training in complex technology. it 
would be desirable for them to expand self-employment 
opportunities through the proliferation of SMEs. Imam Hasan 
al-Banna gave cottage industries a prominent place in his 
discussion of economic reform in the light of Islamic teachings. 
These, he stressed, would help provide productive employment 
to all members of poor families. and thus help reduce 
unemployment and poverty.65 Dr. Muhammad Yunus 
emphasized another aspect of SMEs by saying: "Wage 
employment is not a happy road to the reduction of poverty", 
and that self-employment "has more potential for improving the 
asset base of an individual than wage employment has."66 Since 
it would be unrealistic to expect self-employment to absorb the 
entire manpower, wage-employment cannot be avoided. Efforts 
should hence be made to ensure that, in accordance with Islamic 
teachings, labourers receive a 'just' wage, are treated respectfully 
and humanely like brothers, and are not reduced to the position 
of small cogs in a big machine, unable to give full 
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expression to their creative and artistic potential.67 The greater 
the possibility of such employment in SMEs, the greater may be 
the possibility of realizing these humanitarian goals, 

 There is a growing realization now that "the large-scale 
'modem' industrialization strategies of the previous decade 
generally had failed to solve the problems of global 
underdevelopment and poverty."68 Studies conducted in a 
number of countries by the Michigan State University and host 
country scholars have clearly indicated the rich contribution that 
SMEs can make to employment and income, They create new 
jobs not only directly but also indirectly by expanding incomes, 
demand for goods and services. tools and raw materials, and 
exports. They are labour-intensive and require less capital and 
less foreign exchange. They rely primarily on personal savings 
and retained earnings and need much less access to credit from 
governments and financial institutions compared with large-
scale industries. They invent new products, revive lost skills and 
help economies move into new kinds of work. They can be 
more widely disbursed and thus help maintain the link between 
a person' s place of work and his home which large-scale 
industries and hectic urbanization have severed to the detriment 
of social health. Moreover, they are at least as efficient as large-
scale industries.69 A Michigan State University study has 
concluded that they consistently generate more output per unit 
of capital than do their large-scale counterparts.70 Little, 
Scitovsky and Scott have concluded that "large-scale modem 
industry is usually much less profitable than the small craft type 
industries, in addition to being more costly in terms of capital 
and creating less employment."71 Some scholars in fact doubt 
that large-scale industries can be suitable at all under conditions 
of labour surplus and capital shortage that are typical of most 
developing countries.72 SMEs are therefore being widely viewed 
as "an effective way of fostering the private sector's contribution 
to both the growth and equity objectives of developing 
countries.' '73 

Even the OECD countries have realized the job-creating 
potential of small enterprises.74 Over the last decade they have 
accounted for a disproportionate share of new jobs, and those 
industrial countries where they play an important role have had 
a great<-r success in achieving lower rates of unemployment. 
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Hence, a number of these countries have introduced measures to 
promote them.75 "No longer are small firms seen as the 
Cinderella of the business community, rather they are to be 
courted and encouraged by politicians of all colours.''76 In Italy. 
artisans often working in family businesses, are a main factor 
behind the success of Italian jewellery, gold, silver, leather-
working, embroidery, glasswork, furniture, pottery, shoemaking, 
and clothes manufacturing, to mention just a few sectors.77 In 
Germany where the family-owned concern has always played a 
major part in the economy, there is a renewed awareness of the 
need to create a favourable climate for small enterprises,78

Japan's export success is largely due to the vigour of internal 
competition promoted by the producing firms through their sub-
contracting of a lot of work to small businesses on a competitive 
basis.79 Small firms are very important in Japan even 
domestically. They account for 50 per cent of Japanese 
industrial output and 75 per cent of total Japanese employment.80

A substantial part of retail sales is still made in Japan through 
specialty retailers and small family-run stores which are 
protected by law.81 This, along with the widespread use of the 
profit-sharing system, may be among the primary reasons for 
the lowest rate of unemployment in Japan among industrial 
countries. ~2 Even in other developed countries where the small 
firms sector has traditionally been weak, high levels of 
unemployment have made governments very receptive to their 
promotion. There has consequently been a wealth of public and 
private sector initiatives to boost the small entrepreneur. 

 The emphasis of policy in Muslim countries on 
decentralized production with a proliferation of capital-saving 
SMEs may perhaps be the most effective way of not only 
occupying gainfully a large part of the rural landless but also the 
under occupied members (husband, wife, parents and children) 
of rural families with small landholding. This policy will serve 
to complement the agricultural reforms discussed earlier, and 
support rural development by raising the incomes of the rural 
population and enhancing their ability to purchase better seeds, 
fertilizers and technology, thus raising even their agricultural 
output. Also, by reducing the outflow of population to urban 
centres, it will help to maintain family solidarity and be more 
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conducive to moral uplift and crime reduction, which are among 
the important goals of Islam. While many Muslim countries are, 
like other developing countries, critical of the policies of their 
colonial masters "who systematically destroyed all the fibres 
and foundations" of their societies, they have done little after 
independence to revive the skills and crafts that were destroyed. 
KJ Everything has in fact been done to stifle SMEs and to 
patronize large-scale industries and businesses through a high 
protective wall, liberal import licenses, concessionary financing, 
subsidized inputs and tax holidays. This is not a judgment 
against large-scale industry, which will be indispensable in 
certain sectors of the economy and which should be encouraged 
and undertaken where necessary, provided that the overall 
socio-economic benefits exceed the costs and a heavy dose of 
permanent protection is not needed. 
Promoting SMEs 

 But how to encourage the proliferation of SMEs all over 
the country? It requires a number of revolutionary changes in 
the socio-economic environment. Firstly, there must be a change 
in life-styles away from imported status symbols and in favour 
of simple domestically-produced products that satisfy needs and 
utilize labour more abundantly. Secondly, there must be a 
change in official attitudes and policies towards SMEs such that 
they are not dismissed as inefficient small fry and anachronistic 
leftovers of the past, but are rather encouraged and helped to 
realise fully their rich potential. Thirdly, they must be enabled, 
through help in acquiring better inputs, appropriate technology, 
effective marketing techniques, and other extension services to 
compete in terms of both quality and price with the products of 
large-scale industries and imports. Fourthly, they must also be 
enabled to upgrade their skills through better training facilities; 
this will require a complete overhaul of educational institutions 
to remove the existing mismatch between the skills in demand 
and the education offered. Fifthly, they must also be provided 
access to finance, the lack of which constitutes the most serious 
obstacle to their development. Finally, it may also be necessary 
to eliminate, if not reverse the direction of, the existing bias in 
favour of large-scale industries which is one of the major 
hindrances to the expansion of SMEs. 
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'[he objective of impol1-substitution and expol1 promotion may 
not be realized through the SMEs unless they are helped to 
acquire more efficient technology to enable them to compete 
effectively. It would however be preferable if such technology 
is simple, in which case it would have the following 
advantages. It would require small capital outlay, thus 
absorbing the growing labour force with a smaller amount of 
capital. It would minimize the demand for high skills and be 
thus suitable for Muslim countries with their relatively lower 
standards of literacy and technical education. It would enable a 
greater use of locally available materials and reduce the claim 
on foreign exchange resources, It would be possible to develop 
and . produce it locally, thus helping reduce the dependence on 
impol1ed technology, It would be possible to introduce it in 
small towns and rural areas, thus reducing regional income 
disparities and minimizing concentration of population in a few 
large urban centres, which large-scale enterprise with its 
capital-intensive and complex technology tends to create. It 
would thus be what Schumacher calls "technology with a 
human face."84 Even such simple and inexpensive technology 
has the potential of leading to a "fairly rapid increase in 
productivity in underdeveloped countries.''85 It would therefore 
not only help raise incomes and standards of living but also 
help achieve redistribution. 
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CHAPTER 10 
FINANCIAL RESTRUCTURING 

Financing is a powerful political, social and economic 
weapon in the modem world. It plays a prominent role not only 
in the allocation and distribution of scarce resources but also in 
the stability and growth of an economy. It also determines the 
power base, social status and economic condition of an 
individual in the economy. Hence, no socio-economic reform 
can be meaningful unless the financial system is also restruc-
tured in conformity with the socio-economic goals of the 
society. The restructuring should be comprehensive enough to 
enable the financial institutions to make their full contribution 
towards the removal of imbalances, and towards the equitable as 
well as efficient intermediation of financial resources. 

Since the resources of financial institutions come from 
deposits placed by a wide cross-section of the population, it is 
only rational to regard them as a national resource in the same 
way as water supply coming out of a public reservoir.1 They 
must be utilized for the well-being of all sectors of the 
population and not for the further enrichment of the wealthy and 
the powerful. However, since financial resources are extremely 
scarce compared with water, they need to be used with optimum 
equity and efficiency. This would take place in conformity with 
the definitions provided in the introduction if they are used to 
finance: (i) an optimum number of enterprises, and (ii) the 
production, import and distribution of goods and services 
needed for the need satisfaction of all members of society. 

The conventional interest-based financial system is not 
capable of helping realize either of these two goals. It leads to 
both inequity and inefficiency in the use of resources. 
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Equitable Intermediation 
The inequitable allocation of financing in the 

conventional banking system is now widely recognized. 
According to Arne Bigsten, "the distribution of capital is even 
more unequal than that of land" and "the banking system tends 
to reinforce the unequal distribution of capital.”2 This is not a 
contingent event, external to the interest-based banking system. 
It is its natural consequence. In an economy where differences 
in wealth are substantial and the lender wishes to get a return 
without sharing in the risks of business, it would be irrational 
for him' 'to lend as much to the impecunious as to the richer 
members of society. or to lend the same amounts on the same 
terms to each."3 The established practice of banks is hence to 
lend mainly to those individuals and firms who have: the 
necessary collateral to offer and who have, as Lester Thurow 
haS observed, . 'large internal savings, regardless of whether 
they are earning above average rates of return on their capital 
investment." The result is that "the winners are, as in a lottery, 
lucky rather than smart or meritocratic"4 Even the Morgan 
Guarantee Trust Company, the sixth largest bank in the U.S.. 
has admitted that the banking system has failed to "finance 
either maturing smaller companies or venture capitalists", and 
"though awash with funds, is not encouraged to deliver 
competitively priced funding to any but the largest, most cash-
rich companies.''5 This bodes ominously for society because it 
leads to the recruitment of entrepreneurs from only one social 
class and to the failure of society to utilize its total reservoir of 
entrepreneurial talent.6

Financing of SMEs 
Given the bitter reality of inequitable distribution of 

credit, the goal of realizing an equitable distribution of income 
and wealth must remain only a false hope, in spite of land 
reforms, unless the tendency of the financial system to 
contribute to concentration of wealth is corrected. Even the 
proliferation of SMEs in rural and urban areas, to solve the 
major economic problems of poverty and unemployment, would 
similarly remain but a fond dream unless arrangements are made 
for their financing. Lack of financing constitutes the most 
serious hindrance to the development of small farms and SMEs. 
The
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poor are poor not because of their unwillingness to work hard or 
lack of skill. They in fact work harder than the rich and have 
more skill than they can use. Their problem is that they do not 
have access to financial resources necessary for being self. 
employed, and wage employment either does not utilise their 
skills optimally or does not pay them adequately to fulfill even 
their needs, let alone to save for investment. Dr. Muhammad 
Yunus has hence aptly emphasised that financing for self. 
employment should "be recognised as a right that plays a critical 
role in attaining all other human rights."7

The Select Committee on Hunger found that "the 
provision of small amounts of credit to micro enterprises in the 
informal sector economy of developing countries can 
significantly raise the living standards of the poor, increase food 
security, and bring about sustainable improvements in local 
economies." The Committee also concluded that “making credit 
available to entry level micro entrepreneurs is one way to help 
end the cycle of poverty and hunger among urban and rural 
landless poor in developing countries.” However, as the 
Committee indicated, "formal financial institutions in these 
countries do not recognize the viability of income generating 
enterprises owned by the poor.''8 Reform of the financial system 
should hence constitute one of the key elements of all socio-
economic and political reforms.                          . 

The adoption of the Islamic financial system could be 
more conducive to the needed reform. It would enable a Muslim 
society to harness the pool of entrepreneurial ability among the 
poor and to bring to fruition the rich contribution that SMEs can 
make to output, employment and income distribution. The 
sharing of risks along with rewards by the financial institutions 
would substantially reduce the precariousness of a small 
entrepreneur's position - he would save himself from the back-
breaking burden of interest in difficult times by his willingness 
to pay a higher rate of return in good times. The financial 
institution is well qualified to share the risk, and could do so 
without denting its financial strength if it builds loss-offsetting 
reserves in good times. 
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Removing the Drawbacks 
However. even if the financial system is made to operate 

on a risk/reward sharing basis. it would be necessary to remove 
two of the primary causes of the failure or inability of 
commercial banks to finance small farms and SMEs. The first of 
these is the serious economic disadvantages under which this 
sector operates, and the second is the greater risk and expense to 
which the commercial banks are exposed. 

The first drawback cannot be removed without 
eliminating the implicit bias in official policies in favour of 
large-scale urban enterprises and replacing it by a strong 
commitment to support small farmers and SMEs. The adoption 
and implementation of the programme proposed earlier, through 
appropriate government policies and budgetary support, should 
help to divert gradually more and more of commercial bank 
financing to small farmers and SMEs. 

The second drawback cannot be removed without 
reducing the risk and expense of commercial bank lending to 
such units. The greater risk of financing SMEs leads to a tough 
and extensive collateral requirement which they are unable to 
satisfy. This jeopardizes their growth and expansion in spite of 
their greater potential for contribution to employment, output 
and income distribution. The financing goes mainly to the rich 
who are subjected to a lower collateral requirement and which 
they are able to satisfy without any difficulty because of their 
greater wealth. 

It may be expected that, within the Islamic risk/reward 
sharing framework, banks may tend to be attracted to provide 
greater financing to smaller firms because of their well 
established greater profitability. Small firms have a record of 
better performance in terms of growth in real per capita profits 
in industrial countries where small entrepreneurs have been 
encouraged.9 Even in developing countries with their extremely 
difficult environment for SMEs, they have consistently gener-
ated, according to a Michigan State University study, more 
output per unit of capital and are generally more efficient than 
their large-scale counterparts. Accordingly, the economic profit 
of smaller firms is consistently larger than that of large firms. 10

The risk may be reduced by introducing a loan guarantee  
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scheme underwritten partly by the government and partly by the 
commercial banks.11 In the case of Islamic banks, the guarantee 
scheme could not ensure the repayment of loans with interest as 
is the case in the conventional system. The scheme would rather 
cover the 'moral' risk of financing and relieve the bank of the 
need for collateral from SMEs whose general credentials have 
been examined and certified by the guarantee scheme. A large 
number of SMEs would thus be able to get financing from banks 
without being able to offer the collateral required by the 
conventional banks. The bank would receive its money back 
from the guarantee scheme in case of 'moral' failure of the 
business. .In case of market failure and resultant loss, the bank 
would share the consequences with the business in proportion to 
the financing provided by it. The scheme would also be made to 
include some other non-commercial risks that it is desirable to 
cover, to increase the availability of funds to SMEs. 

Apprehensions about the viability of the loan guarantee 
scheme due to heavy loan losses may be unwarranted. As 
indicated above, the scheme would not bear the entire risk of 
loan losses. It would bear only the 'moral' risk, the business risk 
being borne by both the bank and the borrower. Hence, the 
scheme would not be as heavily burdened with losses as 
conventional schemes are. Moreover, the experience of the 
International Fund for Agricultural Development (lFAD) is that 
credit provided to the most enterprising of the poor is quickly 
repaid by them from their higher earnings.12 The Report of the 
Select Committee on Hunger also indicates that the' 'micro 
enterprise projects have recorded significant and impressive 
loan repayment rates.”13 Testimony from the Grameen Bank in 
Bangladesh indicates a constant repayment rate of 99 per cent 
since the bank's inception.l4 Other SME credit programmes have 
yielded similar results. Hence there is no reason to be unduly 
apprehensive about loan losses from such financing. 

The additional expense incurred by commercial banks in 
evaluating and financing SMEs may be partly offset by the 
government in the interest of realizing the maqasid. Big
business has been subsidized by governments for a long time 
through various ways, including concessionary financing, 
import licences, overvalued currencies, and subsidized inputs. 
To offset this undue advantage received in the past, the  
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governments should now turn the tables in favour of small 
farmers and SMEs. Both the maqasid and the principles of 
public spending discussed earlier justify a reasonable allocation 
of government resources for this purpose. Nevertheless, a part of 
the increased cost should also be recovered from banks and 
SMEs to promote greater responsibility and efficiency. It may 
be expected that once the credentials of SMEs have been 
established and the system has started operating, the costs to be 
shared by the government would tend to go down. 
Efficient Intermediation 

The inefficient allocation of financial resources of the 
conventional banking system is also a logical consequence of 
that system. Since credit is extended to the private sector on the 
basis of collateral and/or a stable source of income to service the 
debt, and to governments on the assumption of lower sovereign 
risk, proposals for financing are not subjected to strict 
evaluation; the end use of credit is only a secondary considera-
tion. Credit becomes available for any purpose, irrespective of 
whether it is for productive investment or not. The private sector 
is able to have access to it even for conspicuous consumption 
and speculation, while the. public sector is able to get it for 
chauvinistic defence buildup and white elephant projects as 
well. This contributes to excessive monetary expansion and a 
wasteful and unproductive use of the society's pool of deposits. 
Thus, there is an unnecessary pressure on scarce resources and a 
decline in their availability for productive investment and need 
satisfaction. A resource allocation that does not lead to optimum 
investment and need satisfaction because of diversion of 
resources to unproductive uses is essentially inefficient, even 
though it may be called 'efficient' within a value-free frame of 
reference. 

In the Islamic equity-based and risk/reward sharing 
system, value judgments as well as strength of the proposal 
would both play an important role in the allocation of resources. 
Credit allocation would thus tend to reflect greater efficiency 
from both the demand and supply sides. On the demand side, the 
effective implementation of Islamic consumption values along 
lines discussed earlier in Chapter 9 should help to reduce
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substantially the demand for financing inessential goods and 
conspicuous consumption. On the supply side also, the 
requirement of risk/reward sharing would tend to make banks 
careful in their evaluation of proposals. Financing would in this 
way be available to the private sector and the governments 
mainly for productive projects. The ability to provide the 
collateral and to pay the interest would not now be the main 
consideration. Consumer credit would no doubt still exist on the 
basis of techniques allowed by the Shari'ah. but to a limited 
extent and to satisfy the need for 'essential' durable goods. The 
overall now of credit for unproductive purposes would thus be 
substantially reduced. making a healthy contribution to the 
removal of imbalances and the realization of both equity and 
efficiency. 

The Islamisation of banks may also help bring into their 
fold the savings of a large proportion of the rural population not 
yet absorbed by the banking system because of their lack of 
trust in conventional interest-based banks, and of the apathy of 
banks towards them. This would help mobilise the idle savings 
in the economy and generate a higher non-inflationary rate of 
growth. It may also help reduce the attractiveness of gold as a 
store of value and release savings for investment. 
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CHAPTER 11 
Strategic Policy Planning 

It will not be possible for Muslim countries to realise the 
maqasi;d within the constraint of their scarce resources unless 
they take stock of their needs and resources and have a clear 
understanding of where they are and where they wish to go. It 
may be possible to do this more effectively if a long-term 
strategic policy plan is prepared. Such a plan would enable the 
state to take a realistic account of all the available physical and 
human resources and to establish, in the light of this, a set of 
well-defined priorities. This will help provide a clear direction 
to government policies and expenditure programmes and initiate 
effective measures to set in motion the required structural and 
institutional changes to enable both the government and the 
private sector to make their full contribution. 

The plan should not be comprehensive and dirigiste,
trying to achieve, through a maze of regulatory controls, a 
balancing of all inputs and outputs and their allocation among 
micro units of the economy. The plan should also not rely on the 
government being the principal source of investments and 
enterprise. This is neither feasible nor necessary. Any move in 
this direction will make the economy less responsive to 
changing circumstances and stifle individual initiative and 
enterprise, and so bury it in the contradictions and insoluble 
problems that afflicted the socialist and developing countries 
which resorted to such planning. Indeed, these countries have all 
been forced to move away from such planning. What is 
necessary for the Muslim countries to do is to pass all claims on 
resources through the filter mechanism of Islamic values and to 
motivate and activate the private sector, through moral and 
institutional reform as well as economic incentives, to utilize 
scarce resources 
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 with  optimum efficiency and equity in order to realise the 
maqasid.

The articulation of the Islamic filter mechanism will thus 
be indispensable. It will help define the goals of the economy in 
order of priority and specify ways of achieving them. The 
establishment of priorities within the framework of the Shari'ah 
will help in an analysis of the existing allocation of resources 
and in pinpointing the direction of change. It will also be 
necessary to articulate the Islamic values regarding 
consumption, savings and investment, and work ethics, and to 
devise educational programmes to promote them. The plan will 
also have to classify goods and services into the three categories 
of needs, luxuries and intermediates, as discussed earlier. 

Public and government officials will need to be 
motivated to act in accordance with Islamic values. While belief 
in accountability before God is essential, it is not sufficient to 
motivate them to put in their best and to be more efficient. For 
this purpose it is necessary to actualize socio-economic justice. 
Workers, entrepreneurs, investors and savers must all be able to 
get a due reward for their contribution to output. Of course, 
prices and wages must be normally determined by market 
forces, but, in the existing situation, with wealth and power 
concentrated in a few hands. they reflect monopolistic or 
monopolistic characteristics and are hence not 'just'. They 
therefore tend to suffocate the drive, initiative, creativity and 
enterprise of a large proportion of the population. The plan must 
indicate the policies and institutional reforms needed to remove 
the existing injustices. 

The plan must also specify the structural changes 
required in the economy to fulfill needs, reduce unemployment 
and raise the growth rate without creating macroeconomic and 
external imbalances. The plan must also indicate the institutions 
that must be established or reformed to reduce substantially the 
int4ualities of income and wealth that now exist, and to bring 
about a broad-based ownership of businesses and income-
earning assets. The reform of the banking system in the light of 
Islamic teachings will require the special attention of planners 
because of the great contribution it can make to efficient and 
equitable allocation of resources. A thorough reform of the 
education system is also necessary to make the students better  
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Muslims and more productive. In sum, the plan should not 
concentrate on any single measure or rely unduly on controls; it 
should rather use a range of policies and incentives to realize the 
maqasid. It should reflect a perceptible change in the develop-
ment philosophy and strategy. All policies - fiscal, monetary, 
incomes, import and production - should be formulated within 
the framework of this strategic policy plan. 

The production, import, distribution and consumption of 
what fits into the strategic policy plan should be permitted 
freely through the operation of the price system without 
bureaucratic controls. Controls, including those on the use of 
foreign exchange for current account transactions, should be 
employed only where, and as long as, indispensable. A general 
policy of letting social and institutional reform and incentives 
take the place of controls will help remove inequities in material 
rewards, harness people's own inner drive for development, and, 
not only help reduce corruption and attain greater efficiency, but 
also make innovation and adjustment to changing circumstances 
easier. However, what does not conform with the plan should 
not be allowed - irrespective of how rich or resourceful an 
individual may be. Special consideration should be given to the 
adverse effect of any policy measure on the poor, and methods 
should be devised to offset or minimize this. 

There should not be changes in policy from quarter to 
quarter or year to year because the resource perspective, needs 
and goals of a country do not change that frequently. Frequent 
tinkering with policies only generates uncertainties, and 
enriches mainly those having insider's knowledge. But errors 
which have been made in the preparation of the plan should be 
rectified with an open mind and without undue delay. Since the 
resource endowment of different Muslim countries is different, 
the same strategic policy plan may not be suitable for all, even 
though the maqasid are likely in essentials to be the same for all. 

It may be unrealistic to expect governments to be willing 
to formulate and execute a strategic policy plan of this nature 
unless they derive their inspiration from the Shari'ah and are 
committed to the well-being of all people rather than any 
specific group. This is not possible unless they are legitimate
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governments, that is, have received their mandate from the 
people and are accountable to them for their success or failure in 
formulating and executing proper policies. Political reform 
therefore constitutes the cornerstone of all reform in Muslim 
countries. Without such reform, the prevailing distance between 
the ideals of Islam and the reality in the Muslim world may 
continue. It would, of course, be a further step in the right 
direction if the democratic processes as they now prevail around 
the world are also reformed suitably to blunt the edge they 
provide to wealth and power. 
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CHAPTER 12 
CONCLUSION 

O believers! Respond to God and to His Prophet 
when he calls you towards that which will give you life. 

(Qur'an, 8: 24) 
If Ihe people of the towns had only believed and 

lived accordingly. We would have opened out to them 
blessings from the Heaven and the earth. 

 (Qur'an, 7: 96) 

We are heading into difficult times and there isn't a 
great deal that can be done about it….. such superficial 
issues as debates about the short-term business cycle or 
Republican versus Democratic political philosophy or 
shifts in tax policy can't significantly change the outlook. 

Jay Forrester1

THE PARADOX 
The challenge that the Muslim countries face is to 

actualize the Islamic vision of falah and hayhat tayyibah for 
every individual in their societies in spite of the resource 
constraints they face. This demands not only moral uplift but 
also brotherhood and socio-economic justice, which cannot be 
realized unless the scarce resources are used to remove poverty. 
fulfill needs, and minimize inequalities of income and wealth. 
Instead, most Muslim countries have got themselves engulfed, 
like most other developing countries, in a maze of difficult 
macroeconomic and external imbalances without getting any 
nearer their vision. 
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This book has argued that this situation is the logical 
outcome of policies they have been following within the 
perspective of the secularist strategies of capitalism, socialism 
and the welfare state. Were it not the case, countries following 
these systems would have themselves succeeded in ensuring the 
good life for all their nationals. But they have not. This is the 
paradox of wealth. "Rich countries are not typically happier 
than poorer ones”, concludes Richard Easterlin after 30 surveys 
conducted in 19 developed and developing countries.2 And 
Dahrendorf justifiably asks: Why are so many citizens of rich 
societies unhappy after four decades of peace and prosperity. 
and why is there such hardship - not just lack of money, but 
anomie and alienation - in the midst of plenty'?' 
Two Reasons 

There are two primary reasons for this paradox. Firstly. 
happiness is not a function of just material possessions and 
bodily satisfactions that the secularist ideologies of capitalism. 
socialism and the welfare state overly emphasize. Secondly. 
given the resource constraint, even the material well-being of all 
individuals in society cannot be realized, unless the available 
resources are used both efficiently as well as equitably. 

Happiness, as it is now being generally acknowledged. is 
a reflection of peace of mind (al-nafs al-mutma’innah,, in the 
words of the Qur'an, 89: 27), which it is possible to attain only if 
an individual's life is in harmony with his inner nature. This 
happens when both the spiritual and the material urges of his or 
her personality are adequately satisfied. Since the material and 
the spiritual are not separate identities, the desired satisfaction 
takes place only when a spiritual dimension is injected into all 
material pursuits to give them meaning and purpose. 

It is probably not possible to satisfy the needs of all 
members of society, given the resource constraints, or to reduce 
inequalities, unless all wasteful and inessential uses of resources 
are eliminated or minimized and all socio-economic institutions 
that promote inequities are corrected. This in turn is not possible 
if individuals disregard social priorities in resource use and take 
into account only their own individual preferences and financial 
ability. Every individual therefore needs to be 
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 made aware of the social priorities in resource use and to be 
motivated to behave in conformity with these priorities. He 
needs to be made subject to a discipline that will make him 
concerned about the well-being of others while striving for his 
own well-being. What could be more conducive to the creation 
of such a discipline than a moral system given by the Creator of 
the Universe Himself. combined with accountability before 
Him. Within the framework of such a discipline, material 
possessions do not command a value for their own sake. They 
are of value as long as they fulfill the objective of their creation 
as defined by the value system. Such an attitude creates a 
voluntary restraint in the use of scarce resources - a restraint that 
minimizes unnecessary claims and makes it possible to satisfy 
the needs of all in spite of scarcity, thus meeting the dictates of 
human brotherhood. Social solidarity thereby strengthens, and 
social tensions and crime decline. 

In the absence of a moral dimension, material 
possessions and want satisfaction become an end in themselves. 
Satisfaction then does not remain a function of need fulfillment 
but of much more than that. of vying with others. Ostentation 
and getting ahead of the Joneses become the ideal pattern of 
behaviour. But conspicuous consumption creates only 
temporary satisfaction. Without any meaning and purpose of 
life, fashions and models only exchange one kind of emptiness 
for another. To maintain the buying orgy. everyone is constantly 
busy acquiring the necessary resources by fair means or foul, 
leaving little time or desire to fulfill obligations towards family 
and friends. The pressures on the individual expand beyond his 
or her ability to bear and peace of mind suffers. The entire 
machinery of production becomes directly or indirectly directed 
toward the satisfaction of a maximum amount of wants. If the 
banking system also acts as an accomplice. it becomes possible 
for people to live beyond their means. Claims on resources 
therefore multiply. imbalances increase and those unable to 
keep pace with this struggle fall behind. Poverty and economic 
inequalities rise. The goal of need satisfaction suffers more and 
more. Dissatisfaction and social tensions become exacerbated 
and symptoms of anomie and alienation become reflected in all 
aspects of individual and social life. 
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The Task Ahead 
The problem that Muslim countries face is even more 

difficult than that faced by the industrial countries; resources at 
their disposal are even scarcer. Removal of their macroeconom-
ic and external imbalances requires a reduction in aggregate 
demand. Realisation of the maqa~id requires the opposite of 
this: increased spending for a number of neglected but essential 
objectives. How to resolve this conflict is the challenge that 
Muslim countries face. They cannot respond to this challenge 
successfully by adopting strategies that have failed. A failed 
strategy cannot but lead to failure.. 

What the Muslim countries need to do is to develop their 
own strategy - one that will help them allocate scarce resources 
efficiently and equitably in accordance with the demands of 
hayat tayyibah. This will also help them fulfil their moral 
obligation of being a qudwah hasanah (worthy example) for 
other countries, an example which they may be able to follow to 
solve their socio-economic problems. The strategy that needs to 
be developed should consist of all the three ingredients around 
which the entire discussion in this book has hovered: (a) a 
socially-agreed filter mechanism to enable them to distinguish 
the efficient and the equitable use of scarce resources from the 
inefficient and the inequitable; (b) a motivating system to 
induce individuals to use these resources in conformity with the 
dictates of such a filter mechanism; and (c) a socio-economic 
restructuring that would reinforce the above two elements in 
bringing about the kind of reallocation and distribution of 
resources that the hayat tayyibah demands.

THE UNSUCCESSFUL STRATEGIES  
Capitalism 

After divorcing itself from the collective force of Judaeo-
Christian values, capitalism had no option but to rely primarily 
on prices and private profit to provide the filter mechanism and 
the motivating force for balancing aggregate demand and 
supply, and realizing efficiency as well as equity in resource 
allocation. Market-determined prices, it is argued, not only 
regulate aggregate demand but also, by affecting the. rate of   
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return unevenly, transfer resources away from the relatively less 
profitable sectors to those more profitable. These adjustments in 
demand and supply brought about by the interaction of market 
forces lead, it is claimed, to a new equilibrium with maximum 
efficiency and equity without any need for value judgments or 
government intervention. 

The use of price mechanism as the only strategy to 
allocate resources safeguards individual freedom but frustrates 
the realization of both efficiency and equity unless certain 
background conditions, including equal distribution of income 
and wealth and perfect competition, are fulfilled. Since these 
conditions are not, and cannot be, fulfilled under normal 
circumstances, the freedom to satisfy a maximum amount of 
wants in accordance with individual preferences enables the 
rich to have a greater say in the use of scarce resources if no 
mechanism other than prices is used to regulate their claims on 
resources. The pressure on resources resulting from the struggle 
to satisfy a maximum amount of wants tends to establish an 
equilibrium in the economy at relatively higher prices for all 
goods and services, including those meant for need fulfillment. 

While the ability of the rich to pay the price enables 
them to get whatever they want, the poor get squeezed because 
their already inadequate income does not normally rise in step 
with prices. Their ability to pay the market price for need-
satisfying goods and services thus declines even more, leading 
to inadequate satisfaction of their needs. This lowers their 
efficiency and their incomes even further. They thus get trapped 
further in the vicious cycle of poverty and deprivation. The 
greater the income and wealth disparity, the greater the power 
of the rich to divert resources away from need fulfillment of the 
poor, if reliance is placed mainly on the price mechanism to 
allocate resources and to remove the imbalances. This is further 
exacerbated by the conventional interest-based banking system 
which diverts the savings of the society mainly to the rich, who 
have the collateral to offer and who consequently become yet 
wealthier and more powerful in diverting scarce resources even 
farther away from need satisfaction. 

Any effort to bring about an equitable distribution is 
bound to hurt the rich in every society where there exists an 
inequitable 
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 distribution of resources. Why would the rich agree to be worse 
off in a secularist. value-free society committed to the principle 
of Pareto optimality? To motivate them to be worse off in the 
interest of the well-being of others, it would be necessary not 
only 10 have socially-agreed values to which everyone stands 
committed, but also a motivating ~Y1lotem that would assure 
them of an attractive reward for the sacrifice they are required to 
make. 

It is not possible to have socially-agreed values if 
secularism is the reigning philosophy. Secularism does not 
necessarily mean an absence of values; all societies have values 
and secularist societies are not an exception. What secularism 
does is to deprive values of the collective sanction that religion 
provides. Without such a sanction, it is difficult for a society or 
a government to arrive at the social consensus necessary for 
translating goals and values into a scale of social priorities in the 
use of scarce resources - priorities that people are ready to abide 
by even if this hurts their self-interest. Moreover, the short-term, 
this-worldly perspective that secularism provides to self-interest 
makes wealth accumulation and sensual satisfaction the primary 
goal of human life. It would not be 'rational' for anyone to agree 
to be worse off if he cares for nothing other than serving his 
this-worldly self-interest. 

Hence, while capitalism retained the humanitarian goals 
of religion in the facade, it messed up the strategy. The role of 
moral values in the allocation and distribution of scarce 
resources was blunted by undue emphasis on individual 
preferences and primary reliance on the price mechanism. The 
blind operation of market forces thus received an unhindered 
opportunity to create all the inequities that it is capable of 
creating. The lifting of the Judaeo-Christian stricture against 
interest. further accentuated the inequities. The conflict between 
goals and strategy thus ushered in social Darwinism in the 
innocent garb of humanitarian goals. 

Thus. while the strategy of the market system is able to 
promote private initiative and drive, and a higher rate of growth. 
by permitting individuals to serve their self-interest, it is not 
able to serve social interest except where self-interest and social 
interest coincide. This helps explain partly why the market 
system has failed on the criteria of both efficiency and equity. It  
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has been unable to produce anywhere, on its own strength, 
either a configuration of goods and services that would satisfy 
the needs of all or an equitable distribution of income and 
wealth. One could thus say that the moral vacuum that 
secularism has introduced will not make it possible for the 
market system to achieve growth with redistribution unless the 
use of coercion to create the right background conditions, such 
as was used by a foreign occupying power in Japan, South 
Korea and Taiwan, is envisaged. And even in such a case the 
gains are likely to be short-lived unless reinforced by a strategy 
that would help sustain them. 
Socialism 

The performance of the centrally planned economies is 
not significantly better. The abolition of the profit motive and 
private property kills individual initiative, drive and creativity in 
a society with a short this-worldly life perspective. This reduces 
efficiency and hurts the supply side of the economy. Central 
planning and collectivization do not succeed in promoting 
equity either - they lead rather to concentration of power in the 
hands of a few politburo members. This is even worse than 
monopolistic capitalism which, even though it leads to 
concentration of wealth and power, does not make possible such 
an intense concentration of power because of the market's 
generally decentralized decision-making process. Moreover, the 
socialist system's inherent secularist and amoral outlook 
deprives it of a socially-agreed value system. In the absence of 
both moral values and price system, the only filter mechanism 
left for making decisions about resource allocation is the whim 
of the powerful politburo members. Hence the rich and highly 
placed in these systems have been able to enjoy access to 
everything they want, just as in the capitalist countries, while 
the poor have had difficulty in satisfying even their basic needs. 
No wonder the totalitarian systems have caused a great deal of 
material deprivation and human misery and been overthrown 
almost everywhere by popular revolt. 
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Welfare State 
The welfare state, realizing the limitations of the market 

system, tried to combine the price mechanism with a number of 
other tools, particularly welfare spending by the state, to ensure 
'equity', Given the phobia against value judgments and the self-
imposed criterion of Pareto optimality, there was no question of 
discriminating between the necessary and the unnecessary. or of 
using means testing. The welfare state tried to provide welfare 
services to all, the rich and the poor alike, through increased 
spending by the public sector. Initially this generated a euphoria 
- a feeling that the problems of both allocation and distribution 
had been ideally solved. They were not; the strategy was 
inadequate for the task. Since the increased public sector 
spending was not accompanied by an offsetting reduction in 
other claims on resources, budgetary deficits swelled in spite of 
the heavy tax burden. Since the consumer culture also led to a 
simultaneous rise in private sector spending, there was no 
offsetting rise in private sector saving. There was rather an 
excessive monetary expansion in a proportional reserve banking 
system that is willing to lend as much as desired to both the 
private and the public sectors on the basis of collateral and 
assumed lower sovereign risk, without due regard to the 
ultimate use of credit. Claims on resources were hence 
exacerbated, giving rise to internal and external imbalances. The 
problems of poverty and deprivation nevertheless continued and 
indeed deepened. Needs remained unfulfilled. Inequalities in 
fact increased. 
The Dilemma 

The problem that the welfare state now faces is how to 
remove the imbalances that it has created. There being no 
agreed filter mechanism other than prices with the help of which 
to regulate aggregate demand, primary reliance is being placed 
on the market mechanism to remove the existing imbalances. 
This revival of faith in the market, brings back into focus the 
failures and inequities of the market and the inability of the poor 
to pay market-related prices. The welfare state is thus faced with 
a perplexing dilemma. If primary stress is placed on the market 
and the welfare role of the state is rolled back to remove the  
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imbalances, then the welfare state is back to square one - the 
square of capitalism from where it started. So what to do now? 
The only major tool that the welfare state is left with to provide 
relief to the poor is a high rate of economic growth. But higher 
growth does not necessarily improve income distribution. As 
Adelman and Morris have shown on the basis of a cross-section 
of data. .. development is accompanied by an absolute as well as 
a relative decline in the average income of the poor."4

Moreover. the prospects for accelerating the rate of growth are 
not very bright in the near future without rekindling inflation 
and aggravating other imbalances. 

The inevitable conclusion is that the three existing 
systems cannot serve as models for Muslim countries. Being 
secularist they are non-starters in providing inner happiness, 
which demands the satisfaction of both the spiritual and the 
material needs of human beings. Being value-neutral, they are 
unable to bring about a reduction in aggregate claims on 
resources in such a way that not only the needs of all are 
satisfied but there is also an adequate level of capital formation 
for promoting higher growth. The sole reliance on market forces 
cannot simultaneously help remove the existing macroeconomic 
and external imbalances and bring about the kind of reallocation 
that the hayat tayyibah demands. The Muslim countries have 
thus no alternative but to Islamise their economies. 

ISLAMISATION 
Islamisation implies a serious implementation of the 

Islamic strategy to raise the spiritual as well as the material 
well-being of all people and to establish socio-economic justice, 
which is the central objective of the Islamic message. On the 
spiritual side, the peace of mind that is indispensable to inner 
happiness cannot be attained except by increasing the nearness 
of the human being to his Creator, which Islam is capable of 
bringing about but secularism does not even aspire to. On the 
material side, 1~lamisation demands the allocation and 
distribution of all resources, a trust from God, in such an 
efficient and equitable manner that the maqasid are realized and 
the hayat tayyibah is made possible for all. This necessitates the 
balanced and effective use of all the constituent elements of the 
Islamic  
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strategy to hold aggregate claims within the bounds of resource 
availability and goal-realization. Islamisation does not thus 
mean an absence of liberalization. It does, however, mean a 
different kind of liberalization - one in which all public and 
private sector economic decisions are first passed through the 
filter of moral values before they are made subject to the 
discipline of the market. 

Balanced Use of All Elements 
The moral system, which influences the inner 

consciousness of the individual, makes him aware of the trust 
nature of resources and provides the criteria needed for their 
efficient and equitable allocation and distribution. It also makes 
the individual conscious of his unavoidable accountability 
before the All-Knowing God, thus serving as a strong 
motivating force for not pursuing his personal preferences and 
self-interest in a way that hurts the realization of social well-
being. This helps prune a substantial part of the demand for 
goods and services even before it finds an expression in the 
market place. If the price system with its decentralized decision-
making then takes over, the allocation of resources can be more 
efficient. However, even a moral system may tend to be 
ineffective if it is not accompanied by socio-economic 
restructuring. This is because some individuals may tend to 
disregard values unless the socio-economic environment makes 
it difficult and unrewarding to do so. Moreover, even 
individuals who are committed to abide by the value system 
may not be aware of the social priorities and what the economy, 
and not just the individuals themselves, can or cannot afford if 
the maqasid are to be realized with the scarce resources. 

Socio-economic restructuring could be introduced more 
effectively if the government were to play an enabling role. 
Strategic policy planning could help in this task by making the 
government assess the economy's resources and needs and 
detem1ine .the extent of changes needed in consumption and 
investment patterns of both the private and the public sectors. 
Social, institutional and structural reforms could then be 
designed to create a proper climate for enabling the market 
mechanism to serve private as well as social goals. These  
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 reforms should be further reinforced by an effective implemen-
tation of the various Islamic redistribution schemes, without 
which any effort in the direction of reform would be a non-
starter. The combined use of all these tools should set the ball 
rolling for the removal of the inequities and imbalances. The 
removal of pressure on resources arising from wasteful and 
unnecessary consumption, and the higher investment and 
growth that this may make possible, should help contain 
inflationary pressures and currency depreciation that are 
currently afflicting many Muslim countries. 

Egalitarian policies, if they are followed within the 
perspective of the Islamic motivating system, are not likely to 
meet with the same kind of resistance from the rich that they 
would in a socio-economic system committed to Pareto 
optimality. They should also help dampen socio-economic 
unrest and political instability and contribute to higher growth in 
Muslim countries. A better fed, healthy, and properly educated 
and motivated population cannot but improve the quality of the 
work force in countries where serious consumption deficiencies 
and health and educational impairments are holding down the 
quality of work. 

Greater social equality, by putting to an end the race for 
status symbols among the rich and the middle classes, is also 
bound to promote not only brotherhood and social cohesion but 
also greater savings. Though a part of the potential increase in 
savings may be offset by increased need-fulfillment of the poor, 
a significant part may still be available for increased investment 
and, combined with improvement in the quality of the work 
force and it; motivation, contribute to greater efficiency and 
higher growth. More equality need not, therefore, mean less 
growth. If the growth and equality of different economies are 
compared, there appears to be "no relationship between the 
amount of inequality that different countries have been willing 
to tolerate and their economic performance".5 Accordingly, the 
argument that limiting movement towards equality promotes 
growth should be rejected as "a smoke screen, that cannot be 
backed up with hard economic data."6 Nevertheless, a 
considerable body of evidence from a number of countries 
indicates that the domestic economic and social policies that 
have been followed in many countries have not only resulted in 
greater inequality but have also accentuated poverty.7
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Islamisation would thus help Muslim countries humanize 
the operation of market forces and realize both efficiency and 
equity in the use of scarce resources. Moral reform, along with 
strategic policy planning and economic and financial restructur-
ing, should make the human factor more conscientious in the 
use of resources, so that private interest is served without 
trespassing the limits of social interest even where the two 
interests do not coincide. The reform of public finances in 
accordance with Islamic teachings should help introduce greater 
efficiency and equity in public sector taxation and spending and 
reduce budgetary deficits. Resources will thus be released from 
wasteful and unproductive uses for need fulfillment and for 
higher capital formation, exports, and growth. 

The recognition of private property and the profit motive, 
along with equitable material rewards and structural changes in 
the economy for need fulfillment, will also create the motivation 
for hard and conscientious work, greater worker efficiency, and 
increased savings and investment. Land reforms, along with 
rural development and proliferation of SMEs throughout the 
country, will help spread ownership of means of-production and 
expand self-employment opportunities. Improving the invest-
ment climate and providing incentives for investment and 
exports should also go a long way towards accelerating 
development. Restructuring the conventional financial institu-
tions in the light of Islamic teachings will help restrain them 
from extending credit for wasteful and unproductive spending to 
both the public and the private sectors and thus enable them to 
provide more financing for productive investment, particularly 
to entrepreneurial talent among the poor. 

This should not only strengthen the efforts to reduce 
imbalances but also help materialize the goal of spreading 
ownership of businesses and industries, and harnessing the 
energies and creativity of a greater part of the population for 
accelerated development. The reduction in inflationary press-
ures, decline in current account deficits, and the containment of 
the continuing depreciation in exchange rate should also make a 
positive contribution to growth and well-being. Nevertheless, 
the interest of those poor who are unable to help themselves 
should be further attended to, not through a general subsidy, but  
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rather through organized and intensified relief payments and 
income supplements provided by the government and social 
organizations out of zakat, awqaf, voluntary donations, and the 
maximum possible budgetary appropriations. Implementation of 
the Islamic inheritance system will help sustain the move 
towards minimizing economic inequalities. 
Not Neoclassical Adjustment 

In contrast with the strategy discussed above, the 
adjustment programmes suggested within the secularist 
perspective of neoclassical liberalism to remove 
macroeconomic imbalances do not involve any socio-economic 
reconstructing. It is naively felt that liberalization of the 
economies will help not only to remove the imbalances but also 
to realize greater efficiency and equity. The primary 
adjustments suggested are reduction of budgetary deficits and 
the correction of price distortions, particularly those in 
exchange rates and interest rates.8 There is no doubt that such 
adjustments are indispensable for removing the imbalances and 
for even promoting long-run growth. But would these by 
themselves help promote socio-economic justice? Experience in 
many countries has shown that the removal of budgetary 
deficits and the adoption of market- related prices. unless 
simultaneously accompanied by a strategy to promote justice. 
tend to put the major burden of adjustment on the poor. The 
higher prices do not create any significant dent in the demands 
of the rich; they continue to buy what they want. The poor 
however get more squeezed. This accentuates poverty and 
inequalities and leads to social unrest and political instability. 
and governments are then forced to roll back the measures they 
have adopted. 

The neoclassical adjustment programmes thus encounter 
problems because. within the liberal value-neutral tradition. they 
approach the problem from the point of view, primarily, of 
stabilization and nominal efficiency. and give only a secondary 
importance to equity. However. if a stabilization programme 
were designed to realize both real efficiency and equity, it 
would have a greater chance of success. But such a programme 
cannot be prepared within a value-neutral framework and, if 
prepared. cannot be implemented without an effective motivate- 
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ing system - a system that would be able to induce the 
individual to work for his self-interest within the limits of social 
well-being. 
Urgency of the Task 

It may be concluded, therefore, that without Islamisation 
of their economies and societies, it will not be possible for 
Muslim countries to combine the removal of imbalances with 
realization of the kind of development that Islam visualizes. The 
Muslim governments have unfortunately used Islam so far only 
as a slogan, failing to realize the positive contribution it can 
make towards the betterment of their societies and economies 
and towards their own survival. Prof. Khurshid Ahmad has 
rightly indicated that: "There is no evidence to conclude that, 
generally speaking, the policy-makers derived any inspiration 
worth the name from Islam and tried to translate its  economic 
ideals into development policies."9 Even with a change in 
attitudes and policies, the task of adjustment and reconstruction 
is bound to be difficult and time-consuming. The sooner the 
policy-makers read the signs of the times, the better it will be for 
them and the ummah.

Islamisation is however a more difficult task than mere 
adjustment within the secular perspective. It requires a greater 
and more coordinated effort.  Nevertheless, the masses seem to 
be emotionally prepared for it; having faith in its ability to serve 
their long-term well-being. The governments are themselves the 
main obstacles, being controlled by vested interests. The socio-
economic restructuring that Islamisation stands for threatens 
their short-term (but not necessarily long-term) interest. This 
may be one of the reasons why even democracy is not being 
allowed to take root in these countries. Democracy would force 
the governments to Islamise. 

The vested interests must realize, however, that they 
cannot long prevent the gravitational pull of Islamic 
humanitarian ideas from mustering strong public support. The 
movement for Islamic revival that is gathering momentum in 
Muslim countries is bound to accelerate and counter all forces 
of resistance. Vested interests will ultimately be washed away, 
as the Qur'an predicts: "As for the scum, it disappears in vain  
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while what benefits mankind remains in the world" (13: 17). 
Keynes also, likewise, observed:  I am sure that the power of 
vested interests is vastly exaggerated compared with the gradual 
encroachment of ideas. Not, indeed, immediately, but after a 
certain interval. . . it is ideas, not vested interests, which are 
dangerous for good or evil" 10 It would hence be in the long-
term interest of the rich and powerful not only to not resist the 
strong tide of social reform but rather to go along with it. 

Islamisation should not, however, be conceived as an 
antidote to all the problems of Muslim countries. Some of the 
problems created by centuries of socio-economic, political and 
moral degeneration, misguided domestic policies and unhealthy 
external shocks are bound to persist for a long time. It must also 
be appreciated that Islamisation is a gradual process. It cannot 
be achieved instantly through the use of force and regimenta-
tion. Wisdom and understanding have to be the pillars of 
Islamisation, as required by the Qur'an (16: 125). Even the 
Prophet, the peace and blessings of God be on him, encouraged 
gradual transition through his own example. 

Unfortunately the quagmire into which most Muslim 
countries have already fallen, and which has given rise to 
poverty, inequalities, internal unrest, external imbalances, and a 
huge foreign debt, does not permit great leeway in terms of 
time. Even with significant policy initiatives, the underlying 
inequities and imbalances cannot be reversed immediately. 
Moreover, the decline in the Soviet threat is likely to reduce the 
strategic importance of, and hence the flow of aid to, many 
Muslim countries. This makes it even more imperative for the 
Muslim governments to attend to socio-economic reform with 
the urgency it demands and to play a more positive and assertive 
role. The more sincerely and determinedly they play their roles, 
and the more active social reform organizations and educational 
institutions are in bringing about social change, the less will be 
the time needed for transformation. They must take inspiration 
from what the Qur'an says: 

And if they strive in Our Cause. We will certainly guide 
them to Our Ways. for God is undoubtedly with those who 
strive for the good (29: 69). 
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"Rather than showing a general desire for rapid economic development. 
Arab governments show a surprisingly weak will to achieve it. .  A much 
more powerful motive than economic development is the motive to 
remain in power. .. (Galal A. Amin, "The Modernization of Poverty". 
Social. Economic and Political Studies of the Middle East (1980), vol. 8. 
p.108.) 

10  J. M. Keynes, quoted by Julian Le Grand. The Strategy of 
Equality: Redistribution and the Social Ser\'ices (1982). p. 139. 
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Glossary of Arabic Terms 
(frequently used in the text) 

'Adalah: Justice. 

Ahadith: Plural of hadith (q.v.).

Amanah: Trust

Amin: Trustee. 

Awqaf: Plural of waqf (q.v.). 

Falah: Well-being attained by the satisfaction of both the material and 
the spiritual needs of the human personality. See also hayat tayyibah. 

Fard'ayn: Personal obligation of every Muslim. 

Fard kifayah: Collective duty of the Muslim society. 

Fasad: Mischief, viciousness and corruption; opposite of salah.

Fiqh: Muslim jurisprudence; it covers all aspects of life, religious, 
political, social or economic. In addition to religious observances 
(prayer, fasting, zakat (q.v.) and pilgrimage) it covers family law, 
inheritance, social obligations, commerce, criminal law. constitutional 
law and international relations, including war. The whole corpus of fiqh 
is based primarily on the Qur'an and the Sunnah and secondarily on ijma' 
(consensus) and ijtihad (effort to derive juristic opinions). 
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Fuqaha' (singular,faqih): Jurists who give opinion on various 
issue') in the "light of the Qur'an and the Sunnah (q.v.) and who 
have thereby led to the development of fiqh. 

Hadith (plural, ahadith): A report of the saying, deed or tacit 
approval of the Prophet, the peace and blessings of God be on him.  

Halal: Anything permitted by the Shari'ah (q.v.).

Haram: Anything prohibited by the Shari'ah (q.v.). 

Hayat tayyibah: Good life attained by the balanced satisfaction of 
both the material and the spiritual needs of the human personality. 
It does not at all carry the same connotation as 'good life' carries in 
any culture which overemphasizes 'fun' and 'wealth, women and 
wine'. See also falah.. 

Huquq al-‘ibad: An individual's obligations towards other human 
beings, Le., their rights. 

Ibadah: Worship. In its wider sense, it means living in conformity 
with Islamic teachings. 

Imam: The word is used in this book in its most popular meaning 
of leader of the congregational prayer; the word is, however, also 
used for the founders of different schools of Muslim jurisprudence 
or other eminent jurists and reformers, and also for the prominent 
descendants of 'Ali ibn Abi Talib and distinguished Shi'ah 
theologians. In ahadith it has also been used to refer to the ruler. 

Khalifah: Vicegerent.  

Khilafah: Vicegerency. 

Maqasid: Short form for maqasid al-Shari'ah (q.v.).  

Maqasid al-Shari‘ah: Goals of the Shari'ah. 
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Qudwah hasanah: Worthy example. 
Qur'an: The Holy Book of the Muslims consisting of the 
revelations made by God to the Prophet Muhammad, the peace and 
blessings of God be on him, during his Prophethood of about 23 
years. The Qur'an lays down the fundamentals of the Islamic faith, 
including beliefs and all aspects of the Muslim way of life. These 
are supplemented or further elaborated by the Sunnah (q. v .).In all 
references to the Qur'an in the text (e.g., 30: 41), the first number 
refers to the surah (or chapter) and the second to the ayah (or 
verse). 

Sadaqat: Refers to all kinds of charitable spending by individuals 
from lawful income. 

Shari'ah: Refers to the divine guidance as given by the Qur'an and 
the Sunnah and embodies all aspects of the Islamic faith, including 
beliefs and practices. 

Shura: Means consultation, but refers technically to the moral 
obligation of a Muslim government not to fonnulate and execute 
policies except in consultation with the people or their 
representatives. 

Sunnah: After the Qur'an. the Sunnah is the most important source 
of the Islamic faith and refers essentially to the Prophet's example 
as indicated by his practise of the faith. The most important way to 
know the Sunnah is through the collection of ahadith (q.v.). 

Surah: A chapter of the Qur'an. There are 114 surahs of varying 
lengths in the Qur'an. In all references to the Qur'an in the text 
(e.g., 30: 41), the first number refers to the surah and the second to 
the ayah or verse. 

Tawhid: Oneness and unity of God. 
'Ulama': Religious scholars. In its wider connotation, it also 
includes all highly educated persons and professionals. 
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Ummah: Means a nation and refers technically to the whole 
Muslim community, irrespective of colour, race, language or 
nationality, which carry no weight in Islam. 

'Ushr: Ten per cent (in some cases five per cent) of agricultural 
produce payable by a Muslim as a pan of his religious obligation, 
like zakat, mainly for the benefit of the poor and the needy. 

Waqf: Assets entrusted to an individual or organization for a 
specified charitable purpose. 

Zakat: The amount payable by a Muslim on his net worth as a pal1 
of his religious obligations, mainly for the benefit of the poor and 
the needy. See also 'ushr.

Zulm: A comprehensive Islamic term used to refer to all forms of 
inequity, injustice, exploitation, oppression and wrongdoing, 
whereby a person either deprives others of their right or does not 
fulfil his obligations towards them. 
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